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ABSTRACT
The measurement of subsurface contamination by Volatile Organic
Chemicals (VOCs) is an important methodological problem as these
contaminants are ubiquitous in the industrialized world. There is a great need
for fast, reliable, and inexpensive means for the determination of the nature
and extent of subsurface VOC contamination. A prototype membrane-inlet
vapor sampling probe for monitoring subsurface concentrations of VOCs in situ
has been developed and tested. In this work, a detailed mathematical model of
the probe describing the important vapor transport issues related to its
operation has been constructed and tested against the prototype. The model
includes conductance expressions for the entire vacuum regime from viscous to
molecular flow, a time and pressure dependent outgassing formulation,
provisions for a membrane-inlet, and a complete description of the advective
and diffusive transport of the sample vapor. The model is composed of a set of
non-linear partial differential equations which are solved using Finite Difference
approximations in an iterative solution scheme. Experiments comparing model
simulations with results from the prototype system have shown the model to be
useful both for understanding how the system works and for evaluating
alternative system designs. The process of modeling the vapor sampling probe
has shown existing theories of multicomponent transitional vacuum flow and
vacuum outgassing to be insufficient, and has pointed toward new hypotheses
concerning these phenomena.
Thesis Supervisor: Harold F. Hemond
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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FORWARD
"The Epiphany"
After one long and particularly arduous day of work on this thesis, I left
the laboratory thinking I was done with the bulk of the computer runs and had
only four runs remaining. Four seemed like an insignificant number compared
to the hundreds of runs that went into each chapter. Well I started the next
day with lots of energy even though I was quite deprived of sleep. Upon
returning to the laboratory and running the last four runs, the software, which I
have wrestled with over the last few years, decided to fight back viscously and
kicked me in the teeth, hard! Yes, four simple runs suggested that the
seemingly debugged model was infested. At least it sure didn't give useful
results.
Well, from feeling full of energy and on top of the world--so close to
finishing, I fell fast and hard with the terrible realization that it wasn't working
and I might have to change all of my plans, give up the doctoral program,
become a bum, and not necessarily in that order. So, I left work that night
feeling very tired, frustrated, and mad at the world. As I walked back to my
apartment, my brain was filled with musings on how it doesn't get much worse
than this and how I supposed it could be worse, but couldn't imagine how.
Needless to say, I wasn't feeling too good about the world, so I probably
did not reply in a very agreeable tone of voice when a stranger asked me if I
had a light and I said "no", but when he walked up to me and punched me in
the chest, I was shocked. I responded with a rather unkind word to the
stranger, and he responded with the same word (It seems to be a form of
greeting here in Cambridge) and we both continued walking in opposite
directions. Well, I was enraged, shocked, and dazed--half wondering if the
stranger had intended to rob me. I know Cambridge is rather smoker
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unfriendly, but the severity of this backlash was unexpected, to say the least. It
was still daylight with lots of people around. Amazing. This experience did not
put me in an exceptional frame of mind, nor did it give me very good feelings
about my fellow man.
Then, while taking a shower the next morning in a still agitated state, it
hit me. Since most of us who were raised in the Judeo-Christian tradition have
an image of angelic messengers with wings and harps, we don't expect divine
messages to be sent through unsavory couriers. However, in my rather ugly
state of mind, a violent smoker was probably the best that could have been
hoped for. It may not have been divine comedy, but it was definitely a divine
joke, with a rather strong punchline. "How could it be worse? I'll show you
how it could be worse." The message could not have been more clear: STOP
FEELING SORRY FOR YOURSELF.
I laughed in the shower and I laughed all the way back to work. There
were lots of problems to solve and there was more work to do, but it was okay.
It could have been a lot worse, and this thesis proves that everything worked
out well in the end. This story is included in the thesis as an example of the
many things one learns about oneself and about life while doing doctoral
research. It has been a wild emotional and intellectual ride, and I am very
fortunate to have been able to take it.
Michael Ernst, June 29, 1994
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION
Volatile Organic Chemicals (VOCs), such as hydrocarbon fuels and
solvents, are ubiquitous soil and groundwater contaminants. With current
technology it is very difficult and expensive to acquire the necessary information
for characterization of a VOC contaminant plume. To remediate this type of
contamination, fast and accurate means of in situ detection, identification, and
quantification are required. Conventional sampling and laboratory procedures,
which are costly and time consuming, are not able to meet these site
assessment needs. Moreover, when samples are taken, loss of analyte due to
volatilization or other degradation mechanisms may jeopardize the accuracy of
the results'.
In addition to measuring volatile pollutants, it is also important to be
able to measure naturally occurring gases in the subsurface. Gases, such as 02,
CO2, CH4 , and H2, are metabolic products which characterize the biological
activity of an environment. Metabolic gas concentrations and concentration
profiles convey information on terminal electron acceptors in use, rates of gas
production, and magnitudes of sinks or sources for gaseous species. This gas
concentration information is important for both understanding natural processes
and for the monitoring of in situ bioremediation. The subsurface measurement
of these gases is also an important methodological problem2 .
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1.2 BACKGROUND
Mass spectrometry has the demonstrated potential to successfully
characterize environmental VOC contamination as well as metabolic gases.
Jenkins et al. 3 highly encourage further development of field portable mass
spectrometry for VOC detection as the technique with the '"best combined
identification capabilities and detection limits available from current analytical
technology." Coupled with a membrane inlet4-, a mass spectrometer becomes
a powerful, yet easily applied tool for chemical analysis. If the system is
sufficiently portable, it can perform environmental analysis in situ, requiring
only that a probe be placed into the environment of interest'.
Vapor from a membrane inlet system can be analyzed by any of several
types of mass spectrometer (MS). Large mass range, stability, sensitivity, and
fast scanning ability of the mass spectrometer all contribute to the performance
of a membrane inlet mass spectrometer system. Several field portable mass
spectrometers have been developed recently7' 0. Each of these units has
different performance characteristics and is portable to varying degrees, from
van-size to man-size. The instrument described by Hemond 9 uses a membrane-
inlet, can be carried by one person, and can be operated from self-contained
batteries in the field.
1.3 PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
A prototype in situ vapor sampling system has been developed in our
laboratory 5. This system couples a drivable membrane-inlet probe with a van-
portable mass spectrometer (Fig. 1-1). The subsurface vapors are sampled
through a membrane-probe tip. This membrane may be selected to favor the
permeation of common hydrophobic VOCs" and metabolic gases2 over that of
water vapor.
After crossing the gas permeable membrane at the probe tip, the sample
vapors are conveyed from the tip to the mass spectrometer at the surface. The
vapors are then inlet to the mass spectrometer and analyzed to determine
26
.FIG. 1-1. Prototype in situ vapor sampling system.
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partial pressure composition (Fig 1-2). This composition is then related back to
in situ VOC or metabolic gas concentrations.
1.4 SYSTEM MODELING
To relate vapor partial pressures in the ground to partial pressures in
the mass spectrometer and to fully understand the important physical processes
in the vapor sampling tube, a vapor flow and transport model has been
developed. The vapors in the probe tip are transported to the mass
spectrometer by a pressure gradient in the tube. This pressure gradient is
established by pumping at the mass spectrometer end of the tube, thus the
pressures are in the sub-atmospheric, or vacuum range. Therefore, the
modeling of flow and transport, which is the focus of this work, assumes
vacuum conditions in the tube.
Modeling the vapor sampling tube involves representing a complex array
of physical processes with a set of non-linear equations. These processes
include outgassing from the tube walls, differential membrane permeation,
independent transport in molecular flow, partial advection and reduced
diffusion in transitional flow, and advection and pressure-dependent diffusion in
viscous flow. Modeling all of these physical processes is essential for an
accurate simulation of the sampling system. Many researchers have developed
models of some of these phenomena; however, the model described here
includes all of these processes into a single numerical model. This model also
includes the first complete description of partial advection and interdiffusion in
the transition flow range, and is believed to be the first vacuum flow model to
include membrane permeation. In the modeling process, several limitations in
the understanding of the underlying physics have been illuminated, and
hypotheses related to both outgassing and multicomponent transitional flow are
suggested.
A detailed mathematical model of the probe describing these important
vapor transport issues has been constructed and tested against the prototype.
28
FIG. 1-2. Diagram of the membrane-inlet vapor sampling system.
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The model includes conductance expressions for the entire vacuum regime from
viscous to molecular flow, a time and pressure dependent outgassing
formulation, provisions for a membrane-inlet, and a complete description of the
advective and diffusive transport of the sample vapor. Experiments comparing
model simulations with results from the prototype system have shown the
model to be useful both for understanding how the system works and for
evaluating alternative system designs.
In Chapter 2, a model of the total pressure during pumpdown of a long
tube is presented. The focus of this chapter is the outgassing, or desorption, of
water vapor from the tube walls. Outgassing contributes a significant vapor
load to the mass spectrometer and its accurate modeling is important for the
prediction of system pressures. Pressures during pumpdown were simulated
through solution of the non-linear vacuum flow equation using an iterative
Finite Difference technique. These model pressures were compared to
laboratory measurements which verified the vacuum conductance expressions,
the outgassing parameterization, and the overall modeling technique.
The total pressure model was expanded in Chapter 3 to include the flow
and transport of a specific analyte vapor within a mixture of gases. Transport
of an individual component vapor involves both advective and diffusive
processes. These processes have not been well established for the transitional
vacuum flow regime, so a new approach was taken. This approach involved
expanding and modifying results from kinetic theory models for single
component flow. Simulations from the resulting multicomponent flow model
were compared with analyte and air injection experiments, confirming the
theoretical and mathematical approach.
In Chapter 4, the multicomponent model developed in Chapter 3 was
expanded with the addition of a membrane-inlet boundary condition and used
to simulate operation of the vapor sampling probe. In addition, the outgassing
parameterization of Chapter 2 was modified to include the reduction in
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outgassing observed when pumping was interrupted. Model simulations were
compared to measured results for the membrane-inlet probe to again verify the
accuracy of the model. The performance of the probe for different analyte
vapors and outgassing conditions was evaluated in experimental tests and model
simulations. In further model simulations, the effects of changing tube
diameter and membrane permeability were investigated. In this way, the model
has been established as a useful design tool for improvement of the vapor
sampling system.
A listing of relevant computer programs, input files, circuit diagrams,
and a complete development of the model equations are provided in the
appendices (6.1-6.6). Three additional appendices (6.7-6.9) related to the
analysis of mass spectral data have been included for completeness. Section
6.10 contains a bibliography with the complete citations for all of the chapter
references, and Section 6.11 contains a brief biography of the author.
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2.1 ABSTRACT
This article describes the development and application of a numerical
model of vacuum flow with outgassing. The mass conservation equation for a
vacuum tube is formed with three outgassing terms: a 1t term, a 1It° term,
and a constant term. Each term arises from a distinct sorption process at the
walls of the containing vessel. All of these outgassing terms include a linear
pressure dependence for a more realistic characterization during the initial
stages of pumpdown. Specific conductance equations for the entire range of
vacuum flow, from viscous to molecular, are combined with the mass
conservation equation to obtain a nonlinear partial differential equation for the
pressure in a vacuum system. The resulting equation is then solved using an
iterative finite difference scheme to give the pressures as a function of time and
location. Pressure measurements from several pumpdowns of a long outgassing
tube are then compared to the model results to evaluate outgassing rate
parameters. The 1it type outgassing was found to depend strongly on the
humidity levels to which the tubes were exposed before evacuation.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION
This article describes a model which was created as a development tool
for a vapor sampling probe, whose ultimate purpose is to identify volatile
underground contaminants in situ. The probe relies on a pressure differential
to transport vapors from a probe tip, through a long tube, to a mass
spectrometer at the ground surface. For an accurate characterization of in situ
conditions, the vapor which enters the mass spectrometer must be
representative of the partial pressures at the probe tip. However, outgassing
from the tube walls provides a second source of vapor which contributes to the
composition of the gas entering the mass spectrometer, and also alters flow and
pressure in the tube. In normal operation this system must be vented to
atmosphere prior to sampling, which makes the pumpdown performance
particularly important.
To model the total pressure behavior of a vacuum system during
pumpdown, we have developed a two component (water vapor and air) model
for vacuum flow with outgassing in a long tube. The basis for the model is a
nonlinear partial differential equation describing vacuum flow throughout the
entire pressure range. This equation is solved with an iterative finite difference
scheme to determine pressure as a function of time along the tube. The model
is generally applicable to any vacuum system composed of cylindrical elements,
and is especially relevant to systems having long sections of small cross section,
and rapid cycling operations, such as those found in the food processing
industry1 . The model may be used to predict the behavior of vacuum systems
through the entire range of flow, from viscous to molecular, when outgassing
parameter values are known. Alternatively, the model can also be used to
evaluate outgassing parameters, given data from pumpdown experiments.
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23 VACUUM SYSTEM MODELING
Many researchers have developed analytical and numerical vacuum
models applicable to steady-state, molecular flow conditions, as under high and
ultra high vacuum, where the conductances are not a function of pressure 7.
Such models are suitable for determining the ultimate pressure of the vacuum
system, which is set by the pumping speed, the conductance, and the outgassing
rate, which are all constant when the ultimate, or steady-state, pressure is
achieved. Welch2 presents an analytical solution for the pressure profile in a
long outgassing tube being pumped at one end. The outgassing is assumed to
be constant with respect to time and pressure, but spatially varying along the
tube. Kanazawa3 derives the vacuum flow equation from a differential form of
the vacuum conductance equation combined with the conservation of mass
equation. This model was used to predict the steady state pressure in a ring
accelerator with distributed pumping and constant outgassing. Horikoshi et aL4
use an analytical solution similar to Welch's to describe the pressure profile
between separate conductances which are combined to simulate a multiply
connected network.
Other modeling efforts have involved the application of an electronic
circuit analogy to vacuum flow and conductances. The major advantages of the
electric circuit analogy are the wide availability of circuit analysis tools, and the
ability to model transient phenomena as well as steady-state conditions in
multiply connected vacuum networks. However, the electric circuit analogy
only holds for molecular flow, where vacuum conductances are constant and
thus analogous to electric conductances. Miyahara s uses the analogy to
calculate the steady-state pressure in an ultrahigh vacuum electron storage ring
assuming constant outgassing. Wilson6 presents electronic circuit tools as
capable of analyzing time-varying loads and distributed pumping for
accelerators, storage rings and process lines. Ohta et aL7 model an electron
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microscope vacuum system with an electric circuit analogy; the model includes
outgassing which is pressure, but not time, dependent.
The high vacuum models described above, however, are not capable of
describing pumpdown from atmospheric pressure. Pumpdown includes viscous
and transitional flow regimes where conductances are pressure dependent,
resulting in a nonlinear vacuum equation; thus, the solution techniques usually
employed in high and ultrahigh vacuum situations are not applicable.
Santeler8 '9 has developed a complex model that does apply to the entire
vacuum range and includes a time-dependent outgassing formulation. The
model first computes flows at the pump inlet corresponding to 99 discrete inlet
pressures spanning the 10- 9 - 1 Torr range. The vacuum system pressures for
the different flows are determined, one segment at a time, through a
multisegmented model that includes a complete set of complex conductance
expressions with corrections for short tubes, orifices and choked flows. The
resulting pressure-flow curves are numerically integrated to yield pressure as a
function of time during pumpdown in the absence of outgassing. Next, the
pressure distribution that would result solely from outgassing is calculated using
the pressure-flow relationship determined for the system without outgassing,
plus a time dependent outgassing formulation. The system pressures without
outgassing are added to the pressures due to outgassing alone, to form the net
system pressures as a function of time during pumpdown. This sequential
approach to obtaining the pumpdown curves for a system does not allow
interaction between the amount of outgassing and the system conductances,
which are established for a given flow in the absence of outgassing. Outgassing,
however, can actually dominate pressures and hence conductances in a long
vapor sampling tube during pumpdown.
The present model includes these outgassing effects by incorporating a
time and pressure dependent outgassing formulation within a single equation.
The molecular vacuum flow equation3 is adapted to the entire flow range by
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including viscous and transitional conductances, which are functions of the total
pressure in the system (including that portion due to outgassing). The resulting
nonlinear equation is solved numerically to give pressure as a function of time
and location in the tube.
2.4 OUTGASSING
Outgassing, the release of bound (sorbed) material from surfaces, is a
complicated and poorly understood vacuum phenomenon. The amount of
material adsorbed to a surface depends on the history of the surface as well as
temperature, pressure, the physical and chemical nature of the surface, and the
particular vapor or gas being sorbed. In vacuum systems that are pumped
down from atmospheric pressure, water is typically the predominant sorbed
vapor and is responsible for most of the outgassing.
The two major sorption processes are adsorption and absorption.
Adsorption involves the binding of gas or vapor molecules to the surface of a
material through intermolecular forces (physisorption) or through the sharing or
transferring of electrons (chemisorption). Physisorption is a relatively weak
process, with energies usually less than 10 kcal mol-1, while chemisorption is
much stronger' ° , with bonding energies up to 200 kcal mol - '. Absorption, on
the other hand, is not strictly a surface process, to the extent that gas or vapor
molecules permeate through the exposed surface and into the bulk material.
Absorbed molecules contribute to outgassing by diffusing back through the bulk
material to the surface when a vacuum is applied.
The amount of material sorbed, as a function of pressure, at equilibrium
and at a given temperature, is referred to as a sorption isotherm. Several
isotherms have been developed based on the physics of a less-than-monolayer
surface coverage. However, observations suggest that such models are
mechanistically inaccurate, since the amount of sorbed material released during
a pumpdown may be hundreds of monolayers if a smooth surface is assumed".
Multilayer isotherms, on the other hand, are able to explain the amount of
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sorbed water, but the observed outgassing kinetics are much slower than would
be predicted by the weak intermolecular bonding energies involved.
The outgassing kinetics of absorbed vapor are governed by diffusion, and
are generally much slower than the outgassing kinetics of adsorbed vapor. In
order to determine the outgassing rate as a function of time for absorbed
material, the diffusion equation may be solved directly12 . Given a homogeneous
solid slab with a uniform initial concentration of absorbed vapor and a zero
partial pressure maintained outside of the slab, the outgassing may be shown to
initially decrease with a It ° s5 time dependency, followed by an exponential
decrease in outgassing for later times, due to the finite thickness of the slab13 .
This t°-5 time dependency is often observed in vacuum systems after several
hours of pumping.
For the first few hours of pumpdown, however, the rate of outgassing of
water vapor from a metal surface has been observedl'1141l8 to be proportional to
lit, not 1t ° 5. Dayton 16 has proposed a model for this 1It dependency of
outgassing from a thin oxide layer on the surface of the metal. The oxide layer
is modeled as a heterogeneous collection of capillaries with different geometries
and surface energies. The water molecules migrate through these narrow
capillaries with different diffusivities and travel times. The outgassing from
each individual capillary obeys the same time dependency as the outgassing
from the homogeneous solid slab described above. A lit outgassing rate
dependency is obtained by a linear combination of the outgassing from all of
these different capillaries.
After most of the water vapor has desorbed from the oxide layer and
diffused from the bulk material of the vacuum chamber, the outgassing
becomes dominated by leaks and permeation through vacuum seals (e.g.,
polymeric gaskets and o rings). These processes provide a source of vapor that
acts as a constant outgassing source. The ultimate pressure of the vacuum
system is controlled by these leaks and by the pumping speed. For steady-state
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situations, leaks are the only source of vapor. Consequently, modelers of
ultrahigh vacuum systems, who are primarily interested in ultimate pressures,
usually assume constant outgassing in their model formulations.
Outgassing, in addition to being a function of time, is also a function of
pressure. When a vacuum system is in equilibrium, before pumpdown, there is
no net outgassing; as the pressure is reduced, during pumpdown, the outgassing
soon becomes independent of the pressure. In general, the pressure
dependence of outgassing is only important when the system pressure is of
similar magnitude to the equilibrium pressure. A linear pressure dependence is
the simplest assumption that satisfies these criteria, and was used by Ohta et
aL7 in their work.
In the model presented here, the outgassing processes are represented
by
q - (K1It + K/to5 + K )(P - P) , (2-1)
where q (Torr m3 s- 1 m- 2) is the specific outgassing, P (Torr) is the total
pressure in the tube, and Po (Torr) is the pressure at which the tube was stored
prior to pumpdown. K, K2, and K3 are parameters which weight the
contributions to the outgassing from each of the physical processes described
above. The K1/t term represents the outgassing from an oxide layer on the
surface of the tube, while the K2/t'° term represents outgassing from the bulk
metal of the tube walls. The constant term, K3, represents virtual outgassing
due to leaks. The specific outgassing, q, is net difference between the
desorption rate and the sorption rate. There is no provision for readsorption of
molecules as q is always positive during system pumpdown. Eq. (2-1) is similar
to Santeler's8 formulation, except for the inclusion of a linear pressure
dependence and the removal of an exponentially decaying term which proved
unnecessary in this model.
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2.5 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In our model, pressure as a function of time and position in the vacuum
system is the immediate result of solving the governing partial differential
equation. The mass conservation equation and the differential form of the
vacuum conductance equation are combined to form a nonlinear partial
differential equation for pressure that is time and pressure dependent. This
equation is solved through use of a finite difference approximation (FDA) with
Picard iteration.
The differential form of the vacuum conductance equation is
Q --_ , (2-2)
where Q (Torr m3 s- 1) is the mass flow, and c (m3 s - I m) is the specific
conductance, which is equal to the product of the conductance, C (m3 s-'),
where C = Q/AP, and the length, I (m), over which the pressure change, AP
(Torr), acts. The mass conservation equation for an infinitesimal length of
vacuum tube is
A a Q P DqO , (2-3)
a a
where A = rD2/4 (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the tube with diameter D
(m). Combining Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) gives the following vacuum flow equation:
A I ac - rDq - , (2-4)
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which may be solved for pressure as a function of time and location in the tube.
The expressions for conductance in the various flow regimes are well
established 0 ' 2. For viscous flow in a long circular tube, Poiseuille's law states
cv - rD 4PI(128) , (2-5)
where rt (Torr s) is the dynamic viscosity and Pa (Torr) is the average pressure
in the tube. For molecular flow, Knudsen gives
m - D32M R (2-6)
where Ro is the ideal gas constant = 8314 (g mol'-1 m2 s-2 K-'), T (K) is the
absolute temperature, and M (g mol- 1) is the molecular weight of the gas.
A general equation's of specific conductance, which is continuous for the
entire range of vacuum pressures, may be formed by the linear combination of
molecular and viscous conductances,
c - C + Zcm , (2-7)
where Knudsen's empirically determined equation for Z is
1 + OOD4P, M)
Z -1 rROr (2-8)
1 + 1.24D[ J
7 R
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The specific conductance is a strong function of pressure for the viscous flow
range where c, dominates. This pressure dependence makes the vacuum flow
equation, Eq. (2-4), nonlinear for the pressure range of interest in pumpdown
modeling.
The boundary conditions are a pump at one end (x=O) of the tube with
the other end (x=L) sealed. The boundary condition at the pump was
expressed mathematically as
c a S(P P) (2-9)
where S (m3 s- ') is the speed of the pump and P, (Torr) is the ultimate
pressure of the pump. The boundary condition for the sealed end is
cr 0 . (2-10)
The nonlinear vacuum flow equation, Eq. (2-4), is similar to the
unsaturated flow equation for porous media and may be solved in an analogous
manner. Celia et al.19 have shown that a fully implicit FDA with Picard
Iteration is the preferred solution scheme for this equation. The FDA for Eq.
(2-4) at any nonboundary node, i, is
p11 n n+l n+l n+1 n+l
A.i__ -i i+Y +Y2 -Y2 Ci-2 + C 1
- t(ax) -'--' (AX)2 (X)2
(2-11)
- i4 - pi") K + )K2 +K3- 0
n+Vi Qtn4.½)O.5 3
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In this equation, the superscripts represent time steps and the subscripts
represent spatial nodes (the n+½/2 superscripts on t indicate the midpoint of the
time step). The conductances are the arithmetic mean values:
Ci+v% - (ci + ci,)/2 , ci_ - (ci + ci1 )/2 . (2-12)
Approximations, similar to Eq. (2-11), are also required for the boundary
nodes. The FDA for the pumping node, 1, is
I- po n+l n+l -+1
A 1 - 2 3 -P +2 32 .pnl 1 
At (A)2 ()2 (2-13)
- D(Po - p)K + K2K + K3J - 0
tn2 (1flV2)O.5
and for the sealed end node, k, is
p4+l I . n+l n
k k - k +1Ak + -pl - 2 -k2
At (hx) 2 k (2-14)
(2-14)
+ -K0 .K1K 2 -0K_rPo _ Pk 1 n + Y2 0.5 K3 
In Eqs. (2-11)-(2-14), the specific conductances are all functions of total
pressure, and hence an iterative scheme is required. In addition to being a
function of pressure, the conductances are also a function of viscosity and
molecular weight, which are both, in turn, dependent on gas composition.
During a vacuum pumpdown, the gas composition changes as air is rapidly
removed by pumping and replaced by water vapor degassing from the walls of
the vacuum system. The viscosity of water vapor is approximately half that of
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air, and water's molecular weight is approximately 40% smaller; thus, the
viscosity and average molecular weight both decrease as water replaces air.
The partial pressures of water vapor are calculated during each total pressure
iteration step using an additional set of FDA equations similar to Eqs. (2-11)-
(2-14), with water vapor partial pressures replacing the total pressures, Pi. The
viscosity and molecular weight used in the specific conductance calculations is
computed from partial-pressure-weighted averages of the viscosities and
molecular weights of water vapor and air.
The Picard iteration scheme for this FDA is
ma n+, n+l,m n+l,m n+l,m
C+ 2Ci+lM Ci + CiC 1 iA.6 - 6i1 + 6 m
'At (ax)2 (X)2 (&X)2 
K, K'+ ,-, o + K- -Pt
where (mrepresntstheiteratin2). J l3at e ti A  a(2-15)
n+l,m n+l,m n+l,m n+l,m+ lm ci+Y2 + Plm i- lm
(Ax) 2 4 (AX)2 (AX)2
1rDi(P - Pi+" K (+) RPFDA
where m represents the iteration level at a given time step, and
"6 - pmi*l," +l _- p+l 'm (2-16)
converges to zero as the correct value of Pi+' is reached. RFDA is the
equation residual which is tested after each iteration. When the maximum
residual is deemed small enough to give accurate pressure values, the iterations
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stop and calculations for the next time step begin [RPFDA < (10-6)Pi was used in
our runs]. In practice, convergence requires only a few iterations per time step.
The form of Eq. (2-15) gives the numerical solution many favorable
attributes. This approximation has a diagonal time matrix which ensures
nonoscillatory behavior 9 and it is fully implicit providing unconditional
stability2 . In addition, this form of the FDA possesses the conservative
property2l in that integral mass conservation is preserved through the symmetry
of the formulation.
The numerical model was coded in compiled BASIC (Microsoft
QuickBASIC 4.5) and run on a microcomputer (Thinkmate 486-33MHz).
Model results were compared to analytical solutions to verify the accuracy of
the code. The transient performance was checked against an analytical solution
of the vacuum flow equation, Eq. (2-4), which was simplified by assuming
constant specific conductances with zero outgassing, and by replacing the
pumping boundary with a zero pressure boundary. The transient solutions for a
1 m long, 0.011 m diam, tube with c=2.06(10 -4 ) m3 s - ' m, at t=0.025 and
t=0.25 s converged to the analytical solutions as Ax was reduced to 0.02 m and
At was reduced to 0.0001 s (Fig. 2-1). The transient solutions are more
sensitive to time steps than spatial steps because the error terms for the FDA
[Eq. (2-15)] are second order in space and first order in time.
The model's steady-state performance was verified against the analytical
solution for constant outgassing in a long tube with molecular flow2 . In this
case, the boundary conditions are given by Eqs. (2-9) and (2-10) with S=0.003
m3 s - 1 and P= 10- 4 Torr. The outgassing parameters, K, and K2, were set to
zero, with K 3=3(10- 9) m3 s- 1 m- 2 and Po=760 Torr. The tube length and
diameter were 6.9 and 0.011 m, respectively, with c=2.06(10 -4 ) m3 s- 1 m as
before. The pressure as a function of time at x=2.1 m for three different
discretizations is shown in Fig. 2-2. The model run with fine spatial
discretization, Ax=0.03 m, matched the analytical steady-state solution for times
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FIG. 2-1. Transient analytical' 2 and numerical solutions for constant specific
conductances, no outgassing, and zero pressure boundary.
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0
greater than 160 s. Again, varying the time step size had much more effect on
the transient solution than varying the spatial step size. The accuracy of the
steady state solution, on the other hand, is wholly dependent on the spatial
discretization.
2.6 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental setup consisted of three 0.024 m diam tubes, 1.44 m
long, which were connected by 0.011 m diam, 0.12 m long, connectors as shown
in Fig. 2-3. The tubes were connected through an electromechanically actuated
valve to a 0.003 m3 s- 1 roughing pump (Alcatel 2008A), rated by the
manufacturer for an ultimate pressure of 10- 4 Torr. Capacitance manometers
were used to measure the pressures along the tubes during pumpdown. Gauges
P0 and P1 (MKS 122AA) had a 10- 4 - 2 Torr range, gauges P2 and P3 (MKS
227AA) had a 10- 4 - 1 Torr range, and gauge P4 (MKS 222AHS) had a 10-2
10 Torr range. All of the gauges were connected to a data acquisition system
comprised of an eight channel 12 bit A/D card (Metrobyte DAS-16) in a PC-
AT compatible computer (Compuadd 286) which recorded the pressures during
the tests. Pumpdown tests were run after the tubes were exposed to either
ambient air (relative humidity approximately 40%), dry nitrogen, or humid air
(relative humidity approximately 80%) for at least three hours at a temperature
of approximately 22 °C in all cases.
The model runs used a spatial discretization of 3 cm with an initial time
step of 0.1 s which was increased by 10% each time step in order to efficiently
span the 26 hour model run with 120 time steps. These values were found to
be satisfactory in reproducing model results obtained with smaller temporal and
spatial discretizations. The average time required to complete a model run was
7 min.
The pumpdown tests were compared to model results in order to
determine the amount and type of outgassing present in each case. The model
was calibrated to each of the three pumpdown tests by sequentially varying the
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FIG. 2-3. Experimental setup for pumpdown tests.
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values of the three outgassing parameters (K1-K3) until the model accurately
reproduced the measured pressures over the time range from 5 s to 18 h. The
three outgassing parameters represent physically different processes that
dominate during three different time periods. The l1t outgassing parameter
dominates the early (10 - 1000 s) time period, followed by the l/t0 5 outgassing
which dominates the 1000 - 10 000 s time period, and finally the constant
outgassing which dominates for times greater than 10 000 s and establishes the
ultimate pressure distribution in the tubes. It is important to note that in
parameterizing the 1/t°05 outgassing there is some interplay with both the
constant and 1it outgassing parameters, making the accurate selection of the
1/t°5 parameter somewhat less certain than either the 1t or the constant
outgassing parameters.
2.7 RESULTS
The experimental data and model results for the three different
pumpdown tests (Figs. 2-4, 2-5, 2-6) show how well the model is able to
duplicate the measured pressures for different outgassing conditions. (Note:
the small oscillations in pressure measurements below the 6 mTorr range are
due to noise in the data acquisition system, while the apparent pressure drift
after 30 000 s is due to calibration drift of the capacitance manometers.) The
N2 pumpdown (Fig. 2-4) showed a far more rapid pressure decrease than the
ambient (Fig.2-5) and humid (Fig. 2-6) air pumpdowns. In 100 s, the N2
pumpdown pressures dropped to between 3 and 7 mTorr, while the pumpdown
pressures from ambient and from humid conditions only dropped to the 30 - 70
mTorr range and the 40 - 90 mTorr range, respectively. These dramatically
different pumpdown pressure curves were successfully modeled by varying only
two outgassing parameters: K, and K2.
The strong interaction between the outgassing parameter values and the
pumpdown pressure curves are seen in Fig. 2-7, where the outgassing rate
curves and the pressure at PO are presented on the same time axis for the three
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FIG. 2-4. Measured and model pressures for pumpdown of tubes filled with dry
nitrogen.
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FIG. 2-5. Measured and model pressures for pumpdown of tubes filled with
ambient air (RH~40%).
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air (RH80%).
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pumpdown model runs. The pressure dependence of the outgassing
formulation [Eq. (2-1)] is seen in the slight depression of the outgassing curves
from 0.1 to 1 s. After 1 s, the outgassing rate is dominated by 1/t type
outgassing until after approximately 1000 s, when the It0' 5 and constant
outgassing processes plays a larger role. The outgassing parameter values and
the amount of outgassed material from one hour of pumping for the three
model runs are presented in Table 2-1. The amount of material outgassed is
expressed in terms of the equivalent number of monolayers for the 0.344 m2
geometrical surface area of the tubes.
The outgassing curves of Fig. 2-7 and the values in Table 2-1 show a
strong relationship between the moisture content of the gas to which the
surface is exposed and the resulting t outgassing. During the first hour of
pumpdown, the ambient air (RH#40%) test degassed approximately 500 times
more vapor through 1/t type outgassing than the nitrogen test. Increasing the
relative humidity to approximately 80% (humid air) resulted in an increase in
1/t type outgassing of approximately 60% from the ambient air case for the first
hour of pumping. This outgassing increase is less than predicted by the linear
relationship between 1/t outgassing and humidity presented by Dayton16.
The 1/t° 5 outgassing results do not show as strong a link to humidity
changes. Approximately 6 times more 1/t°5 outgassing was observed for the
ambient air pumpdown versus the nitrogen pumpdown, while the humid
pumpdown showed a 50% decrease from the ambient case for the first hour of
pumping. Santeler 8 observes that this type of outgassing is more dependent on
long term storage conditions of the vacuum materials than on the relative
humidity to which the surfaces are exposed immediately preceding pumpdown.
In our experiments, the long term storage conditions were not significantly
different, so no connection between long term storage and the differences in
1/t°. outgassing may be inferred.
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TABLE 2-1. Model parameters and outgassed mass for three different pumpdown
tests.
Pumpdown test Nitrogen Ambient air Humid air
conditions: (dry) (RH=40%) (RH,80%)
Model parameters
[Eq. (2-1)]
K, 1t 1.3(10s ) 6.9(10 6) 1.1(10-5 )
K2, 1t °5 2.5(108) 1.4(10-7) 7.0(108)
K3, constant 2.5(10- 9) 2.5(10 '9) 2.5(10-9)
1 h outgassed mass
(monolayers H20)
1/t 0.3 170 270
1/t° 5 7.2 40 20
Constant 20.0 20 20
Total 27.5 230 310
In an effort to investigate the impact of ground water temperatures on a
vapor sampling tube, tests were conducted with the tubes cooled from 22 to
150C. The effect of lowered temperature was an imperceptible change in
pumpdown pressure curves. This is not surprising in that it reflects only a 2%
change in absolute temperature. Dayton16 suggests that the amount of material
adsorbed to a surface is linearly related to absolute temperature; if this is the
case, a noticeable change in outgassing behavior would require a much greater
temperature change.
2.8 CONCLUSIONS
The vacuum pumpdown model presented here is a useful tool for
vacuum system design and analysis. The model numerically solves the
governing nonlinear partial differential equation for vacuum flow with
outgassing for the viscous to molecular ranges. This model may be used to
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predict the behavior of vacuum systems when outgassing parameter values are
known. When outgassing parameter values are unknown, as is more often the
case, the model may be used to estimate them.
The results from three pumpdown tests and corresponding model runs
show a strong relationship between relative humidity of the pumped gas and an
outgassing process whose rate is proportional to 1/t. This type of outgassing is
presumably due to an oxide layer on the surface of the metal14 1622 that
equilibrates quickly with the water content of any gas to which it is exposed.
The diffusive outgassing, with a 1t5 time dependence, appears to be less
related to the humidity of the pumped gas and may be more dependent on the
long term storage conditions of the tube prior to evacuation. Further testing
under different humidity and other environmental conditions is needed to firmly
establish the factors that affect outgassing parameters. The results of the
outgassing experiments presented here have direct implications for the use of
long vapor sampling tubes. Even after several minutes of pumping, outgassing,
primarily due to the 1it process, was found to be an important source of water
vapor that cannot be neglected.
The vacuum pumpdown model may be expanded to more complex
vacuum networks with multiple pumping locations similar to those described by
Santeler 9 and Horikoshi et aL4 . The only additional computational burden
would be the use of a complete matrix solver for the resulting two dimensional
problem. If the pumps are located along a single vacuum tube, the problem
remains one dimensional and involves only a minor increase in the complexity
of the model.
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3.1 ABSTRACT
A multicomponent vacuum flow and vapor transport model for a long,
outgassing sampling tube has been developed. The model includes advective
and diffusive vapor transport processes for a wide range of gas flow, from
viscous to molecular. Existing single component, or total pressure, approaches
to vacuum flow are extended to the problem of multicomponent flow and
transport. A set of partial differential equations describing vacuum flow and
transport in a tube are derived and solved with an iterative numerical scheme.
Comparison of model simulations with laboratory measurements of vapor
transport in a long vacuum sampling tube, showed that the model accurately
represents the process of interdiffusion in all flow regimes. Both interdiffusion
and advection are accurately simulated by the model for all vapor components
in fully viscous flow. Partial advection and tube limited diffusion in the
transition flow range, are also simulated by the model.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
The primary concern of most vacuum system modelers has been the
total pressure in the vacuum system. The established equations for flow in a
vacuum system relate total pressures to pumping speeds and conductances '3 .
The equations generally assume that a single component with a known
molecular weight and viscosity accounts for the total pressure in the system.
When the system is composed of several different component vapors, however,
establishing the partial pressures of each component can become important for
some applications.
Santeler4 5 has developed a multi-segmented vacuum system model that
tracks the partial pressures of three component gases during pumpdown.
Santeler and Warren6 describe a model for the gas fractionation that occurs
during pumpdown due to the influence of molecular weight on effective
pumping speed in molecular and transitional flow. These models include a
complete set of complex conductance expressions with corrections for short
tubes, orifices, and choked flows for each segment. The focus of these models
has been system pumpdown where accurate modeling of transport due to
interdiffusion and partial advection in the transitional flow region is not a
priority. Thus, these aspects of the models are less developed than the total
pressure conductances.
Our laboratory has developed an in situ vapor sampling device that
conveys vapors from the ground, through a long tube, to a mass spectrometer
on the surface 7. The mass spectrometer allows the partial pressure of an
individual vapor component, referred to herein as the analyte vapor, to be
monitored at the pump end of the tube. During pumpdown of the vapor
sampling device, the flow in the tube varies from viscous flow, through the
transitional flow regime, to molecular flow. Air, water vapor, and analyte vapor
are transported through the tube by both advective and diffusive processes
which specifically relate to the flow regime. Simulating these vacuum transport
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processes is essential for determining the relationship between vapor
concentrations in the subsurface and vapor concentrations in the mass
spectrometer detector. A simulation model is also needed to guide further
improvements of the in situ probe.
In earlier work, to better understand the flow and transport processes in
the long vacuum sampling tube, and to relate total pressures in the sampling
tube to pressures in the mass spectrometer, we developed a model of air and
water vapor transports . In the present work, this total pressure model was
combined with a partial pressure transport model that includes both advection
and diffusion of air, water, and analyte vapor. This new multicomponent model
extends existing kinetic theories of single component transitional flow to
develop a consistent transport theory that includes partial advection and
interdiffusion. Non-linear partial differential equations for the total and partial
pressures in the tube have been derived and then solved using an iterative
numerical scheme.
The model was tested by injecting analyte vapor into the long, evacuated
sample tube of the apparatus referenced above. The analyte injections were
followed by a series of air injections, which resulted in transient advection and
interdiffusion of the analyte vapor in the tube. During the injections, the tube
pressures varied over a range that included molecular, transitional, and viscous
flow regimes.
3.3 SINGLE COMPONENT FLOW
For single component (total pressure) flow, the kinetic theory of gases
has enabled the development of mathematical representations of viscous and
molecular flow that are both physically realistic and quantitatively accurate'.
Modeling is less successful, however, in the transitional flow regime. The
standard method of extending the kinetic theory of viscous flow into transition
flow, through the use of non-zero wall velocities, does not agree with the results
of molecular flow theory. This failure of the viscous theory extension has
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forced researchers to adopt empirical approaches to the transition flow regime9 .
Knudsen's interpolation approach2 has achieved wide acceptance due to its
simplicity and quantitative accuracy, although it does not provide a physical
picture of the molecular behavior in transition flow. Thomson and Owens9
describe several approaches used to obtain more physically descriptive
transitional flow equations. Two of these approaches, by Scott and Dullien l°,
and Weberl, involve combinations of the kinetic theories for molecular and
viscous flow. These approaches assume different molecular behavior in the
transition realm, yet both are successful in reproducing laboratory flow
measurements.
Vacuum flow regimes in a long tube are commonly characterized by the
ratio of mean molecular free path to tube diameter, /D (m m'1), which is
known as the Knudsen number. This length ratio also represents the ratio of
wall collision frequency to intermolecular collision frequency12. When
intermolecular collisions dominate, /D is small and the flow may be considered
viscous, so that bulk fluid properties are important. When wall collisions
dominate, /D is large and the flow is considered to be molecular. Molecular
flow is governed by the individual properties of the molecules, not by bulk fluid
processes. When the number of intermolecular collisions is comparable to the
number of wall collisions (0.01 < XID < 100), the flow is said to be transitional
between viscous and molecular flow.
The vapor throughput, Q (Torr m3 sa1), in a long tube may be expressed
as
aPQ - -CAP - (3-1)
where P (Torr) is the total pressure at location x (m). The specific
conductance, c (m3 s1 m), is equal to the product of the tube conductance, C
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(m3 s'), and the length of the tube, I (m), over which the total pressure change,
AP (Torr), acts.
The value of the specific conductance depends upon the flow regime in
the tube. Under viscous conditions, where the vapor moves as a single bulk
fluid, Poiseuille's law gives the viscous specific conductance, c, for a long
circular tube,
cV - rD4P/(1287) , (3-2)
where r (Torr s) is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity and Pa (Torr) is the
average pressure in the tube. For molecular flow, where molecules move
independently of one another, the Knudsen equation for the molecular specific
conductance, cm, is
Cm - D3 (3-3)
where Ro is the ideal gas constant = 8314 (g mol-' m2 s2 K'1), T (K) is the
absolute temperature, and M (g mol 1) is the molecular weight of the gas. For
the transitional flow regime between viscous and molecular flow, the specific
conductance, c, is commonly expressed as a linear combination of the molecular
and viscous specific conductances,
C - C + ZCm , (3-4)
where Z is Knudsen's semi-empirically determined parameter:
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1 + OOD M]
zl RT) (3-5)
1 + 1.24D M1
The combined specific conductance equation for transitional flow, Eq. (3-4),
may be used as a general formula to calculate the specific conductance for the
entire flow range, from viscous to molecular flow2.
The semi-empirical Knudsen equation for specific conductance is useful
for establishing flow and total pressures under a wide range of vacuum
conditions; however, the equation provides little insight into the nature of flow
in the transition realm. If the transport processes governing multicomponent
flow in the transition realm are to be successfully quantified, some insight into
the physics of transitional flow is essential.
Transitional flow includes some of the characteristics of viscous flow,
where bulk fluid properties are important, and some of the characteristics of
molecular flow, where molecules move independently. The physics of both
molecular and viscous flow are well established in kinetic theory and have been
verified experimentally1 2 . The viscous flow theory is commonly extended to the
transition realm through the concept of surface slip, a non-zero fluid velocity at
the container wall2 9' 13' 14. When this slip flow model is extended into the
molecular flow range, however, it does not match the results obtained from
molecular flow theory. Consequently, attempts to describe the transition region
have involved combining the viscous, slip, and molecular flow processes that are
assumed to coexist within the transition region.
Scott and Dullien'0 combine these three flow processes by calculating
the fraction of molecules that are involved in less than one intermolecular
collision, on average, between successive wall collisions. This fraction of
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molecules, F,, is considered to behave in a molecular manner with no
significant interaction with other molecules. Scott and Dullien's approximation
of Fm based on geometrical considerations is given as
F, - exp{-sinh-l(D/X)} , (3-6)
which may be simplified to the mathematically identical form 5,
F, - -(D) + (D/X) + )2 5 . (3-7)
The remaining fraction of molecules, F = 1 - F,, is considered to act in a
viscous manner. The viscous and molecular fractions are used to form a
combined specific conductance:
CSD - F(CY + c,) + FmCm , (3-8)
where c, is the slip flow specific conductance. The Scott and Dullien specific
conductance, csD, like the Knudsen specific conductance, c, represents a linear
combination of molecular and viscous specific conductances, with the slip
conductance, c, representing a special type of viscous conductance relating to
slip flow. Assuming the roughness of the tube walls is large compared to the
size of the molecules, so that all of the molecules striking the tube walls
transfer their momentum to the tube and are re-emitted from the tube walls at
random angles, the equation for the slip flow conductance is9
c - (/4)Cm . (3-9)
The Scott and Dullien formula [Eq. (3-8)] is able to nearly duplicate Knudsen's
flow measurements without invoking any empirical parameters.
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Weber" presents a different approach to separating the types of flow in
the transition regime. Weber's work uses the ratio of wall collision frequency
to total collision frequency as an indicator of the dominant type of flow for a
given pressure. This ratio, Rmg, is expressed as
Rm - 1/(1 + D/A) . (3-10)
This ratio was first used by Bosanquet 12 to describe the decrease in molecular
conductance with increasing pressure in the transition region. Bosanquet's
molecular specific conductance, c,, may be expressed as
CBm - RmCm , (3-11)
where cm is given by Eq. (3-3). This simple expression for the decrease in
molecular conductance due to intermolecular collisions, gives results that very
nearly duplicate a more complex formulation proposed by Pollard and
Present 2. Weber linearly combines the Bosanquet equation with viscous and
slip terms to form the specific conductance for the full range of flows:
CW - C + (1-Rm)Cs + Rmcm . (3-12)
Browne and John16 found that this formulation successfully duplicated their
experimental results for radial flow.
The Scott and Dullien formula [Eq. (3-8)] and the Weber formula [Eq.
(3-12)] are very similar in structure, except for the viscous terms. The viscous
specific conductance [Eq. (3-2)] decreases linearly with pressure. As the
pressure is decreased, the viscous conductance becomes negligible compared to
the molecular conductance [Eq. (3-3)], which remains constant over the
molecular flow domain. Linearity of the decrease in viscous conductance with
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decreasing pressure assumes a constant coefficient of viscosity. The Chapman
and Cowling equation for the coefficient of viscosity is17
t7 - (1/2)pX , (3-13)
where p is the gas density and is the average molecular velocity. As the
pressure decreases, the mean free path increase is offset by the density
decrease to maintain a constant coefficient of viscosity. However, when the
mean free path is restricted by the dimensions of the tube, Eq. (3-13) is no
longer validl4. At these low pressures, the infrequency of molecular collisions
makes viscous transfer of momentum unlikely. The Scott and Dullien formula
accounts for this phenomenon by multiplying the viscous specific conductance
by the fraction of viscous molecules, while the Weber formula makes no
correction to the viscous conductance term.
Another distinction between the Weber formula and the Scott and
Dullien formula is the weighting of the viscous and molecular fractions. Both
Fm of Eq. (3-7) and Rm of Eq. (3-10) represent molecular flow fractions that
are functions of DI/. In the transitional flow region, the Scott and Dullien
molecular fraction, Fm, is smaller than the Bosanquet molecular fraction, Rm, as
seen in Fig. 3-1. Thus, the Scott and Dullien formula suggests that the
transitional flow regime is more viscous in nature than the Bosanquet formula
would suggest. However, the Weber formula does not multiply the viscous
specific conductance by the viscous fraction of molecules and thus has a larger
effective viscous fraction than the Scott and Dullien formula.
One advantage of dividing the flow into viscous and molecular fractions
is that the dominant transport processes in the viscous and molecular realm are
different. Thus, the separation of molecules into viscous and molecular
fractions may be used to establish the magnitude of the individual transport
processes in vacuum flow. The Scott and Dullien formula and the Weber
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FIG. 3-1. Molecular flow fraction from Scott and Dullien'-F, [Eq. (3-7)] and
Bosanquetl6-R, [Eq. (3-10)].
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formula are both single component formulas that we have modified to enable
quantification of these transport processes in multicomponent flow.
3.4 MULTICOMPONENT VAPOR TRANSPORT
In multicomponent flow, the partial pressure gradient of each
component vapor and the total pressure gradient in the vacuum system both
contribute to vapor transport. Individual vapors are transported through the
vacuum tube by two physical processes: advection and diffusion. Advection is
the transport of a vapor being carried with the bulk fluid. This process is
driven by a total pressure gradient in the fluid. Advection is a viscous process
in which the momentum of the bulk fluid is transferred among the individual
fluid constituents. Diffusion, on the other hand, is not a viscous process, but an
individual, molecular one. Diffusion is driven by the partial pressure gradients
of the individual vapors, rather than the total pressure gradient.
Diffusing molecules move from regions of high partial pressure to low
partial pressure according to Fick's law. The diffusive throughput of an
individual component (the analyte vapor in this example), Qd9 (Torr m3 s'1),
may be expressed as
Qd, - aCd* , (3-14)
where * (Torr) is the analyte partial pressure and Cd (m3 s-1 m) is the diffusive
specific conductance of the analyte vapor.
Meyer2l4 has developed an equation for the diffusion of one gas in a
mixture of two gases based on the mean free path between intermolecular
collisions. Meyer's coefficient of interdiffusivity for air and analyte vapor
expressed as a specific conductance is
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A( X1 V + (3-15)
3 i + 
where O and r (Torr), A. and . (m), and Va and V, (m s') are the partial
pressures, mean free paths, and mean molecular velocities of air (air is itself a
mixture of several component gases, thus air molecular properties are based on
the average properties of those components) and analyte, respectively, and
A=rD 2/4 (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the tube. If the mean free paths
used in Meyer's interdiffusivity equation are based on collisions between like
molecules as well as unlike molecules, then the interdiffusivity becomes a strong
function of the partial pressure ratio in the gas mixture. However,
measurements show that interdiffusivity is only slightly dependent on the ratio
of partial pressures. Jeans' 4 has corrected the mean free paths in Meyer's
interdiffusivity formula for persistence of velocities'7 after collision. When
these corrected mean free paths are used, the dependence of interdiffusivity on
partial pressure ratio decreases.
Stefan and Maxwell'4 assumed that only collisions between unlike
molecules influence net transport due to interdiffusion. They used Meyer's
formula, with mean free path expressions that neglect the effect of collisions
between like molecules, to develop an expression for interdiffusion that is
completely independent of the partial pressure ratio. The Stefan-Maxwell
interdiffusivity, expressed as a specific conductance, is17
3AkT ( +RT ] (3-16)
CsM 2(t + ,)2 2r(M,M,/(M + M,) 
where k (1.036E-25 Torr m3 K-') is the Boltzmann constant, t, and E. (m) are
the molecular diameters, and M, and M, (g mol') are the molecular weights
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of the air and analyte vapor, respectively. The Stefan-Maxwell formula is
simpler than Meyer's formula as corrected for persistence of velocities 4.
Moreover, the Stefan-Maxwell formula was found to be more accurate for
modeling the interdiffusion observed in our tests, and was thus chosen for the
interdiffusional specific conductance in our model.
At very low pressures, where the mean free path is much longer than
the tube diameter, the tube diameter sets the limit on diffusive flow. This limit
is established by the molecular specific conductance of the vapor in the tube,
cm, which is a function of the tube diameter. The limit for diffusion at higher
pressures is the mean free path between intermolecular collisions, not the tube
diameter, so the interdiffusional specific conductance sets the limit at these
pressures. In this way, the ratio of molecular specific conductance to
interdiffusional specific conductance, cm/CsM, is very similar to the diameter to
mean free path ratio, DIX. Using Cm/CsM, in place of D/I, a formula similar to
the Bosanquet formula1 2 [Eq. (3-11)] may be used to combine the tube-limited
diffusion with the intermolecular-collision-limited diffusion. The resulting
diffusive conductance is
Cd - Cm(1 + Cm/CSM) . (3-17)
The ratio, Cm/CsM, was also used in place of D/l for the calculation of the
molecular flow fractions, Fm [Eq. (3-7)] and R [Eq. (3-10)].
The use of cm/cS in place of D/A to determine the molecular flow
fraction directly affects the amount of advection in the model, since the viscous
flow fraction and the molecular flow fraction sum to unity. The mean free path
may be calculated as A = DcsMcm
.
As discussed previously, this calculation
assumes that collisions between like molecules do not affect the mean free path
for interdiffusion. The resulting mean free path is longer than one would
predict if collisions between like molecules are taken into account. This longer
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mean free path results in a smaller viscous flow fraction, and correspondingly
less advection. The amount of advection seen in our experimental results
suggests that this longer mean free path is an appropriate choice for
determining the molecular and viscous fractions.
While diffusing molecules move through the bulk vapor, advected
molecules move with the bulk vapor. The bulk vapor velocity, v (m s), is
given by
Q _ aP (3-18)
AP AP 
where c (m3 s-' m) is the advective specific conductance of the vapor being
advected. Assuming no retardation of the analyte vapor, the advective analyte
throughput, Qa, (Torr m3 sa1), is
Q, - vA - a (3-19)
Eq. (3-19) is only valid in the viscous flow regime. In transitional flow,
at any instant some molecules are moving independently of the bulk fluid with
no contribution to advective flow. The viscous flow fractions described above
serve to restrict the modeled advective throughput in the transition region to
the fraction of molecules that move with the bulk fluid.
Three different advective specific conductance formulations were tested.
All of the formulations were based on combinations of viscous and slip flow
conductances. Models using the viscous and slip flow terms of the Scott and
Dullien formula [Eq. (3-8)], and the viscous and slip flow terms of the Weber
formula Eq. (3-12) were compared to a model using the viscous and slip flow
terms from a modified version of the Weber formula. The Weber formula
modification restricted the viscous conductance to the viscous fraction of
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molecules. The resulting equation is identical in form to the Scott and Dullien
formula, with the Bosanquet molecular flow fraction, R., replacing the Scott
and Dullien molecular flow fraction, Fm:
Cwm - (I-Rm)(cv + c,) + Rmm. (3-20)
The viscous and slip flow terms from this modified version of the Weber
formula were found to provide the best match to the advective throughput
observed in our experimental results. The advective specific conductance
derived from the modified Weber formula and used in our model is
c - (1 - Rm)(Cv + c) . (3-21)
3.5 COMBINED TOTAL AND PARTIAL PRESSURE MODEL
Ernst and Hemond 8 describe a model for the total pressure in a long
tube during pumpdown. The model includes the outgassing of water vapor
from the tube walls. This total pressure model provides both pressure and
velocity for the partial pressure model. The equation for the total pressure in a
long outgassing tube is
AaP acaP - rDq - 0 (3-22)
where qo (Torr m3 s-' m 2) is the specific outgassing given by,
q0 - (K:/t + K2t° + K)(P, - P) (3-23)
In this equation, PO (Torr) is the pressure at which the tube was stored prior to
pumpdown, and K, K2, and K3 are parameters which weight the contributions
to the outgassing from three different physical processes. The Kl/t term
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represents the outgassing from an oxide layer on the surface of the tube, while
the KJt05 term represents outgassing from the bulk metal of the tube walls.
The constant term, K3, represents apparent outgassing due to leaks. During
pumpdown, the Kl/t outgassing provides the greatest source of water vapor in
the tube8. For the injection experiments presented here, the K3 outgassing is
the only important outgassing term as the system was allowed to degas
overnight.
The equations for advective and diffusive specific conductance are
combined to form the equation for the partial pressure of the analyte vapor:
dA a C,*aP _ a a* ) (3-24)
This equation does not include an outgassing or sorption term. The outgassed
material is assumed to be water vapor8, and the analyte sorption is assumed to
be negligible.
When the partial pressure of an individual vapor is equal to the total
pressure, the total pressure and partial pressure equations must be equivalent.
Thus, for =P, the total pressure specific conductance [Eq. (3-4)] must equal
the combined advective and diffusive conductances, ca + cd. Fig. 3-2 shows the
total pressure specific conductance, c, and the combined advective and diffusive
specific conductances as a function of pressure for a 1 cm diameter tube. The
good match between the two conductance expressions is consistent with the
approach and helps ensure convergence of the model for partial pressure equal
to total pressure.
When the partial pressure is not equal to the total pressure ( P), the
total pressure specific conductance and the combined advective and diffusive
specific conductances must be the same for viscous flow, but different for
molecular flow. Fig. 3-3 shows c and ca + cd for the case of benzene vapor
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FIG. 3-2. Specific conductance when 1=P for benzene: c
(3-4)] and csw = modified Weber form [Eq. (3-20)].
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(molecular weight = 78 g mol 1) in air (molecular weight 29 g mol'1). In this
case, the benzene vapor's higher molecular weight gives it a lower conductance
in the molecular range.
The total pressure equation [Eq. (3-22)] and the analyte partial pressure
equation [Eq. (3-24)] are combined to form the complete model of vapor
transport for a long, outgassing tube. These non-linear equations are solved
numerically using a Picard Iteration scheme 8. The total pressure equation is
solved first, to provide the total pressure gradient for the advective portion of
the analyte partial pressure equation. The water vapor partial pressure, 0
(Torr), is determined by solving an equation identical to the total pressure
equation, with P = 0 and water vapor molecular weight, M,, replacing the
average molecular weight of the constituent gases. (While the water vapor
partial pressure would be more accurately described by an additional advective-
diffusive transport equation similar to the analyte partial pressure equation,
increased numerical difficulty precludes its use.) Finally, the analyte partial
pressure equation is solved from Eq. (3-24). After the total pressure, water
vapor pressure, and analyte pressure equations are solved, the air partial
pressure, (Torr), is calculated from the difference:0 -P -- . (3-25)
The solutions of the three differential equations are used to establish the
average molecular weight and viscosity of the vapors in the tube. The average
molecular weight is taken as the partial pressure weighted average of the
molecular weights of the vapors:
M - (M, + M + OMO)/P , (3-26)
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FIG. 3-3. Specific conductance when *=O.lP for air and benzene mixture: c =
Knudsen form [Eq. (3-4)] and cw = modified Weber form [Eq. (3-20)].
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where M.= 18 g mol1 for the molecular weight of water vapor, and M~,29 g
mol l1 for the average molecular weight of air. The average viscosity, rt, is
formed by the approximation1 7,
1 - P/(+/r,+¢/t1,+81n,,) (3-27)
where %rl, e, and t7, are the dynamic viscosities of air, water vapor, and
analyte vapor, respectively. Once the average molecular weight and viscosity
are calculated, they are used to re-solve the total pressure equation. This
procedure is followed iteratively until the model converges.
The physical boundary conditions are a pump at one end (x=O) of the
tube with the other end (x=L) connected to an injection port. The total
pressure boundary condition at the pump is expressed mathematically as
cPL S[P 0 - ], (3-28)
where S (m3 s l1) is the speed of the pump and P. (Torr) is the ultimate
pressure of the pump. The pump boundary condition for the analyte vapor
pressure is expressed as
Cd ' + Ca P :I Sx1- P/Px ] (3-29)
The injection end of the rod is modeled as a zero flow boundary. Injections
are modeled by changing the initial conditions at the injection port, so that the
appropriate mass is "injected" at t=O.
Finite Difference Approximations (FDA) were developed for the
equations described above. Ernst and Hemond8 contains a description of the
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FDA for the total pressure equation, while Ernst1 9 contains a complete
development of all of the approximating equations of the model, and a listing
of the program. The FDA for the analyte partial pressure equation [Eq.
(3-24)] at any non-boundary node, i, is
. n+l nln n + l / 4.1
X+1Ai At (Ax)2pI+1 2
Ca. i P.'+' - 2P:' + f-l 4 Ca, il (Fil 19Pi-l) (3-30)
,n+l 2 l nl n+1
Cdia +1 Cd, + Cdi-% n+1 Cdi- n+1(AX)2 + (Ax)2 - *)2i-
In this equation, the superscripts represent time steps and the subscripts
represent spatial nodes. The conductances are the arithmetic mean values:
Cdi% - (Cdi + Cdi.)/2 , Cd - (Cd + Cd)/ 2 . (3-31)
Approximations similar to Eq. (3-30) were also developed for the boundary
nodes.
The numerical model was coded in compiled BASIC (Microsoft
QuickBASIC 4.5) and run on a microcomputer (Dell Dimension 466V). The
approximating equations were verified by comparing a linearized version of the
model with analytical results8 . The model runs shown here used a spatial
discretization of 3 cm with an initial time step of 0.01 s, which was increased by
5% each time step in order to efficiently span the 70 second model run with
216 time steps. These values were found to be satisfactory in reproducing
model results obtained with smaller temporal and spatial discretizations. The
average time required to complete a model run was 2 minutes.
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The model used measured physical dimensions whenever possible.
However, the actual physical dimensions of the leak to the mass spectrometer
were not known, so the model dimensions of the leak were chosen to provide a
time and magnitude response that corresponded to the measured values of total
pressure rise in the mass spectrometer. The flow conditions in the leak are
always molecular and represent a constant conductance, that is a function of
the molecular weight, but not the pressure of any vapor in the leak.
3.6 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental setup consisted of three 0.024 m dia. tubes, 1.44 m
long, which were connected by 0.011 m dia., 0.12 m long, connectors as shown
in Fig. 3-4, 4-1. The tubes were connected through a leak valve to a mass
spectrometer (Nuclide 3-60-G). Gauges were used to measure the pressures
near the injection port and immediately preceding the leak to the mass
spectrometer. Gauges P0 and P1 were capacitance manometers (MKS 122AA)
with a 10'4 to 2 torr range. The pressure in the source region of the mass
spectrometer was monitored by an ion gauge, P3 (Leybold-Heraeus IE211), and
verified by the gauge on the ion pump, P2 (Varian 911-5032). All of the
gauges and the output from the mass spectrometer's electron multiplier (4r3)
were connected to a data acquisition system comprising an eight channel 12 bit
A/D card (Computerboards CIO-AD16Jr) in a PC-AT compatible computer
(Compuadd 286), which recorded the pressures during the tests.
Three series of tests were conducted using three different analyte
vapors: argon, benzene, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA). In each series of
tests, the analyte vapor was injected first, followed by injections of air. The air
injections caused initial advection of the analyte vapor toward the mass
spectrometer. This advective effect on the partial pressure was observed by
monitoring an ion peak in the mass spectrometer that corresponded to the
vapor of interest. In addition, the diffusion of molecules was seen in the
recovery from the initial advective pulse. Thus, total pressure and partial
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FIG. 3-4. Experimental setup for injection tests.
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pressure measurements during injection testing were used to verify the model
performance.
The analyte and air injectors (Fig. 3-4, 4-1) were constructed from glass
vacuum stopcocks with additional holes drilled perpendicular to the normal
flow path, and with the upper flow tube severed and sealed. The bored centers
of the stopcock plugs served as constant injection volumes. The analyte
injector plug bore volume was approximately 90 l, while the air injector plug
bore volume was approximately 60 gl.
For the injections of benzene and TCA, the liquid phase of each analyte
was placed in the analyte vessel. The vessel was pumped briefly to remove
residual air, so that the vapor in the analyte vessel would be primarily TCA or
benzene. The tests were conducted at a temperature of approximately 24 °C,
at which TCA has a vapor pressure of approximately 120 Torr and benzene has
a vapor pressure of approximately 95 Torr. For the argon injection, the
evacuated analyte vessel was backfilled with argon at atmospheric pressure.
This higher analyte vapor pressure was partially offset by inserting a stainless
steel tube in the stopcock plug bore which reduced the volume of the bore to
approximately 40 Ml. The analyte injector's stopcock plug bore was first
evacuated and then rotated to allow the bore to fill with analyte vapor. The
stopcock plug bore was then rotated back to the center position, causing a
pulse of analyte vapor to be injected into the long tubes. The air injections
were conducted identically to the analyte injections, with ambient air used to
refill the stopcock bore between injections.
The glass vacuum stopcocks rely on grease to maintain the vacuum seal
between the plug and the stopcock. Early testing showed that TCA vapor
appeared to dissolve into silicone high vacuum stopcock grease to a degree that
caused unreliable injections. A fluorinated vacuum grease (Krytox* GPL) was
found to be nonsorptive (or much less sorptive) to the analyte vapors, and
proved reliable in the injection tests.
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For each analyte injection, there is a small amount of residual air
injected with the analyte vapor. The amount of air in each vapor injection was
determined by monitoring the nitrogen partial pressure with the mass
spectrometer before and after the injections. The nitrogen sensitivity of the
mass spectrometer was obtained from the air injections that immediately
followed the vapor injections.
3.7 RESULTS
The measured total and partial pressures, together with the model
results, are shown for three separate analyte vapor injections (Figs. 3-5,3-6,3-7).
The initial injection of each vapor was used to calibrate the sensitivity of the
mass spectrometer to the model predicted partial pressure for that vapor. This
sensitivity was used for plotting the results of the air injections that followed the
analyte injections. The calibrated sensitivities for argon, benzene, and TCA
were 1.7(107) mV mTorr- 1, 8.3(107) mV mTorr - 1, and 7.0(107) mV mTorr- ',
respectively. The measurement noise for the mass spectrometer and data
acquisition system was 5 mV for argon, 14 mV for benzene and 13 mV for
TCA.
The first air injections (Figs. 3-8,3-9,3-10) provide a means of separating
the advective and diffusive processes of transport in the transitional flow
regime. The rapid initial rise of the partial pressure curves is due to the
advection of analyte towards the mass spectrometer. Both advection and
interdiffusion affect the rise of the partial pressure curve, with interdiffusion
opposing advection. After the total pressure in the tube has stabilized, with a
near zero total pressure gradient, the analyte partial pressure decreases at the
mass spectrometer end of the tube. This decrease is due solely to interdiffusion
in the tube. To provide an additional comparison between the model and
measured results for interdiffusion, the normalized negative time derivative of
the partial pressure, -(1/)a/at, is shown for both the model and measured
partial pressure curves. In all three of the first air injections there is a good
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FIG. 3-5. Initial injection of argon showing model results and measured values of
total pressure in the tube (P1 and P2) and analyte partial pressure in the mass
spectrometer (3). Tube flow conditions after 5 s are primarily molecular.
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FIG. 3-6. Initial injection of benzene showing model results and measured values
of total pressure in the tube (PI and P2) and analyte partial pressure in the mass
spectrometer (3). Tube flow conditions after 5 s are primarily molecular.
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FIG. 3-7. Initial injection of TCA showing model results and measured values of
total pressure in the tube (P1 and P2) and analyte partial pressure in the mass
spectrometer (3). Tube flow conditions after 5 s are primarily molecular.
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r")
match between the time derivative of the measured and model values. This
match suggests that the interdiffusion process is accurately represented by the
model for all three analytes.
The first air injection into argon (Fig. 3-8) shows a good match between
model and measured results for both the rise and the fall of the partial
pressure curve. The partial pressure response of the first air injections into
benzene (Fig. 3-9) and TCA (Fig. 3-10) are less well matched, with the model
predicting a 1.9 times larger peak for benzene, and a 1.4 times larger peak for
TCA, than was measured. Since the interdiffusion processes seem to be well
represented by the model, the advective processes must be too strongly
represented for the first air injections into TCA and benzene. For these
analytes, the measured partial pressure response suggests less advection in
transitional flow than the model predicts.
The third air injections (Figs. 3-11,3-12,3-13) show the advective and
diffusive transport processes under higher total pressures, where the flow is
viscous throughout the tube. The third air injections into argon, benzene, and
TCA all showed a good match between the model and measured partial
pressures for both the rise and fall of the partial pressure curves. Thus, for
viscous flow conditions, the model is able to accurately represent the advective
and diffusive transport processes in the tube. The accuracy of the model under
viscous conditions supports the validity of assuming negligible vapor sorption
for these experiments.
The above results show that the model is able to accurately simulate
interdiffusion for the complete molecular to viscous flow range for the three
analyte vapors. The advective transport processes were well reproduced for all
of the analyte vapors in purely viscous flow, but overestimated in the
transitional flow regime for two of the analytes, benzene and TCA. The
difference between simulated and measured air injection peak heights for these
analytes are both within a factor of two. Benzene and TCA are multi-atomic
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FIG. 3-8. First air injection (transitional flow) into argon showing model results
and measured values of total pressure (P1 and P2), analyte partial pressure (r3),
and the negative normalized time derivative of analyte partial pressure.
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FIG. 3-9. First air injection (transitional flow) into benzene showing model results
and measured values of total pressure (P1 and P2), analyte partial pressure (3),
and the negative normalized time derivative of analyte partial pressure.
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FIG. 3-10. First air injection (transitional flow) into TCA showing model resultsand measured values of total pressure (P1 and P2), analyte partial pressure (43),and the negative normalized time derivative of anayte partial pressure.
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FIG. 3-11. Third air injection (viscous flow) into argon showing model results and
measured values of total pressure (P1 and P2), and analyte partial pressure (*3).
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FIG. 3-12. Third air injection (viscous flow) into benzene showing model results
and measured values of total pressure (P1 and P2), and analyte partial pressure
(*3).
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measured values of total pressure (P1 and P2), and analyte partial pressure (3).
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molecules with the ability to store energy in inter-atomic bonds. This internal
energy storage capability may cause these molecules to have less elastic
collisions, with less momentum transfer, causing reduced advection in the
transitional flow regime. Tests with Argon, which is a single atom gas and
much closer to the kinetic theory ideal, match the model results for all three
injections.
3.8 CONCLUSIONS
A multicomponent vacuum flow model for a long tube under viscous
through molecular flow conditions has been developed. Advective and diffusive
specific conductances were obtained by modifying Weber's'l single component
kinetic theory model and extending it to multicomponent flow with advective
and diffusive transport. The Stefan-Maxwell equation for interdiffusivity was
used to determine the diffusive specific conductance as well as the mean free
paths for advection and interdiffusion. The mean free paths were, in turn, used
to determine viscous and molecular fractions of molecules. Only the viscous
fraction was assumed to be responsible for the advective transport in the tube.
The modified Weber formulation [Eq. (3-20)] used the Bosanquet molecular
fraction [Eq. (3-10)] to separate the flow into viscous and molecular fractions in
a manner similar to the method of Scott and Dullien [Eq. (3-8)]. The
Bosanquet molecular fraction is always larger than the Scott and Dullien
molecular fraction (Fig. 3-1) and was used in our model to better match the
experimental results which showed less advection in transitional flow. The
advective and diffusive specific conductances were used to form non-linear
partial differential equations for the total and partial pressures in the tube.
These equations were solved using an iterative numerical technique and the
results were compared to laboratory measurements.
In these laboratory tests, the model was found to accurately represent
the measured diffusive characteristics for molecular, transitional, and viscous
flow. Advection is very well modeled in the purely viscous range, but the
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model somewhat overestimates the amount of advection seen in the transitional
flow range for benzene and TCA. These analytes were not chosen to verify the
kinetic theory, but to validate the model for analytes of interest to our field of
environmental engineering. The model appears to provide a reasonably
accurate representation of the performance of the vapor sampling tube, and
should be a useful engineering tool for evaluation of different sampling tube
geometries and operating conditions. Wall sorption of analyte vapor was
assumed to be negligible in these experiments and the ability of the model to
simulate the viscous flow injections (Figs. 3-11,3-12,3-13) supports this
assumption for all three analyte vapors.
The model presented here was derived from a combination of existing
kinetic theories for single component flow, with the multicomponent processes
of advection and interdiffusion. To develop more accurate models of this type,
further experimental and theoretical work is required. Tests using heavier
monatomic molecules with more spherical geometries would help verify the
accuracy of the kinetic theory approach taken here. Such tests could provide
further illumination of the relationship between viscous and molecular flow
separation in single component flow, and the corresponding advective and
diffusive transport processes in multicomponent flow.
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4.1 ABSTRACT
A prototype membrane-inlet sampling probe for monitoring subsurface
concentrations of volatile organic compounds has been developed and tested in
our laboratory. A detailed mathematical model of the probe describing the
important vapor transport issues has been constructed and tested against the
results of prototype operation. The model includes conductance expressions for
the entire vacuum regime, from viscous to molecular flow, a time- and pressure-
dependent outgassing formulation, provisions for a membrane inlet, and a
complete description of the advective and diffusive transport of the sample
vapor. The model was able to simulate the measured pressures in the
prototype membrane-inlet sampling tube for three analyte vapors: argon,
benzene, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane. Experimental results and model simulations
showed that backfilling the tubes with nitrogen, instead of air, improved system
performance by decreasing the outgassing in the tube. Additional model
simulations showed that a reduced tube diameter and higher membrane
permselectivity for the analyte vapor would improve the performance of the
vapor sampling system.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION
The detection of volatile organic contamination in the subsurface is of
major environmental interest. Current technology requires the removal of
samples with subsequent analysis at a separate laboratory facility. This
procedure is costly and often unreliable for an accurate measurement of the
volatile organic contamination in the ground. To measure volatile organic
chemicals in the subsurface, our laboratory has developed an in situ sampling
probe that conveys volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) from the ground to a
mass spectrometer on the surface1. The analyte vapors (VOCs) are
transported from the subsurface through a long vacuum sampling tube. In
previous work to understand the operation of the long vacuum sampling tube
and to help predict the performance of our in situ probe, a complete vacuum
transport model for long outgassing tubes has been developed 23.
In this work, the previously developed model has been expanded to
include a membrane inlet and compared to experimental results for the
membrane inlet probe. Operation of the probe involves an initial rough
pumpdown of the sampling tube, followed by closure of the roughing valve to
allow pressure rise in the tube. The pressure in the tube rises both from flow
across the membrane, and from outgassing of the tube walls. During the
pressure rise phase, the partial pressure of a specific vapor, or analyte, is
measured by a mass spectrometer that samples vapor in the tube opposite the
membrane. The analyte vapor flows through the tube towards the mass
spectrometer, whose signal rises linearly with the partial pressure rise in the
tube. The model simulates membrane permeation, vacuum flow and transport,
pumping, and outgassing in the sampling tube.
In addition to simulating experimental results for argon, benzene, and
1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA) under varying outgassing conditions, the sampling
tube model was used to predict the behavior of the probe for a reduced
diameter and for membrane permeability changes. In this way, the model is
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used as a design tool for constructing probe systems with improved
performance.
4.3 FLOW AND TRANSPORT MODELING
The flow and transport model, developed and tested in our laboratory, is
based on well established equations for vacuum conductances, which have been
modified to include a description of advective and diffusive transport of an
analyte vapor. These conductance equations are used to determine the
parameters in the vacuum flow and transport equations.
The equation for the total pressure in a long outgassing tube is3
A aP - acPi- rDq - 0 (4-1)
where P (Torr) is the total pressure at location x (m) and time t (s), D (m) is
the tube diameter, A = rD2/4 (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the tube, and
qo (Torr m3 S-a m 2 ) is the specific outgassing from the tube walls. The specific
conductance, c (m3 S- m), is equal to the product of the tube conductance, C
(m 3 s1-), and the length, 1 (m), over which the total pressure change, AP (Torr),
acts. The conductance, C, is equal to the throughput divided by the total
pressure change across the tube, Q/AP. The specific outgassing, qo, represents
an important and complex source of vapor and is discussed in a later section.
The value of the specific conductance depends upon the flow regime in
the tube. Under viscous conditions, where the vapor moves as a single bulk
fluid, Poiseuille's law gives the viscous specific conductance, c, for a long
circular tube,
c, - rD4P(128n) (4-2)
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where rT (Torr s) is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity and Pa (Torr) is the
average pressure in the tube. For free molecular flow, where molecules move
independently of one another, the Knudsen equation for molecular specific
conductance, cm, is
c D3WRoTT (4-3)
where Ro is the ideal gas constant = 8314 (g mol' m2 s 2 K'), T (K) is the
absolute temperature, and M (g mol1) is the molecular weight of the gas. For
the transitional flow regime between viscous and molecular flow, the specific
conductance, c, is commonly expressed as a linear combination of the molecular
and viscous specific conductances,
C I C + Zcm (4-4)
where Z is Knudsen's semi-empirically determined parameter:
1 + 1O0D PI M
z.I ,, t,).- (4-5)
1 + 1.24D MJ
The combined specific conductance equation for transitional flow, Eq. (4-4),
may be used as a general formula to calculate the specific conductance for the
entire flow range from viscous to molecular4 .
While the preceding equations apply to the total pressure, to determine
the partial pressure of a specific vapor, or analyte, in the sampling tube, further
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equations that describe the advective and diffusive transport processes are
required. Advection is the transport of a vapor being carried with the bulk
fluid. This process is driven by a total pressure gradient in the fluid. Advection
is a viscous process in which the momentum of the bulk fluid is transferred to
the individual fluid constituents. Diffusion, on the other hand, is not a viscous
process, but an individual, molecular one. Diffusion is driven by the partial
pressure gradient of the individual vapor, rather than the total pressure
gradient.
In previous work2, we have developed a partial pressure equation for
advection and diffusion of an analyte vapor in the sampling tube:
Aa - [C3 a* a rC.P -ar O (4-6)
where # (Torr) is the partial pressure of the analyte vapor, cd (m3 s4- m) is the
diffusive specific conductance, and ca (m3 s-' m) is the advective specific
conductance
The diffusive specific conductance, Cd, is formed by combining the
diameter-limited molecular conductance, c,, with an intermolecular-collision-
limited conductance, cSM:
Cd - cl(1 + CCSM) . (4-7)
In this equation, CSM is the Stefan-Maxwell interdiffusivity5 , expressed as a
specific conductance:
CSM - +3AkT( (4-8)
CsM" 2P( + )212'(MM*/(M + M,)J
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where k (1.036E-25 Torr m3 K l ) is the Boltzmann constant, E, and , (m) are
the molecular diameters, and M, and M, (g mol l1 ) are the molecular weights
of the air and analyte vapor, respectively.
While diffusing molecules move through the bulk vapor, advected
molecules move with the bulk vapor. In transitional flow, some molecules
move independently of the bulk fluid with no contribution to advective flow.
The ratio of molecular to interdiffusional specific conductance used in Eq.
(4-7), Cm/CSM, represents the ratio of intermolecular collisions to wall collisions
and can be used to determine the fraction of molecules that are advecting with
the bulk fluid. The fraction of molecules that are not moving with the bulk
fluid (the molecular fraction), Rm, may be calculated using the Bosanquet6
equation with Cm/CSM replacing the ratio of diameter to mean free path, D/A:
Rm - 1/(1 + D/A) - 1/(1 + m/CcSD) . (4-9)
The Bosanquet molecular fraction, Rm, was used to combine slip flow and
viscous specific conductances into an advective specific conductance, in a
manner modified from Weber7 :
Ca - (1 - Rm)(,, + ) , (4-10)
where c, is the slip flow specific conductance given by6
c, - (/4)cm . (4-11)
In our particular situation, the physical boundary conditions are a pump
at one end (x=0) of the tube with the other end (x-L) connected to a gas
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permeable membrane. The total pressure boundary condition at the pump is
expressed mathematically as
caL S(Px - PI) ,(4-12)
C Lo
where S (m3 s' l) is the speed of the pump and P. (Torr) is the ultimate
pressure of the pump. The pump boundary condition for the analyte vapor
pressure is expressed as
Cdarl c 0+ aP a. S+xro(l - Pu/P xo) (4-13)
4.4 MEMBRANE INLET
At the end of the vapor sampling tube, opposite the pump, is a gas
permeable membrane. As in the pumping boundary case, the model boundary
conditions for the membrane inlet must be established for both total and partial
pressure flow. The throughput of a specific vapor through a membrane, Q,,.,
is given by8,
A - D S. A (Pvl - Pv2) (4-14)
nwhere D,, (2s) isthe diffusiity and S,Torr Tor) is the solubility of a
where Dmm (m2 Sl) is the diffusivity and Sm (Torr Torr-') is the solubility of a
given vapor in the membrane, A, (m2) is the membrane surface area, d,,
(m) is the thickness of the membrane, and P,, - P,2 (Torr) is the partial
pressure difference across the membrane. The product of the solubility and the
diffusivity of a vapor in a given membrane is referred to as the membrane
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permeability for that vapor. For a given membrane and vapor combination, a
single membrane permeability constant, K, (m3 s1'), may be calculated:
K - DmmSmws4m,, (4-15)
'1W d, n
The total pressure boundary condition at the membrane (x=L) is
expressed mathematically as
axLm - (* - *.xL) + (O - 0 L) + a (xL - Ox-L) ' (4-16)
where Kp, K and Kpr (m 3 s) are the membrane permeability constants for
dry air, water vapor, and analyte vapor, and Oa, Oa, and *a (Torr) are the dry
air, water vapor and analyte ambient partial pressures, respectively. The
membrane boundary condition for the analyte vapor pressure is expressed as
Cd-- l L a- ( * (4-17)
4.5 OUTGASSING
Outgassing is a significant source of vapor in the vacuum sampling tube,
and correctly modeling this vapor source is essential for the determination of
the true partial and total pressures in the tube. The amount of material
adsorbed to a surface depends on the history of the surface as well as
temperature, pressure, the physical and chemical nature of the surface, and the
particular vapor or gas being sorbed. In vacuum systems that are pumped
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down from atmospheric pressure, water is typically the predominant sorbed
vapor and is responsible for most of the outgassing9.
In the model total pressure equation [Eq. (4-1)], the outgassing
processes are represented by the equation:
q - (K1/t + K t° + K)(P- ) , (4-18)
where q, (Torr m3 s-' m 2) is the specific outgassing, P, (Torr) is the pressure at
which the tube was stored prior to pumpdown, and K, K2, and K3 are
parameters which weight the contributions to the outgassing from each of three
hypothesized physical processes3'9. The Kl/t term represents the outgassing
from an oxide layer on the surface of the tube1l, while the K2/t°5 term
represents outgassing from the bulk metal of the tube walls". The constant
term, K3, represents virtual outgassing due to leaks4. The specific outgassing,
q,, is net difference between the desorption rate and the sorption rate. There
is no provision for re-adsorption of molecules as qo is always positive when P is
greater that the tube pressure, P, and in the model simulations presented here,
P, is assumed to be atmospheric pressure which is always greater than the tube
pressure.
The outgassing parameterization of Eq. (4-18) was found to be very
successful in reproducing measured pumpdown pressures in previous
experiments, where the system was pumped continuously3 . When the valve was
closed after a brief (120 s) pumpdown, however, the measured pressure rise
was much less than simulated using this outgassing formulation. The measured
pressures indicate that outgassing decreases rapidly when pumpdown is
stopped. Physically, this suggests that the tube walls have lost a significant
portion of their adsorbed water and as the pressure is allowed to rise in the
tube, the use of a constant equilibrium storage pressure, P,, is not correct.
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After some water vapor has been removed from the tube walls, the walls
establish a new, lower, equilibrium storage pressure.
To model this physical process accurately, a complete accounting of the
amount of water vapor sorbed to the tube walls is required. Additionally, the
relationship between outgassing rate and the amount of water vapor sorbed
would have to be determined to establish the specific outgassing rate as a
function of both time and the amount of water vapor sorbed at that time.
Without exhaustive experimental data, a simpler parameterization is required to
describe the decrease in outgassing when pumping is stopped. Our experiments
suggested the outgassing, after the rough pump valve is closed, be expressed as
qoc (a K/t + aK2t °5 + K3)(P - P) ,(4-19)
where q0o (Torr m3 s-' m 2) is the specific outgassing after closing the roughing
valve, and a and a 2 are the outgassing reduction terms given by
a PO- P exp( K) 1 (4-20)
and
a -i1'- P0 ] 1 (4-21)
2/ 2lexp( PK2)jz3
where p1, 12, 13, 21, , p23 are empirically fit parameters, and P0 is the
pressure in the tube side near the roughing valve (Note: P0 is a time varying
quantity which decreases during pumpdown, while Po is the constant
equilibrium storage pressure of 760 Torr).
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The mathematical form of the outgassing reduction terms, a, and a2,
was determined from observations of the system with the membrane replaced
with a sealed end as described in the sections that follow. Under three
different outgassing conditions, the tubes were evacuated for 120 s and then the
roughing valve was closed, allowing the pressure in the tube to rise. In all three
cases, the pressures in the tube rose toward an equilibrium pressure that
appeared to be logarithmically related to the value of K1. Thus, the
lj1 exp(pl 2Kl) term may be considered a reference equilibrium pressure, as
outgassing ceases when the pressure, P0 reaches this value. The outgassing
reduction parameters were determined by regression of the observed
equilibrium pressures for three different K1 values. The regression results,
which were used in all of the model simulations presented here, were Pl = 8.4,
and P12 = 9(105). The P13 term was included because the outgassing was
observed to decrease immediately after the roughing valve was closed. The
best value of this reduction parameter was found to be B13 = 3, and was
obtained by matching model results to the measured values for the sealed end
runs described below. The K2/t outgassing term was not used in the
experiments presented here, so parameter values for the a 2 outgassing
reduction term were not determined. Eq.(4-21) was coded in the model, and is
included here for completeness.
4.6 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental setup consisted of three 0.024 m dia. tubes, 1.44 m
long, which were connected by 0.011 m dia., 0.12 m long, connectors as shown
in Fig. 3-4, 4-1. At one end, a 4 cm length of 0.64 mm O.D., 0.30 mm I.D.,
dimethyl silicone (DMS) tubing (Dow Corning Silastice) was connected to the
tubes through a 6 cm length of 0.6 mm O.D. stainless steel capillary tubing.
The silicone tubing, sealed at one end, acted as a gas permeable membrane
inlet to the vacuum sampling tubes. The other end of the sampling tube,
opposite the membrane, was connected through a leak valve to a mass
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spectrometer (Nuclide 3-60-G). Capacitance manometers (MKS 122AA), with
a 104 to 2 torr range, were used to measure the pressures near the membrane
(P1) and immediately preceding the leak to the mass spectrometer (P0). The
pressure in the source region of the mass spectrometer was monitored by an
ion gauge, P3 (Leybold-Heraeus IE211), and verified by the gauge on the ion
pump, P2 (Varian 911-5032). All of the gauges and the output from the mass
spectrometer's electron multiplier (3) were connected to a data acquisition
system comprising an eight channel 12 bit A/D card (Computerboards CIO-
AD16Jr) in a PC-AT compatible computer (Compuadd 286), which recorded
the pressures during the tests.
Before running tests with the analytes and membrane inlet, the valve at
the membrane end of the sampling tube was closed, sealing the tubes from the
membrane. Three tests were conducted with the membrane valve sealed. In
the first test, the tubes were backfilled with nitrogen, then the valve to a 0.003
m3 S-1 roughing pump (Alcatel 2008A) was opened to evacuate the tubes. After
120 s, the valve was closed, allowing the pressure in the tube to rise. The
pressure in the tube was allowed to rise for approximately 10 minutes. The
pressure rise was due to outgassing from the tube walls and leakage through
the tube seals. After 10 minutes of pressure rise, the rough valve was reopened
and the tubes evacuated for an additional 10 minutes. The roughing valve was
then closed, and the tubes were backfilled quickly (for approximately 10
seconds) with ambient air. The roughing valve was reopened to evacuate the
tubes, then closed again and the pressure allowed to rise, as in the nitrogen
test. A third test was conducted with the seal in place, where the system was
left overnight with an air backfill. This allowed the tube walls to equilibrate
with the water vapor in the air. Again, the tubes were evacuated for 120 s, the
valve was closed, and the pressure allowed to rise. The three sealed tests were
run to establish the outgassing in the tubes after various backfill conditions. In
all of the tests, the ambient air relative humidity and temperature were
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FIG. 4-1. Experimental setup for membrane-inlet tests.
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approximately 50% and 240C, respectively. After the air backfilled tests, the
system was evacuated overnight to remove most of the water vapor from the
tube walls before beginning tests with the different analytes.
Three sets of membrane-inlet tests were conducted using three different
analyte vapors: argon, benzene, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCA). For the
benzene and TCA tests, dilute aqueous solutions of the analyte where placed in
a stirred flask directly below the membrane. The aqueous solutions were 15 to
one dilutions of water saturated with the liquid analyte. The vapor pressure
above the stirred solutions was estimated as one sixteenth the 240 C vapor
pressure of the pure liquids, or approximately 5.6 Torr and 7.8 Torr for
benzene and TCA, respectively. For the argon tests, gaseous argon was
diffused through an aqueous solution to maintain a nearly saturated water
vapor pressure, similar to the stirred aqueous solutions of benzene and TCA.
The argon pressure was very nearly atmospheric, displacing most of the air in
the flask.
For each analyte, two tests, identical to the first two sealed-end tests
described above, were conducted. In the first test, the tubes were backfilled
with nitrogen, while in the second test, the tubes were quickly (10 s) backfilled
with ambient air. During the pressure rise phase of the tests, the mass
spectrometer was used to measure the partial pressure of the analyte vapor by
single ion monitoring of the analyte's major ion peak. As in the case of the
sealed end tests, the system was evacuated overnight to remove water vapor
from the tube walls before the next nitrogen backfill test was conducted.
4.7 MODEL SIMULATIONS
To simulate the measured experiments, Finite Difference
Approximations (FDA), for the partial differential equations described above,
were developed2 3, coded in compiled BASIC (Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.5), and
run on a microcomputer (Dell Dimension 466V). Ernst12 contains a complete
development of the approximating equations and a listing of the program. The
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approximating equations were verified by comparing a linearized version of the
model with analytical results3. The model runs shown here used a spatial
discretization of 3 cm with an initial time step of 0.1 s, which was increased by
5% each time step until a maximum 5 s time step was reached. A 700 s model
run required 172 time steps. These discretization values were found to be
satisfactory in reproducing model results obtained with smaller temporal and
spatial discretizations. The average time required to complete a model run was
3 minutes.
The model used measured and estimated physical dimensions whenever
possible. The initial values of membrane permeation constants [Eq. (4-16)] for
the analyte vapors, water vapor, and air were estimated from physical
dimensions and published permeability data for dimethyl siliconel3: K4 =
3.9(10-l), K = 3.9(10-9), Kp(agon) = 6.6(10-1), Kr(benzene) = 1.2(10-9), and
/K*CCA) = 7.7(10-9) (m3 s) (Note: Published permeability data were not
available for TCA and KprcA was estimated by assuming that TCA
permeability was the same as the permeability of CC14). These initial estimates
were calibrated in the model to match the results from the nitrogen-backfilled
membrane inlet runs using experimentally determined mass spectrometer
sensitivities. The calibrated membrane permeation constant values were K, =
5.5(109), Kp(rgon ) 1.4(10°), K/prbne) = 4.1(109), and
K*r~CA ) = 1.1(10-9) (m3 s-1). The sensitivity of the mass spectrometer to the
partial pressures of the three analyte vapors in the sampling tube was 121 mV
mTorr 'l, 79 mV mTorr1, and 34 mV mTorra for benzene, TCA, and argon,
respectively.
4.8 RESULTS
The results of the sealed-end tests (Fig. 4-2) were used to determine the
parameter values for the outgassing reduction following closing of the roughing
valve. The model parameterization was quite successful in reproducing both
the nitrogen and quick-air backfill measurements. The overnight-air backfill
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results were not as well reproduced, and suggested the need for a different
outgassing parameterization if this type of outgassing is to be well simulated by
the model. The ability of the outgassing reduction to reproduce the nitrogen
and quick-air backfills with no change in parameter values suggested that this
parameterization and associated parameter values could be used in all of the
analyte tests.
The results of the nitrogen backfill tests (Fig. 4-3,4-4,4-5) show how the
model is able to simulate the flow and transport of analyte in a low outgassing
situation. During initial pumpdown, the model was able to reproduce the
measured total pressures by varying a single outgassing parameter for the 1/t
type outgassing process. The 1It° 5 outgassing constant, K, was found to be
unnecessary for simulating the pressures in the initial pumpdown phase of these
experiments, and was set to zero in all of the simulations.
The lt °'5 type outgassing is due to water vapor stored in the bulk metal
of the tube as opposed to the oxide layer on the tube walls. The oxide layer is
able to quickly adsorb large amounts of water vapor, while absorption into the
bulk metal is a slower process involving a much smaller amount of water
vapor3' 9' 14 . In both the ambient air and nitrogen backfill experiments,
backfilling was accomplished in approximately 10 s. The adsorption occurring
in this short time period appears to be restricted to the oxide layer and
therefore does not contribute to the 1/t°05 outgassing.
When the valve is closed, the pressure gradient is reduced suddenly as
the only pumping is due to the mass spectrometer, which was measured to have
a pumping speed of approximately 4(10' ) m3 s l1 for air. The total pressures in
the tube rise due to permeation through the membrane, leaks through the
vacuum seals, and outgassing from the tube walls. In the argon test (Fig. 4-3),
the model-simulated total pressures match the measured pressures in the first
100 s after the roughing valve was closed. In the benzene (Fig. 4-4) and TCA
(Fig. 4-5) tests, the model-simulated total pressures rose faster than the
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FIG. 4-2. Model results and measured values of total pressure in the tube (PO and
P1) for the sealed-end experiments with nitrogen backfill, quick-air backfill, and
overnight-air (ovn) backfill.
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FIG. 4-3. Membrane inlet of argon (analyte) after nitrogen backfill with model
results and measured values of total pressure (P0 and P1), analyte partial pressure
(0rO), and the model analyte partial pressure (1).
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FIG. 4-4. Membrane inlet of benzene (analyte) after nitrogen backfill with model
results and measured values of total pressure (PO and P1), analyte partial pressure
(q0), and the model analyte partial pressure (*1).
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FIG. 4-5. Membrane inlet of TCA (analyte) after nitrogen backfill with model
results and measured values of total pressure (PO and P1), analyte partial pressure
(*0), and the model analyte partial pressure (1).
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measured total pressures in the first 100 s after valve closure, suggesting that
either a larger amount of outgassing was simulated than actually occurred in
the tube, or that a significant amount of sorption of benzene and TCA was
occurring in the tube.
After approximately 100 s beyond the valve closing time, the pressure
rise is primarily due to membrane throughput, not outgassing. At these later
times, any difference between the model and measured pressure rise is due to
discrepancies between the actual membrane throughput and the model-
simulated membrane throughput. The membrane permeability seems to have
been underestimated in the argon test (Fig. 4-3), causing the modeled pressure
rise to be lower than measured. In the benzene (Fig. 4-4) and TCA (Fig. 4-5)
tests, the membrane permeation appears to be well modeled as the simulated
and measured pressures rose at similar rates after 100 s. In all three of the
nitrogen-backfilled tests, the analyte partial pressures were well simulated by
the model.
The results of the air backfill tests (Fig. 4-6,4-7,4-8) show how well the
model is able to simulate a higher outgassing situation. Again, only the lit
outgassing constant was changed to match the pumpdown in all three cases. In
the first 100 s after the roughing valve was closed, all three model runs showed
a good match with the measured values for total pressure. After this time, the
benzene (Fig. 4-7) and argon (Fig. 4-6) runs slightly underestimated the total
pressures, while the TCA (Fig. 4-8) model run slightly overestimated the total
pressures. In all three cases, the analyte partial pressures were quite well
modeled.
A summary of the model parameters and results (including total
pressures-PO, analyte partial pressures-*0, and the analyte pressure to total
pressure ratios-*O/PO at 700 s) for all of the simulated membrane-inlet runs is
given in Table 4-1. The ratio of analyte partial pressure to total pressure,
*O/PO, at 700 s was used as a measure of sampling tube performance in each
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FIG. 4-6. Membrane inlet of argon (analyte) after ambient-air backfill with model
results and measured values of otal press
ure (P0 and P), anaye partial pressure
(0o), and the model analyte partial pressure (Pan1).
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FIG. 4-7. Membrane inlet of benzene (analyte) after ambient-air backfill with
model results and measured values of total pressure (P0 and P1), analyte partial
pressure (0), and the model analyte partial pressure (1).
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FIG. 4-8. Membrane inlet of TCA (analyte) after ambient-air backfill with model
results and measured values of total pressure (PO and P1), analyte partial pressure
(*0), and the model analyte partial pressure (1).
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experiment. This ratio is a good measure of sampling tube performance for
our mass spectrometer detector, as a better sampling system should have a
larger analyte pressure and a smaller total pressure. High total pressures, due
to outgassed water vapor, can cause significant interference in the mass
spectrometer and severely limit its dynamic range. For other detectors, capable
of operation at higher total pressures without interference effects, the analyte
partial pressure, alone, would be a better measure of sampling tube
performance. The performance of the sampling tube, as measured by the
*0/PO ratio, is greatly improved by reduced outgassing in the nitrogen-backfilled
experiments. Nitrogen backfill increased the *0/PO ratio by a factor of 3, 2, and
4, for argon, benzene, and TCA, respectively in the model simulations of these
experiments. The analyte partial pressure, *t, at 700 s was not significantly
affected by the different outgassing conditions, so a detector that is not
hampered by larger total pressures, or damaged by water vapor, would not
necessarily benefit from nitrogen backfill.
4.9 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The ultimate use of the vacuum flow and transport model for the
membrane-inlet vapor sampling system is to investigate how the system could
be modified to improve performance. To this end, four separate model
simulations were run to investigate the effects of changing tube diameter and
membrane permeability.
Decreasing the tube diameter, while holding all other model parameters
constant, causes a much larger pressure gradient to exist in the sampling tube,
and slows the effective pumping speed of the system for both the nitrogen-
backfilled (Fig. 4-9) and the air-backfilled benzene/membrane-inlet runs (Fig.
4-10). The larger total pressures and total pressure gradient cause advection to
dominate the transport in the tube. This advection-dominated flow causes the
partial pressure of benzene to rise faster at the mass spectrometer end than at
the membrane end of the sampling tube.
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TABLE 4-1. Summary of model parameters and results from simulation runs.
fig tube membrane Analyte Backfill K,(10 7) P0 *0 *O/PO
# dia type Vapor Vapor (1/t) @700 s @700 s @700 s
(mm) (m3 S-1) (mTorr) (mTorr) (mTorr)
4-3 24 DMS argon N2 3.2 33 21 0.64
4-4 24 DMS benzene N2 3.0 35 6.4 0.18
4-5 24 DMS TCA N2 3.5 34 2.6 0.08
4-6 24 DMS argon air 25 96 20 0.21
4-7 24 DMS benzene air 20 70 6.2 0.09
4-8 24 DMS TCA air 25 98 2.4 0.02
4-9 10 DMS benzene N2 3.0 83 35 0.42
4-10 10 DMS benzene air 20 105 34 0.32
4-11 24 2X DMS benzene N2 3.0 59 13 0.22
4-12 24 PBA benzene N2 3.0 11 4.3 0.39
Improved system performance may be seen in the increase of both the
analyte partial pressure (0), and the analyte pressure to total pressure ratio
(*O/PO). In the 1.0 cm-diameter nitrogen-backfilled simulation, the analyte
partial pressure is 35 mTorr and the ratio of partial pressure to total pressure is
0.42 at 700 s, while the analyte pressure is only 6.4 mTorr and the pressure
ratio is only 0.18 at 700 s for the 2.4 cm diameter case. The air backfilled
simulations show a similar improvement in both the analyte partial pressure
and the partial to total pressure ratio, with *0=34 mTorr and 0/P0=0.32 at
700 s for the 1.0 cm diameter case, while *0=6.2 mTorr and *0/P0=0.09 at 700
s for the 2.4 cm diameter case.
The membrane permeability constant [Eq. (4-15)] may be easily changed
by modifying the membrane geometry. If the membrane surface area were
doubled, or the membrane thickness halved, the membrane permeability
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FIG. 4-9. Model simulations of membrane-inlet tests with benzene (after nitrogen
backfill) for two different sampling tube diameters. PO and P1 are total pressures.
t0 and 1 are analyte (benzene) partial pressures.
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FIG. 4-10. Model simulations of membrane-inlet tests with benzene (after ambient-
air backfill) for two different sampling tube diameters. PO and P1 are total
pressures. 0 and *1 are analyte (benzene) partial pressures.
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constants for all of the vapors would double. Doubling the permeabilities for
air, water vapor and benzene in the nitrogen backfilled simulations (Fig. 4-11)
causes the ratio of partial pressure to total pressure at 700 s to increase slightly
from 0.18 to 0.22. This increase in the partial to total pressure ratio appears to
be due to an increase in the advection, caused by the increased flow and total
pressure in the higher permeability case. The analyte partial pressure is seen
to double from 6.4 mTorr to 13 mTorr as would be expected by the increased
membrane permeability.
The use of a different membrane material with different
permselectivities can greatly improve the ratio of analyte partial pressure to
total pressure in the vapor sampling system. The published permeability
values15 for a Poly(butadiene-acrylonitrile(35%)) Rubber (PBA) membrane
were used to establish permeability constants for benzene, air, and water vapor:
K! = 6.8(10-12), K = 1.2(10-10), and K(benzene) = 4.1(108). These
permeability constants were used in a model simulation of a nitrogen-backfilled
benzene/membrane-inlet test and compared to the results with the standard
dimethyl silicone (DMS) membrane (Fig. 4-12). The ratio of benzene partial
pressure to total pressure was 0.39 at 700 s, which is approximately twice the
ratio for the corresponding DMS membrane run. The benzene partial pressure
was slightly higher after 700 s in the standard membrane case with a smaller
permeability for benzene. This illustrates the advantage of advection in the
capillary tube connected to the membrane. Without the high flow of water
vapor in the membrane which advects the analyte vapor in the standard case,
the analyte pressure in the capillary tube rises to a point where it impedes
transport across the membrane. A different membrane connection scheme,
with a larger diameter and, therefore, higher conductance than the capillary
tube, would greatly improve performance.
4.10 CONCLUSIONS
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FIG. 4-11. Benzene/membrane-inlet model simulations (after nitrogen backfill) for
the standard membrane and a membrane with twice the permeability to all vapors.
PO and P1 are total pressures. 0 and *1 are analyte (benzene) partial pressures.
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FIG. 4-12. Benzene/membrane-inlet model simulations (after nitrogen backfill) for
the standard membrane and a membrane with greater permselectivity for organic
vapors. PO and P1 are total pressures. *lO and *1 are analyte (benzene) partial
pressures.
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A model of the flow and transport in a membrane-inlet vapor sampling
tube has been developed and tested against a prototype system. The model is
able to reasonably simulate the performance of the system for argon, benzene,
and TCA vapors permeating across a dimethyl silicone membrane and
transporting through a long vacuum sampling tube. Tests for the three
different analytes, with differing outgassing conditions, were all simulated by the
model. In addition, the effects of reducing the sampling tube diameter (for
both nitrogen and air backfills), increasing the membrane permeability, and
modifying the permselectivity of the membrane (for nitrogen backfill
experiments) were predicted using the model.
These four model simulations, representing four possible design changes,
show the usefulness of the model for evaluating potential prototypes. These
simulations suggest that reducing the tube diameter and increasing the
permselectivity of the membrane for the analyte vapor, would greatly improve
the performance of the vapor sampling probe for our application. In addition,
the experimental measurements and the model simulations for the air and
nitrogen backfill experiments showed the importance of backfilling with a dry
gas to reduce outgassing when total pressure interference is an issue. The
sensitivity, as measured by the ratio of analyte partial pressure to total pressure,
was increased by a minimum factor of 2 when nitrogen was used to backfill the
tubes, instead of ambient air.
If a partial pressure sensor less susceptible to total pressure interference
(than the mass spectrometer) was employed in the system, the model
simulations suggest a different prototype design. Nitrogen backfilling was seen
to have a negligible affect on the analyte partial pressure rise in the tube and is
thus of little concern if a sensor is used that is not susceptible to such
interference. Reducing the tube diameter should increase the performance as
in the previous total pressure sensitive case, but increased permselectivity is not
necessarily an advantage. Simply increasing the permeability does increase the
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analyte partial pressure directly and would improve the performance of any
system that was not hampered by the increase in total pressure.
The importance of modeling the advective and diffusive analyte
transport in the tube is seen in the model simulations. Under certain
conditions, advective transport processes can dominate diffusive transport
processes causing the pressure at the mass spectrometer to rise faster than the
pressure at the membrane end of the tube. This situation can only be modeled
accurately by separating the advective and diffusive transport processes in the
tube.
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Chapter 5
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK
5.1 SUMMARY
In the preceding chapters, a model of flow and transport in a
membrane-inlet vapor sampling tube has been presented. The purpose of the
model is to provide understanding of the physical processes governing flow and
transport in the tube and to use this understanding to improve system
performance. This model includes flow and transport in a tube due to total
pressure and partial pressure gradients for the entire range of vacuum flow,
from viscous to molecular. In addition, the vapor source processes of
outgassing and membrane-permeation have been parameterized and included in
the model. The model consists of a set of coupled non-linear partial
differential equations which are solved using Finite Difference Approximations
with Picard iteration. In all three chapters, the model has been developed and
tested with experimental results to ensure the validity of both the assumptions
and the overall modeling process. The model has illuminated the importance
of outgassing as a source of water vapor in the tube (Chapter 2), provided a
complete description of the important transport processes in molecular,
transitional, and viscous flow (Chapter 3), and provided a means to explore the
relationship between design factors and system performance (Chapter 4).
Chapter 2 shows how the model may be used to predict total pressures
in the tube during pumpdown. A time and pressure dependent outgassing
formulation is used to simulate a wide range of outgassing conditions.
Experimental results showed the model to be an accurate predictor of total
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pressure performance, and validated the analytical and numerical approach to
modeling the pumpdown of a long outgassing tube.
The development of multicomponent transport processes for molecular,
transitional, and viscous flow was the significant contribution of Chapter 3.
Previously developed kinetic theories of vacuum flow have been primarily
concerned with a single component. Chapter 3 presented the development of a
consistent theory for the partial advection and interdiffusion of an individual
vapor in the transition region for multicomponent flow. The total pressure
model of Chapter 2 was used to provide the advective velocities in the tube,
and additional equations were developed to model the transport processes of a
specific analyte vapor. Model simulations were compared with experimental
results from air and analyte injections, verifying the advective and diffusive
conductance expressions.
The model developed in Chapters 2 and 3 was further expanded in
Chapter 4 to include membrane permeation. Actual operation of the
membrane-inlet probe was simulated by the model. Modifications of the
outgassing formulation used in Chapter 2 were found to be necessary to model
the reduction in outgassing observed when pumpdown was interrupted, allowing
the pressure to rise in the tube. During the pressure rise phase, the model was
able to reproduce both the total and partial pressure rise due to membrane
permeation and advection in the tube. The model was further used to simulate
design changes involving reduced tube diameter and different membrane
permeabilities, illuminating the potential of the model as a system design tool.
5.2 FURTHER TESTING OF FLOW THEORY
The injection test methodology presented in Chapter 3 may be used as a
tool for basic research--and ultimately, more refined models--of partial
advection and interdiffusion in the transitional vacuum flow range. The
experimental results with argon, benzene, and TCA showed that the two larger,
multiatomic molecules were less advected than model simulations predicted for
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this pressure range. The model accounts for the higher molecular weight and
effective diameter of the larger molecules, but does not take into account
differences in molecular structure. The reduced advection may be due to lower
elasticity of collisions involving multiatomic molecules, as compared with
monatomic gases. The former have a higher internal energy storage capacity
than monatomic molecules, due to the many vibration modes that are possible.
Reduced elasticity causes less momentum to be transferred in each collision. In
the transition region, where the frequency of intermolecular collision is similar
to the frequency of wall collisions, this reduced momentum transfer may cause
a significant reduction in advective transport. Further experiments with
monatomic gases having both larger and smaller masses than argon (e. g.
krypton, neon, and helium) would help verify this hypothesis by first providing
better resolution of mass and size effects; residual effects of elasticity could
guide further development of a theory that includes inelastic collisions.
5.3 IMPROVEMENT OF OUTGASSING PARAMETERIZATION
In Chapter 2, outgassing was seen to be an important source of water
vapor to the sampling tube during pumpdown. The outgassing
parameterization presented in Chapter 2 was capable of simulating this
outgassing during a long pumpdown of the sampling tube. The outgassing
reduction seen in the experiments of Chapter 4, when pumping was interrupted,
suggest that a more complex outgassing formulation is required to simulate the
real physical processes of vapor sorption and desorption in the tube. A new
parameterization of outgassing would have to model the state of the tube walls
during pumpdown. Correct accounting of both the amount of water vapor and
the distribution of the water vapor in the tube walls is necessary for the
development of an accurate description of the outgassing in the tube.
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5.4 OPTIMIZATION OF MEMBRANE-INLET PROBE
The overall goal of the research presented here has been to develop a
useful model of the in situ vapor sampling probe. In Chapter 4, the model was
shown to be a practical tool for evaluating alternative diameters, membranes,
and backfill procedures. Other design factors that may be explored with this
model include pumping speed, outgassing rates, tube length, and operating
temperature. Further model simulations could be used to optimize these
design factors in the next generation prototype.
As an example of the use of the model for optimization of a specific
design factor, the optimal tube diameter was determined (for a given set of
operating conditions) by running the model for a range of tube diameters and
observing the total and partial pressures that resulted. The simulated pressures
at the mass spectrometer end of the sampling tube for membrane inlet of
benzene after a nitrogen backfill (Chapter 4) are presented in Fig. 5-1,
including total pressure (PO,70-mTorr), analyte partial pressure (0,t7-
mTorr), percent analyte to total pressure ratio (100t7 / POt70), and the
change in analyte partial pressure expressed as a percent of total pressure
(100q*0tu700 / PO,700,, where AqO,t=7o = ~t7 - Ot=15). This last measure
is important, as the analyte partial pressures outside of the membrane are
actually determined by the rate of change of analyte partial pressure, not simply
the value at 700 s. When the diameter is decreased below 5 mm, the analyte
partial pressure immediately following roughing valve closure (t= 150 s)
becomes significant compared to the analyte partial pressure at 700 s. For
diameters greater than 5 mm, the analyte partial pressure at roughing valve
closing is much smaller than the analyte pressure at 700 s and may be
neglected.
In our application the largest analyte pressure change to total pressure
ratio (A* 0,=700 / P0,=7) is the most desirable. This ratio maximum occurs at
a diameter of approximately 6 mm, with a steep decrease for smaller diameters
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FIG. 5-1. Diameter optimization simulations of total (PO) and analyte partial
pressure (0) at t=700 s in the vapor sampling tube for membrane inlet of
benzene (with nitrogen backfill).
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and a more gradual decrease for larger diameters (Fig. 5-1). These results
suggest that reducing the tube diameter from the current prototype value of 24
mm to the optimal value of 6 mm could improve the performance (in terms of
(A *tO7 / PO 7m) by a factor of 3 for the given operating conditions. Before
modifying the prototype sampling system, more simulation runs using additional
analytes and different tube lengths are required to confirm these preliminary
results for benzene. For operation of the in situ probe, many tube lengths may
be required, making an optimal diameter difficult to define precisely; however
an optimal range of diameters could be confirmed by simulations using a range
of both tube diameters and lengths. Experiments with different tube diameters,
in this optimal range, will be required as a final confirmation of the simulation
results. This approach of using model simulations to guide prototype changes
should allow the development of the best possible vapor sampling system.
5.5 SUBSURFACE MEASUREMENT ISSUES
The vapor sampling tube model is capable of relating partial pressures
of a VOC vapor at the membrane tip to the signal measured in the mass
spectrometer at the opposite end of the sampling tube. To complete the link
between VOC concentrations in the ground and the mass spectrometer signals,
the model must be expanded to include the diffusion of VOC vapor through
the soil for both saturated and unsaturated conditions. This extension of the
model would allow the direct determination of subsurface contamination by the
in situ probe's mass spectrometer detector.
The membrane sampling probe directly measures the VOC partial
pressure in the ground above the water table, or may be related to the aqueous
VOC concentration when the probe is below the water table. The groundwater
concentrations may be related to partial pressures through partition
coefficients ' ,2. When sampling with the in situ probe, VOC molecules must
move through the ground and across the membrane to enter the sampling tube.
As these molecules enter the membrane, they leave an area near the
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membrane with reduced VOC concentrations, thereby establishing a
concentration gradient. The VOC concentration gradient causes diffusive flow
from the soil to the membrane. The diffusivity of this flow depends upon
whether the soil is saturated with water or unsaturated, and upon the porosity
and tortuosity of the soil matrix3. The flow of VOC vapor into the sampling
tube is often limited by the molecular diffusivity of VOC molecules in the soil
and groundwater matrix, which makes the modeling of this diffusion process
essential for relating in situ concentrations to mass spectrometer measurements.
5.6 OTHER POSSIBLE MODEL APPLICATIONS
The multicomponent vapor flow and transport model has many potential
applications. The outgassing simulation capability (Chapter 2) could be applied
to the problem of sorption and desorption of water from any surface that could
be placed in the vacuum system. The additional outgassing from the surface
under test could be evaluated using the three outgassing parameters in the
model. The model could also be applied to any membrane inlet mass
spectrometer system and is not limited to the long vapor sampling tube
application presented here. With some modifications, the model could be
expanded to include multiple membranes. In addition, the model could
simulate carrier gas systems that operate at higher pressures, as the model
equations for flow and transport are applicable for a wide range of pressures.
Use of the model for simulations requires the input of the geometry,
operating temperature, pumping speed, membrane permeabilities, molecular
weights, viscosities, and the initial partial and total pressures in the system, as
well as the three outgassing parameters (K1, K2, and K3) described in Chapter 2.
The three outgassing parameter values are the only parameter values that are
not available from the literature, or from direct measurements of the system.
In practice, they would have to be estimated for initial simulation runs and
adjusted to match system pressure measurements. Further outgassing
experiments and model simulations could lead to an improved understanding of
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how environmental and material factors relate to the outgassing parameter
values and provide a better means for their initial estimation. Adjusting any of
the various system parameters and observing the simulation results, can provide
insight to system operation and thereby facilitate improvements in design.
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6.1 APPENDIX A: DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL EQUATIONS
6.1.1 TOTAL PRESSURE
In this model, pressure as a function of time and position in the vacuum
system is the immediate result of solving the governing partial differential
equation. The mass conservation equation and the differential form of the
vacuum conductance equation are combined to form a nonlinear partial
differential equation for pressure that is time and pressure dependent (Chapter
2). This equation is solved through use of a finite difference approximation
(FDA) with Picard iteration.
The differential form of the vacuum conductance equation is
where - -aprr ms ite p r h (r tara(6-1)
&
where Q (Torr m3 s- 1) is the vapor throughput, P (Torr) is the total pressure at
location x (m) and time t (s), and c (m3 s- 1 m) is the specific conductance,
which is equal to the product of the conductance, C (m3 s-l), where C = Q/AP,
and the length, I (m), over which the pressure change, AP (Torr), acts. The
mass conservation equation for an infinitesimal length of vacuum tube is
A a. + Q _ rDq -O 0 (6-2)
where A =D 2/4 (m2) is the cross-sectional area of the tube with diameter D
(m), and q, (Torr m3 s- 1 m - 2) is the specific outgassing from the tube walls.
The specific outgassing, q, represents an important and complex source of
vapor. The mathematical parameterization of outgassing is presented in a later
section.
Combining Eqs. (6-1) and (6-2) gives the vacuum flow equation:
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A a - a a ) Dqo - o (6-3)
The value of the specific conductance depends upon the flow regime in
the tube. Under viscous conditions, where the vapor moves as a single bulk
fluid, Poiseuille's law gives the viscous specific conductance, c., for a long
circular tube,
c, - rD4PI(128r) , (6-4)
where rl (Torr s) is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity and Pa (Torr) is the
average pressure in the tube. For free molecular flow, where molecules move
independently of one another, the Knudsen equation for molecular specific
conductance, cm, is
Cm - D 3 vRoT (6-5)
where Ro is the ideal gas constant = 8314 (g mol-1 m2 s- 2 K-'), T (K) is the
absolute temperature, and M (g mol-1) is the molecular weight of the gas. For
the transitional flow regime between viscous and molecular flow, the specific
conductance, c, is commonly expressed as a linear combination of the molecular
and viscous specific conductances,
c - + Zcm , (6-6)
where Z is Knudsen's semi-empirically determined parameter:
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1 + 1.OOD
z - ·ItRTi. (6-7)
1 + 1.24DPaf M)
The combined specific conductance equation for transitional flow, Eq. (6-6),
may be used as a general formula to calculate the specific conductance for the
entire flow range, from viscous to molecular flow'.
6.1.2 PARTIAL PRESSURE
While the preceding equations apply to the total pressure, to determine
the partial pressure of a specific vapor, or analyte, in the sampling tube, further
equations that describe the advective and diffusive transport processes are
required. The partial pressure equation for advection and diffusion of an
analyte vapor in the sampling tube is presented in Chapter 3:
Aa*_- arc a* a.rc aP - 0 (6-8)
a ~ d & aaP&C
where * (Torr) is the partial pressure of the analyte vapor, cd (m3 sa i m) is the
diffusive specific conductance, and ca (m3 sa i m) is the advective specific
conductance
The diffusive specific conductance, ca, is formed by combining the
diameter-limited molecular conductance, c,, with an intermolecular-collision-
limited conductance, csM:
Cd - Cm/(1 + CmICSM) (6-9)
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In this equation, CSM is the Stefan-Maxwell interdiffusivity, expressed as a
specific conductance2 :
RT 0.5C 3AkT ( RT (6-10)
CsM 2P(t + )22r(MM/(MO + M,)J
where k (1.036E-25 Torr m3 K' ) is the Boltzmann constant, At and A, (m) are
the molecular diameters, and M, and M, (g mol1) are the molecular weights
of the air and analyte vapor, respectively. The molecular diameters were
calculated using the Enskog equation for the coefficient of viscosity2. In the
units used here, the molecular diameters are
i [S 1.4264(104)(M7).5 (6-11)
While diffusing molecules move through the bulk vapor, advected
molecules move with the bulk vapor. In transitional flow, some molecules
move independently of the bulk fluid with no contribution to advective flow.
The ratio of molecular to interdiffusional specific conductance used in Eq.
(6-9), cm/csm, represents the ratio of intermolecular to wall collisions and can be
used to determine the fraction of molecules that are advecting with the bulk
fluid. The fraction of molecules that are not moving with the bulk fluid (the
molecular fraction), Rm, may be calculated using the Bosanquet 3 equation with
C,/CsM replacing the ratio of diameter to mean free path, D/I:
R, - 1/(1 + DIX) - 1/(1 + Cm/Cs) . (6-12)
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The Bosanquet molecular fraction, R,,, was used to combine slip flow and
viscous specific conductances into an advective specific conductance, in a
manner modified from Weber4 :
c - (1 - Rm)(c, + c,) , (6-13)
where c, is the slip flow specific conductance given by3
c, - (w/4)Cm . (6-14)
6.1.3 PUMP BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The physical boundary conditions are a pump at one end (x=O) of the
tube with the other end (x=L) connected to a gas permeable membrane. The
total pressure boundary condition at the pump is expressed mathematically as
C L S(PO - P) (6-15)
where S (m3 s-') is the speed of the pump and P. (Torr) is the ultimate
pressure of the pump. The pump boundary condition for the analyte vapor
pressure is expressed as
Cd x L 0+- ) (6-16)
6.1.4 MEMBRANE INLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
At the end of the vapor sampling tube, opposite the pump, is a gas
permeable membrane. As in the pumping boundary case, the model boundary
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conditions for the membrane inlet must be established for both total and partial
pressure flow. The throughput of a specific vapor through a membrane, Q,,
(Torr m3 s-l), is given by5,
- DPOS n (6-17)
where Dm,, (m2 s-l) is the diffusivity and S,, (Torr Torr l) is the solubility of a
given vapor in the membrane, A,, m (m2) is the membrane surface area, d,".
(m) is the thickness of the membrane, and P - P2 (Torr) is the partial
pressure difference across the membrane. The product of the solubility and the
diffusivity of a vapor in a given membrane is referred to as the membrane
permeability for that vapor. For a given membrane and vapor combination, a
single membrane permeability constant, Kp, (m3 sl1), may be calculated:
KP, - (6-18)
dmm
The total pressure boundary condition at the membrane (x=L) is
expressed mathematically as
aP
C i- Kpra - *x-L) +V e(a - x-L) + Kp*r(0a - x-L) (6-19)
where K K and Kpt, (m3 s - 1) are the membrane permeability constants for
dry air, water vapor, and analyte vapor, and Oa, 8a, and *a (Torr) are the dry
air, water vapor and analyte ambient partial pressures, respectively. The
membrane boundary condition for the analyte vapor pressure is expressed as
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Cdad + c a Ip Lr K (a - *L)* (6-20)
For the simulations in Chapter 3, the injection end of the rod was
modeled as a zero flow boundary. Injections were modeled by changing the
initial conditions at the injection port, so that the appropriate mass is "injected"
at t=O. The sealed end, or no flow boundary, is simulated by setting all of the
membrane permeation constants in Eq. (6-19) to zero.
6.1.5 OUTGASSING
Outgassing is a significant source of vapor in the vacuum sampling tube,
and correctly modeling this vapor source is essential for the determination of
the true partial and total pressures in the tube. The amount of material
adsorbed to a surface depends on the history of the surface as well as
temperature, pressure, the physical and chemical nature of the surface, and the
particular vapor or gas being sorbed. In vacuum systems that are pumped
down from atmospheric pressure, water is typically the predominant sorbed
vapor and is responsible for most of the outgassing6 .
In the model total pressure equation [Eq. (6-3)], the outgassing
processes are represented by the equation:
- (K1t + Kit0 5 + K)(P - P) , (6-21)
where qO (Torr m3 s- 1 m - 2) is the specific outgassing, Po (Torr) is the pressure
at which the tube was stored prior to pumpdown, and K1, K2, and K3 are
parameters which weight the contributions to the outgassing from each of three
hypothesized physical processes6 '7. The Ki/t term represents the outgassing
from an oxide layer on the surface of the tubes , while the K2/t° term
represents outgassing from the bulk metal of the tube walls9. The constant
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term, K3, represents virtual outgassing due to leaks1. The specific outgassing,
qo, is the net difference between the desorption rate and the sorption rate.
There is no provision for re-adsorption of molecules as qo is always positive
when PO is greater that the tube pressure, P, and in the model simulations
presented here, PO is assumed to be atmospheric pressure which is always
greater than the tube pressure.
The experiments of Chapter 4 indicated that outgassing decreases
rapidly when pumpdown is stopped. To model this physical process, our
experiments suggested the outgassing after the rough pump valve is closed be
expressed as
qow - (a1K/t + aKt5 + K)(P - P) ,(6-22)
where qo, (Torr m3 si- m2 ) is the specific outgassing after closing the roughing
valve, and a, and a2 are the outgassing reduction terms given by
PO1 - 1 (623)
P lnexp(l2KI P)13
and
a -1- PO 1 (6-24)
where fi, P12, P13, 821, l22, a23 are empirically fit parameters, and PO is the
pressure in the tube side near the roughing valve (Note: PO is a time varying
quantity which decreases during pumpdown, while Po is the constant
equilibrium storage pressure of 760 Torr).
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The mathematical form of the outgassing reduction terms, a, and a2,
was determined from observations of the system with the membrane replaced
with a sealed end as descnribed in Chapter 4. Under three different outgassing
conditions, the tubes were evacuated for 120 s and then the roughing valve was
closed, allowing the pressure in the tube to rise. In all three cases, the
pressures in the tube rose toward an equilibrium pressure that appeared to be
logarithmically related to the value of K1. Thus, the lj1 exp(0l2Kl) term may be
considered a reference equilibrium pressure, as outgassing ceases when the
pressure, P0 reaches this value. The outgassing reduction parameters were
determined by regression of the observed equilibrium pressures for three
different K1 values. The regression results, which were used in all of the model
simulations of Chapter 4, were fll = 8.4, and P1 2 = 9(1) · The P13 term was
included because the outgassing was observed to decrease immediately after the
roughing valve was closed. The best value of this reduction parameter was
found to be 1 3 = 3, and was obtained by matching model results to the
measured values for the sealed end runs in Chapter 4. The Kjt outgassing
term was not used in the experiments presented here, so parameter values for
the a2 outgassing reduction term were not determined. Eq.(6-24) was coded in
the model, and is included here for completeness.
6.1.6 FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS
The nonlinear vacuum flow equation, Eq. (6-3), is similar to the
unsaturated flow equation for porous media and may be solved in an analogous
manner. Celia et al.° have shown that a fully implicit FDA with Picard
Iteration is the preferred solution scheme for this equation. The FDA for Eq.
(6-3) at any nonboundary node, i, is
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1 - in . n+l nl1 nl n.lPi" + - IpY i+ Ci+½ + Ci- +1 Ci-_ ½ p"l
At (AX)2 1 () 2 ()2 (6-25)
(6-25)
- rDi(Po P.)(l + (2)5 + K3) 0
In this equation, the superscripts represent time steps and the subscripts
represent spatial nodes (the n +/2 superscripts on t indicate the midpoint of the
time step). The conductances are the arithmetic mean values:
Civ, - (ci + Ci,1)/2 , Ci_, - (Ci + c,1)/2 . (6-26)
Approximations, similar to Eq. (6-25), are also required for the boundary
nodes. The total pressure FDA for the pumping node, 1, is
l - P nIl n+l
,"- -; " ~3 +1+2 " S(PIf*+ - PA 7 - CIr2 ' C:2 SP('PAt l + 2 + 
At (AX) 2 2 (A) (6-27)
_ K, K
- rDi(Po - F )(n + ()o.5 + K3 - 0
and for the membrane end node, k, is
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" - n+1 n + lAk - 2 Ck% +1 -2
k -At k(X)2 (A) 2
2 Kp*(, - ,k) + K(0 - 82*) + (o - k+n)-~~~~~~~~~e (6-28)
-rDk(PO - k 1)( + (4)0+ K -
The FDA for the analyte partial pressure equation [Eq. (6-8)] at any
non-boundary node, i, is
n+l - n +ln+l 3 +1 p/+
*i Ca,., .l iAi. - . _
At (AX)2pi2+l* 2
n+l n+l+1 2Pi I + PI 1] c+1l n+ r I 
1 *I(Fi - + I(-1 I ' ( -1 i - (6-29)
(ax 2-2p+ ' J 2 J
n+l n+l n+l
Cdi+~ n+l Cd i4 + Cd,- n+1
(x2v . + ( ) C 4(Ax)2 (Ax)2
n+l
CdV n+I
~Ci-Yn-) . 0
(A.X) 2
In this equation, the superscripts represent time steps and the subscripts
represent spatial nodes. The conductances are the arithmetic mean values:
cdj - (cdi + cdi,)/2 , cd,_ - (cd + cdi)/2 (6-30)
Approximations similar to Eq. (6-29) were also developed for the boundary
nodes. The analyte pressure FDA for the pumping node, 1, is
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n+l
Cd2 n+l
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The analyte pressure FDA for the membrane end node, k, is
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- 2xs(P1 - PU) 
nC1 lCl
(7-1)
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- n+)
(7-3)
I) + K( - f n+1 ))
the total pressure equation [Eq. (6-3)] is
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where m represents the iteration level at a given time step, and
6ov - gst+1zm+1 - ptc+l,m (7-5)
converges to zero as the correct value of Pi+' is reached. Rn is the
equation residual which is tested after each iteration. When the maximum
residual is deemed small enough to give accurate pressure values, the iterations
stop and calculations for the next time step begin [RpFDA < (10-6)Pi was used in
our runs]. In practice, convergence requires only a few iterations per time step.
6.1.7 SOLUTION SCHEME
The total pressure equation [Eq. (6-3)] and the analyte partial pressure
equation [Eq. (6-8)] are combined to form the complete model of vapor
transport for a long, outgassing tube. These non-linear equations are solved
numerically using a Picard Iteration scheme° . The total pressure equation is
solved first, to provide the total pressure gradient for the advective portion of
the analyte partial pressure equation. The water vapor partial pressure, 
(Torr), is determined by solving an equation identical to the total pressure
equation, with P = 0 and water vapor molecular weight, M., replacing the
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average molecular weight of the constituent gases. (While the water vapor
partial pressure would be more accurately described by an additional advective-
diffusive transport equation similar to the analyte partial pressure equation,
increased numerical difficulty precludes its use.) Finally, the analyte partial
pressure equation is solved from Eq. (6-8). After the total pressure, water
vapor pressure, and analyte pressure equations are solved, the air partial
pressure, (Torr), is calculated from the difference:
-_ P - Or - 0 . (7-6)
The solutions of the three differential equations are used to establish the
average molecular weight and viscosity of the vapors in the tube. The average
molecular weight is taken as the partial pressure weighted average of the
molecular weights of the vapors:
M - (M, + M + OMs)/P, (7-7)
where M,= 18 g mol-' for the molecular weight of water vapor, and M.,29 g
mol-' for the average molecular weight of air. The average viscosity, t, is
formed by the approximation2 ,
- P/(,/t,+¢/t7,+O/r1.) , (7-8)
where 7, %,, and rt, are the dynamic viscosities of air, water vapor, and
analyte vapor, respectively. Once the average molecular weight and viscosity
are calculated, they are used to re-solve the total pressure equation. This
procedure is followed iteratively until the model converges.
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6.2 APPENDIX B: PMPDWN Code and Input File for Chapter 2
6.2.1 PW Code
I+* +*~*·+*·*~*H**+*·**·* PNPDWN.BAS *************************************
'PMPDN.BAS (DOS filename is PPVOC.BAS) a 1-D vacuum flow model using a
'Finite Difference Approximation in space and a backwards Euler
'approximation in time with Picard iteration to solve the non-linear
'equations. Three components are included in this model: Air,
'water, and VOC. Air is included in the total pressure and is not
'calculated separately as are the other components. The total pressure
'determines the viscous flow conductances with viscosity determined by the
'partial pressures of the three components. The molecular weight of the
'mixture is computed from the component partial pressures for the total
'pressure molecular conductance. The individual component molecular
'conductances are calculated from their respective molecular weights.
'Uarning: the VOC flow implementation is incorrect-use for total pressure
'only--VACTRANS.BAS is better for all applications.
'by Michael J. Ernst
'Last Revision October 25, 1993 for PPDWN paper
'Chapter 2 of Thesis
'Single component version PPDN.BAS Last revision February 13, 1993
'Adapted from UNSAT.BAS-unsaturated flow software
'May 10, 1989
'*************************** DECLARE SUBROUTINES ** ***** *********
DEFINT I, -N
DECLARE FUNCTION K# (i) 'K# is specific cond. m4/s
DECLARE FUNCTION Fv# (i) 'viscous fraction of molecules
DECLARE SUB tridiag (n) 'matrix solver
DECLARE SUB Cad (i, Ca#, Cd#) 'advective and diffusive conductance
DECLARE SUB pdump (Og$ i, m, n) 'printout pressures at every node
* **************** F1 ENDS PROGRAM/ERROR HANDLER ********** *********
ON ERROR GOTO errorhandler
ON KEY(1) GOSUB finish 'close files and end program
KEY(1) ON
I******* ******************** DIMENSION VARIABLES ******************
maxn 1000
maxsec 20
DIN SHARED a(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED b(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED c(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DI SHARED p(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED rhs(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED d(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN pold(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED dia(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED area(moxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pv(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED pa(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED pw(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM pvsorp(mxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM poldv(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM poLdw(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DlI secdiaCmaxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIM x(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
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DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
SHARED pi AS DOUBLE
SHARED etaair AS DOUBLE
SHARED etavoc AS DOUBLE
SHARED Ro AS DOUBLE
SHARED Temp AS DOUBLE
SHARED mspeeda AS DOUBLE
SHARED mspeedv AS DOUBLE
SHARED mepeedw AS DOUBLE
SHARED Lye AS DOUBLE
SHARED Lvw AS DOUBLE
SHARED Lw AS DOUBLE
SHARED Ma AS DOUBLE
SHARED Mti AS DOUBLE
SHARED MUv AS DOUBLE
pinitf(mxsec) AS DOUBLE
secogl( mxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog2( xsec) AS DOUBLE
sacog3(Cmxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog4(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
Csorp(Caxsec) AS DOUBLE
SHARED deltx#
'sqr(RoT/NW)
'sqr(RoT/W)
'sqr(RoT/HU)
'air molecular weight
'water molecular weight
'voc molecular weight
'fraction of initial pressures
'exponential outgassing
'1/t outgassing
'1/sqr(t) outgassing
'constant outgassing
'sorption rate constant
startime = TInER
***** ***************************** OPEN FILES *1
'open input and output files
filenuL S RIGHTS(COMMANDS, 3)
OPEN PMPDWNIN. + filenulm FOR INPUT AS #1
OPEN PNPDUN." + fiLenwS FOR OUTPUT AS #4
********************************* SET CONSTANTS
'set constants
Kboltz# = 1.036D-25
pi 3.141592654#
Ro = 8314.34#
MWw 18
alpha# = -. 27#
'botzmnn constant torr./Kl
'gas const [g.m2.s-2.mo-1l.K-1]
'water molecular weight
'exponential outgassing constant
'Santeler uses -0.27
I2******************************* I
64S * H##*.",,*,.
f105S - n#."
f9S = .
f50S = #£
f82S = #u£w~.
f83S * """,.W ::
f86S * "z. ;
f55S = ".#u #;:
f42S = "z .IN
e42S = "#U. A ^ ^ ^ "
**********************************
PRINT FORMATS **'
READ INPUT FILE ********************0*****
'read in parameters
LINE INPUT #1, titleS
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, Temp, etaair, NWa, XiM
LINE INPUT #1, conment$
' [K, torr.sec], [g.mol-1 , [nm
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.t******************************
........................ t......
**n***********************
INPUT #1, etavoc, novocX, dispX '[torr.sec],novocX=1 then skip voc
LINE INPUT #1, comentS 'dispXzO,no screen pdbte;lzsome;2=fuLL
INPUT #1, S# 'pulping speed in 3/s
LINE INPUT #1, coamentS
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
LINE INPUT #1, conmentS
INPUT #1, nsecX, L# '# of conductance sections, total Length
FOR i 1 TO nsec
'Location of section end, sec die, sec og constant 1, sec og constant 2,
' sec og constant 3, sec og constant 4 , sec sorption rate
INPUT #1, x(i), secdia(i), pinitf(i), secogl(i), secog2(i), secog3(i), secog4(i), Csorp(i)
NEXT i
'valve and pressure transducer Locations in m from pump
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, valveloc#, pOLoc#, piloc#, p2Loc#, p3loc#
'read initial and boundary conditions
LINE INPUT #1, co. entS
INPUT #1, pinitog#, pinita#, pinitw#, pu#
'read injection conditions
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, injLoc#, injtime#, pinja#,
'read membrane parameters
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, Kperm#, Kpermw#, Kpermv#,
9
pinjw#, pinjv#
patina#, patmw#, patmv#
'rend voc parameters
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, pinitvt, NUv, Xiv#
'read in time and space steps
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, deLtax#, deltat#, tmult#, rhslimit#
'read in print-out information
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, maxtime#, mextstep#
I
LINE INPUT #1,
IF commentS <>
PRINT input
STOP
END IF
I
commentS
"end of input" THEN
error"
,** *************** ********** DEFINE RUN PARAMETERS ************************
injnodeX = INT(injLoc# / deLtax# + 1.1) 'set injLoc#>>Length 1
oLdeltat# = deltat#
deltaxsq# = deltax# * deltax#
Xiw# = .000000000468#
mspeeda SQR(Ro * Temp / MWa) 'air Im/s
mspeedw SQR(Ro * Tp / Mw) 'water [m/s
mspeedv SQR(Ro * Tp / MUv) 'voc Cm/s]
dumd = 4 * Kboltz# * Temp / pi
Lva = dum / ((Xiv# + Xia#) * (Xiv# + Xia#) * SQR(I + Wv / Wa))
Lvw = duS / ((Xiv# + Xiw#) * (Xiv# + Xiw#) * SQR(I# + MWv / MWU))
Lw = dum / (4# * Xiv * Xiv * SR(2#))
Ksorp# = Csorp(l)
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for no inj.
Wrrr
I'************************* INITIALIZE VARIABLES
'initialize spatial dimensions
n INT(L# / dettax# + 1.1)
ii i 1
FOR j 1 TO nsecX
FOR i - ii TO n
ii g i
dia(i) s oecdia(j)
area(i) * pi * dia(i) 2#
IF ABS((i - 1) * deltax# -
IF (i - 1 / 2) * deltax# >
nexti:
NEXT i
nextj:
NEXT j
dia(O) · dia(1)
dia(n + 1) diaCn)
I
'nI ber of nodes
'calculate node geometries
/ 4#
x(j)) .0001# AND secdia(j) secdiaCj + 1) GOTO nexti
x(j) GOTO nextj
'initialize p array for steady-state calculation
I
j INT(valveloc# / deLtax# + .1)
j2 = INTCinjloc# / deltax# + 1.1)
FOR i I TO j
pa(i) a .0001#
pv(i) = .0001#
pw(i) = .0001#
NEXT i
FOR i j + 1 TO j2
pa(i) = .005#
pv(i) x .004#
pw(i) = .0005#
NEXT i
FOR i j2 + 1 TO n
pa(i) = .8#
pv(i) .5#
pw(i) .2#
NEXT i
FOR i = 1 TO n
pCi) = pa(i) + pw(i) + pv(i)
pold(i) p(i)
NEXT i
'PUN
'pinitv
'pinitw#
'pinita#
'pinitv#
'piniti#
'pinja#
'pinjv#
'pinjw#
RESET VOC PRESSURES
IF novoc = 1 THEN
Kperm#v 0
patmv# a 0O
pinjv# = O#
pinitv# O#
FOR i 1 TO n
pv(i) 01#
NEXT i
END IF
I
'reset voc pressures
**************************** HEADER TO ONITOR FILE
'print out header to monitor file
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
i4, titleS; " (P4PDg NIN." + filenumS + ")"
14,
#4, "delta x delta t tmuLt max delta t maxtime
14, deltax#, deltat#, tmuLt#, maxtstep#, mxtimel;
#4, USING e64S; TAB(68); rhslimit#
4,
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rhslimit"
*k****dlr*r** * ***-******
** ******* ********** ~n************·**~**-** -
*t**********+************
Kog 1/sqr(t) Kog constant
secog2(5);
TAB(15); secog3(5);
TAB(30); secog4(5);
TAB(45); pu#;
TAB(60); S#
eta air
Temp;
TAB(15); etaair;
TAB(30); MWa;
TAB(45); etavoc;
TAB(60); HWv
patmna
Kperma#;
TAB(15); patma#;
TAB(30); pinita#;
TAB(45); pinja#;
TAB(60); injtoc#
patmw
Kpermw#;
TAB(15); patmw#;
TAB(30); pinitw#;
TAB(45); pinjw#;
TAB(60); injtime#
patmv
Kpermv#;
TAB(15); patmv#;
TAB(30); pinitv#;
TAB(45); pinjv#;
TAB(60); Ksorp#
MW air
pinita
pinitw
pinitv
putt
eta voc
pinja
pinjw
pinjv
pUMp speed"
MW voc 
inj Location"
injtime"
Ksorp"
************************** DATA LABELS FOR ONITOR FILE
'print out data Laabels to monitor file
PRINT #4, tstep
sumog4 ograte
'PRINT #4, tstep
'PRINT #4, tstep
p(3)v ograte
'PRINT #4, "tstep
p(O)w p(2)w
'PRINT #4, "tstep
p(O)a p(1)a
I
time
massf owu"
time
time
massf Low"
time
p(3)w"
time
p(2)a"
p(O) p(l) p(2) p(3)
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(3)
p(0) p(l) p(2) p(3 )
p(O) p(2) p(3) p(O)v
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(O)v
sumog2 sumog3
ograte massfowu"
p(O)v p(1)v p(2)v
p(2)v
p(1)v
p(3)v
p(2)v
I ************************ HEADER TO SCREEN **********************************
'print out header to screen
CLS
PRINT titleS; " (PMPDWNIN." + filenumS + ")"
PRINT
PRINT "delta x delta t tmult max delta t
PRINT dettax#, deltat#, tmutt#, maxtstepg, maxtime#;
PRINT USING e64S; TAB(68); rhstimit#
PRINT
" Kog 1/t
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
" Temp
USING f82S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
Kog /sqr(t) Kog constant
secog2(5);
TAB(15); secog3(5);
TAB(30); secog4(5);
TAB(45); pu#;
TAB(60); SN
eta air MW air
Temp;
TAB(15); etaair;
TAB(30); MWa;
maxtime
putt
eta voc
pump speed"
NW voc "
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PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
I
" Kog 1/t
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
" Temp
USING f82;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperma
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64$;
USING e64S;
USING f82;
" Kperw
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperv
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
rhsl imit"
.W.....................
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
# Kperme
USING e64S;
USING 64S;
USING 64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperm
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING 64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kpermv
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING 64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
TAB(45); etavoc;
TAB(60); Wv
patm
Kperm#;
TAB(15); patma#;
TAB(30); pinita#;
TAB(45); pinja#;
TAB(60); injloc#
ptm
Kpermw;
TAB(15); pi
TABU30); pi
TAB(45); pi
TAB(60); iI
patmv
Kpermv#;
TAB(15); p
TAB(30); pi
TAB(45); pi
TAB(60); Ki
atm#;
nitw#;
inj#;
njtimeo
pinita
pinitw
pinitv
pinja
pinjw
pinjv
inj location"
injtime"
Ksorp"
tmvl#;
initv#;
injv#;
orp
'PRINT "steady state results: pO
PRINT steady state results: pO
PRINT
PRINT
'PRINT "time step time pO
PRINT time step time p0
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT iter step rhsmax rhstest
I
p1 p2 p3 outgas"
pl p2 3 min mout"
pl p2 p3 outgas"
p1 p2 p3 min mout"
dmax imax"
INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES
'start iterations
tstepX 3 -1
time# z -deltet#
oatie# = -deltat# / 20
iterX = 0
iterstop 1
ZMAIN COMPUTATION LOOP
.****************************************************************************
DO
begin:
IF iterstop r 1
timle# time#
ogtime# tim
END IF
I
'start of main computation loop
'loop until time# > maxtime#
THEN
+ deltat#
e# - deltat# / 2#
'****************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODE 1) ********************
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed with outgassing
'**form spatial ters**
Kp = (K#(I) + K#(2)) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(1) = O#
b(1) - (2# * Kp#) / deltaxsq# + 21 * SO / deltax#
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PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
.I4BI.....................***** .tttW.tt.ttttttt.t..l
c(1) -(2 * Kp#) / deltaxq#
form RHS spatial terms
rht(l) = -b1) * p(l) - c(1) * p(2) + 2# * S * pu# / deltax#
j I 1 'initiaLize section counter
bog1# a secogl(j)
bog2# - secog2(j)
bog3# = secog3(j)
bog4 - secog4(j)
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(1) b1) + (area(1) / deltat#)
duwny# = bog1# * EXP(alpha * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dummy# = dumy# + bog3 / SOR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(l) = b1) + dmy * pi * dia(1)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(l) rhs(l) + (area(1) * (poLd(1) - p1)) / deltat#)
dumy# bogl# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dummy# dummy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dumry# = dumml * (pinitogl - p(l)) * pi * dia(1)
rhs(1) = rhs(1) + dummy - pinitogp * pi * dia(l) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(1) = rhs(l) + (bog4 * pinitog# * pi * dia(l))
"****************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-1) ************
'calculations for the intermediate nodes
'**form spatial terms**
FOR i a 2 TO n - 1
'calculate K values Km is K - 1/2 Kp is K + 1/2
Krm Kp#
Kp = (K#(i) + K#(i + 1)) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(i) = -Km / deltaxsq#
b(i) (K# + Kp#) / deltaxsq#
c(i) -Kp / deltaxsq#
'form RHS spatial terms
rhs(i) -asCi) * pi - 1) -bi) * pi) -ci) * pi + 1)
'establish average diameter and area
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg = area(i)
IF diaCi) die(i + 1) THEN
devg# = (diae(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + rea(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
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IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish outgassing constants
IF x(j) <
bogl# =
bog2# s
bog3#
bog4# a
ELSE
bogl# =
bog2# =
bog3# =
bo4- =
END IF
I
deLtax# * (i - .5) THEN
1
(secogl(j)
(secog2(j)
(secog3(j)
(secog4(j)
secogl(j)
secog2(j)
secog3(j)
secog4(j)
+ secogl(j - 1)) / 2#
+ secog2(j - 1)) / 2#
+ secog3(j - 1)) / 2#
+ secog4(j - 1)) / 2#
IF tstep% <> -1 THEN
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
I
b(i) =
dummy#
b(i) =
I
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
b(i) + Aavg / deltat#
= bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
= dummy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(i) + dummy * pi * davg#
'add tenporal terms to RHS
rhs(i)
dummy#
dummy#
rhs(i)
= rhs(i) + (Aavg# * (pold(i) - p(i)) / dettat#)
= bog1# * EXP(apha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
= dummy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
= dummy# * (pinitog# - p(i)) * pi * davg#
= rhs(i) + dummy# - pinitog * pi * davg# * bog4#
END IF
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + bog4# * pinitog * pi * davg#
NEXT i
******************* TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODE n) ********************
'caLculations for last node n, membrane flux with outgassing
"**form spatial terms**
Km = Kp#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(n) =
b(n) =
c(n) 
I
-2# * Km# / deltaxsl
-a(n) + 2# * Kperma# / deltax#
'form RHS spatial terms
I
rhs(n)
dum =
rhs(n)
· -a(n) * p(n - 1) - b(n) * p(n)
Kperma * (patma - p(n) + pv(n) + pw(n))
= rhs(n) + 2 * (duue + Kpermv * (patmv#
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN
+ Kpermw * (patmw - pw(n))
- pv(n))) / deltax#
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
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'**form temporal terms"
'ldd temporal term to LHS
I
bCn) 
d#~
b(n) 
b(n) + (areaCn) / dettat#)
- bogl# * EXP(alpha# * ogtine#) + bog2# / ogtime#
a dummy + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(n) + duwy * pi * dia(n)
'add temporal term to RHS
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + (area(n) * (pold(n) - p(n)) / deLtat#)
dumnym = bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
duamm# = dummyl + bog3# / SOQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dumny# * dumy# * (pinitog - p(n)) * pi * dia(n)
rhs(n) - rhs(n) + dUmmy - pinitog# * pi * dia(n) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(n) rhs(n) (bog4 * pinitog# * pi * dia(n))
'arrays have been formed
I **************
'solve for d
CALL tridiagCn)
. **************************
SOLVE FOR TOTAL PRESSURE INCREMENT
TEST FOR RESIDUAL
iterstop 1
rhsavg# O#
'rhsmax# = O
FOR i 1 TO n
rhsavg# = rhsavg# + ABS(rhs(i))
' IF ABSrhs(i)) > rhsmax# THEN rhsmax#
rhstest# = rhslimit# * pi)
IF ABS(rhs(i)) ABS(rhstest#) THEN
iterstop 0
IF dispX 2 THEN
LOCATE 24, 11: PRINT USING e42S; rhi
LOCATE 24, 21: PRINT USING e42; rh!
END IF
END IF
NEXT i
rhsavg# = rhsavg# / (n)
'rhstest# = rhslimit# * p(n)
'IF rhsmax# ABS(rhstest#) THEN iterstop
I
= ABS(rhs(i)): imax = i
IS(i);
stest#;
= 0 'continue iterating
IF dispX > .5 THEN LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT USING f50S; iterX;
'LOCATE 24, 11: PRINT USING e42; rhsmax#;
'LOCATE 24, 21: PRINT USING e42S; rhstest#;
dmax# = O#
FOR i 1 TO n
IF ABS(dmax#) < ABSCd(i)) THEN dmax# = d(i): imax i
pCi) = pCi) + d(i)
paCi) p(i) - pv(i) - pw(i)
IF paCi) < O# THEN pa(i) = O0
NEXT i
IF dispX > .5 THEN
LOCATE 24, 31: PRINT USING e42S; dax#;
LOCATE 24, 45: PRINT USING f505; imax;
END IF
IF iter% = 200 THEN CALL pdump(fitenut$, tstep, iter%, n:
IF iter% = 201 THEN CALL pdump(fiLenum$, tstepX, iterX, n:
IF iterX = 202 THEN CALL pdumpCfilenumS. tstepX, iterX, n:
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.......................
**********************tt***********
' 
I
motspeed nmspeedw
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed with outgassing
'**form spatial terms**
Kplt (K#(1) + K(2)) / 20
'form left hand side spatial terms
aC1) = O0
b(1) 2 * Kpl / deltaxsq * 2 * (1# - pu/ p(1)) / deltax#
c(1) -2# * p / deLtaxsq#
'formn RHS spatial terms
rhs(1) 01#
j = 1 'initialize section counter
bog1# = secogl(j)
bog2 = secog2(j)
bog3l = secog3(j)
bog4t = pinit / pinita# * secog4(j)
IF tstepX < -1 THEN 'tstep -1 is steady state
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(1) = b(1) + (area(1) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(1) rhs(1) + area(l) * poLdw(1) / deltat#
dummyl# bogl# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dumny# dunAy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4b
duhyl# dumnyl * (pinitog# - p(1)) * pi * dia(1)
rhs(1) a rhs(l) + durmy# - pinitog# * pi * dia(i) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(1) = rhs(1) + (bog4 * pinitog# * pi * dia(C))
· ********************* WATER CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-1) *******
'**form spatial terms**
FOR i = 2 TO n - 1
'calculate K values Km is K - 1/2
Kmt a Kp#
Kp * (K#I() + Ki * 1)) / 2#
'form Left hand side spatial term
aCi) = -Km# / deltaxsc#
c(i) = -Kpl / deltaxsqm
b(i) a -ae(i) - c(i)
'right hand side spatial term is zero
rhs(i) = 01
'establish average diameter and area
Kp is K + 1/2
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result
_ ****** ---- }*********~************
t*******
WATER ALCULATIONS (MODE 
davg# dia(i)
Aavg# area(i)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg# (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# z (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish sorption constants
IF x(j) < deLtax# * (i - .5) THENj=j+1
bogl# = (secogl(j) + secogl(j - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(j) + secog2(j - 1)) / 21
bog3# = (secog3(j) + secog3(j - 1)) / 2#
bog4# = pinitw / pinita# * (secog4(j) + secog4(j - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bogl# = secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bog3# = secog3(j)
bog4# = pinitw# / pinita# * secog4(j)
END IF
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(i) = b(i) + Aavg / deltat#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + Aavg# * poldw(i) / deltat#
dummy# = bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dummy# = dummy + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dummy# = dummny * (pinitog - p(i)) * pi * davg#
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + dummy - pinitog * pi * davg# * bo94#
END IF
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + bog4# * pinitog# * pi * davg#
NEXT i
*********************** WATER CALCULATIONS (NODE n)**************************
'calculations for last node n, membrane flux ith outgassing
'**form spatial terms**
Kns= Kp#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(n) = -2# * K / deltaxsq#
b(n) = -a(n) + 2# * Kpermw / deltax#
c(n) = 0#
'form RHS spatial terms for membrane inlet
rhs(n) = 2# * patmw * Kpermw / deltax#
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IF tstepX a> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) b(n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhe(n) rhs(n) + area(n) * poldw(n) / deltat#
duL" bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtie#) + bog2# / ogtime#
ducyA # dmY# + bog3 / SR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dumy = dumny * (pinitog - p(n)) * pi * dia(n)
rhs(n) rhs(n) + dumy# - pinitog# * pi * dia(n) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(n) a rhs(n) + (bog4# * pinitog# * pi * dia(n))
'arrays have been foreed
I********** ********* SOLVE FOR WATER PRESSURES ******** *******
'solve for d, d contains the water pressures
CALL tridiag(n)
FOR i 1 TO n
pw(i) ' d(i)
pa(i) p(i) - pw(i) - pv(i) ' update pair
IF pa(i) < O# THEN pa(i) O#
NEXT i
******************* VOC CALCULATIONS (NOE 1) ****************************
IF novocX = 1 GOTO iterend 'skip voc calculations
VOC CALCULATIONS
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed
'**form spatial terms**
j -1 'initialize section counter
Ksorp# * Csorp(j)
Sp# S# * (1# - pui / pC1))
'calculate advective and diffusive specific conductances
p(O) p(2) - 2# * deltax# * pl) *Spi / K(1)
pv(O) = p(O) * pv(1) / p) 'same fraction of total pressure
pu(O) p(O) * pM(i) / pi)
pa(O) = p(O) - pw(O) - pv(O) ' update pair
IF pa(O) < O THEN pa(O) z 0# 'pa(O) / 10#
CALL Cad(O, Cam#, Cdm#)
CALL Cad(l, Cap#, Cdp#)
form left hand side spatial terms
a(1) = Oi
b(1) = (2# * Cdp# + (Cm* - Cap#) * Fv#(1)) / deltaxsq#
b(1) b(1) + 2 * Sp# * (1# - Fv#(1)) * (1# - Ca# Fv1(O) / Cdp#) / deltax#
c(l) -(2# * Cdp# + Cap# * Fv#(2) - Cami * Fv#(1)) / deltaxsq#
'RHS spatial terme are zero
rhs(l) O#
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IF tstepX < -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(1) b(1) + (area(i) / deltat#)
'add teqporal term to RHS
rhs(1) = area(l) * poldv(1) / deLtat
cdu# Ksorp * (poldv(1) - pvsorp(1))
IF pvsorp(1l) + 4 / dia(l) * dumI * deltat# > poldv(1) THEN
du# = d / Ksorp * dia() / (41# * deltat#)
END IF
rhs(l) rhs(1) - pi * dia(l) * dum#
END IF
'******************* VOC CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-i)*******************
'**form spatial terms**
FOR i 2 TO n - 1
' calculate specific conductances for advection and diffusion
Cam# = Cap#
CdCi = Cdp1
CALL Cad(i, Cap#, Cdp#)
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(i) = (Cam * Fv#(i - 1) - Cdim) / deltaxsq#
b(i) ((Cam# - Cap#) * Fv(i) + (Cdm + Cdp#)) / deltaxsq
c(i) = (-Cap# * Fv#(i + 1) - Cdp#) / deltaxsql
'right hand side spatial term is zero
rhs(i) = O1
'establish average diameter and area
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg = area(i)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
devg = (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 21
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish sorption constants
IF x(j) deltax# * (i - .5) THEN
Ksorpl = (Csorp(j) + Csorp(j - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
Ksorp = Csorp(j)
END IF
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN 'tstep - -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
I
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'ldd temporal terms to LHS
b(i) b(i) + Aevg / deltat#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) = Aeav * poldvi) / dettat#
du#l z Ksorp * (poldv(i) - pvsorp(i))
IF pvsorp(i) + 4 / dclavg# * du * deltat# > poldv(i) THEN
du# = d / Ksorp * dvg / 4# * deltat#)
END IF
rhsi) = rhsi) - pi * davg# * dudm
END IF
NEXT i
'I*** ************ VOC CALCULATIONS (NODE n) *****************************
'calculations for last node n, membrane flux with outgassing
'**form spatial terms"**
'set specific conductances
Cdmc
Cad
pv(n
pae(n
pw(n
dud
dud
p(n 
CALL
Cap#
Cdp#
= Cdpl
CaMp
+ 1) = pv(n - 1)
+ 1) = pa(n - 1)
+ 1) = pw(n - 1)
= Kperma# * (patma# - pe(n)) + Kpermv# * (pal
* dud + Kperm#d * (patm - pw(n))
1) pn - 1) + 2# * dud * deltax# / K#(n)
Cad(n, Ca#, Cd#)
· Ca#
= Cd#
tmv# - pvCn))
'form left hand side spatial teres
a(n) 
b(n) =
dud 
b(n) 
c(n) 
I
-(2 * Cdd + Cap * Fv#(n + 1) - Cd * Fv#(n - 1)) / deLtaxsq#
(2# * Cd + (Cam - Cap#) * Fv(n)) / deltaxsq#
Kpermv# + Fv#(n) * K#(n) * (p(n + 1) - p(n - 1)) / (p(n) * 2# * deltax#)
b(n) + 2 * (1# + Cap# * Fv#(n + 1) / Cdm) * dum / deLtax#
O#
'form RHS spatial terms for membrane inlet
rhs(n) 2# * patmv# * permv# * (1# + Cap * Fv#(n + 1) / Cdm#) / deltax#
I
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN
'**form temporal terms"**
'add temporal term to LHS
b(n) · (n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
I
'tstep -1 is steady state result
'add temporal term to RHS
rhs(n) - rhs(n) + area(n) * poldv(n) / deltat#
du# Ksorp# * (poldv(n) - pvsorp(n))
IF pvsorp(n) + 4# / dias(n) * du '* deltat# > poldv(n) THEN
dud = duM / Ksorp# * dia(n) / (4# * deltat#)
END IF
rhs(n) = rhs(n) - pi * dias(n) * dum
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END IF
'arrays have been formed
'**************** SOLVE FOR VOC PRESSURES **************
'solve for d, d contains the voc pressures
CALL tridiag(n)
FOR i 1 TO n
pv(i) d(i)
pC(i) a pCi) - pv(i) - pw(i)
IF pa(i) < O THEN pa(i) = 0#
NEXT i
******************* END OF ITERATION-PRINT O SCREEN ****
iterend:
' IF iter% a 50 THEN CALL pdump(filenmm, tstepX, iterX, n)
p0o# 1000# * pCINT(pOloc# /
pl# 1000 * p(INT(ploc# /
p2# = 1000 * p(INT(p2Loc# /
p3 = 1000# * pCINT(p3oc# /
pOv# a 1000# * pv(INT(pOloc#
piv# = 1000 * pv( INT(plloc#
p2v# = 10001 * pvCINT(p2Loc#
p3v# = 1000# * pv(INT(p3loc#
pOw# = 1000# * pw(lNT(pOloc#
plw = 1000# * pw(INT(p1loc#
p2w# 1000# * pw(lINT(p2Loc#
p3N = 1000 * pw(INT(p3oc#
pOa# = pO - pOv - pw
pla p1 - p#  - p#
p2a# = p2# - p2v# - p2w#
p3a# = p3 - p3v# - p3w#
IF dispX .5 THEN
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT USING I
LOCATE 21, 11: PRINT USING
LOCATE 21, 21: PRINT USING
LOCATE 21, 31: PRINT USING
LOCATE 21, 41: PRINT USING
LOCATE 21, 51: PRINT USING
LOCATE 21, 61: PRINT USING
IF novocX = 1 THEN
LOCATE 22, 21: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 31: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 41: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 51: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 61: PRINT USII
ELSE
LOCATE 22, 21: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 31: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 41: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 51: PRINT USII
LOCATE 22, 61: PRINT USII
END IF
END IF
deltax +
deltax# +
deltax# +
deltax# +
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ dettax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
1.1))
1.1))
1.1))
1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
f50S; tstepX;
f82S; time#;
f82S; pO#
f82$; pl#
f82S; p21#
f82S; p3#
e42$; min#; mout#
G
G
G
iG
IG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
f82S;
f82$;
f82$;
f82S;
e42S;
pOw#
pl#
p2w#
p3w#
minw#; moutwN
f82S; pOv#
f82S; plv#
f82s; p2v#
f82S; p3v#
e42S; minv#; moutv#
I **3*********t**33** END OF TINE STEP-UPDATE PRESSURES
'end of time step, go to next step
(poldv(i) - pvsorp(i))
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'pvsorpavg#
'pvsorpavg#
IF iterstop = 1 THEN
pvsorpavg# = 0#
FOR i = 1 TO n
durm = Ksorp *
*+**************
,****************
........................
IF pvsorp(i) + 4 / davgp * dum * deltat# > poldv(i) THEN
duI = duI / Ksorp * davg / (4# * deltat#)
END IF
pvsorp(i) pvsorp() + du * 4# / dia(i) * deltat#
pvsorpavg# pvsorpavg# + pvsorp(i)
NEXT i
pvsorpavg# = pvsorpavg / n
'**************** END OF TIME STEP-OUTGASSING CALCULATIONS *************
'sum outgassing values
ogratel# = O#
ograte2# = 0#
ograte3l = O#
ograte4# = O#
ii = 1
sa# = O#
vol# t O#
PVsuwm · O#
PVoLd# · O0
PVv# 01#
PVvold# = O0
FOR i = 1 TO n
IF x(il) < deLtax# * (i - .5) AND i <> n THEN
il a il + 1
bog1# = (secogi(il) + secogl(il - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(il) + secog2(il - 1)) / 2#
bog3# = (secog3(il) + secog3(il - 1)) / 2#
bog4# = (secog4(il) + secog4(i1 - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bog1# = secogl(il)
bog2# secog2(il)
bog3# = secog3(il)
bog4# · secog4(il)
END IF
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg# = area(i)
IF i a 1 THEN
davg# dia(l) / 2#
Aavg# = area(1) / 2#
END IF
IF i n THEN
davg# = dia(n) / 2#
Aavg# = area(n) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg = (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < diae(i - 1) THEN
davg# = (diae(i) + diae(i - 1)) / 2#
Aevg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
sa# = sa# + pi * davg# * deltax#
vol# = vol# + Aavg# * deltax#
PVsui = PVsum# + p(i) * Aavg# * deltax#
PVold# = PVold# + pold(i) * Aavg# * deltax#
PVv# = PVv# + pv(i) * Aavg# * deltax#
dummy# (pinitog# - p(i)) * pi * davg# * deltax#
IF tstep% > -1 THEN
dumy2# = bog1# * EXP(aLpha# * ogtime#) * dummy#
ogratel# = ogratel# + dummy2#
dummy2# (bog2# / ogtie#) * dummy#
ograte2# = ograte2# + dummy2#
dumy2# = (bog3 / SR(ogtime#)) * dukamy
ograte3# = ograte3# + dumy2#
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END IF
dmy2# * bog4 * dumy
ograte4# = ograte4# + dumy2#
NEXT i
ogmssil# ogratel# * deLtat#
ogass2# = ograte2 * deLtat#
ogoass3 = ograte3# * deltat#
ogoess4# = ograte4 * deltat#
surog1# - sunogl# + ograss1#
sumog2# suog2# + ogmass2#
sLuog3# sumogN3 + ogwass3#
sog4# = sumoog4 + ogmess4#
ogmss# s ogmss1# + ogmss2# + ogmss3# + ognass4#
outgas# = sumgl# + sumog2# + sumogi + sumog4#
ograte# z ogratel# + ograte2# + ograte3# + ograte4#
I
END OF TIME STEP-4ASSFLOW CALCULATIONS
min z perm * (patmd - pw(n))
noutI# S * p(1) * (1# - pui / p(1))
minvl# Kpermv * (patmv - pv(n))
moutv# = S# * pv(1) * (1# - pul / p(l))
mire = minv# + minw# + Kperma# * (patma# - pn) +
mout# S * (p(1) - pu#)
I
pv(n) + pw(n)) + ograte#
'***************** END OF TIE STEP-UPDATE TIME STEP ***************
tstepX = tstepX + 1 'update time step
dettat# deLtat# * trmut#
IF deltat# > maxtstep# THEN deltat# = maxtstep# 'restrict time step size
IF tstepX = 129 THEN CALL pdump(fiernuSd, tstepX, iterX, n)
iterX = 0
******************* END OF TIME STEP-PRINT TO FILE *********************
tstepX;
TAB(10); time#;
TAB(20); p0#;
TAB(30); p1#;
TAS(40); p2#;
TAB(50); p3#;
TABC62); sumog2#;
TAB(74); sumog3#;
TAB(86); sumog4#;
TAB(98); ograte#;
TAB(ilO); massfLow#
; TAB(64); plv#;
TAB(76); p2v#;
TAB(88); p0a#; pim
TAB(80); inv#; mm
TAB(86); mssflowvl
TAB(30); pl#;
TAB(40); p2#;
TABC50); p3#;
TAB(60); pOv#;
TAB(70); plv#;
TAB(80); p2v#;
TAB(90); p3v#;
'ograte#;
'mout#
1; p2a#' pvsorpavg; p3u#
tvo
#
END OF TINE STEP-UPDATE OLD PRESSURES*******************
FOR i = I TO n
pold(i) = p(i)
poldv(i) = pv(i)
poldw(i) = pw(i)
NEXT i
'update all old pressures
PRINT OUT STEADY-STATE RESULTS
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I******* *****
j
i
i
I
iI
j
I
0
0
0
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
USING I
USING I
USING i
USING I
USING I
USING I
USING I
USING 1
USING 1
USING i
USING I
·USING
,USING
,USING
,USING
, USING
, USING
· USING
· USING
· USING
· USING
· USING
* USING
I4
'4
'4,4,
'4,
04,
#4
·4,
'4,
14,
14
4,
14
d4,
4
1,14,
#4,
#4,#4,
#4,
f50$;
f82S;
f82S;
F82;
f82S;
f98$;
f98$;
f98S;
f98S;
F98$;
f83S;
f83S;
e42S,
f98S;
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;f82S5f82S;
f82,;
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I,****************WW
******************
.I. . ..'. . '.*.
************************
I
IF tstepX = 0 THEN
I
18, 21: PRINT
18, 31: PRINT
18, 41: PRINT
18, 51: PRINT
18, 61: PRINT
19, 61: PRINT
19, 21: PRINT
19, 31: PRINT
19, 41: PRINT
19, 51: PRINT
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
f82;
f82;
f82S;
f82S;
e42$;
e42S;
f82$;
f82$;
f82S;
f82S;
pO#
p1#
p2#
p3#
mira; mout#
minv#; moutv#
pOv
plv#
p2v#
p3v#
************* REINITIALIZE PRESSURES AFTER STEADY-STATE CALC ********
'initiaLize p array again
I
x(O) #pinitf(O) pinitf(l)
ii 1 'reset section counter
pinit# · pinita# + pinitv# + pinitw#
FOR i 1 TO n
dist# = deLtax# * (i - 1)
IF xiI) dist# + .0001# THEN i = il + 1dum (dist# - xil - 1)) / (x(il) -xil -1))dund a pinitf(il - 1) + d u * (pinitf(il) - pinitf(il
p(i) pinit# * dumN
poLd(i) p(i)
pvCi) pinitv#l * dunl
pvsorp(i) = pv(i)
poldv(i) 5 pv(i)
pw(i) = pinitw * dum#
poldw(i) pw(i)
pa(i) = pinita# * du#
NEXT i
- 1))
I **********************
IF novocX = 1 THEN
Kpermv# = 0#
patmv# = O#
pinjv# O#
pinitv# = 0#
FOR i 1 TO n
pv(i) O#
poldv(i) = O0
NEXT i
END IF
I
RESET VOC PRESSURES
'reset voc pressures
1 *t***** wwww**** Www**
deltat# = oldeLtat#
sumogl# = O#
sumog2# = 0#
sumog3# = 0#
sunog4# - Or
END IF
I.**********************
RESET OUTGASSING VALUES ********
'reset outgassing values
VOC INJECTION ***** ************
IF injnodeX + 1I n THEN
IF time# injtimel THEN
j = injnodeX
FOR i j + 1 TO ndud = (i - j) * 2# / (n - j)
pv(i) d * pinjv#
pvsorp(i) pinitv
'inject after injtime#
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LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
I
'ograte#
'ograte#
I***lt*tWWW**wwwwwWw
********ti******************
J*****************
poldv(i) pvi)
pu(i) du * pinjw#
polde(i) p(i)
pa(i) dud * pinja#
pCi) · pv(i) + p(i) * pae(i)
poldgi) p(i)
NEXT i
deLtat# odeLtat#
timef = 0#
ininodeX n + 10
END IF
END IF
'******* ************* ITERATE AGAIN **************************************
ELSE iterstop · 0
iterX iterX + 1
IF iterX = 40 THEN STOP
END IF
'******* r***** CHECK FOR END OF COMPUTATIONS ****************
LOOP UNTIL time# > mxtime# + deLtat#
********* *** *********************** **********************************
END OF MAIN COMPUTATION LOOP
I ***************************** ****** **********************
' print outgassing suns
PRINT 94, " sumogl sumog2 sumog3 sumog4 totatl
PRINT 4, USING f86S; sumogl#;
PRINT #4, USING f86S; TAB(10); sumog2#;
PRINT 94, USING f86S; TAB(20); sumog3#;
PRINT #4, USING f86S; TAB(30); suog4#;
PRINT 94, USING f86S; TAB(40); sumogW4 + sumogl# + sumogV3 + sumog2#
LOCATE 24, 50
eLapsedtime r TIMER - startime
PRINT "elapsed time ";
PRINT USING "-l; INT(eLpsedtime);
PRINT 94, "run time"
PRINT 94, USING "#AWV"'; INT(eLapsedtime)
finish:
CLOSE aLL
END
*************************** ERROR HANDLER *************************************
errorhandler:
PRINT "error detected"
PRINT "error number H"; ERR
RESUME NEXT
, *****************************************************************************
END OF PROGRAM
I *****************************************************************************
DEFSNG N-N
************************ ADVECTIVE/DIFFUSIVE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE *************
SUB Cad (i, Ca#, Cd#)
dias a diaCi) * diai)
dumE = (pa(i) * pa(i)) / Lva + (p(i) * p(i)) -/ Lvw
'L2# = (paei) + pw(i)) / dumE
ptot# a peCi) + pvCi) + pw(i)
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L3# ptot# / (dud + pvCi) * pv(i)) / Lw)
d a (pa(i) * mi + pv(i) * v + pw(i) * 14Mh) / ptot# '1Wt
cdui a 1 + dia(i) / (L3 * (NWv / dum))
'dui duM * pCi) / (pe(i) + p(i))
Cd# dial) * das * .417771379 * mspeedv / dum
i1+1 caLculations
d_ (pa(i + 1) * pa(i + 1)) / Lva + (pw(i + 1) * pw(i + 1)) / Lvw
'L2# a (paCi + 1) + pw(i + 1)) / dumptot# p(i + 1) + pvi * 1) + pM(i + 1)
L3# ptot# / (dut + (pv(i + 1) * pv(i + 1)) / Lw)
du a (pC(i + 1) * bi + pv(i + 1) * v + pw(i + 1) * Nhw) / ptot# 'mt
dua 1# + diaCi + 1) / (L39 * (v / duIM))
'dMu d * pi + 1) / (pe(i + 1) + p(i * 1))
diasCq# dia(i + 1) * dia(i + 1)
Cd# (Cd + dia(i + 1) * diasqi * .417771379# * mpeedv / dum) / 2#
Ca# - (K#(i) + K#(i + 1)) * (p(i + 1) - p(i)) / (2 * (p(i) p(i 1)))
END SUB
DEFINT -N
'************************** FRACTION OF VISCOUS OLECULES *************
FUNCTION Fv# (i)
dum · (pa(i) * p(i)) / Lva + (pw(i) * pw(i)) / Lvw
'L2# (pa(i) + pw(i)) / duptot# pa(i) + pvi) + p(i)
L3# ptot# / (ddm# + (pv(i) * pv(i)) / Lw)
dum - (pa(i) * a + pv(i) * Uv + pwi ) / ptot#
du# - dia(i) / (L3# * (v / dumd))
Fv# 1 + du+N - SQR(duM# * d _ + 1#)
END FUNCTION
DEFSNG N-N
FUNCTION K# (i)
'This function gives specific conductance, K, as a function of p
'units of K are torr.u4/s, with p in torr, dia in m
'motspeed SOR(Ro * Temp / W)
diasq# dia(i) * dia(i)
ptot# · pe(i) + pv(i) + pw(i)
mospeed# (uspeeda * paei) + mspeedv * pv(i) + speedw * pw(i)) / ptot#
eta# = (etaair * (pa(i) + pwCi) / 29) + etavoc * pv(i)) / ptot#
Km - diaCi) * diasq * .417771379 * moLspeed#
Kv# · p(i) * pi * diasq# * diasq# / (128 * eta#)
Z# (1# + pi) * (diCt) / eta#) / molspeed#)
Z# Z# / (1# + 1.24# * pi) * (dia(i) / eta#) / olspeed#)
K# - Kv + Z# * K#
END FUNCTION
DEFINT -N
'*************************** SUBROUTINE PUNP ********* *** ******
'pdup is a subroutine that writes a file containing the pressures at every
'node to a file
SUB pdump (fienum, tstepX, iterX, n)
fS = "V" + fiLenumS + RIGHTS(OO + RIGHTS(STRS(tstepX), LENC(STRS(tstepX)) - 1), 3)
fS fS +. ." RIGHTS(O0, + RIGHTS(STRS(iterX), LEN(STR($iterX)) - 1), 3)
CLOSE 2
OPEN fS FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #2, fS
PRINT #2,
PRINT 2, node x die p pv pI
pa d(i)"
FOR i 0 TO n 1
PRINT #2, USING "-'-'; i;
PRINT #2, USING "##.##f'; TAB(10); (i - 1) * deLtax#;
PRINT #2, USING "#. :; TAB(20); dia(i);
PRINT #2, USING ".--- "----'"AW; TAB(35); pi);
PRINT #2, USING "# .t#YY'# ; TABC52); pvdi);
PRINT #2, USING "## Y.r----t#Y'"; TAB(69); pi);
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PRINT #2, USING N.##I#I.#ll#Y '; TAB(86); pa(i);
PRINT #2, USING N#. llt dY'; TAB(103); d(i)
NEXT i
END SUB
DEFSNG , 
SUB tridiag (n)
' This subroutine solves a tridiagonal matrix
' from "Numerical Recipes by "Press and Flannery"
DIN ga(2000) AS DOUBLE
IF b(1) = 0 THEN
PRINT "trivial equation"
STOP
END IF
bet# = b(1)
d(1) = rhs(1) / bet#
FOR j 2 TO n
gam(j) = c(j - 1) / bet#
bet# = b(j) - a(j) * gam(j)
IF bet# = O THEN
PRINT "algorithm fails"
STOP
END IF
d(j) = (rhs(j) - a(j) * d(j - 1)) / bet#
NEXT j
FOR j = n - TO 1 STEP -1
d(j) = d(j) - gam(j + 1) * d(j + 1)
NEXT j
END SUB
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6.2.2 Irput File for Dry Xitrogin P dOn (Fig 2-4)
PPDIWNIN.141 input file for PPVOC.BAS CN2 Case)
temperature[Kl, dynamic viscosity-air torr.sec], MWa[g.moL-1 , air mol diaLen
298.35, 1.37d-7, 29#, 3.74d-10
dynamic viscosity-voc, novocX Clano voc calc.), dispX (O-fast, 1med, 2slow)
6.85d-8, 1, 0
pup speed [3/s] between .0025 and .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.003#
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xCi) [m], secdia(i) [ml,
secogl(i) [m/s], secog2(i) d], secog3Ci) [m/sqr(s)], secog4i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) D[3.s-1.-21
9, 6.90#
1.80#,.025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0,0.0#, 1.005d-30
2.04#, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.344, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,1.302d-8,2.503 .504d-9,1.005d-30
3.78#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,1.302d-8,2.503d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#, 1#,8.5d-30,1.302d-8,2.503d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
5.34#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,1.302d-8,2.503d-8,2.504d-9, 1.005d-30
5.46#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,1.302d-8,2.503d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,1.302d-8,2.503d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, piloc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04, 2.10#, 3.84, 5.405, 6.90#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
7605, 750#, 10#, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinj#, pinjv#
6.90#,5#,740#,20#,0#
membrane parameters: Kperma,Kpermw,KpermvEm3.s-1], patma,patmw,patmvtorr]
0#, 0, 0#, 690#, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), XivCmolecular diameter)m]
5d-3, 133#, 7.00d-10
time and space steps: deltax Dm, deltat [sec], tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: maxtime#, mxtstep
86400#, 1000005
end of input
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6.2.3 Iput File for Ambient Air (RII4) Pupdomn (Fig 2-5)
PNPDWlIN.139 input file for PPVOC.BAS (Ambient Case)
teuperaturelK], dynamic viscosity-air torr.secl, NWalg.mol-1, air ol dialn
298.3#, 1.37d-7, 299, 3.74d-10
dynamic viscosity-voc, novocX (lsno voc caLc.), dispX (O=fast, l=med, 2=sow)
6.85d-8, 1, 0
puIp speed Cb3/s] between .0025 and .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.003#
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) [RD, secdia(i) [ml,
secog(i ) CsM], secog2(i) mn, ecog3(i) [m/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) Cm3.s-1.s-2]
9, 6.900
1.80#,.025#,1.3d-7,0.0,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#,.015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.04#,.012#,1 .3d-7,0.0#,0.,00,0.0#, 1.005d-30
2.34#,.011#, 1#,8.51d-30,6.902d-6,1.403d-7,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
3.789#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,6.902d-6,1.403d-7,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,6.902d-6,1.403d-7,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
5.34#,.024#, 1#,8.51d-30,6.902d-6,1.403d-7,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
5.46#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,6.902d-6,1.403d-7,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#, 1#,8.51d-30,6.902d-6,1.403d-7,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, pltoc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.100, 3.84#, 5.409, 6.90#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu [torr]
7609, 7501, 109, .Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
6.90#,5#,740#,20#,0#
mebrane parameters: Kperma,Kpermw,Kpermvm3.s-,1], patm,patm,patmvCtorr]
09, , 0#, 690#, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, NUv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameeter)M
5d-3, 133#, 7.00d-10
time and space steps: deltax [mO, deltat sec], tmutt, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, d-6
print information: maxtie#, maxtstep#
864009, 100000#
end of input
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6.2.4 Inpt File for Ulid Air C(RNI1) Pdpkxm (Fig 2-6)
PNPDWINI.140 input file for PNPVOC.BAS (Hunid Case)
teperture[tlC], dynamic viscosity-air torr.sec], 1Wa[g.mol-1], air mol diatnm
296.3#, 1.37d-7, 29#, 3.74d-10
dynamic viscosity-voc, novocX (lsno voc calc.), dispX (Ofast, 1med, 2slow)
6.85d-8, 1, 0
pump speed m3/s] between .0025 and .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.003#
sectional geometry: nsecX,length folLowed by xi) m], secdia(i) nm],
secoglCi) m/Wsl, secog2Ci) nm], secog3Ci) Cm/sqrs()], secog4(i) torr.m/s],
Csorpi) [m3.s-1.s-21
9, 6.90#
1.809, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.929, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0,0.0 , 1.005d-30
2.04#, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,1.102d-5,7.003d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
3.78#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,1.102d-5,7.003d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,1.102d-5,7.003d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
5.34#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,1 .102d-5,7.003d-8,2.504d-9,1.OOSd-30
5.46#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,1.102d-5,7.003d-8,2.504d-9,1.OOSd-30
6.90#,.024#, 1#,8.51d-30,1.102d-5,7.003d-8,2.504d-9,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, ploc, p2loc, p3loc [m from pump]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.849, 5.40#, 6.90#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu ttorr]
760#, 750#, 10#, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
6.90#,5#,740#,20#,0#
membrane parameters: Kperma,Kperuw,Kpermvm3.s-1,], patme,patm,patmv[torr]
0#, 0#, 0#, 690#, 20#, 509
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), XivCmolecular diameter)m]
5d-3, 133#, 7.00d-10
time and space steps: deltax m], deltat sec], tult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: maxtime#, maxtstep
86400#, 100000#
end of input
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6.3 APPENDIX C: OCPL Code and Input Piles for Chapter 3
6.3.1 VOCFLO Code
************************** ** VOCFLO.BAS ****** ************* ******
'VOCFLO.BAS (DOS filename is VOCFLOC.BAS) a 1-D vacuum flow model using a
'Finite Difference Approximetion in space and a backwards Euler
'approximation in time with Picard iteration to solve the non-linear
'equations. Three components are included in this model: Air,
'water, and VOC. Air is included in the total pressure and is not
'calculated separately as are the other componnts. The total pressure
'determines the viscous flow conductances with viscosity determined by the
'partial pressures of the three components. The molecular weight of the
'mixture is computed from the component partial pressures for the total
'pressure olecular conductance. The individual component oltecular
'conductances are calculated from their respective molecular weights.
'Uarning: the membrane implementation is incorrect-use for injections
'ony--VACTRANS.BAS is better for all applications.
'by Nichael J. Ernst
'Last Revision April 20, 1994
'Single component version PMPDWN.BAS Last revision February 13, 1993
'Adapted from UNSAT.BAS-unsaturated groundwater flow software
'May 10, 1989
'**************** ******** DECLARE SUBROUTIHES *********** ************
DEFINT I, -HN
DECLARE FUNCTION K# i) 'K# is specific cond. 4/s
DECLARE SUB tridiag n) 'matrix solver
DECLARE SUB Cad (i, C, Cd) 'advective and diffusive conductance
DECLARE SUB pdump (S, i, m, n) 'printout pressures at every node
********************* F1 EDS PROGRAM/ERROR HANDLER *******************
ON ERROR GOTO errorhandler
ON KEY(1) GOSUB finish 'close files and end program
KEYCI() ON
*************************** DIMENSION VARIABLES *******************************
maxn 1000
maxsec = 20
DIN SHARED a(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED b(mexn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED c(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED p(mlxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED rhs(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED d(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN poldCmaxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED dia(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED area(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pv(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pe(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pw(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN pvsorp(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN poldv(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN poldw(mexn) AS DOUBLE
DIN secdia(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIM x(lmxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pi AS DOUBLE
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DIN SHARED etaair AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED etawat AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED etavoc AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Ro AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Temp AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED uspeed AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED mnpeedv AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED mspeedw AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED Xia AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Xiv AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Xiw AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Cdc AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Cmc AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED WJa AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED Uiw AS DOUBLE
DIM SHARED UIv AS DOUBLE
DIN pinitf(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN secogl(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN secog2(mxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN secog3(mxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN secog4(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN CsorpsCmxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED deltax#
startime = TIMER
i td~l+lkdM+kd+/d+d+d~~kdk~d1dkdilkdkdkdk ~
'open input and monitor files
filernum = RIGHTS(COwMANDS, 3)
OPEN "VOCFLOCN." + filenu$ FOR
OPEN "VOCFLOC." + filenulS FOR
I
'viscosity in Torr.s
'sqr(RoT/14U)
'sqr(RoT/NU)
'sqr(RoT/U)
'air molecular diameter
'voc molecular diameter
'water moLecular diameter
'air molecular weight
'water molecular weight
'voc molecuLar weight
'fraction of initial pressures
'exponential outgassing
'l/t outgassing
'1/sqr(t) outgassing
'constant outgassing
'sorption rate constant
OPEN FILES
INPUT AS #1
OUTPUT AS d4
SET CONSTANTS
'set constants
Kboltz# * 1.036D-25
pi = 3.141592654#
Ro = 8314.34
=uw = 18#
alpha# = -.27#
I *****************************
******************************
'boltzmnn constant torr.m3/Kl
'gas const g.m2.s-2.mol-1.K-1
'water molecular weight
'exponential outgassing constant
'Santeler uses -0.27
PRINT FORMATS
e64S = Hl##.~ .A.."
f 105S =a N£££. W""
f 109S "#. _.
f98 - "#. ...... W.
f97S = "U#.££Y££ :
f50$ = ~£££:~f 50S r N#W.W"f 82S * " ~£W.#H
f95S '*££."",,,;f94S = £."', ,##; :
f83$ s "a£##M.#IeH'
f86S = OM.£££~£'
f55S = N."",;:
f42S = ".# ^^ ^
e42 .f.. ffA N
READ INPUT FILE***n***~
'read in parameters
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WWWWI*lIWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
.t.t..t...............ttWWWWWWWWWW
*****************,**********
**+*******·**************READ INPUT FILE
LINE INPUT #1, titleS
LINE INPUT 1, commentS
INPUT #1, Tmp, etsair, MWa, etawat '[K], Torr.sl,g.moL-1],Torr.sl
LINE INPUT #1, comentS
INPUT #1, etavoc, novocX, dispX 'Torr.s],novocX=l then skip voc
LINE INPUT #1, commentS 'dispX--O,no screen update;l=some;2=full
INPUT #1, S# 'pumping speed tm3.s-1]
LINE INPUT #1, comentS
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, nsecX, L# '# of conductance sections, total Length
FOR i 1 TO nsecX
'location of section end, sec dia, sec og constant 1, sec og constant 2,
' sec og constant 3, sec og constant 4 , sec sorption rate
INPUT #1, x(i), secdia(i), pinitf(i), secogl(i), secog2(i), secog3(i), secog4(i), Csorp(i)
NEXT i
'valve and pressure transducer locations in m from pump
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, valveLoc#, pOloc#, ploc#, p2loc#, p3Loc#
'read initial and boundary conditions
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, pinitog#, pinita#, pinit#, pu#
'read injection conditions
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, injloc#, injtime#, pinja#,
'read membrane parameters
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, Kperma#, Kperwm#, Kpermv#,
'read voc parameters
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, pinitv#, MNv, Xiv, Kper#
pinjwI, pinjv#
patma, patmo#, patmv#
' [torrl, [g.mol-1], Wr], tl
'read in time and space steps
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, deltax#, deltat#, tmult#, rhslimit#
'read in print-out information
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, maxtime#, maxtstep#
LINE INPUT #1, conmentS
IF commentS < "oend of input" THEN
PRINT "input error"
STOP
END IF
******** ******************** DEFINE RUN PARAETERS
injnodeX: INT(injLoc# / deLtax# + 1.1)
oldeltat# t deltat#
deltaxsqJ - deltax# * deLtax#
Cdc = 3 / 8# * Kboltz# * Temp * SQR(Ro
Xis = 1.4264D-14 * SQRCSQR(Wa * Temp)
Xiv = 1.4264D-14 * SQR(SQR(CUV * Taemp)
Xiw x 1.4264D-14 * SQR(SQR(Ww * Temp)
mspeeda = SQR(Ro * Temp / Mua)
'set injloc#>>Length for no inj.
* Temp * pi / 2#)
/ etaair)
/ etavoc)
/ etawat)
'air m/sl
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****************************
mspeedw SQR(Ro * Tp / l) 'water [Is/]
mspeedv w SQR(Ro * Tmp / Mlv) 'voc [m/s]
Cnc mspeedv * .41777137# '/3sqrt(pi/2)
Ksorpl a Csorp(1)
*i************* ******* * INITIALIZE VARIABLES **************************
'initialize spatial dimensions
n - INT(L / deltax# + 1.1) 'rnuber of nodes
ii 1
FOR j 1 TO nsec% 'calculate node geometries
FOR i ii TO n
ii * i
dia(i) t aecdia(j)
area(i) - pi * dia(i) ^ 2 / 4#
IF ABS((i - 1) * deltax# - x(j)) < .0001 AND secdie(j) < secdiaCj * 1) GOTO nexti
IF (i - 1 / 2) * deltax# > x(j) GOTO nextj
nexti:
NEXT i
next j:
NEXT j
dia(O) = dia(1)
diaCn + 1) diaCn)
'initialize p array for steady-state calcuLation
j INTCvalveloc# / deltax# + .1)
j2 = INT(injloc# / deltax# + 1.1)
FOR i I TO J
paci) = .000002# 'pu#
pvCi) * .000001# 'pinitv#
pu(i) .0000005# 'pinitw#
NEXT i
FOR i = j + 1 TO j2
paCi) a .005# 'pinita#
pv(i) a .004# 'pinitv#
pw(i) = .0005# 'pinitw#
NEXT i
FOR i j2 + 1 TO n
pa(i) ' .8# 'pinja#
pv(i) = .5# 'pinjv#
pw(i) = .2# 'pinjw#
NEXT i
FOR i I 1 TO n
pCi) =paEi) + pw(i) + pvCi)
pold(i) pi)
NEXT i
'initialize injection time
IF injnode + 1 < n THEN
duMf a deltat#
DO
tminus# tminus# + dumn
dum# dume * tmuLt#
LOOP UNTIL tminus # injtime#
END IF
*************************** RESET VOC PRESSURES * *****************************
IF novoc% = 1 THEN 'reset voc pressures
Kpernvw a 0O
patmv# = 0#
pinjv# = O
pinitv# z O#
FOR i 1 TO n
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pv(f) = 0#
NEXT i
END IF
I************************** HEADER TO MONITOR FILE *~~,**·********* **********
'print out header to monitor file
titleS = (VOCFLOCN." + filenuml + ')" + RIGHTS(titleS, LEN(titleS) - 12)
PRINT #4, titleS
PRINT 4,
delta t tmuLt max
deltat#, tmut#, maxtstep#, maxtime#;
4S; TAB(68); rhslimit#
/t Kog 1/sqr(t) Kog constant
4S; secog2(5);
4S; TAB(15); secog3(5);
4S; TAB(30); secog4(5);
4S; TAB(45); pu;
4S; TAB(60); S#
eta air NW air
2S; Temp;
4S; TAB(15); etaair;
2S; TAB(30); NWa;
4S; TAB(45); etavoc;
2S; TAB(60); HWv
patma
Kperma#;
TAB(15); patma#;
TAB(30); pinita#;
TAB(45); pinja#;
TAB(60); injloc#
patm
Kpermw#;
TAB(15); patmw#;
TAB(30); pinitw#;
TAB(45); pinjw#;
TAB(60); injtime#
patmv
Kpermv#;
TAB(15); patmv#;
TAB(30); pinitv#;
TAB(45); pinjv#;
TAB(60); Ksorp#
pinita
pinitw
pinitv
delta t maxtime
putt
eta voc
pinja
pinjw
pinjv
rhsl imit"
puMp speed"
HW voc 
inj location"
injtime"
Ksorp"
************************** DATA LABELS FOR ONITOR FILE
'print out data aabets to monitor file
'PRINT #4, "tstep
sumog4 "
'PRINT #4, tstep
'PRINT #4, tstep
p(3)v ograte
'PRINT #4, tstep
p(O)w p(2)w
PRINT #4, tstep
p(O)a p(1)a
time p(O) p(1) p(2) p(3) sunog2 sumog3
time
time
massf low
time
p(3)w
time
p(2)a"
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(3)
p(O) p(2) p(2) p(3)
p(0) p(2) p(3) p(0)v
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(O)v
ograte massflow"
p(O)v p(1)v p(2)v
p(2)v
p(1)v
p(3)v
p(2)v
HEADER TO SCREEN* ****** ****************************
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PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
Ndelta x
del tax#,
USING e6'
N Kog t
USING e6
USING 6
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
" Temp
USING f&
USING e6
USING f8
USING e6
USING f82
" Kpermr
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
USING f8
N Kperm
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
USING f8
" Kperm
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
USING e6
a
4S;
4S;
4S;
4S;
25;
4i;4S;
4S;
4S;4S;
2s5;
v
4S;
4S;
4S;
4S;
i4s;
'print out header to screen
CLS
PRINT titleS
.... *.....*.*********
I
PRINT
PRINT delta x delta t trult max delta t
deltax#, deltat#, tmuLt#, maxtstep#, maxtime#;
USING e64S; TAB(68); rhslimit#
* Kog /t
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
Teamp
USING f82S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperma
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING 'f82;
" Kpermu
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kpermv
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
Kog 1/sqr(t) Kog constant
secog2(5);
TAB(15); secog3(5);
TAB(30); secog4(5);
TAB(45); pu#;
TAB(60); S#
eta air NW air
Temp;
TAB(15); etaair;
TAB(30); Wae;
TAB(45); etavoc;
TAB(60); Wv
patma
Kperma#;
TAB(15); patma#;
TAB(30); pinita#;
TAB(45); pinja#;
TAB(60); injloc#
patnm
Kperim#;
TAB(15); patm#;
TAB(30); pinitw#;
TAB(45); pinjw#;
TAB(60); injtime#
patmv
Kpermv#;
TAB(15); patmv#;
TAB(30); pinitv#;
TAB(45); pinjv#;
TAB(60); Ksorp#
'PRINT "steady state results: pO
PRINT "steady state results: pO
PRINT
PRINT
'PRINT "time step time pO
PRINT "time step time pO
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "iter step rhsmax rhstest
I
pinita
pinitw
pinitv
pult
eta voc
pinja
pinjw
pinjv
maxtime rhslimit"
pup speed"
W voc "
inj Location"
injtime"
Ksorp"
p1 p2 p3 outgas"
p1 p2 p3 min mout"
p1 p2 p3 outgas"
p1 p2 p3 min mout"
dmax imax"
************************** INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES**** ***** ************
'start iterations
tstep% -1
time# = -deltat#
ogtime# = -deltat# / 2#
iterX = 0
iterstop = 1
****************MAN CUTATON LOOP*****************************************************
AIN COHIUTATION LOOP
******************************************************************************
DO
begin:
IF iterstop = 1 THEN
time# time + deltat#
ogtime# = time# - deLtat# / 2#
END IF
'start of main computation loop
'Loop until time# > maxtime#
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PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I****************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODE 1) ********************
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed with outgassing
I
'**form spatial terms**
K(p (K#(i) + K#(2)) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(1) = O0
b(1) = (2 * Kp#) / deltaxsq# + 2#
c(1) = -(2 * Kp#) / deltaxsq#
* S# / deltax#
' form RHS spatial terms
rhs(l) = -b(1) * p(1) - c(1) * p(2) + 2# * S# * pu# / deltax#
bog1# = secogl(j)
bog2 = secog2(j)
bog3# = secog3(j)
bog4# = secog4(j)
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(1) =
dummy#
dummy#
b(1) =
I
'initialize section counter
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
b(1) + (area(1) / deltat#)
= bogl# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
= dummy# + bog3# / SR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(1) + dummy * pi * dia(1)
'add teporal terms to RHS
I
rhs(1)
du=y
drhsm)
= rhs(1) + (area(1) * (pold(1) - p(1)) / deltat#)
= bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
= dummy# + bog3# / SOR(ogtime#) + bog4#
= dummy# * (pinitog - p(1)) * pi * dia(1)
= rhs(1) + dummy# - pinitog# * pi * dia(1) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(1) = rhs(1) + (bog4 * pinitog# * pi * dia(1))
,****************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-1) **********
'calculations for the intermediate nodes
'**form spatial terms**
FOR i = 2 TO n - 1
I
'calculate K values
a
Km is K - 1/2 Kp is K + 1/2
Km# = Kp#
Kp: = (K#(i) + K#(i + 1)) / 2#
'forn left hand side spatial terms
a(i) = -Km# / deltaxsq#
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b(i) (KmY + Kpo) / deLtaxsq#
c(i) -Kp# / deltaxsq
'form RHS spatial term6s
rhs(i) = -a(Ci) * p(i - 1) - b(i) * p(i) - c(i) * p(i + 1)
'establish average diameter and area
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg# = area(i)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish outgassing constants
IF x(j) < deltax# * (i - .5) THENj=j+
bog1# = (secogl(j) + secogl(j - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(j) + secog2(j - 1)) / 2#
bog3# = (secog3(j) + secog3(j - 1)) / 2#
bog4# = (secog4(j) + secog4(j - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bog1# = secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bog3# = secog3(j)
bog4# = secog4(j)
END IF
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN "tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(i) = b(i) + Aavg# / deltat#
dummy# = bogl# * EXP(atpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dummy# = dummy# + bog3# / SR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(i) = b(i) + dummy * pi * davg#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + (Aavg# * (pold(i) - p(i)) / deltat#)
dummy# = bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dummy# = dummy# + bog3# / SR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dummy# = dummy# * (pinitog# - p(i)) * pi * davg#
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + dummy# - pinitog# * pi * davg# * bog4#
END IF
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + bog4# * pinitog# * pi * davg#
NEXT i
!***************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODE n) *******************
'calcuLations for Last node n, membrane flux with outgassing
'**form spatial terms**
Km# = Kp#
I
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'form left hand side spatial terms
a(n) -2 * K / deltaxsq#
b(n) -aCn) + 2 * Kperma# / deLtax#
cCn) 0O
'form RHS spatial terms
rhs(n) -a(n) * p(n - 1) - bn) * pn)
du=m o Kperma# * (patma# - pn) + pvCn) + p(n)) Kpermn# * (patmw - pw(n))
rhs(n) rhs(n) + 2 * (dud + Kpermv# * (patmv# - pv(n))) / deltax#
IF tstepX -1 THEN
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) 
dumny
dulylm
b(n) 
I
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
b(n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
= bog1# * EXP(aLpha# * ogtime#) + bog2 / ogtime#
- dumy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(n) + dummy# * pi * dis(n)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(n)
duy#hs
dumf#
dummw#
rhse(n)
= rhsCn) + (areC(n) * (poldCn) - p(n)) / deltat#)
= bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
- dmwy + bog3 / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
= dumy# * (pinitog# - p(n)) * pi * dia(n)
= rhs(n) + dunmy# - pinitog# * pi * dis(n) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(n) rhs(n) + (bog4 * pinitog * pi * dis(n))
'arrays have been formed
I**f*t*t** SOLVE FOR TOTAL PRESSURE INCREMENT
'solve for d
C
CALL tridieg(n)
TEST FOR RESIDUAL
iterstop 1
rhsavg# = 0O
'rhsmax# = 0#
FOR i = 1 TO n
rhsavg# = rhsavg# + ABS(rhs(i))
IF ABS(rhs(i)) rhsmx# THEN rhsmax#
rhstest# - rhslimit# * p(i)
IF ABS(rhs(i)) > ABS(rhstest#) THEN
iterstop = 0
IF dispX = 2 THEN
LOCATE 24, 11: PRINT USING e42S; rho
LOCATE 24, 21: PRINT USING e42S; rh
END IF
END IF
NEXT i
rhsavg# = rhsavg# / (n)
'rhstest# = rhslimit# * p(n)
'IF rhsamx# > ABS(rhstest#) THEN iterstop
I
= ABS(rhs(i)): imax = i
s(i);
stest#;
0 'continue iterating
IF dispX > .5 THEN LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT USING f50S; iterX;
'LOCATE 24, 11: PRINT USING e42S; rhsmax#;
'LOCATE 24, 21: PRINT USING e42S; rhstest#;
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***·*****************
. ***+**************
.............................. lftl.
dmcx# O0
FOR i = 1 TO n
IF ABS(dc x#) < ABS(d(i)) THEN dmax# = d(i): imax = i
p(i) = p(i) + d(i)
pa(i) = p(i) - pv(i) - p(i)
IF pa(i) < 0# THEN pa(i) = 0#
NEXT i
IF dispX > .5 THEN
LOCATE 24, 31: PRINT USING e42$; dmax#;
LOCATE 24, 45: PRINT USING f50S; imax;
END IF
IF iterX - 200 THEN CALL pdurp(filenum, tstepX, iterX, n)
IF iterX a 201 THEN CALL pdump(filenumS, tstepX, iterX, n)
IF iterX - 202 THEN CALL pdump(filenumS, tstepX, iterX, n)
I
** t***********ttt****** * UATER CALCULATIONS (NODE 1
molspeed = mspeedw
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed with outgassing
'**form spatial terms**
Kp = (K#(1) + K#(2)) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(1) = 0#
b(1) = 2 * Kp# / deltaxsq# + 2# *
c(1) = -2# * Kp / deltaxsq#
'form RHS spatial terms
rhs(1) = 01
Ij=
bog1#
bog2#
bog3l
bo94#
= secogl(j)
= secog2(j)
= secog3(j)
= pinitw / pinita# * secog4(j)
IF tstep% <> -1 THEN
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(1) = b(1) + (area(1) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(1)
dumyrdummy#
rhs(l)
SI * (1# - pu / p(1)) / deltax#
'initialize section counter
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
= rhs(1) + area(1) * poldw(1) / deLtat#
= bog1# * EXP(atpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
= dummy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
= dummy * (pinitog# - p(1)) * pi * dia(1)
= rhs(1) + dummy - pinitog * pi * dia(1) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(1) = rhs(1) + (bog4# * pinitog# * pi * dia(1))
*********************** UWATER CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-) *****************
#**form spatial terms**
FOR i = 2 TO n - 1
'calculate K values Km is K - 1/2 Kp is K + 1/2
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l.......................tI
I
Kpt ((i) + K#(i * 1)) / 2#
'form Left hand side spatial terms
C(i) = -Km# / deltaxscq
cCi) -Kp / deLtaxsq#
b(i) = -i) - ci)
'right hand side spatial term is zero
rhsCi) O#
'establish average diameter and area
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg# = area(i)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg = (diaC(i) + diaCi + 1)) / 2#
Aavgl = (area(i) + areaCi * 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF diaC() < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# - (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + areaCi - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish sorption constants
IF x(j) < deltax# * (i - .5) THEN
bog1# a (secogl(j) * secoglCj - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(Cj) + secog2(j - 1)) / 2#
bog3# = (secog3(j) + secog3(j - 1)) / 2#
bog4# a pinitw# / pinita# * (secog4(j) + secog4Cj - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bog1# = secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bog3# = secog3(j)
bog4# = pinitw / pinita# * secog4(j)
END IF
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(i) = b(i) + Aavgp / deltat#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) = rhsCi) + Aavg# * poldC(i) / deltat#
dummry = bogl# * EXPC(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dumny# = d y m bog3 / SR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dummy# = dumiy * (pinitog# - pi)) * pi * devg#
rhs(i) x rhs(i) + dummy# - pinitog# * pi * davg# * bog4#
END IF
rhs(i) rhs(i) + bog4# * pinitog# * pi * davg#
NEXT i
'**** ******************* UATER CALCULATIONS (NODE n)* * * ** * * **** * * ** ** * *****
'calculations for last node n, membrane flux with outgassing
I
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'**for spatial terms"**
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(n) -2 * k# / deltaxsq
b(n) -a(n) + 2# * Kperm.# / detax#
c(n) 0#
'form RHS spatial terms for membrane inlet
rhs(n) 2 * patna * Kpernd / deltax#
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) - b(n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + area(n) * poldw(n) / deltat#
durmy# bog1# * EXP(alphal * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dumny# = dummy# + bog3# / SQR(ogtime) + bog4#
dumy# = dummy * (pinitog# - p(n)) * pi * dia(n)
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + duny - pinitog# * pi * dia(n) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(n) rhs(n) + (bog4 * pinitog# * pi * dia(n))
'arrays have been formed
I****************** SOLVE FOR WATER PRESSURES ****************************
'solve for d, d contains the water pressures
CALL tridiag(n)
FOR i = 1 TO n
pw(i) d(i)
paci) = pi) - p(i) - pv(i) ' update pair
IF pi) < O THEN p(i) 0O '-paCi) / 10#
NEXT i
'******************* VOC CALCULATIONS (NODE 1) *******************************
IF novocX 1 GOTO iterend 'skip voc calculations
VOC CALCULATIONS
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed
'**form spatial terms**
j = 1 'initialize section counter
Ksorp# = Csorp(j)
Sp# = S# * (1# - pu# / p))
'calculate advective and diffusive specific conductances
p(O) = p(2) - 2# * deltax# * pC) * Sp / K#(1)
pv(O) = p(O) * pv(2) / p(2) 'same fraction of total pressure
pw(O) pw(2) * pC2)
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paO) = p(O) * pa(2) / p(2) ' update pair
IF pa(0) < 0# THEN paO) 0# 'paCO) / 10#
pdif# sa (p(1) - p(O)) / 2#
pdifpl (pC2) - p(1)) / 2#
CALL Cad(O, Ccm#, Cdcl#)
CALL Cad(i, CacO#, CdcON)
CALL Cad(2, Cacp#, Cdcpl)
Cae a CCaid * pdiflY
CaOl = CcO# * (pdifp# - pdifm)
Cap = Cacpl * pdifpl
Cdd# 5 (Cdcu + CdcO#) / 2#
CdO# a CdcO#
Cdpc a (Cdcpl + CdcO#) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
aC1) 01#
b(1) = 2# * Sp / CdO * (CacOl * p(1) / KI#1) - 1#) * (Can - Cdm#)
b(i) = b(1) / deltax# + (Cdn + Cdpl - CaO#) / dettaxsqc
c(1) a (-Cap - Cdp + Camn - CdI#) / deltaxsq#
'RHS spatial terms are zero
rhs1) O0
IF tstepX <- -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form te ral terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(1) b(1) + (areaC1) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhsl) - area(1) * poldv(1) / deltat#
du# = Ksorp# * (poLdv(1) - pvsorp(l))
IF pvsorp(l) *+ 4 / dia(l) * dumE * deltat# · poldv(1) THEN
dum# dumE / Ksorpl * dia(1) / (4# * deLtat#)
END IF
rhs(1) = rhs(1) - pi * dia(l) * dum#
END IF
I
VOC CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-1
'**form spatial terms"**
FOR i = 2 TO n - 1
calculate specific conductances for advection and diffusion
pdifnd = pdifpl
pdifp# (p(i + 1) - p(i)) / 21
Cacm CacOl
CacOl# Cacpl
Cdcm: - Cdc0#
CdcO# - Cdcpl
CALL Cad(i + 1, Cacp#, Cdcp#)
Cam# = Cacm * pdifm#
CaO# = CacO * (pdifpl - pdifui)
Cap -- Cacp# * pdifp#
CdmE a (Cdc * CdcOl) / 2#
Cdp= a (Cdcp# + CdcO#) / 2#
'form Left hand side spatial terms
ai) (Camn - Cdm#) / deLtaxsq#
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It.....tttt.ttttt I...........*t..........
b(i) (-CaO +C * Cdp#) / deltaxsq#
c(i) (-Cap - Cdp#) / deltaxsq#
'right hand side spatial term is zero
rhsei) O#
'establish average diameter and area
davg# diai)
Aav# area(i)
IF dia(i) dia(i + 1) THEN
davgl# (diai) + dia(i + 1)) / 20
Aavg# a (area(i) + areaCi + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 29
END IF
'establish sorption constants
IF x(j) deltax# * (i - .5) THENj j + 1
Ksorp# = (Csorp(j) + Csorp(j - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
Ksorp# = Csorp(j)
END IF
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN
I
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporaL terms**
'add tporal terms to LHS
b(i) = b(i) * Aavg# / deltat#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) Avg# * poldv(i) / deltat#
du# = Ksorp * (poldv(i) - pvsorp(i))
IF pvsorp(i) + 4# / davg# dumd * deltat# poldv(i) THEN
dum# = dum / Ksorp * davg# / (4# * deltat#)
END IF
rhs(i) = rhs(i) - pi * davg# * dum
END IF
NEXT i
I
*******************
!
VOC CALCULATIONS (NODE n)
'calculations for last node n, meabrane flux with outgassing
'**form spatial terms"**
'set specific conductances
IF pv(n) < O# THEN pv(n) = 0#
dumt a Kperm# * (patmaf - paCn))
du*m - dum + Kpermd * (patmd -
p(n + 1) = pn - 1) + 29 * dum# *
pv(n + 1) = p(n + 1) * pv(n - 1)
pa(n + 1) = p(n + 1) * pa(n - 1)
pw(n + 1) = p(n * 1) * pw(n - 1)
pdifm = pdifpl
pdifpl (p(n + 1) - p(n)) / 2#
'pa(O) / 109
+ Kpermv# * (patmv# - pv(n))
pw(n))
deltax# / K(n)
/ p(n - 1)'same fraction of totaL pressure
/ p(n - 1)
f p(n - 1)
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11&ltlttt*ttgt** gt** MgtMM* r
Cacnd CacO#
CacO# Ccp#
Cdca a CdcO#
CdcO# Cdcp
CALL Cad(n + 1, Cacp#, Cdcp#)
Ca# - Cacud * pdifm
CaO a CacO# * (pdifpl - pdifuii)
Cap - Cacp * pdifp#
Cdi = (Cdcm# + CdcO#) / 2#
CdOl z CdcO#
Cdpc = CCdcp *+ CdcO#) / 2#
'form Left hand side spatial teres
a(n) -(Cdp# + Cdm# + Cap - Cam#) / deltaxsq#
b(n) = Kpermv# + CacO * (p(n + 1) - p(n - 1)) / (21 * deltax#)
b(n) a b(n) * 2 * (Cap + Cdp#) / CdO# / deltax#
b(n) z b(n) + (Ccdp + Cdi# - CaeO) / deLtaxsq#
c(n) - O#
'form RHS spatial terms for membrane inlet
rhs(n) 2 * patmv# * Kpermv# * (Cap + Cdp#) / CdO / deltax#
IF tstepX > -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) = b(n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
'add temporal terns to RHS
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + area(n) * poldvn) / deltat#
I duM = Ksorp# * (poLdv(n) - pvsorp(n))
IF pvsorp(n) + 4 / dia(n) * dum * deltst# > poldv(n) THEN
duM = dum / Ksorp * dia(n) / (4# * deltat#)
END IF
rhs(n) rhs(n) - pi * dia(n) * dum
END IF
'earrays have been formed
'*.*************** SOLVE FOR VOC PRESSURES *** *****************************
'soLve for d, d contains the voc pressures
CALL tridiag(n)
FOR i 1 TO n
pvCi) di)
IF pv(i) O# THEN pv(i) pu
pa(i) pi) - pv(i) - pCi)
IF pa(i) 01 THEN pa(i) 0
NEXT i
******************* END OF ITERATION-PRINT O SCREEN ***********************
iterend:
IF iterX = 50 THEN CALL pdump(filenumS, tstepX, iterX, n)
pO# = 100000000# * p(INT(pOLoc# / deltax# + 1.1))
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p1# 10001 * p(INT(pltoc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p2# = 1000 * p(INT(p2toc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p3# * 1000 * p(INT(p3oc# / deltax# + 1.1))
pOv# 1000000001 * pv(INT(pOloc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p1lv = 1000 * pv(INT(pltoc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p2v# a 10001 * pv(INT(p2loc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p3v# a 1000 * pv(INT(p3Loc# / deLtax# + 1.1))
pOw# · 100000000 * pw(INT(pOLoc# / deltax# + 1.1))
plu = 10001 * pw(INT(pltoc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p2# = 10001 * pw(INT(p2toc# / deltax# + 1.1))
p34 z· 1000# * p(INT(p3oc# / deLtax# + 1.1))
pOl pO - pOv - Ow
p1 . p1 - p1v# - p1i#
p2a# · p2# - p2v# - p2w#
p3a# = p3# - p3v# - p3
IF dispX > .5 THEN
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT USING f50$; tstepX;
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
END IF
21, 11: PRINT USING f82S; time# - tminus#;
21, 21: PRINT USING f82S; pO#
21, 31: PRINT USING f82S; p1#
21, 41: PRINT USING f82S; p2#
21, 51: PRINT USING f82S; p3#
21, 61: PRINT USING e42S; min#; mout#
22, 21: PRINT USING f82S; pOv#
22, 31: PRINT USING f82$; plv#
22, 41: PRINT USING f82S; p2v#
22, 51: PRINT USING f82; p3v#
22, 61: PRINT USING e42S; minv#; moutv# pvsorpavg#
**+** ***** ***** * END OF TIME STEP-UPDATE PRESSURES
IF iterstop = 1 THEN 'end of time step, go t(
pvsorpavg# = 0#
FOR i 1 TO n
dun Ksorpl * (poLdv(i) - pvsorp(i))
IF pvsorp(i) + 4# / davg# dm * deltat# > poldv(i) THEN
dum = dum / Ksorpl * davg / (4# * deltat#)
END IF
pvsorp(i) = pvsorp(i) + dumu * 41 / dia(i) * deltat#
pvsorpavg# = pvsorpavg# + pvsorp(i)
NEXT i
pvsorpavg = pvsorpavg / n
'**************** END OF TINE STEP-OUTGASSING CALCULATIONS **d
'sum outgassing values
o next step
t*** * *********
ogratel# = 0#
ograte2# = 0#
ograte3l = 0#
ograte4# = 01
ii = 1
sa# = O#
voL# = O#
PVsum#4 = 0#
PVold# = 0#
PVv# = 0#
PVvold = 0#
FOR i = 1 TO n
IF x(il) < deltax# * (i
ii = il + 1
bog1#
bog2#
bog3#
bog4#
ELSE
= (secogl(il) +
= (secog2(il) +
= (secog3(il) +
= (secog4(il) +
- .5) AND i <> n THEN
secogl(il - 1)) / 2#
secog2(il - 1)) / 2#
secog3(il - 1)) / 2#
secog4(il - 1)) / 2#
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***********************
II
I
II
II
II
I
bog1# = secogl(il)
bog2# = secog2(il)
bog3 = secog3(il)
bog4# = secog4(il)
END IF
davg# = dia(i)
Aav# = area(i)
IF i 1 THEN
davg = dia(l) / 2#
Aavg# = area() / 2#
END IF
IF i = n THEN
davg# = dia(n) / 2#
Aavg# = area(n) / 2#
END IF
IF diae(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg = (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < diaCi - 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF'
sal = sa# + pi * davg * deltax#
vol# = voLt# + Aavg# * deLtax#
PVsum# = PVsu.i + p(i) * Aavg * deltax#
PVolcd = PVold# + pold(i) * Aavg * deltax#
PVv# = PVv + pv(i) * Aavg# * dettax#
dummy = (pinitog# - p(i)) * pi * davg# * deLtax#
IF tstepX > -1 THEN
dummy2# = bog1# * EXP(apha# * ogtime#) * dummy#
ogretel# = ogratel# + dummy2#
dumWy2# = (bog2# / ogtime#) * dummy#
ograte2# ograte2# + dummy2#
dummy2# = (bog3# / SQR(ogtime#)) * dummy#
ograte3# ograte3 + dumny2#
END IF
dumy2# = bog4# * dumry#
ograte4# = ograte4# + dummy2#
NEXT i
ogmassl# = ogratel# * deltat#
ogmass2# = ograte2# * deltat#
ogmass3 = ograte3# * deltat#
ogmess4# = ograte4# * deLtat#
sumogl# = sumogl# + ogmass1#
sunog2# = sumog2# + ogmass2#
sumog3# = sumog3 + ogmass3#
sumog4# = sumog4# + ogmass4#
ogmass# = ogmass1# + ogmass2# + ograss3 + ogmass4l
outgas# = sumogl# + sumog2# + sumog3# + sumog4#
ograte# = ogratel# + ograte2# + ograte3# + ograte4#
'***************** END OF TIME STEP-MASSFLO CALCULATIONS ******************
minw = Kperm * (patmw - pw(n))
moutw# = S * p(1) * (1# - pu# / p(1))
minv = Kpermv * (patmv - pv(n))
moutv# = S * pv(1) * (1# - pu# / p(1))
min = minv# + minw# + Kperma# * (patmea - p(n) + pv(n) + pw(n)) + ograte#
mout# = S * (p(1) - pu#)
'***** ************** END OF TIME STEP-UPDATE TIME STEP *******************
tstep% = tstep% + 1 'update time step
deltat# = deLtat# * tmult#
IF deltat# > mextstep# THEN deltat# = maxtstep# 'restrict time step size
IF tstepX = 129 THEN CALL pdump(filenum$, tstepX, iterX, n)
iterX = 0
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I *******************
END OF TINE STEP-PRINT TO FILE
#4, USING f50$; tstepX;
#4, USING f94S; TAB(10); time# - tminus#;
T #4, USING f97$; TAB(20); p#;
#4, USING f94$; TAB(20); pO#;
#4, USING f94$; TAB(30); pl#;
#4, USING f94$; TAB(40); p2#;
#4, USING f95S; TAB(52); pOv#;
#4, USING f95$; TAB(64); plv#;
#4, USING f95$; TAB(76); p2v#;
#4, USING f83S; TAB(88); pOa#; pla#; p2a#
r #4, USING f98S; TAB(62); sumog2#;
T #4, USING f98S; TAB(74); sumog3#;
#4, USING f98$; TAB(86); sumog4#
#4, USING e42S; TAB(80); minv#; moutv#
#4, USING f98$; TAB(86); massfLowv#
T #4, USING f82S; TAB(30); pl#;
#4, USING f82S; TAB(40); p2#;
#4, USING f82$; TAB(50); p3#;
#4, USING f82S; TAB(60); pOv#;
#4, USING f82$; TAB(70); plv#;
#4, USING f82$; TAB(80); p2v#;
#4, USING f82$; TAB(90); p3v#;
T #4, USING f98S; TAB(102); ograte#;
T #4, USING f98S; TAB(114); massflow#
'pvsorpavg#;p3w#
'ograte#;
'mout#
END OF TIME STEP-UPDATE OLD PRESSURES
FOR i 1 TO n
pold(i) = p(i)
poldv(i) = pv(i)
poldw(i) = p(i)
NEXT i
'update all old pressures
I ******************* PRINT OUT STEADY-STATE RESULTS*** *******************
IF tstepX = 0 THEN
18, 21: PRINT
18, 31: PRINT
18, 41: PRINT
18, 51: PRINT
18, 61: PRINT
19, 61: PRINT
19, 21: PRINT
19, 31: PRINT
19, 41: PRINT
19, 51: PRINT
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
f82$; pO#
f82S; p1#
f82s; p2#
f82S; p3#
e42S; min#; mout#
e42S; minv#; moutv#
f82S; pOv#
f82$; plv#
f82S; p2v#
f82S; p3v#
'************ REINITIALIZE PRESSURES AFTER STEADY-STATE CALC ************
'initialize p array again
x(O) = O#
pinitf(O) = pinitf(1)
ii = 1 'reset section counter
pinit# = pinita# + pinitv# + pinitw#
FOR i = 1 TO n
dist# = dettax# * (i - 1)
IF x(il) < dist# + .0001# THEN i i + 1
du. (dist# - x(il - 1)) / (x(il) - x(il - 1))
dum = pinitf(il - 1) + dum * (pinitf(il) - pinitf(il - 1))
p(i) = pinit# * dum4
pold(i) = p(i)
pv(i) = pinitv# * dumd
pvsorp(i) = pv(i)
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PRINT
PRINT
I PRIN
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINI
PRIN1
PRINI
PRINI
PRINI
PRIN1
PRINI
PRINI
PRINI
PRINI
PRIN1
PRINI
PRINI
PRINI
***t***** ********
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
'ograte#
'ograte#
****t***************
***********
poLdvCi) pv(i)pw(i) pinitI * duo#
poLdC(i) pw(i)
ps(i) pinita * duMa
NEXT i
'********************** RESET VOC PRESSURES*************.**************
IF novocX 1 THEN
Kpermv# O#
patlln# 0O
pinjv# 0#
pinitv# 00
FOR i 1 TO n
pv(i) = O0
poldv(i) a 0O
NEXT i
END IF
I
deltat# = oldeLtat#
sumogl# a O#
sLuogO a 00
sumog3# a O#
Bumol4# a 0#
END IF
II·*+*,I d/d dk~ddd tndddk/*d/ k~
'reset voc pressures
RESET OUTGASSING VALUES **********
'reset outgassing values
* VOC INJECTION **********************
IF injnodeX 1 < n THEN
IF tim# > injtimel THENj injnodeX
'FOR i j + TO n
FOR i j TO n
'du· (i - j)* / (n - j)
du# 1#
pv(i) dum * pinjv#
pvsorp(i) · pinitv#
poldv(i) W pv(i)
pw(i) dun * pinjd#
poldw(i) p(i)
pe(i) · dum# * pinja#
p(i) · pv(i) + pwCi) + pi)
poLd(i) p(i)
NEXT i
deltat# = oldeltat#
time = O#
tminus# a 0#
injnodeX = n + 10
END If
END IF
I
'inject after injtime#
'wedge injection
'plug injection
'wedge injection
'plug injection
ITERATE AGAIN
ELSE
iterX = terXX + 
IF iterX = 40 THEN STOP
END IF
I
'iterstop 0
*************** CHECK FOR END OF COMPUTATIONS
I
LOOP UNTIL time# > maxtim + deltat#
i**************************** ******** **
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t*****WwWWwW~rW
r***********
******+**********+**********w**wwtw
, ***************l***
C***********************
' END OF MUIN COMPUTATION LOOP
I ***f0**0*0*000,*000000000&0,00000000*000**01000000f00l00***000*f***00dllt0df *ttrltf*t dftdS/ *
I print outgassing sus
I
#4, " sumogl
#4, USING f86S;
04, USING f86S;
#4, USING f86S;
#4, USING f86S;
04, USING f86S;
sumog2 sumog3
siurogl#;
TAB(10); suog2#;
TAB(20); suog3#;
TABC30); sulog4#;
TAB(40); sumog4# +
sumog4 total"
sumogl# + sumog3 + sunog2#
LOCATE 24, 50
elapsedtime TIMER - startime
PRINT "elapsed tim m";
PRINT USING U"£#£££; INT(eLapsedtime);
PRINT #4, "run time"
PRINT 4, USING " "£0~££; INTCelapsedtime)
I
finish:
CLOSE all
END
errorhandler:
PRINT error detected"'
PRINT error number "; ERR
RESUME NEXT
ERROR HANDLER******************************
' END OF PROGRAM
*********** ** *** *******************************************************
DEFSNG -N
I ***********d****** ADVECTIVE/DIFFUSIVE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE ************
'Modified eber form: (Cv+Cs)(1-Rm) + RmCm
SUB Cad Ci, Ca#, Cd#)
diasq# · diaCi) * diati)
ptot#l paCe) + pw(i) + pv(i)
rspeel = (pae(i) * mspeeda + pvCi) * mpeedv + pw(i) *
Cd# a Cdc * SQRC(# / Ms + 1# / 1Uv) / (ptot# * (Xiv +
Cl# = diaCi) * dias * .41777137#
dum · Cc * dia(i) / Cdc
Cd# 5 C * mspeedv / (1# + dum)
eta# = ptot# / (pa(i) / etaair + pw(i) / etawat + pv(Ci
Fadv# 1 - 1# / (1# + dum)
Ca# = pi * diasq# * diasuq / (128# * eta#)
Ca# Fadv# * (Ca# + pi * Cm# * mpeed / (4# * p(i)))
END SUB
mspeedw) / ptot#
Xis) * (Xiv + Xia))
) / etavoc)
FUNCTION K# (i)
'This function gives specific conductance, K, as a function of p
'units of K are torr.ml4/s, with p in torr, dia in m
'molspeed SQR(Ro * Temp / WU)
diascq r diaCi) * diaCi)
ptot# =paCi) + pv(i) + pu(i)
molspeedW (mpeeda * pC(i) + mpeedv * pv(i) + mspeedw * p(i)) / ptot#
'eta# = (etaair * pa(Ci) + etawat * pw(i) +etavoc * pv(i)) / ptot#
eta# = ptot# / (pa(i) / etaair + pw(i) / etawat + pv(i) / etavoc)
I *m · diaC(i) * diasq# .4177713790 * molspeed
Kv9 a p(i) * pi * dias q#* diasq / (128# * eta#)
Z# a (1# + p(i) * (dia(i) / eta#) / molspeed#)
Z# a Z# / (1# + 1.24# * p(i) * (diaCi) / eta#) / molspeed#)
K# a Kv# + Z# * 0Km
END FUNCTION
DEFINT -N
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PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I
I*********o*O*e******* SUBROUT I E PDUIP **************************
'pdump is subroutine that writes a file containing the pressures at every
'node to file
SUB pdup (filenrus, tstep, iterX, n)
fS = V" +* fiLen mS + RIGHTSC("OO" + RIGHTS(STRS(tstepX), LEN(STRS(tstepX)) - 1), 3)
fS fS + ." + RIGHTS(OO" + RIGHTS(STRS(iterX), LENCSTRS(iterX)) - 1), 3)
CLOSE 2
OPEN fS FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #2, fS
PRINT #2,
PRINT #2, node x die p pv pW
pa d(i)"
FOR i 0 TO n + 1
PRINT #2, USING "#W"; i;
PRINT #2, USING "##.W'. ; TAB(10); (i - 1) * deLtax#;
PRINT #2, USING "#.£"W£'; TAB(20); dia(i);
PRINT #2, USING "##.WF£ '"#ht'- ; TAB(35); pi);
PRINT #2, USING *"##.££"' ; TAB(52); pvCi);
PRINT #2, USING "Me.#==£ I"'; TAB(69); p(i);
PRINT #2, USING "##.- - -";---'; TAB(86); paCi);
PRINT #2, USING " ##. Oil#-£"I£"; TAB(103); d(i)
NEXT i
END SUB
DEFSNG I, 
SUB tridiag (n)
' This subroutine solves a tridiagonal matrix
' from "NumericaL Recipes by "Press and Flannery"
DIN g(2000) AS DOUBLE
IF b(1) 0 THEN
PRINT trivial equation
STOP
END IF
bet# b(1)
d(1) rhs(1) / bet#
FOR j 2 TO n
gam(j) = c(j - 1) / bet#
bet# b(j) - (j) gam(j)
IF bet# = O# THEN
PRINT aLgorithm fails"
STOP
END IF
d(j) = (rhs(j) - a(j) * d(j - 1)) / bet#
NEXT j
FOR j = n - 1 TO 1 STEP -1
d(j) d(j) - gam(j + 1) * d(j + 1)
NEXT j
END SUB
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6.3.2 Iput File for Initial Argon Injection (Fig 3-5)
VOCFLOCN.020 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (Argon Injection)
teperaturelKl, etaair[Torr.s], NWag. moL-1], etawat[Torr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 299, 7.31d-8
etavocTorr.al, novocX (no voc calc.), dispX (Oufast, lmed, 2sLow)
1.69d-7, 0, 0
pump speed m3/sl between .0025 and .0033 for ALcatel 2008a
.030#
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) m], secdia(i) [ml,
secogl(i) [m/sl, secog2(i) m, secog3(i) [m/sqr(s)l, secog4(i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) d3.s- 1.s-2
13, 7.38#
0.12#, .072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.1794d-10,1.005d-30
0.48#, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.1794d-10,1.005d-30
1.92#, .00095#, .88#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#, .005#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.16, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60, ,.024#,1#,8.5d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16, .024i,1#,8.5d-30,7.002d-36 503,1 . 004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#, .010#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.20#,.004,1#, ,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d- 12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .010#, 1#,8.5ld-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveLoc, pOloc, pltoc, p2loc, p3loc [m from punp]
1.86, 0.00#, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.38#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torrl
760#, 1.00d-4, 1.00d-4, 1.0d-10
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.0#, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
mebrane parameters: Kperma,Kperw,,Kpermvbm3.s-1], patma,patnm,patmv torr]
0#, 0#, 0#, 690#, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)ml,Kper#l
ld-4, 40#, 3.63d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax [nml, deltat secl, tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: mextime#, maxtstep#
200#, 10#
end of input
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6.3.3 Input File for Initialt enzene Injection (Fi. 3-6)
VOCFLOCN.023 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (Benzene Injection)
temperatureK], etaairtTorr.s], NWa g.mol-1], etawat Torr.s]
296.3#, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavocTorr.s], novocX (1-no voc caLc.), dispX (O=fast, 1lmed, 2-slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
punp speed C.3/s] between .0025 nd .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.030#
sectionaL geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) m], secdia(i) Cml,
secoglCi) m/sa], secog2(i) m], secog3(i) Wm/sqr(s)], secog4Ci) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) rm3.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.38
0.12#,.072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,9.3344d-11,1.005d-30
0.48W, .011#,1.08d-3,8.d30,7.002d-36,1.03d-307,9.3344d-11,1.005d-30
1.921, .00095#,.88#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#, .005#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1 .503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.16#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.601,.024#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16#,.0241#,,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28, .011#, 1#,8.5d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72#,.0241#,1,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.90, .010,1#,,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.20#,.004#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.381, .010#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve nd gauge locations: valveLoc, pOLoc, plLoc, p2Loc, p3loc m from pUwp]
1.86#, 0.00#, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.38#
init nd bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu ttorr]
760#, 1.00d-4, 1.00d-4, 1.0d-10
injection paremeters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.0#, 0.060#, 0.006#, 0.835#
mebrane prmneters: Kperm,Kperm,Kpermvm3.s-1], patme,petwe,patmvetorr]
0#, 0#, 0#, 690#, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, NUv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)tm],Kper#l[
ld-4, 78#, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax [nm, deltat sec], tmuLt, rhslimit
.03#, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print informetion: mxtime_, maxtstep#
200#, 10
end of input
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6.3.4 Input File for Initial TCA Injection (Fig. 3-7)
VOCFLOC.026 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (TCA Injection)
tewperature[K], etaair torr.sec], Mha[g.oL-1], etawat Torr.s8
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 298, 7.31d-8
etavocTorr.s], novoc (no voc calc.), dispX (Ofast, lamed, 2sLow)
7.5d-8, 0, 0
pu speed [.3/sl between .0025 and .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.0309
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xCi) [], secdiaCi) [ml,
secog(Ci) W/s], secog2Ci) Cm,, secog3(i) tm/sqr(s), secog4ti) torr.m/s],
Csorp(i) [m3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
0.12#,.072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,7.9584d-11,1.005d-30
0.48, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,7.9584d-11,1.005d-30
1.92#, .00095#, .88W,8.5d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#, .005#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.16#, .011#, #,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16#,. 024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28#,.011#,1#,8.51dd-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72, ,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503,1 .004d-12,1.005d-30
7.20#, .004#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
1.86#, 0.00#, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.38#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 1.00d-4, 1.00d-4, 1.Od-10
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.08, 0.070#, 0.007#, 1.070#
membrane parameters: Kperma,Kpermw,Kpermv [m3.s-1, patm,pat,patmvttorr]
0#, 0#, 0#, 690#, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter) m],Kper#l
ld-4, 133#, 7.00d-10, 3.5#
time and space steps: deltax [ml, deltat [sec], tlt, rhsLimit
.03#, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: mxtime#, mextstep#
200#, 10#
end of input
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6.3.5 Iput File for First Air injection into Argon (Fig. 3-8)
VOCFLOCN.021 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (AIR Injection-1 into Argon)
temperaturetKl, eteair Torr.s], Ia't[g.mo-1] , etat [Torr.s]
296.3#, 1.35d-7, 299, 7.31d-8
etevocCTorr.sl, novocX (1mno voc calc.), dispX (O-fast, 1mad, 2slow)
1.69d-7, 0, 0
pup speed 3/s] between .0025 and .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.030#
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xi) m, secdiaCi) t[m,
secogl(i) m/Wsl, secog2(i) M, secog3(i) m/sqr(s)l, secog4(i) torr.m/s],
Csorp( i ) 3.s- 1.s-2
13, 7.38#
0.12#, .072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.1794d-10,1.005d-30
0.48#, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.1794d-10,1.005d-30
1.92#, .00095#, .8,8.51d-30,7.002d-3,.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#,.005#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.16, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60, ,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.729, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5. 16,. .024,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.900,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.20, .004#, ,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.38, ,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve nd gauge locations: vlveloc, pOLoc, ploc, p2Loc, p3oc m from pump]
1.869, 0.009, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.389
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torrl
760#, 1.00d-3, 1.00d-3, 1.0d-10
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja, pinjw, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.09, 3.809, 0.40#, 0.00#
mebrane parameters: Kperm,Kpermu,Kpermvtm3.s-1 , patma,patm,patmvttorrl
09, 0, 0#, 690#, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, IWUv133 for TCA), XivCmolecular diaeter)[m], Kper#tl
0.012#, 400, 3.63d-10, 1.09
time nd space steps: deltax [d, deltat secl, tmult, rhslimit
.03, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: extime#, maxtstep#
200#, 109
end of input
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6.3.6 lput File for First Air Injection into Bnzene (Fig. 3-9)
VOCFLOCN.024 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (AIR Injection-1 into Benzene)
temperatureK], etaairTorr.s, NUag.mol-1i, etawatTorr.s
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 299, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novocX Clno voc calc.), dispX (0=fast, 1mmad, 2=slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pup speed [3/al between .0025 nd .0033 for ALcateL 2008a
.0309
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) m, secdia(i) ml],
secoglCi) Wm/sl, secog2i) m, secog3(i) rm/sqr(a)l, secog4(i) torr.m/s],
Csorp(i) m3.8-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
0.12#, .072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,9.3344D-11,1.005d-30
0.48#, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,9.3344- 11,1.005d-30
1.92, ,.00095#,.88#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#, .005,,8.51d307.002d-36,4d-12,1.005d-30
2.16#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60#,.024,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28#,.011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72, ,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#, .010#,1#,8.5d307002d-3,.503d-36,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.20#, .004#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, ,.010#,1#,8.51d30,7.002d361.503d-30,7.002d-36,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve nd gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, ploc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
1.86#, 0.00#, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.38#
init end bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr
760#, 6.00d-4, 6.00d-5, 1.0d-10
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinj#Y, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.0#, 3.80#, 0.40#, 0.00#
membrane parameters: Kperme,Kpermwr,Kpermvm3.s-11], patma,patm,patmv[torr]
0#, 0#, 0, 6909, 20#, 50#
voc permeters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)[ml, Kper#[l
4.34d-3, 8#, 7.39d-10, 1.0#
time and space steps: deltax [J], deltat [sec , tult, rhalimit
.03#, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: mxtime#, maxtstep#
200#, 10#
end of input
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6.3.7 Imput File for First Air Injection into TCA (Fig. 3-10)
VOCFLOCN.027 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (1st AIR Injection into TCA)
temperatureK], etaair [Torr.secl, NWUCg.moL-11, etawat Torr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 299, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novocX (no voc calc.), dispX C(Ofest, lmaed, 2-slow)
7.5d-8, 0, 0
pump speed 3/] between .0025 and .0033 for ALcatel 2008a
.0309
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xC) ], secdiaC() m],
secoglCi) [l/s3, ecog2(i) m]l, ecog3Ci) Cm/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.m/s],
Csorp(i) [t3.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.38#
0.12#,.072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,7.9584d-11,1.005d-30
0.48, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,7.9584d-11,1.005d-30
1.92#,.00095#,.88,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#,.005#,1#,8.5ld-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.16, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60,.024, 1#,8.51d30,7.002d-336,1.503d-37, 1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16#,.024,1#, ,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28#,.011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72, .024#, 1#,8.5d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.909,.010#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.209, .004#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOtoc, pl1oc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
1.86#, 0.009, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.389
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 6.0d-4, 2.0d-4, 1.0d-10
injection parameters: injLoc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.0#, 3.800#, 0.400#, 0.00#
membrane parameters: Kperma,Kpermw,Kpermvm3.s-1], patma,patm,patmvtorr]
0#, 0#, 0#, 6909, 20#, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, NvC133 for TCA), Xiv(moLecuLar diameter)[m], Kper#[]
5.5d-3, 133#, 7.00d-10, 3.5#
time and space steps: deLtax [.], deltat [sec], tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: mextime#, mextstep#
200#, 109
end of input
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6.3.8 Iput File for Third Air Injection into Argon (Fig. 3-11)
VOCFLOCN.022 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (AIR Injection-3 into Argon)
temperature[K], etasir[ Torr.s , NWau g.mol -1 ,etaMat [Torr.s
296.31, 1.35d-7, 291, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novoc (Clno voc calc.), dispX C(Ofast, 1umed, 2slow)
1.69d-7, 0, 0
pip speed Dn/sl between .0025 and .0033 for AlcateL 2008a
.0301
sectional geoaetry: nsecX,length followed by xCi) M, secdia(i) l],
secog1(i) Wm/sl, secog2(i) Dm], secog3Ci) msqrCs)], secog(i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp i) Cn3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
0.12, ,.072#, 1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.1794D-10,1.005d-30
0.48#, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.1794D-10,1.005d-30
1.92#, .00095#,.88#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004- 12,1.005d-30
2.04#,.005#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.161, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60#, .024#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.OOSd-30
3.721, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16, .0241, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72, ,.024,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.OOSd-30
6.90#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.201#, .004#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .010,1#,,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, plLoc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
1.861, 0.00#, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.38#
init nd bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu ttorr]
760#, 0.030#, 0.0159#, 1.Od-10
injection parmlters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinju#, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.0#, 3.8000, 0.400#, 0.00#
mebrane parameters: Kpermm,Kper,Kperwvm3.s-1,], pat,patm,ptmvtorrl
0#, 0O, 0#, 690#, 201, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, Wlv(133 for TCA), Xiv(Cmolecular diameter)[m], Kperil[
0.0106#, 401, 3.63d-10, 1.0#
time and space steps: deltax tm, deltat sec], tult, rhslimit
.03#, .011, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: mxtime, mBxtstep#
200#, 10#
end of input
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6.3.9 lmpu File for Third Air Injection into enzen (Fis. 3-12)
VOCFLOC1.025 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (AIR Injection-3 into Benzene)
teperature K], eti r [Torr.sl, lWa tg.lL- 1], etawat Torr.s]
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavocTorr.s], novocX (reno voc caLc.), dispX (Ofast, lmed, 2slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pup speed [3/s] between .0025 and .0033 for AlcateL 2008a
.030#
sectional gecnetry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) CM, secdia(i) [ml,
secogl(i) i/a], secog2C() , secog3(i) m/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.m/s],Csorpi ) t3.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.38#
0.12#, .072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,9.33440-11,1.005d-30
0.48, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,9.3344D-11,1.OOSd-30
1.92#,. 00095#, .88#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-3, 1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#,.005#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.16, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d- 12,1.005d-30
3.60#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36, 1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.16#, .024,1#, 8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
5.28#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72#, .024, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d- 12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.209,.004,1#, ,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.389, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge Locations: valveloc, pOloc, plioc, p2oc, p3Loc m from pump]
1.86#, 0.00#, 2.04#, 6.90#, 7.38#
init and bound cord: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu [torr]
7609, 0.0415#, 0.00409, 1.Od-10
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinji#, pinjv#
7.26#, 20.09, 3.80M, 0.409, 0.009
_mebrane parameters: Kperna,Kpers,KpervmR3.s- 1], ptma,patllm,patmvttorr]
O#, 0, 0, 6909, 209, 50#
voc parameters: pinitv, Wv(133 for TCA), Xiv(Colecular diameter)[m], Kper#[]
2.6d-3, 78#, 7.39d-10, 1.0#
time and space steps: deltax t], deltat sec], tmuLt, rhslimit
.039, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: axtine#, mextstep#
200#, 10#
end of input
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6.3.10 lrpt File for Third Air Injection into TCA (Fig. 3-13)
VOCFLOCN.028 input file for VOCFLO.BAS (3rd AIR Injection into TCA)
teperature[K], etm ir Torr.s , NWa g.mol-l], etawat Torr.s]
298.31, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.s], novocX (no voc caic.), dispX (Ofast, l1med, 2=sLow)
7.5d-8, 0, 0
pump speed [3/s] between .0025 and .0033 for Alcatel 2008a
.0301
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xCi) J, secdiaCi) Em,
secogl(i) Ws/a], secog2(i) ], secog3(i) msqr(s)], ecog4(i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(l) m3. s-1.s-2]
13, 7.381
O.12, .072#,1.08d-4,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,7.9584- 11,1.005d-30
0.481, .011#,1.08d-3,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,7.9584d-11,1.005d-30
1.92#, .00095#, .88#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
2.04#,.005#,1#,8.51d-30,7. d-36,1.503d-3,1.5004d-12,1.005d-30
2.161, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.60#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
3.72#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.5037,1.00- 12,1.005d-3,1.00d-20
5.16, ,.024#1, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.00Sd-30
5.28#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
6.72#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004- 12,1.005d-30
6.901, ,.010,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.20, .004#,1#,8.51d-30,7.002d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .0101, 1#,8.51d-30,7.002 d-36,1.503d-37,1.004d-12,1.00Sd-30
valve nd gauge Locations: valveloc, pOloc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
1.86#, 0.00#, 2.04t, 6.90#, 7.380
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torrl
7601, 0.040, 0.00481, 1.Od-10
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw, pinjv#
7.261, 20.00, 3.7600, 0.4001, 0.001
membrane parameters: Kperm,Kperu,Kperw[m3 v .s-]1, patm,patu,p atmvtorr]
01, 01, 01, 6901, 20#, 501
voc parameters: pinitv, Nuv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)[m], Kper#[l
0.00341, 133#, 7.00d-10, 3.5#
time and space steps: deltax t[], deltat sec], tlutt, rhslimit
.03#, .01#, 1.05#, ld-6
print information: maxtime#, mxtstepF
200#, 101
end of input
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6.4 APPENDX D: VACTRANS Code and Input Files for Chapter 4
6.4.1 VACTIUS Code
,.**.*.** ********.******* VACTRANS.BAS BS*****************************
'VACTRANS.BAS (DOS filenme is NODAPP.BAS) a 1-D vacuum flow model using a
'Finite Difference Approximation in space and a backwards Euler
'approximation in time with Picard iteration to solve the non-Linear
'equations. Three components are included in this model: Air,
'water, and VOC. Air is included in the total pressure and is not
'calculated separately as are the other components. The total pressure
'determines the viscous flow conductances with viscosity determined by the
'partial pressures of the three components. The molecuLar weight of the
'mixture is computed from the coqpoennt partial pressures for the total
'pressure molecular conductance. The individual component molecular
'conductances are calculated from their respective molecuLar weights.
'by ichael J. Ernst
'Last Revision June 17, 1994
'Last VOCFLOC.BAS Revision April 20, 1994
'Single component version PPDWN.BAS Last revision February 13, 1993
'Adapted from UNSAT.BAS-unsaturated groundwater flow software
'May 10, 1989
****** ********************* DECLARE SUBROUTI NES *************************
DEFINT I-N
DECLARE FUNCTION K# (i)
DECLARE SUB tridiag (n)
DECLARE SUB Cad (i, Ca#, Cd#)
DECLARE SUB pdump (gS, i, m, n)
I
'K# is specific cond. m4/s
'matrix solver
'advective and diffusive conductance
'printout pressures at every node
F1 ENDS PROGRA/ERROR HANDLER
ON ERROR GOTO errorhandler
ON KEY(1) GOSUB finish
KEY(1) ON
'close files and end program
DIMENSION VARIABLES
maxn 1000
maxsec 20
DIN SHARED a(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED b(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED c(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED p(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DI SHARED rhs(mxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED d(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN poldCmaxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED dia(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED area(mxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pv(mxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pa(mxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED pw(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN pvsorp(mxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN poldvCmaxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN poldw(maxn) AS DOUBLE
DIN secdia(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIN x(mxsec) AS DOUBLE
DIl SHARED pi AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED etaair AS DOUBLE
DIN SHARED etawat AS DOUBLE
'viscosity in Torr.s
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r'WgWlW
**l Tw
,.******************* .. *I.............tt .......t..fIFt
t******************** *l
SHARED etavoc AS DOUBLE
SHARED Ro AS DOUBLE
SHARED Temp AS DOUBLE
SHARED speeda AS DOUBLE
SHARED mspeedv AS DOUBLE
SHARED inpeed AS DOUBLE
SHARED Xia AS DOUBLE
SHARED Xiv AS DOUBLE
SHARED Xiw AS DOUBLE
SHARED Cdc AS DOUBLE
SHARED Cmc AS DOUBLE
SHARED Ma AS DOUBLE
SHARED Nw AS DOUBLE
SHARED NWv AS DOUBLE
pinitf(Cxsec) AS DOUBLE
secogi (sxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog2(Cmxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog3(iixsec) AS DOUBLE
secog4Cmaxsec) AS DOUBLE
secogloLd(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog2oLd(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog3old(maxsec) AS DOUBLE
secog4old(lmxsec) AS DOUBLE
Csorp(mlxsec) AS DOUBLE
SHARED deltax#
'sqr(RoT/IW)
'sqr(RoT/NU)
'sqr(RoT/IN)
'air molecular diameter
'voc molecular diameter
'water molecular diameter
'air molcular weight
'water molecular weight
'voc moLecular weight
'fraction of initial pressures
'exponential outgassing
'l/t outgassing
'1/sqr(t) outgassing
'constant outgassing
'exponential outgassing stored
'l/t outgassing stored
'l/sqr(t) outgassing stored
'constant outgassing stored
'sorption rate constant
startime - TIMER
I********************************** OPEN FILES
'open input and monitor files
'extract input file name from comamndS
infilenameS - COMiANDS
n LEN(infilenameS) -
fi lenamein:
DO WHILE n 1
INPUT "Name of Input File ???????N.???> "; i
n = LEN(infilenameS) - 4
LOOP
IF MIDS(infilenameS, n + 1, 1) <> "." THEN n I
infilenameS UCASESCinfilenameS)
filenuS B RIGHTS(infileneleS, 3)
IF NIDS(infilenameS, n, 1) <> "N" THEN n 0: G6
nn- 1
IF NIDS(infilenameS, n, 1) "I" THEN n n - 1
IF n 7 THEN n = 0: GOTO filensnein
outfilenameS = LEFTS(infilenameS, n) + "N." f
nfilenameS
0: GOTO filenamein
OTO filenamein
ilenurS
OPEN infilenameS FOR INPUT AS #1
OPEN outfilenameS FOR OUTPUT AS #4
I ******* **
SET CONSTANTS
'set constants
leakflagX = 0
Kboltz# 1.036D-25
pi = 3.141592654#
Ro 8314.34#
HiUw 18#1
alpha# -. 27#
I
'set flag to 1 after leaktime#
'boltszmnn constant ttorr.m3/K]
'gas const [g.m2.s-2.mol-1.K-1]
'water molecular weight
'exponential outgassing constant
'Santeler uses -0.27
PRINT FORMATS** * ** ********.* *********** ****
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DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DiN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DINZ
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
I
*+****************************
*H**********************
*ZCC~******n*************
I
f98S "#._£££ "9as W -
f97S * a##.-##
f50S · *"Y.P'
f82S N""' u.#f#
f84S ~£ .- £Y££:
f94S "u';# #.# --
f8S "*1 .#"
f 86$ = MAW.#MWP
f55S ".uw
f42$ "##.#d'
e42$S * .#AA^ ^ ^A
******************************* READ INPUT FILE ************************
'read in parameters
LINE INPUT #1, titleS
LINE INPUT #1, comments
INPUT #1, Temp, etaair, HWa, etawat 'K], Torr.s],[g.mol-1],[Torr.s]
LINE INPUT #1, comments
INPUT #1, etavoc, novocX, dispX '[Torr.s,novocX=1 then skip voc
LINE INPUT #1, commentS 'dispX0,no screen update;1=some;2=fulL
INPUT #1, S#, eaktime#, Sleak# 'pumping speed [m3.s-1] ,
'time to set S#=Steak# is], Sleak# W 3 s-1]
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
LINE INPUT #1, comentS
LINE INPUT #1, comentS
INPUT #1, nsec%, L# '# of conductance sections, total length
FOR i 1 TO nsecX
'location of section end, sec dia, sec og constant 1, sec og constant 2,
' sec og constant 3, sec og constant 4 , sec sorption rate
INPUT #1, x(i), secdia(i), pinitf(i), secogl(i), secog2(i), secog3(i), secog4(i), CsorpCi)
NEXT i
'vaLve and pressure transducer Locations in m from pump
LINE INPUT 1, commentS
INPUT #1, valveloc#, p0loc#, plloc#, p2loc#, p3loc#
'printout multipliers for gauge Locations
LINE INPUT 1, comments
INPUT #1, pOmult#, plmult#, p2mult#, p3mult#
'outgassing reduction factors
LINE INPUT #1, conmentS
INPUT #1, ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
'read initial and boundary conditions
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, pinitog#, pinita#, pinitwi, pu#
'read injection conditions
LINE INPUT #1, coment$
INPUT #1, injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
'read meTbrane parameters
LINE INPUT #1, comments
INPUT #1, Kpermat, permwl, Kpermv#, patmnae, patm#, patmv#
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'reed voc parameters
LINE INPUT #1, conment$
INPUT #1, pinitv#, MWv, Xiv, Kper# 'ttorr], [g.mlo-L-1],., []
'read in time and space steps
LIME INPUT #1, comentS
INPUT #1, deltax#, deltat#, tult#, rhslimit#
'reed in print-out information
LINE INPUT #1, commentS
INPUT #1, mextime#, maxtstep#
LINE INPUT #1, comnentS
IF commentS o "end of input" THEN
PRINT "input error"
STOP
END IF
****** ********************** DEFINE RUN PARAMETERS
l
ininodeX a INT(injloc# / deltax# + 1.1)
oldeltat# = deltat#
deltaxsqY deltax# * deltax#
Cdc 3 / 8# * Kboltz# * Temp * SQR(Ro
Xia 1.4264D-14 * SQR(SQR(CUa * Teap)
Xiv 1.42640-14 * SQR(SQR(Nv * Tp)
Xii a 1.4264-14 * SQR(SQR(NW * Tmp)
mspeeds a SQR(Ro * Taep / Wua)
mspeedw a SOR(Ro * Temp / uw)
mspeedv SQR(Ro * Temp / WUv)
Cmc . mspeedv * .41777137#
Ksorp = Csorp(1)
patmt# patma# patmv# + patim
I
'set injloc#b>length for no inj.
* Tmp * pi / 2)
/ etaair)
etavoc)
etawat)
'air m/s]
'ater m/s]
'voc [m/s]
'1/3sqrtCpi/2)
'total atmospheric pressure
************************ * INITIALIZE VARIABLES
I
'initiaLize spatial diaensions
n INTCL# / deltax# + 1.1)
ii I 1
FOR j 1 TO nsecX
FOR i = ii TO n
ii i
dia(i) = secdia(j)
area(i) = pi * dia(i) 2#
IF ABS((i - 1) * deltax# -
IF (i - 1 / 2) * deltax# >
nexti:
NEXT i
nextj:
NEXT j
dia(O) = dia(l)
dia(n + 1) dia(n)
'number of nodes
'calculate node geometries
/4#
x(j)) .0001# AND
x(j) GOTO nextj
secdia(j) secdiaCj + 1) GOTO nexti
'initialize p array for steady-state calculation
I
j INT(valveloc# / deltax + 1.1)
valvenodeX% jj2 INT(injloc# / deltax# + 1.1)
FOR i a 1 TO j
paCi) a .000002#
pv(i) = .000001#
pw(i) a .0000005#
NEXT i
'pu#
'pinitv#
'pinitMw
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*******~*****************
**+*******************
/
/
FOR i j + 1 TO j2
p(iC) = .0051
pvCi) - .0041
puCi) - .0005#
NEXT i
FOR i = j2 + 1 TO n
PC(i) a .8#
pv(i) = .5#
puCi) a .2#
NEXT i
FOR i 1I TO n
psi) pe(i) + pi) + pv(i)
pold(i) pi)
NEXT i
'initialize injection time
IF injnodeX + 1 < n THEN
dume [ deltat#
DO
tminusl = tminus# dumW
du = du# * tmuLt#
LOOP UNTIL tminus# > injtime#
END IF
IF novo** c ****** T****HEN
IF novocX * 1 THEN
Kpermv# = 01
patw# = 0O
pinjv# = 0#
pinitv# 0#
FOR i = 1 TO n
pv(i) 0#
NEXT i
END IF
I.**************************
RESET VOC PRESSURES **********
'reset voc pressures
HEADER TO NONITOR FILE *******'
'print out header to monitor file
titleS infilenameS
PRINT #4, titleS
PRINT 4,
PRINT 14, "delta x
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT 14,
PRINT 14,
PRINT #4,
PRINT 4,
PRINT 14,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT 4,
PRINT 14,
+ RIGHTS(titleS, LEN(titleS) - LENCinfilenameS))
delta t tmult
deltax#, deltat#, tmult#, maxti
USING e64S; TAB(68); rhslimit#
Kog 1/t
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
" Sleak
USING e645;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperma
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperw
step#, maxtime#;
Kog 1/sqr(t) Kog constant
secog2(5);
TAB(15); secog3(5);
TAB(30); secog4(5);
TAB(45); pu#;
TABC60); S#
eta air W air
Sleak#;
TAB(15); etaair;
TAB(30); NWa;
TAB(45); etavoc;
TAB(60); nUv
patma
Kperma#;
TAB(15); petma#;
TAB(30); pinita#;
TAB(45); pinja#;
TAB(60); injtoc#
patnu
pinita
pinitw
max delta t maxtime rhsLimit"
pult
eta voc
pinja
pinju
pump speed"
N voc "
inj Location"
injtime"
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'pinita#
'pinitv#
'pinitl#
'pinja#
'pinjv#
'pinjw#
r*****************
rtt**tttt********
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
# Kperw
USING e64S;
USING e64$;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
Kperm#;
TAB(15); patmw#;
TAB(30); pinitw#;
TAB(45); pinjw#;
TAB(60); injtime#
patmv
Kpermv#;
TAB(15); patmy#;
TAB(30); pinitv#;
TAB(45); pinjv#;
TAB(60); leaktime#
pinitv pinjv Sofftime"
,***** +******* ****** DATA LABELS FOR ONITOR FILE
'print out data aabels to monitor file
'PRINT 4, tstep time
sumog4"
'PRINT 4, tstep time
'PRINT 4, tstep time
p(3)v ograte massfLow"
'PRINT #4, tstep time
p(O)w p(2)w p(3)w"
'PRINT #4, tstep time
p(O)a p(1)a p(2)a"
PRINT #4, tstep time
PRINT #4, " p(3)v
************************* HEAI
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(3) sumog2 suog3
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(3) ograte massflow"
p(O) p(1) p(2) p(3) p(O)v p(1)v p(2)v
p(O) p(2)
p(O) p(1)
p(O) p(1)
p(O)a p(1)a
DER TO SCREEN *****
p(3)
p(2)
p(3)
p(3)a"
p(O)v
p(O)v
p(O)v
p(2)v
p(1)v
pC1)v";
'print out header to screen
CLS
PRINT titleS
PRINT
PRINT "delta x
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
delta t tmult
deltax#, deltat#, tmult#, maxti
USING e64S; TAB(68); rhslimit#
" Kog 1/t
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64$;
USING e64S;
" Seak
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kperma
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
N Kpermw
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING f82S;
" Kpermv
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
USING e64S;
step#, maxtime#;
Kog 1/sqr(t) Kog constant
secog2(5);
TAB(15); secog3(5);
TAB(30); secog4(5);
TAB(45); pu#;
TAB(60); S#
eta air NU air
Steak#;
TAB(15); etaair;
TAB(30); mWa;
TAB(45); etavoc;
TAB(60); HWv
patma
Kperma#;
TAB(15); patma#;
TAB(30); pinita#;
TAB(45); pinja#;
TAB(60); injloc#
patim
Kpermw#;
TAB(15); patmw#;
TAB(30); pinitw#;
TAB(45); pinjw#;
TAB(60); injtime#
patmv
Kpermv#;
TAB(15); patmv#;
TAB(30); pinitv#;
TAB(45); pinjv#;
pinita
pinitw
pinitv
max delta t maxtime rhstimit"
putt
eta voc
pinja
pinjw
pinjv
pump speed"
W voc "
inj ocation"
injtime"
Sofftime"
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PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
PRINT #4,
p(3)v
p(2)v
t*tttttt*ttttt****
,..******t*******************
PRINT USING e64S; TAB(6O); leaktime
PRINT
'PRINT "steady state results: pO
PRINT "steady state results: pO
PRINT
PRINT
'PRINT "time step time pO
PRINT time step time p0
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT iter step rhsmax rhstest
I
pl p2 p3 outgas"
pl p2 p3 min mout"
p1 p2 p3 outgas"
pl p2 p3 min mout"
dmax imex"
I************************** INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES+***,*** ************ *
'start iterations
tstepX -1
time# -deltat#
ogtime# = -deltat# / 2#
iterX = 0
iterstop 1
I ** *************************************************************************
' H~MIN COMPUTATION LOOP
* *******************************************************************************
DO 'start of min computation Loop
' 'loop until time# maxtime#
begin:
IF iterstop 1 THEN
IF time# > 700# AND time# 710# THEN CALL pdump(filenumS, tstepX, iterX, n)
timed# time# + deltat#
ogtime# = timed - deLtat# / 2 'outgassing time = midpoint of time step
i****************** CHANGE FROM ROUGH PUMP TO NS LEAK ***************
IF time#l leaktimet THEN
IF eakflag a 0 THEN
S# = Steak#
pu# = pu# / 1000
FOR i = vaLvenode - 1 TO n
dia(i + 1 - vaLvenodeX) = diaC(i)
area(i + 1 - valvenodeX) = area(i)
p(i + 1 - valvenodeX) = p(i)
poLd(i + 1 - vaLvenodeX) = poLd(i)
poldw(i * 1 - valvenodeX) = poldw(i)
poLdv(i + 1 - valvenodeX) poldv(i)
pa(i + 1 - valvenodeX) pa(i)
pv(i + 1 - valvenodeX) = pv(i)
NEXT i
n = n - valvenode%
jv I
FOR j = 1 TO nsecX
IF ABS(x(j) - valveloc#) del
IF x(j - 1) pOloc# AND pOLoc
nlogog2# = secog2(j)
END IF
NEXT j
FOR j 1 TO nsecX - jv
x(j) = x(jv + j) - x(jv)
secoglold(j) - secogl(jv + j)
secog2old(j) = secog2(jv j)
secog3oLd(j) secog3(jv + j)
secog4oLd(j) - secog4(jv + )
NEXT j
pOLoc# = pOLoc# - valveloc#ploc# - pltoc# - valveloc#
'reduce to eak at desired time
'reduce ultimate pressure to MS
'shift geometry
'shift pressures
'find valve section
Ltax# / 2# THEN jv = j
:# x(j) THEN
'shift section Locations
'shift gauge locations
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p2Loc# = p2loc# - vlveLoc#
p3loc# = p3loc# - vlveloc#
pOogeq = ogredl# * EXP(nLogog2# * ogred2#)
Lakflag 1 I'shift once only
END IF
FOR j 1 TO nsecX - jv 'outgassing reduction
secogl(j) secoglod(j) * (1# - pO# / pOogeq#) / (ogred3Y)
secog2(j) secog2oLd(j) * (1# - pO# / pOogeq#) / (ogrecd3)
secog3(j) secog3oLd(j) * (1# - pO# / pOogeq#) / (ogred3#)
NEXT j
END IF
END IF
'****************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODE 1) ********************
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed with outgassing
'**form spatial ters"**
Kp9 # (Ki() + K#(2)) / 2#
I
'form left hand side spatial terms
8(1) 0O
b(1) (2# * Kp#) / deltaxs# + 2#
c(1) = -(2 * CKp) / deltaxsq#
* S# / deltax#
I form RHS spatial terms
rhs(1) -b1) * p1) - (1)  ) c) * p(2) + 2#* S * p  / deltax#
a
j l
bogl# secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bog3 = seco3(j)
bog secog4(j)
I
'initialize section counter
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN
**form temporal terms**
'add teporal terms to LHS
I
b(1) =
duny
dumny#
b(1) 
.tstep a -1 is steady state result
b(1) + (rea1) / deltat#)
= bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2 / ogtime#
= duunyl + bog3# / SR(ogtime#) + bog4
b(1) + dummnny# * pi * dia(1)
'add temporal terms to RHS
I
rhs(1)
dumny#
dueye
rhs(1)
I
= rhs(1) + (area(1) * (pold(1) - p)) / deltat#)
- bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
= dummy# + bog3# / SOR(ogtime9) + bog4#
duAy# * (pinitog - p(1)) * pi * dia(1)
= rhs1) + dmmy# - pinitogi * pi * dia(1) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(1) rhs(1) + (bog4 * pinitogi * pi * disa(1))
I
'****************** TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-1) ************
'calculations for the intermediate nodes
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'**form spatial terms*
FOR i 2 TO n - 1
'calculate K values Km is K - 1/2 Kp is K + 1/2
Km# = Kp#
Kp# a (K#(i) + K#(i + 1)) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(l) -Km / detaxsq#
b(i) = (Km + K) / deltaxsq#
c(i) -Kp# / deltaxsq#
'form RHS spatial terms
rhs(i) -a(i) * p(i - 1) -b(i) *p(i) - c(i) * p(i + 1)
'establish average diameter and area
davg = dia(i)
Aavg# = area(i)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg = (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish outgassing constants
IF x(j) < deltax# * i - .5) THENj=j+1
bog1# = (secogl(j) + secogl(j - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(j) + secog2(j - 1)) / 2#
bog3#= (secog3(j) + secog3(j - 1)) / 2#
bog4#= (secog4(j) + secog4(j - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bogl# = secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bog3#= secog3(j)
bog4#= secog4(j)
END IF
IF tstep% <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(i) = b(i) + Aavg# / deltat#
dummy# bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
duny# = dummny + bog3# / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(i) = b(i) + dummy# * pi * davg#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + (Aavg# * (pold(i) - p(i)) / deltat#)
dummy = bogl# * EXP(alpha * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dummy = dummy + bog3 / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
duimy# = dummy * (pinitog - p(i)) * pi * davg#
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + dumy - pinitog# * pi * davg# * bog4#
END IF
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rhs(i) rhs(i) + bog44 * pinitog# * pi * davg#
NEXT i
i,***********m* TOTAL PRESSURE CALCULATIONS (NODE n) ********************
'calculations for Last node n, membrane flux with outgassing
'**form spatial terms*
Kum#i- Kp#
'form left hand side spatial terms
'flow averaged Kpermt
duS = Kperma# * (patmae - p(n)) + Kpernw# * (patm - p(n))
Kpermt# (dumi + Kpermv# * (patmv# - pv(n))) / (patmt# - pn))
a(n) -2# * K# / deltaxsq#
b(n) -(n) + 2# * Kpermt# / deltax#
c(n) Oi
'form RS spatial teres
rhs(n) -a(n) * pn - 1) - bn) * pn)
rhs(n) rhs(n) + 2# * dum / deltax#
IF tstepX > -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) bn) + (area(n) / deltat#)
dumy# = bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dumny# dummy# + bog3 / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
b(n) = b(n) + dummy * pi * diaen)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + (areaCn) * (pold(n) - p(n)) / deltat#)
dumnyl bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2# / ogtime#
dumrNy = dunmmy# + bog3# / SQRogtime#) + bog4#
duycka dummy# * (pinitog# - p(n)) * pi * dis(n)
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + dumyl - pinitog# * pi * diaCn) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(n) a rhs(n) + (bog4# * pinitog# * pi * dia(n))
'arrays have been formed
****************** SOLVE FOR TOTAL PRESSURE INCREMENT ***********************
'solve for d
CALL tridiag(n)
·******************** TEST FOR RESIDUAL *********** ****** * *****************
iterstop 1
rhsavg# = O0
'rhsmx# O 0
FOR i 1 TO n
rhsavg# = rhsavg# + ABS(rhs(i))
' IF ABS(rhs(i)) > rhsmax# THEN rhsmax# ABS(rhs(i)): imax i
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rhstest# - rhslimit# * pCi)
IF ABSrhs(i)) ABS(rhstest#) THEN
iterstop 0
IF dispX z 2 THEN
LOCATE 24, 11: PRINT USING e42S; rhs(i);
LOCATE 24, 21: PRINT USING e42S; rhstest#;
END IF
END IF
NEXT i
rhsavg# rhsavg# / n)
'rhatest# = rhslimit# * p(n)
'IF rhsix# ABS(rhstest#) THEN iterstop a 0 'continue iterating
IF dispX .5 THEN LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT USING fSOS; iterX;
'LOCATE 24, 11: PRINT USING e42S; rhsmax#;
'LOCATE 24, 21: PRINT USING e42S; rhstest#;
cdmax# 0#
FOR i = I TO n
IF ABS(dcax#) < ABSCd(i)) THEN dmax# = d(i): imax i
p(i) p(i) + dCi)
paci) pi) - pv i) - pi)
IF pa(i) < 0# THEN pa(i) = 0#
NEXT i
IF disp > .5 THEN
LOCATE 24, 31: PRINT USING e42$; dmax#;
LOCATE 24, 45: PRINT USING f50S; imax;
END IF
IF iterZX 197 THEN CALL pdump(filenum, tstepX, iterX, n)
IF iterX 200 THEN BEEP: BEEP: BEEP: GOTO finish
WATER CALCULATIONS (NODEI\ *************************
mospeed = mspeedw#
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed with outgassing
,**form spatial terms**
Kp# = (KId() + K#(2)) / 21
'form left hand side spatial terms
I
at1) = 0#
b(1) = 2# * KpI / deltaxsc + 2#
c(l) = -2# * Kp# / deLtaxs#
'form RHS spatial terms
rhs(1l) = 01
j=1
bog1# = secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bog3# = secog3(j)
bog4# a .03# * secog4(j)
IF tstepX - -1 THEN
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal term to LHS
* S# * (1# - pu / p1)) / deltax#
'initialize section counter
'tstep -1 is steady state result
b(1) b(1) + (area(1) / deltat#)
'add temporal term to RHS
rhs(1) - rhsC1) + area() * poldw(1) / deltat#
dunyI = bog1# * EXP(alphai * ogtinme) + bog2# / ogtime#
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I
duwy = duwiy + bog3 / SQR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dufy# = durmy * (pinitog# - p(1)) * pi * dia(l)
rhs(1) rhs(1) + duwy# - pinitog# * pi * dia(l) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(1) rhs(1) + (bog4# * pinitog# * pi * dia(l))
*"********************** WATER CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-1) *****************
'**form spatial terms**
FOR i = 2 TO n - 1
'calculate K values Km is K - 1/2 Kp is K + 1/2
Km# - Kp#
Kp = (K#(i) + K#(i + 1)) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(i) = -KmT / deltaxsq#
c(i) = -Kp / deltaxscq
b(i) = -a(i) - c(i)
'right hand side spatial term is zero
rhs(i) = O#
'establish average diameter and area
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg# = area(i)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg# (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg# (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish sorption constants
IF x(j) < deltax# * (i - .5) THENj=j+l
bog1# = (secogl(j) + secogl(j - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(j) + secog2(j - 1)) / 2#
bog3# = (secog3(j) + secog3(j - 1)) / 2#
bog4# = .03# * (secog4(j) + secog4(j - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bog1# = secogl(j)
bog2# = secog2(j)
bo3# = secog3(j)
bog4# = .03# * secog4(j)
END IF
IF tstep <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms"**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(i) = b(i) + Aavg# / deltat#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + Aavg# * poldw(i) / deltat#
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dyl = bogl# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2 / ogtime#
ly1 = dumy# +· bog3# / SoR(ogtiml) + bog4#
duny# duyl * (pinitogl - p(i)) * pi * dvg#
rhs(i) rhs(i) + duny# - pinitog# * * davg# * bogb#
END IF
rhs(i) = rhs(i) + bog4 * pinitogl * pi * davg#
NEXT i
'*'^****************** MATER CALCULATIONS (NODE n)***************************
'**form spatial terms**
Kr - Kpr
'form Left hand side spatial terns
a(n) = -2# * Km / deltaxsq#
b(n) -a(n) + 2 * Kperiw# / deLtax#
c(n) O#
'form RHS spatial terms for msbnrane inlet
rhs(n) 2 * patmkW * Kpermi / deltax#
IF tstepX < -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) b(n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(n) rhs(n) area(n) * poldw(n) / deltat#
dummy# = bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) + bog2 /I ogtime#
dcumy# = dummy + bog3 / SR(ogtime#) + bog4#
dummy# dumy * (pinitog - p(n)) * pi * dia(n)
rhs(n) rhs(n) dummy - pinitog * pi * dia(n) * bog4#
END IF
rhs(n) rhs(n) + (bog4# * pinitog# * pi * dia(n))
'arrays have been formed
'******************** SOLVE FOR MATER PRESSURES *********
'solve for d, d contains the water pressures
CALL tridiag(n)
FOR i = 1 TO n
pw(i) = d(i)
pa(i) -p(i) - pw(i) - pv(i) ' update pair
IF pa(i) < O# THEN pa(i) = 0O '-pa(i) / 10
NEXT i
'***** ************** VOC CALCULATIONS (NODE 1) **************
IF novoc% = 1 GOTO iterend 'skip voc calculations
*****************
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**************
VOC CALCULATIONS
'calculations for node 1, constant pumping speed
'**form spatial terms**
j ' 1 initialize section counter
Ksorpl Csorp(j)
Sp = S * (1# - pu / p(l))
'calculate advective and diffusive specific conductances
p(O) = p(2) - 2# * deltax# * p(l) * Sp / K#(1)
pv(O) = pv(l) 'used for conductance catcs
pw(O) = pw(1)
pa(O) = pa(1)
IF pa(O) < 01 THEN pa(O) = O# 'pa(O) / 10#
pdifm = (p(l) - p(O)) / 2#
pdifp = (p(2) - p(l)) / 2#
CALL Cad(O, Caci, Cdcm#)
CALL Cad(1, CacO#, CdcO#)
CALL Cad(2, Cacp, Cdcp#)
Came = Cacm * pdifu#
CaO# = CacO * (pdifpl - pdifn#)
Cap# = Cacp * pdifpl
Cchd = (Cdcml¥ + CdcO#) / 2#
CdO# = CdcOl
Cdp# = (Cdcpl + CdcO#) / 2#
'form Left hand side spatial terms
a(1) a O#
b(1) = 2# * Sp# / CdO * (CacO# * p(l) / K#(1) - 1#) * (Cam# - Ccm#)
b(1) = b(1) / detax# + (Ccdm + Cdpl - CaO#) / deltaxsq#
c(1) r (-Cape - Cdpl + Cam - Cdm#) / deltaxsq#
'RHS spatial terms are zero
rhs(1) = 01
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN 'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms**
'add temporaL terms to LHS
b(1) = b(1) + (area(1) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(1l) = area(1) * poldv(1) / deltat#
du# = Ksorp * (poldyv() - pvsorp(l))
IF pvsorp(1) + 4# / dia(l) * dum * deltat# > poldv(1) THEN
dunm = duma / Ksorp# * dia(1) / (4# * deLtat#)
END IF
rhs(1) = rhs(1) - pi * dia(1) * dum#
END IF
'******************* VOC CALCULATIONS (NODES 2 TO n-i)************************
'**form spatial terms**
FOR i = 2 TO n - 1
' calculate specific conductances for advection and diffusion
pdifm# = pdifpl
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I
pdifp (p(i + 1) - p(i)) / 2#
Cac: - CacO#
CacOl = Ccp
Cdcl = CdcO#
CdcO# Cdcpc
CALL Cadi + 1, Cacp#, Cdcp#)
Clm_ = Cacui * pdi fM
CaO# a CcO# * (pdifp# - pdifhe)
Cap - Cacp# * pdifp#
Cdck# (CdcM + CdcO) / 2#
Ccdp a (Cdcp * CdcO) / 2#
'form left hand side spatial terms
I
ati)
bCi)
cCi)
I
= (Cam - Cdk) / deltaxsq#
= (-CaO# + CdM + Cdp#) / deltaxsq#
a (-Cap - Cdp#) / deLtaxsql
'right hand side spatiaL term is zero
rhsi) O#
'establish verage diameter and area
davg = dia(i)
Aavg# = aresCi)
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg = (dia(i) + dia(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
'establish sorption constants
IF xj) < deLtax# * (i - .5) THEN
Ksorp# = (Csorp(j) + Csorp(Cj - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
Ksorp = Csorp(j)
END IF
a
IF tstepX -1 THEN
'**form temporaL terms**
'add temporaL terms to LHS
I
'tstep a -1 is steady state result
b(i) b(i) + Aavg# / deltat#
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(i) Aavg# * poLdvCi) / deltat#
dum = Ksorp# * (poldv(i) - pvsorp(i))
IF pvsorp(i) + 4# / davg# * dum * deltat# > poldv(i) THEN
dum# = du# / Ksorp# * davg# / (4# * deLtat#)
END IF
rhs(i) rhsCi) - pi * davg# * du#
END IF
NEXT i
VOC CALCULATIONS (NODE n) ********************************
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I******ttttttttt***
'calculations for last node n, mmbrane flux with outgassing
I
'**form spatial terms**
I
'set specific conductances
IF pv(n) < O# THEN pv(n) r 01
p(n + 1) z p(n - 1) + 2 * Kpermt#
pv(n + 1) = pv(n)
pa(n + 1) = pa(n)
pw(n + 1) = pw(n)
pdif.m = pdifp#
pdifp# (p(n + 1) - p(n)) / 2#
Cacm a CacO#
CacOl# Cacp#
Cdcm = CdcO#
CdcO# = Cdcp#
CALL Cad(n + 1, Cacpl, Cdcp#)
Cam = Cacui * pdifmlr
CaO# = CacO * (pdifpl - pdifm#)
Cap# - Cacp * pdifp#
Cd# = (Cdc.mu + CdcO) / 2#
CdO# = CdcO#
Cdp# = (Cdcp + CdcO#) / 2#
I
'pa(O) / 10#
* (patmt# - p(n)) * deltax# / K(n)
'for conductance calculations
'form left hand side spatial terms
a(n) -(Cdp + Cdm + Cap# - Cam#) / deltaxscq
b(n) = Kpermv# + CacO# * (p(n + 1) - p(n - 1)) / (2# * deltax#)
b(n) = b(n) * 2 * (Cap + Cdp#) / CdO# / deltax#
b(n) = b(n) + (Cdp + Cchd - CaO#) / deltaxsq#
c(n) = ON
'form RHS spatial terms for membrane inlet
I
rhs(n) = 2# * patmv# * Kpermv# * (Cap + Cdp#) /
I
IF tstepX <> -1 THEN
CdO / deltax#
'tstep = -1 is steady state result
'**form temporal terms*
'add temporal terms to LHS
b(n) = b(n) + (area(n) / deltat#)
'add temporal terms to RHS
rhs(n) = rhs(n) + area(n) * poLdv(n) / deltat#
dum = Ksorp * (poLdv(n) - pvsorp(n))
IF pvsorp(n) + 4 / dia(n) * dum * deltat# > poldv(n) THEN
dum = dum / Ksorp# * dia(n) / (4# * deltat#)
END IF
rhs(n) = rhs(n) - pi * dia(n) * duvm
END IF
'arrays have been formed
l****************** SOLVE FOR VOC PRESSURES
'solve for d, d contains the voc pressures
CALL tridiag(n)
FOR i = 1 TO n
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*********************************
pv(i) d(i)
IF pv(i) O THEN pv(i) = pu
piC) p(i) - pv(i) - pW(i)
IF pe(i) < 01 THEN pa(i) = O#
NEXT i
'********"********** END OF ITERATION-PRINT TO SCREEN
I
iterend:
I IF iter% = 50 THEN CALL pdup(filenun$, tstepX, iterX, n)
I
pO = pOmunLt#
p1# = plnmut#
p2# = p2mult#
p3 = p3nult#
pOv# = pOnmulti
plv# = plmutti
p2v# = p2mutt
p3v# = p3autt
pOWi = p0multt
plw# = plmult
p2w# = p2nultt
p3w# = p3mutt
pOa# = pO -
pla# = p1# - F
p2a = p2# - F
p3a# = p3# -
IF dispX .5
LOCATE 21, 1
LOCATE 21, 1
LOCATE 21, 2
LOCATE 21, 3
LOCATE 21, 4
LOCATE 21, 5
LOCATE 21, 6
LOCATE 22, 2
LOCATE 22, 3
LOCATE 22, 4
LOCATE 22, 5
LOCATE 22, 6
END IF
* p(INT(pOLoc# /
* p(INT(pltoc# /
* p(INT(p2Loc# /
* p(INT(p3oc# /
# * pv(INT(pOloc#
f * pv(INT(plloc#
i * pv(INT(p2loc#
# * pv(INT(p3oc#
p * w(INT(pOLoc#
# * pw(INT(plLoc#
* pw(INT(p2toc#
f * pw(INT(p3Loc#
pOv# - pOw#
iv4 - plw#
2v# - p2w#
p3v - p3w#
; THEN
deltax# +
deltax# +
deltax# +
deltax# +
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
/ deltax#
1.1))
1.1))
1.1))
1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
+ 1.1))
: PRINT USING f50S; tstepX;
1: PRINT USING f82S; time - tminus#;
!1: PRINT USING f82$; pO#
31: PRINT USING f82S; p1#
41: PRINT USING f82S; p2#
51: PRINT USING f82$; p3#
I1: PRINT USING e42S; min#; mout#
21: PRINT USING f82$; pOv#
31: PRINT USING f82S; plv#
41: PRINT USING f82$; p2v#
51: PRINT USING f82$; p3v#
61: PRINT USING e42S; minv; moutv#
I********************* END OF TINE STEP-UPDATE PRESSURES*******************
IF iterstop = 1 THEN 'end of time step, go to next step
pvsorpavg# = 0#
FOR i = 1 TO n
dumr = Ksorp# * (poldv(i) - pvsorp(i))
IF pvsorp(i) + 4# / davg# * du# * detat# > potdv(i) THEN
du = dum / Ksorpl * davg / (4# * dettat#)
END IF
pvsorp(i) = pvsorp(i) + dumt * 4# / dia(i) * dettat#
pvsorpavg# = pvsorpavg + pvsorp(i)
NEXT i
pvsorpavg# = pvsorpavg# / n
I**************** END OF TInE STEP-OUTGASSING CALCULATIONS
'sun outgassing values
ogratel# = O0
ograte2# = #
ograte3# = 
ograte4# = 0I
i1 = 1
sa# = O#
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pvsorpavg#
************************
**...*** *** *******
I
II
II
II
voL# = O0
PVsL = 01
PVold# O#
PVv# = O
PVvold# O0
FOR i = 1 TO n
IF x(i1) deltax * (i - .5) AND i o n THEN
il = i1 + 1
bog1# = (secogi(il) + secogl(il - 1)) / 2#
bog2# = (secog2(il) + secog2(il - 1)) / 2#
bog3# = (secog3(il) + secog3(il - 1)) / 2#
bog4 = (secog4(il) + secog4(il - 1)) / 2#
ELSE
bogll = secogl(il)
bog2# = secog2(il)
bog3# = secog3(il)
bog4# = secog4(il)
END IF
davg# = dia(i)
Aavg# = area(i)
IF i = 1 THEN
davg# = dia(l) / 2#
Aavg# = area(1) / 2#
END IF
IF i = n THEN
davg# = dia(n) / 2#
Aavg = area(n) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i + 1) THEN
davg# = (dia(i) + diae(i + 1)) / 2#
Aavg = (area(i) + areae(i + 1)) / 2#
END IF
IF dia(i) < dia(i - 1) THEN
davg = (dia(i) + dia(i - 1)) / 2#
Aavg# = (area(i) + area(i - 1)) / 2#
END IF
sa# = sa# + pi * davg * deltax#
vol# = vol# + Aavg# * deltax#
PVsum# PVsu#t + pCi) * Aavg * deltax#
PVold# = PVoLcd + pold(i) * Aavg * deltax#
PVVI = PVv + pv(i) * Aavg# * deLtax#
duny = (pinitog# - p(i)) * pi * davg * deltax#
IF tstepX > -1 THEN
dummy2# = bog1# * EXP(alpha# * ogtime#) * dumny#
ogratel# = ogratel# + dummy2#
dummy2# = (bog2# / ogtimel) * dummy#
ograte2# = ograte2# + dummy2#
dummy2# = (bog3 / SQR(ogtime#)) * dummny
ograte3# = ograte3 + dummy2#
END IF
dumnw2 = bog4# * dumy#
ograte4# = ograte4# + dummy2#
NEXT i
ogmaessl# = ogratel# * deltat#
ogmass2# = ograte2# * deltatt
ogmass3# = ograte3# * dettat#
ogmass4# = ograte4 * deltat#
sunogl# = sunogl# + ogmass1#
sumog2# = sunog2# + ogmass2#
sumog3# = sunog3# + ogmass3l
sumog4# = sumog4# + ogmass4#
ogmass# = ogmassll# + ogass2# + ogmass3# + ogmass4#
outgas# = sumogl# + sunog2 + suog + sunog4#
ograte# = ogratel# + ograte2# + ograte3 + ograte4#
****************** END OF TIME STEP-MASSFLOW CALCULATIONS
minii = Kpermw * (patmwd - p(n))
*********** ******
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moutt = S * p(1) * (1# - pu / p))
ifnv# = Kpermv * (patmv# - pv(n))
moutv# S * pv(1) * (1# - puI / p(1))
mimi r inv + minr# + Kperm * (patmae - p(n) + pv(n) + p(n)) + ograte#
*out# S * (p(1) - pu)
'*****+********** END OF TIME STEP-UPDATE TIME STEP ********************
tstep = tstepX + 1
deltat# a deltat# * tmuLt#
IF deltat# > mxtstep# THEN deltat# maxtstep
IF tstepX 129 THEN CALL pump(filenuS, tstepX,
iterX 0
a
'update time step
'restrict time step size
iterX, n)
END OF TIME STEP-PRINT TO FILE
PRINT 4, USING f50S; tstepX;
PRINT #4, USING f94S; TAB(8); time - tminus#;
PRINT 4, USING f97S; TAB(20); p#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TABS(20); p0#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(30); pl#;
PRINT 94, USING f82S; TAB(40); p3#;
PRINT #4, USING f83S; TAB(52); pOv#;
PRINT #4, USING f83; TAB(64); plv#;
PRINT 04, USING f83S; TAB(76); p3v#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(88); pOa#; 'pvsorpavg#;p3w#
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TABC100); ple#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(112); p3ae
PRINT #4, USING f98S; TAB(62); sumog2#; 'ograte#;
PRINT #4, USING f98S; TAB(74); sunog3#; 'mout#
PRINT #4, USING f98S; TAB(86); sumog4#
PRINT #4, USING e42S; TAB(80); minv#; moutv#
PRINT 04, USING f98S; TABC86); mssfLowv#
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(30); pit#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(40); p2Y;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TABCO); p3#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(60); pOv#;
PRINT 04, USING f82S; TABC(70); plv#;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(80); p2v;
PRINT #4, USING f82S; TAB(90); p3v#;
PRINT #4, USING f98S; TAB(102); ograte#;
PRINT 94, USING f98S; TAB(114); mssflow#
i *****************
FOR i = 1 TO n
pold(i) a p(i)
poldv(i) = pv(i)
poldw(i) = pu(i)
NEXT i
I *****************
END OF TINE STEP-UPDATE OLD PRESSURES
lupdate aLL oLd pressures
PRINT OUT STEADY-STATE RESULTS
IF tstepX = 0 THEN
18, 21: PRINT
18, 31: PRINT
18, 41: PRINT
18, 51: PRINT
18, 61: PRINT
19, 61: PRINT
19, 21: PRINT
19, 31: PRINT
19, 41: PRINT
19, 51: PRINT
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
USING
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;
e42S;
e42S;
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;
f82S;
pO#
p1#
p2#
p3 #
min#; mout#
minv#; moutv#
pOv#
plv#
p2v#
p3v#
************** REINITIALIZE PRESSURES AFTER STEADY-STATE CALC ***********
I
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LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
I
'ograte#
'ograte#
*,*******·******** ************************
..H...............
........................
'initialize p array again
x(O) O#
pinitf(O) pinitf1l)
ii 1 'reset section counterpinit# - pinita# + pinitv# + pinitwl
FOR i 1 TO n
dist# deltax# * (i - 1)
IF x(il) dist# + .0001# THEN il · il + 1dul (dist# - x(il - 1)) / (x(il) - x(il - 1))
duM pinitfCil - 1) + du * (pinitf(il) - pinitf(il - 1))
p(i) · pinit# * d 
pold(i) p)
pv(i) · pinitv# * dd
pvsorp(i) * pv(i)
podvC(i) = pvCi)
p(Ci) pinitw * duMt
potdw(i) p(i)
pa(i) pinita# * dund
NEXT i
I *******.*****.**** RESET VOC PRESSURES** **** ***** ** *****.***********
IF novocX 1 THEN
Kperwv O#
patmv# Oi
pinjv# O#
pinitv# O#
FOR i 1 TO n
pv(i) O#
poldv(i) = O#
NEXT i
END IF
. *******************
deLtat# oldeltat#
sumogl# = O#
sumog2 = #
sumog3# = #0
suog4# 0#
END IF
. **********************s
'reset voc pressures
RESET OUTGASSING VALUES *************
'reset outgassing values
VOC INJECTION **********************
IF injnodeX + 1 n THEN
IF time# > injtimel THENj · injnodeX
'FOR i = j + 1 TO n
FOR i j TO n
'dum (i - j) * 2# / (n - j)
dum = 1#
pv(i) = duM * pinjv#
pvsorp(i) = pinitv#
poldv(i) = pv(i)
pw(i) duem * pinjw#
poldw(i) p(i)
pe(i) = du# * pinja#
p(i) = pv(i) + pw(i) + p(i)
pold(i) p(i)
NEXT i
deltat# = oldeltat#
tine# = 0#
tminus# = O#
injnodeX n + 10
END IF
END IF
I
'inject after injtime#
'wedge injection
'plug injection
'wedge injection
'plug injection
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,*********
.t......tt.tt..tg
* I***** *** * *
ELSE
ITERATE AGAIN
'iterstop = 0
iterX a iterX + 1
IF iterX = 40 THEN STOP
END IF
'*************** CHECK FOR END OF COMPUTATIONS
I
LOOP UNTIL time# > maxtime + deltat#
.************** *****************************************************
END OF AIN COMPUTATION LOOP
' print outgassing surs
PRINT #4, sumog1 sumog2 sumog3 sumog4 total"
PRINT #4, USING f86S; sumogl#;
PRINT #4, USING f86$; TAB(10); sumog2#;
PRINT #4, USING f86$; TAB(20); suog3#;
PRINT #4, USING f86S; TAB(30); sumog4#;
PRINT #4, USING f86S; TABC40); sumog4# + sumogl# + sumog3# + sumog2#
LOCATE 24, 50
eLapsedtime = TIMER - startime
PRINT "eLapsed time r";
PRINT USING "W :'; INT(elapsedtime);
PRINT 4, run time"
PRINT 4, USING "###WWP£; INT(eLapsedtime)
finish:
CLOSE aLl
END
**************************** ERROR HANDLER ******* ***** ***********************
errorhandLer:
PRINT error detected"
PRINT error number a"; ERR
RESUME NEXT
****************** *********************************************************
' END OF PROGRA
****************************************************************************
************************ ADVECTIVE/DIFFUSIVE SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE *************
'Modified Weber form: (Cv+Cs)(1-Rm) + RCm
I
SUB Cad (i, Ca#, Cd#)
diesq# = dia(i) * diaC(i)
ptot# = pa(i) + pw(i) + pv(i)mspeed# = (ps(i) *spvi) *mpeedv + pi)pe dv w(i) *
Cd# = Cdc * SQR(1# / MUw + 1# / WUv) / (ptot# * (Xiv +
Cii# dia(i) * diasq# * .41777137#
dum* = Cmc * dia(i) / Cc#
Ccd = Cm* mspeedv / (1# + dud)
eta# = ptot# / (pa(i) / etaair + pw(i) / etawat + pv(i
Fadv# = 1# - 1# / (1# + dum#)
Ca# = pi * diasq * diasq / (128# * eta#)
Ca# = Fadv# * (Ca# + pi * Cm * mspeed# / (4# * p(i)))
END SUB
mspeedw) / ptot#
Xia) * (Xiv + Xia))
) / etavoc)
FUNCTION K# (i)
'This function gives specific conductance, K, as a function of p
'units of K are torr.m^4/s, with p in torr, dia in m
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******** **** ** **lr******* ***
****tntc~)~**,**·***************
,molspeed SQRCRo * Tp / NW)
diesq# a diai) * diaCi)ptot# pe() pvi) + p(i)
mospeed# a Cmpeed * pi) mspeedv * + mapeea * pi(i)) / ptot#
'etalF (Cetair * pa(i) + etawat * p(i) + etavoc * pvdi)) / ptot#
eta# * ptot# / (padi) / etaair + pw(i) / etawat + pvCi) / etavoc)
IKMY dia(f) * difsql * .4177713791 * molspeed#
Kv# p) * pi * diasq# * diasq / (128 * eta)
Z# t (1# + p(i) * (diaCi) / eta) / molspeed#)
Z# Z / (11# + 1.24# * p(t) * (dia(i) / eta#) / molspeecW)
K# KYv * Z# * Kra
END FUNCTION
· a *++ a ***** * ****** SUBROUTINE PUP ** ** ********* ** *
'pdump is a subroutine that writes a file containing the pressures at every
'node to a file
SUB pdump (filenuS, tstepX, iterX, n)
fS V" * filenuMS + RIGHTS("OO" * RIGHTS(STRS(tstep), LENCSTRS(tstepX)) - 1), 3)
fS f + ." + RIGHTS("OO" + RIGHTS(STRS(iterX), LEN(STRS(iterX)) - 1), 3)
CLOSE 2
OPEN fS FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #2, fS
PRINT #2,
PRINT #2, "node x dia p pv pw
pe d(i)"
FOR i 0 TO n + 1
PRINT #2, USING "M-#-#"; i;
PRINT #2, USING "##.#"; TAB(10); i - 1) * deltax#;
PRINT i2, USING "#. #"; TAB(20); dia(i);
PRINT 2, USING "#.£1-W i"- ; TAB(35); pCi);
PRINT #2, USING "#i._l-# f "W' ; TAB(52); pv(i);
PRINT 12, USING ".f?-"W---'?11; TAB(69); pi(i);
PRINT 12, USING "O##."S. .....I'; TAB(86); paCi);
PRINT 12, USING "N#.1.IY Wr '; TAB(103); d(i)
NEXT i
END SUB
SUB tridiag (n)
' This subroutine solves a tridiagonal matrix
' from "Numerical Recipes by "Press and FLannery"
DIN gam(2000) AS DOUBLE
IF b(1) = 0 THEN
PRINT "trivial equation"
STOP
END IF
bet# m b(1)
d(1) a rhs01) / bet#
FOR j a 2 TO n
gm(j) = c(j - 1) / bet#
bet# = b(j) - a(j) * gam(j)
IF bet# = O# THEN
PRINT "algorithm fails"
STOP
END IF
d(j) = (rhs(j) - a(j) * d(j - 1)) / bet#
NEXT j
FOR j n - 1 TO 1 STEP -1
d(j) - d(j) - gam(j + 1) * d(j + 1)
NEXT j
END SUB
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6.4.2 Input File for SeLed End Test ith Nitrogen bckfill (Fig. 4-2)
NDSN2N.017 input file for NDAPP.BAS (Sealed end rise-N2 backfill)
temperature[K] etairTorr.sl, NWa[g.mol-1 , etawat[Torr.s]
298.39, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etvoc[Torr.s,], novocX (1nno voc calc.), dispX (O=fast, lmed, 2=sLow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pup speed [3/s] (0.03 for 30 [L.s-1] Ion Pup), eaktime [sl], SLeak# n3s-1]
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xi) nd], secdia(i) m,
secogl(i) W/s], secog2(i) Mi, secog3(i) m/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr./sl,
Csorp(li) tm3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0,0.0, , 1.005d-30
2.04#,.012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,O.0#,1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.789#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024t,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#,.010#,1#, 8.5ld-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,4.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, p1loc, p2loc, p3loc Dn from pump]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: pOmult, pmult, p2mult, p3muLt
1000#, 1000#, 1000#, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredi#, ogred2#, ogred3, ogred4#
8.49, 9.0d5, 3.0#, 0#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu ttorrl
760#, 7609, 0#, 1.Od-4
injection perameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
membrane parameters: Kperma,Kperm,Kpe ermvDn3.s-1, ptmpat,pt apatmv[torr
4.0d-31, 4.0d-39, 4.1d-39, 732#, 22.4#, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, Nuv(133 for TCA), Xiv(moLecular diameter)[m,Kper#fl
7.00d-4, 789, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax lmd, deltat sec], tmult, rhslimit
.039, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: mxtime# s], maxtstep
10009, 5#
end of input
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6.4.3 lput File for Sealed End Test ith Air beckfill (Fig. 4-2)
NDSAIRN.017 input file for NOAPP.BAS (Sealed end rise-air backfill)
tenperature[K], etai r orr.sl, Ilag.mol-1l, etaiat [Torr.sl
298.39, 1.35d-7, 29, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.s], novocX (Clno voc caLc.), dispX (O-fast, 1med, 2slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
puIr speed n3/s] (0.03 for 30 tl.s-1] Ion Puwp), Leaktim e [sl, Sleak# 3s-1]
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by xCi) W, secdia(i) m],
secogl(i ) /], ecog2( i ) ml, secog3( i ) m/sqr(s)], secog4( ) torr./sl],
Csorpi) t3.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0#, 0.0.0,.0,. 05d-30
2.04#, .012,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0,0.0#,0.0O, 1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34, ,.024#, 1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,2.152d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, pltoc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: pult, pmult, p2mult, p3mult
1000, 1000#, 1000#, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.4#, 9.0d+5, 3.0#, 0#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 760#, 0#, 1.Od-4
injection perameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
membrane parameters: Kperme,Kperm,Kpermvm3.s- 1], patm,patni,petmv torr]
4.0d-31, 4.0d-39, 4.1d-39, 732#, 22.4#, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, NlUv133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter) [ m,Kper#Cl
7.00d-4, 78#, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax Em], deltat sec], tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, d-6
print information: mxtime# [s], mnxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.4 Iput File fr ited End Tt with Overnight Air backfill (Fig. 4-2)
DSOVNN.017 input file for ODAPP.BAS ( ealed end rise-air overnight backfill)
temperatureK], etair[Torr.a , NWa[g.mol-1], etwat[Torr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 299, 7.31d-8
etsvocTorr.sl, novoc Clano voc catc.), dispX CO=fast, 1=med, 2sLow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pu.p speed [.3/s] C0.03 for 30 [l.s-1 Ion Pup), Leaktime# s], Seak# [n3s-11
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: rnecX,length followed by xCi) [l, secdiaCi) m,
seco1 i ) E/sI, secog2( i ) , secog3( i ) m/sqrCs)], secog4 i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) 3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025#, 1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,O.0,0.0,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.04#, .012,1 .3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0,0.0, 1.OOSd-30
2.34#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.30d-12,1.005d-30
5.34, ,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.6#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90, ,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008 85d30,3.80d6,.03d3,.30d1,1005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,3.802d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: velveloc, pOloc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc tm from pmp]
2.04#, 2.100, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout muLtipliers for gauge locations: pOult, plult, p2mult, p3mult
1000, 1000#, 1000#, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3, ogred4#
8.4#, 9.0d+5, 3.0#, 0O
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 760#, 0, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtim#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
mmbrane parameters: Kperm,Kpermi,Kperv [m3.s-1], patwm,petsw,patmv torr
4.0d-31, 4.Od-39, .1d-39, 732#, 22.4#, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, NWvC133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)Cm],Kper#[l
7.00d-4, 789, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax ml], deltat sec], tult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, d-6
print information: mxtime# ts], maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.5 Input File for mNrm Ie Intet of Argon uith itrogun backfill (Fig. 4-3)
NDRN2N.043 input file for NDAPP.BAS (Argon m.ebrane rise-N2 backfill)
temperatureKIC, eta ir[Torr.s], NWaLg.mol-1], etaeatTorr.s]
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavocCTorr.s], novoc (lno voc caic.), dispX (O=fast, lamed, 2slow)
1.69d-7, 0, 0
pump speed t3/s] (0.03 for 30 [L.s-l Ion Pump), Leaktime# s], Seak# m3s-1l
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) Rm, secdia(i) m1,
secogl(i) [m/s], secog2(i) t, secog3(i) [m/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) 3.s-l.s-2]
13, 7.38#
1.80#,.025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
1.92#,.015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.04#,.012#,1.3d-7,0.0 0#,O.O,0.0,0.0#, 1. 05d-30
2.34#,.011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#,.011#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.996, .0086,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,3.202d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOLoc, plLoc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.106, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout ultipliers for gauge locations: pult, pmult, p2mult, p3mult
1000, 1000l , 1000, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.4#, 9.0d+5, 3.06, 06
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu [torr]
760#, 760, 1.0d-4, 1.Od-4
injection prameters: injloc#, injtie6, pinja#, pinjw, pinjv#
8.406, 5.06, 0.1500, 0.015#, 2.465#
meibrane parameters: Kperm,Kpermw,KpermvEm3.-1,], patme,petw,petmv[torr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 1.4d-10, 0, 286, 7386
voc prameters: pinitv, NUv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter) u ,Kper#[
7.00d-4, 40#, 3.63d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax tld, deltat [secl, tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: mextie# s], mIxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.6 Iriut File for NedMen Intlet of eknene uith litroagn backfill (Fig. 4-4)
NDBN2N.043 input file for NIDAPP.iAS (Benzene mbrian rise-N2 backf i ll)
temperatureK], etairtTorr.sl, MIa g.ol-11,], etewatTorr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29, 7.31d-8
etavocTorr.sl, novocX (1-no voc calc.), dispX (O=fast, lamed, 2=slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pup speed WM3/s] (0.03 for 30 l.s-1] on Pump), leaktime_ sl, Sleak# tm3s-1]
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sactional gometry: nsecX,length followed by xCi) D], sacdia(i) d],
secogl(i) m/s], secog2(i) tA], secog3(i) m/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.m/s],
Csorp(i) [m.s-1.s-2
13, 7.380
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0.0#,0.0 ,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.929,.015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#, 1.005d-30
2.04#, .012,1.3d-7,0.00.0#,0.0#,0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78, .024#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#,.024#,1#,8.5ld-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.999, .008,1#, ,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29, .010,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, ,.0005#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, pltoc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.109, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: p0mult, pmult, p2mult, p3mult
10009, 000# , 1000#, 10009
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0d*5, 3.0#, 09
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinits, pinitw, pu torr]
7609, 760, 1.0d-4, .Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.150#, 0.015, 2.465#
membrane parmeters: Kperm,Kperm,Kperwmvm3.s-1], patme,patai,patmv[torr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 4.1d-9, 732z, 22.49, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular dimeter)m],Kper]3
7.00d-4, 78#, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax ml, deltat tsec], tult, rhstliit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: mextime s], msxtstep
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.7 pAt File for N.Blrue Inlet of TCA uith Nitrogen backfill (Fig. 4-5)
i1iTN2N.043 input file for NODAPP.BAS (TCA membrane rise-N2 backfill)
temperatureCK, etair[Torr.as, WalCg.moL-1], ettawat Torr.], mo1 taTor
296.3#, 1.35d-7, 291, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.s], novocX (lno voc calc.), dispX C(Ofast, 1amed, 2=sow)
7.5d-8, 0, 0
pump speed [P3/s] (0.03 for 30 [I.s-1] Ion Pump), eaktime# s], Sleak# tm3s-1
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: necX,length followed by x(i) WM, secdiai) Wm,
secoglCi) /sla], ecog2(i) M, secog3i) /sqr(s)], secog4Ci) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(I) Dt.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0M,0.0,0.0,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.04#, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.789, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.OOSd-30
3.90#, .011#,l#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.OOSd-30
5.34, .0241#,,8.5d303.502d-30,3.50d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.OOSd-30
6.99, .008#,1,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29,.010#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.389, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,3.502d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOLoc, ploc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.844, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout ultipliers for gauge locations: pmult, pmult, p2mult, p3mult
1000, 10009, 1000#, 10009
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredi#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0d+5, 3.09, 09
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 7609, 1.Od-4, 1.0d-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja, pinjw, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.1509, 0.015#, 2.465#
nembrane parameters: Kpera,Kpermw,Kpermvnm3.s-1], patmr,patmw,patmvtorrl
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 1.d-9, 729.8#, 22.4#, 7.89
voc paraneters: pinitv, NWvC133 for TCA), Xiv(Colecular diameter) m],Kper#]C
7.00d-4, 133#, 7.00d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax Cmn, deltat secl, tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: maxtime# s], mxtstepf
10009, 5#
end of input
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6.4. input File for Nmbrne nlet of Argon ith Air backfill (Fig. 4-6)
NDRAIRN.043 input file for NODAPP.BAS (Argon membrane rise-air backfill)
temperatureCK], eteairTorr.sl, Na[g.mol-1], etawatTorr.s]
298.36, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novocX (no voc calc.), dispX O-fast, 1lamd, 2slow)
1.69d-7, 0, 0
pup speed [m3/s] (0.03 for 30 [l.s-11 Ion Pup), leaktime# s], Sleek# [m3s-1]
.003#, 1206, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsec,length followed by x(i) am], secdia(i) m],
secog(Ci) Ms], secog2(i) D, secog3(i) W/sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.W/s],
Csorp(i) m3.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.380
1.80#,.025#,1.3d-7,0.01,0.0,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,0.01,0.0#,0.0#,O.0#,1.005d-30
2.04#,.012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0,0.0# ,0.0#,0#1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.461, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99,.008#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#,.0101,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.381, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: valveloc, pOloc, plioc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.101, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: pOmut, plmult, p2mult, p3mult
1000, 10001, 1000, 10006
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.4#, 9.0d+5, 3.0#, 0#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu [torr]
760#, 750#, 10#, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.45#
membrane parameters: Kperm,Kperm,Kpermvm3.s-1,-l], patm.,patRm,patmvtorr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 1.4d-10, 0#, 286, 7381
voc parameters: pinitv, NUv(133 for TCA), Xv(molecular diameter)Cd,Kper#t[
7.00d-4, 40#, 3.63d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax [], deltat sec], tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: eaxtime# s], maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.9 Irpt File for brum Inlet of Benzene ith Air backfill (Fig. 4-7)
1DBAIRN.043 input file for IODAPP.BAS (Benzene embrane rise-air backfill)
temperaturek[], eteir Torr.sl], W[g.mol-1], etawat Torr.s]
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etvoc[Torr.s], novocX (lano voc calc.), dispK (Ofast, led, 2slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pum speed [3/s] (0.03 for 30 [l.s-1] Ion Pump), leektime# ts], Sleak# [3s-1]
.0030, 120, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsec,length followed by xi) Em], secdiaCi) .m],
secogl(i) /s], secog2(i) r], secog3(i) /sqr(s)], secog4(i) torr./sl,
Csorp( i ) [3.s-l.s-2]
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025,1.3d-7,0.0,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#, 1 .005d-30
1.921, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0,0.01,0.0#, 1.005d-30
2.04, .012,1.3d-7,0.0,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.781, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2,503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#,.010#, 1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.381, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge locations: vaeveloc, pc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout ultipliers for gauge locations: pOmult, pmult, p2mult, p3ult
10001, 1000#, 1000, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0cd5, 3.01, 01
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torrl
760#, 750#, 10#, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#l, pinjul, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
membrane parameters: perma,Kperw,lKpermvm3.s-1,], patm,ptw,pa atnmv[torr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 4.ld-9, 732#, 22.4#, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, Wv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)mp ,Kper#[]
7.00d-4, 7, 7.39d-10, 1#
time nd space steps: deltax Wm, deltat sec], tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: mxtime# s], maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.10 Iput File for Nobr Inet of TCA with Air backfill (Fig. 4-8)
IDTAIRN.043 input file for NOAPP.BAS (TCA mabrane rise-Air backfill)
temperatureK], etair rCTorr.sl, Is g.mo-1], etawat Torr.sl
296.3#, 1.35d-7, 291, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novocX (-no voc calc.), dispX (O=fast, Immd, 2slow)
7.5d-8, 0, 0
punp speed 3/a] (0.03 for 30 [l.s-1] Ion Pump), eaktime# [s], Sleak# tm3s-1l
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x() Cm, secdiaCi) ]d,
secogiC) C/a], secog2(i) m], secog3(i) m/sqr(s)], ecog4(i) torr./sl],
Csorp(l) m3.s-1.s-2]
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.01#,.0, .005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,,1.005d-30
2.04#, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.#,0.0#, 1.005d-30
2.34, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.781, .024#,1#,8.5ld-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.00Sd-30
3.90#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30, 2.552 d6, .03d-32,5.304d-12,1.OOSd-30
5.34#, .024, 1#,,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46f, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d- 6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008,1#,8.51ld-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#,.0101#, ,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#, .010#, 1#,8.51d-30,2.502d6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,2.502d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge ocations: valveloc, pOloc, ploc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: puilt, plmut, p2mut, p3muLt
1000#, 1000#, 1000#, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0d+5, 3.0#, 0#
init nd bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 750#, 10#, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injloc#, initima#, pinjma, pinj#I, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.01, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
mbrane pereameters: Kperm,Kperl,Kpermvr3.s-1], ptm,patm,patmvtorr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 1.1d-9, 729.8#, 22.4#, 7.8#
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecuLar diameter)m],Kper#l
7.00d-3, 133#, 7.00d-10, 1#
time and space steps: detax m], deLtat [sec], tutt, rhstimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, d-6
print information: mxtime# sl], maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.11 Irput File for eoded Diameter Nbrne Inlet of ekmn-litrogen backfill (Fig. 4-9)
NDi1N2N.043 input file for NODAPP.BAS (Benzene (clm dia) mn rise-N2 backfill)
temperatureKl], etaair[Torr.s], NWaEg.mol-1], etawet tTorr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.s], novocX (Icno voc caLc.), dispX (O=fast, 1med, 2=slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pump speed [3/s] (0.03 for 30 [l.s-1] Ion Pump), eaktime# [s], Sleak# lm3s-1]
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) [ml, secdie(i) m],
secogl(i) [ , seo], seco]2(i) rml, secog3i) m/q s)] secog4Ci) torr.m/s],
Csorp(i) [J3.s-l.s-2
13, 7.38#
1.80, .025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#,.015#,1.3d-7,0.0 0#,08,#.,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.04#, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.34#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#, .010#, #,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.010#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38, .0005#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve end gauge ocations: vveloc, pOloc, ploc, p2toc, p3loc [m from pup]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: pOmult, plmutt, p2mult, p3ult
1000#, 1000#, 1000#, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0d+5, 3.0#, 0#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
760#, 760#, 1.0d-4, 1.0d-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.150#, 0.015#, 2.465#
membrane parameters: Kperm,Ipermw,Kpermvt3.s-1], patma,patw,patmvttorr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 4.ld-9, 732#, 22.4#, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, Nv(133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)m] ,Kper#[l
7.00d-4, 78#, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax Cm], deltat [sec], tult, rhsLimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: mextime# s], maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.12 Iput File for educed Diamter Nembrw-e Inlet of emzene-Air backfitll (Fig. 4-10)
NDIlAIRN.043 input file for NODAPP.BAS (Benzene(lc die)mem rise-air backfill)
temperatureKl, etair[Torr.sl, WIa [g.mol-11, etawt Torr.s]l
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 299, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novocX (no voc calc.), dispX (0-fast, lmed, 2slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pup speed D[3/si (0.03 for 30 [l.s-1l Ion Pump), eaktim_ [s], Sleak# tm3s-1l
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,Length followed by x(i) tmd, secdia(i) m,
secogl(i) Cm/s], scog2(i) ml, secog3(i) [t/sqrCs)l, secog4(i) [torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) m3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
1.80, ,.025#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0,0.0#,0.0#, 1.005d-30
1.929,.015#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0, 1.005d-30
2.04#, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.34#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#,.0109,1#, 8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#,.0081#,t,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#,.010#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.389,.0005#,1#,8.51d-30,2.002d-6,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge ocations: vlveloc, pOtloc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.04#, 2.109, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: pmult, plmult, p2mult, p3mult
1000#, 1000#, 1000#, 10009
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0d+5, 3.09, 09
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torr]
7609, 750#, 109, 1.0d-4
injection parameters: injtoc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.409, 5.09, 0.1509, 0.015#, 2.465#
membrane parameters: Kperma,Kpermw,KpermvRm3.s-11, patm,ptmw,patmv[torr]
5.5d-11, 5.5d-9, 4.1d-9, 7329, 22.4#, 5.6#
voc parameters: pinitv, Nv(133 for TCA), Xiv(moLecular diameter)Cm],Kper#[l
7.00d-4, 789, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax mi, deltat secl, tult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: maxtime# [sl, maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.4.13 Iput File for Increaed Perembility NebIne Inlet of Benzmne-2 bckfill (Fig. 4-11)
NP1BN2N.043 inprut file for NODAPP.BAS (Benzene (2X per) mem rise-N2 backfill)
tomperature[K], eteair Torr.sl, i. [Cg.mol- 1, etaut [Torr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavoclTorr.sl, novocX (no voc caLc.), dispX (O-fast, 1med, 2slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pup speed [3/s] (0.03 for 30 [l.s-1 Ion Pump), eaktiue# s], Sleeki [3s-1l
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,length followed by x(i) tm], secdie(i) [l,
secog(i) /msl, secog2(i) d, secog3(i) m/sqr(s)l, secog4(i) torr.m/sl,
Csorp(i) [n3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38#
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-T,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .015#,1.3d-7 , O.#,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.OOSd-30
2.04, .012#,1.3d-7,0.0M,0.0#,O.0#,0.0,1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.78#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#,.0244,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46, .011#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008 , 1# 8.5dd-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010#,1#,8.51ld-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29, .010#,l#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38#,.0005#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve and gauge Locations: vlveoc, pOloc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc m from pump]
2.049, 2.109, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout multipliers for gauge locations: pOmult, pmult, p2mult, p3mult
1000#, 1000#, 1000#, 10009
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2#, ogred3#, ogred4
8.40#, 9.0d+5, 3.0#, 0#
init nd bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torrl
760#, 760#, 1.0d-4, 1.0d-4
injection parameters: injloc#, injtime, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.40#, 5.0#, 0.1509, 0.015#, 2.465#
menrbrane parameters: Kperma,Kpermw,Cpermv[m3.s-1, ptma,patm,ptmvttorrl
1.ld-10, 1.1d-8, 8.2d-9, 7329, 22.4#, 5.69
voc parameters: pinitv, NUvC133 for TCA), Xiv(molecular diameter)m,lKper#tl
7.00d-4, 78#, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deltax l, deltat [secl, tmuit, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: mxtime# [s], xtstep#
10009, 5#
end of input
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6.4.14 I1iut File for ore Perelective Nrue Inlet of enmne-112 bckfill (Fig. 4-12)
NP2BN2N.043 input file for NODAPP.BAS (Benzene me (POS) rise-N2 backfill)
temperature K] , etir[Torr.sl, NIaCg.moL-11, etawatTorr.sl
298.3#, 1.35d-7, 29#, 7.31d-8
etavoc[Torr.sl, novocX (1no voc caic.), dispX (0fast, 1-med, 2=slow)
5.69d-8, 0, 0
pimp speed [t3/sl (0.03 for 30 tl.s-1] Ion Pump), leaktime# s], Sleak# m3s-1]
.003#, 120#, 4.4d-8
sectional geometry: nsecX,Length folLowed by x(i) LO], secdia(i) m],
secogl(i) tm/s], secog2(i) Ld, secog3(i) Umisqr(s)], secog4(i) torr.m/s],,
Csorp(i) tm3.s-1.s-21
13, 7.38M
1.80#, .025#,1.3d-7,0.01,0.0#,0.0#,0.0#,1.005d-30
1.92#, .0159,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.049, .012,1.3d-7,0.0#,0.0#,0.0,0.0#,1.005d-30
2.34#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d- 12,1.005d-30
3.78#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
3.90#, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.34#, .024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
5.46, .011#, 1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.90#,.024#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
6.99#, .008#;1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.14#, .010,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.29#, .010#,1#,8.51d-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
7.38, .0005#,1#,8.5ld-30,3.002d-7,2.503d-32,5.304d-12,1.005d-30
valve nd gauge Locations: valveloc, pOloc, plloc, p2loc, p3loc m from punmp]
2.04#, 2.10#, 3.84#, 7.11#, 7.11#
printout muLtipliers for gauge Locations: pOmuLt, plmult, p2muLt, p3muLt
10009, 10009, 1000#, 1000#
reduction factors for after valve closing: ogredl#, ogred2, ogred3#, ogred4#
8.40#, 9.0dC5, 3.0#, 0#
init and bound cond: pinitog, pinita, pinitw, pu torri
760#, 760#, 1.0d-4, 1.Od-4
injection parameters: injtoc#, injtime#, pinja#, pinjw#, pinjv#
8.409, 5.09, 0.1509, 0.015#, 2.465#
mebrane parameters: Kperm,Kper ,Kpermvm3.s-1], patm,patm,patmvtorr
6.8d-12, 1.2d-10, 4.ld-8, 732#, 22.49, 5.69
voc parameters: pinitv, NWv(133 for TCA), Xiv(moecular diameter)m] ,Kper#[]
7.00d-4, 789, 7.39d-10, 1#
time and space steps: deLtax m], deLtat sec], tmult, rhslimit
.03#, .1#, 1.1#, ld-6
print information: maxtime# s], maxtstep#
1000#, 5#
end of input
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6.5 APPENDIX E: Dat Acquisition Code
6.5.1 IQO Code Used to Collect Date for hpter 1.
.********** ********** *
'PRMON.AS is a BASIC program to monitor the pressures of four capacitance
'menometers and the temperature of thermocouple during pupdown tests.
'The program allows the use of variable time steps and integration periods
'DATA is displayed to the screen in V and converted values
'DATA is also logged to PRMON.OUT for future analysis
'September 28, 1992 by Michael Ernst
I
'Last Revision 12-13-92
I I
QBEX4.BAS DAS16 Example of MODES 0, 1, 4, 17
' etraByte Corporation for QuickBasic 4.0 9-7-88
I I
..........111lllllll....l.........................
'set up 8 element integer arrays
DIN DIOZ(4), XX(800), XV8), Ptorr(8), Xavg(8)
COMMON SHARED DIOX(), XX()
DECLARE SUB DAS16 (ODEX, BYVAL dumnny, FLAGX)
CLS
INPUT time step = ", deltat
INPUT "time multiplier = ", tutt
INPUT "max time step = , mxcountX
TSTART * TIMER
TDAYS = 01
TELAPSED = 01
countX = 0
f805 * @ |_'¼-:
f81S m " '".f
f82S $ "##E"#'#
f925 *" IM
I
CLOSE 1, 2
OPEN "c:\das16\prmon.out" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #2, "PRMON.OUT output file for pressure monitoring tests"
PRINT #2, "Test ran on "; DATES; " at "; TIMES
PRINT #2,
I***-****** **Initialize DAS16 using mode 0-***-*** *******-*** ******
OPEN-- Initialize DA16 using ode AS #1 et base ------0 address--------------------------
OINPUT AS ,1 'get base OI/ address
INPUT #1, DIOX(O)
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DIOX(1) 2 'interrupt level
DIOX(2) 1 'D.N.A. Level
FLAGX 0 'error variable
MDX 0 'mode 0 - initialize
CALL DAS16(NDX, VARPTR(DIOX(O)), FLAGX)
IF FLAGX 0 THEN PRINT "INSTALLATION ERRORH: STOP'HaLt on error
'----- STEP 2: set scan limits using mode 1 -----------------
'Scan limits will default to 0-7 (8channel) or 0-15 (16 channel) if you
'skip this step
MDX 1 'mode - set scan Limits
DIOX(O) 0 'lower channel Limit
DIOX(1) 5 'upper channel imit
CALL DAS16(NDX, VARPTR(DIOX(O)), FLAGX)
IF FLAGX <> 0 THEN PRINT "Error #I'; FLAGX; " in setting scan limits": STOP
'---- STEP 3: Set timer rate to trigger A/D using mode 17 ----------------
'Alternatively you can externally trigger the A/D, in which case this step
'can be skipped (see Step 4).
'Setting timer to 10000Hz (jumper xl position):-
DIOX(O) 10 'you can set another rate here if you want,
DIOX(1) 10 'this divides 1MHz by 100 (DIOX(O)*DIOX(1))
IIDX 17 'mode 17 - timer set
CALL DAS16(NDX, VARPTR(DIOX(O)), FLAGX)
IF FLAGX <> 0 THEN PRINT Error #"; FLAGX; in setting timer": STOP
.*,*1********************************************** ***
,.*********************** ******************** ********* *
DO 'DATA ACQUISITION LOOP
FOR i = 0 TO 8 'zero average values
Xavg(i) O01
NEXT i
'----- STEP 4: Do 600 conversions to array XX(*) --------------------------
DIOX(O) 600 'nuber of conversions required
DIOX(1) VARPTR(XX(O)) 'provide array Location
DIOX(2) 1I 'trigger source, 1=timer, O=external on IPO
MDX 4 'mode 4 - A/D to array
'Note: If the timer is used as a trigger source then holding input IPO
low will delay starting conversions.
' PRINT Performing "; N; " conversions. Please wait."
CALL DAS16(MDX, VARPTR(DIOX(O)), FLAGX)
IF FLAGX > 0 THEN PRINT "Error #"; FLAGX; " in mode 4": STOP
'Calculate Average values of XX from 100 measurements of each channel
FOR i 0 TO 599
ji i OD 6
Xavg(j) XavgCj) + XX(i)
NEXT i
------ Display results to screen ---------------------------------------
LOCATE 6, 10
PRINT USING f80S; countX;
PRINT USING f8lS; TELAPSED;
PRINT USING f82S; TDELTA
N 6
LOCATE 10, 10
FOR i 0 TO (N - 1)
Xavg(i) Xavg(i) / 1001
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PRINT USING fS; Xavg(i);
NEXT i
LOCATE 12, 10
FOR i 0 TO (N - 1)
XWV(i) Xvg(i) * 100001 / 40951
PRINT USING f80S; XV(i);
NEXT 
Ptorr(O) Xavg(O) * 20001 / 40951
Ptorr(1) Xavg(l) * 20001 / 40951
Ptorr(2) Xavg(2) * 10001 / 40951
Ptorr(3) Xavg(3) * 10001 / 40951
Ptorr(4) Xavg(4) * 100001 / 4095!
LOCATE 14, 10
FOR i = 0 TO (N - 1)
PRINT USING f81S; Ptorr(i);
NEXT i
'2 torr cap manometer
'2 torr cp manometer
'1 torr cap manometer
'1 torr cap manometer
'10 torr cap manometer
'--- Save results to disk ---------------------------------------
PRINT #2, USING f81S; TELAPSED;
N = 6
FOR i = 0 TO (N - 1)
PRINT #2, USING f92S; Ptorr(i);
NEXT i
PRINT #2,
I** **** ~******* **t* i************ *d*** * t* ******* ** ***d** ***d
countX count% + 1 'check for end of loop
IF countX% mxcountX THEN EXIT DO
DO 'TIMING LOOP
TNOU = TIMER
temptim TNOa - TSTART + TDAYS * 864001
IF temptime ( 0 THEN
temptime tptiem + 864001
TDAYS TDAYS + 11
END IF
TDELTA temptimr - TELAPSED
IF TDELTA <= 0 THEN
TDELTA TDELTA + 864001
teuptime teptime + 864001
TDAYS TDAYS + 1
END IF
LOOP UNTIL TDELTA > deltat
TELAPSED temptime
deltat = deLtat * tult
KS INKEYS
LOOP UNTIL KS > " 'wait for keyboard interrupt
I*****************************************************************************
.******+*****************************+* +t ***************
CLOSE all
END
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6.5.2 ADIO Code Used to Collect Data for Chapters 3 and 4.
mI*****  ******* ******** ADON. BAS *************************************
'ADMON.BAS is a BASIC program to monitor the pressures of two capacitance
'manometers, S ion pump pressure, the S ion gauge pressure, and the MS
'signal during pumpdown tests.
'This program is designed to work with the CIO-AD16Jr Data Acquisition Board
'from ComputerBoards Inc.
'The program allows the use of variable time steps.
'DATA is displayed to the screen in V and converted values
'DATA may be logged to a file for future analysis
'NOTE: invoke QBASIC4.5 as qb / cio16.qlb admon.bas /ah in order to run
'CIO-AD16Jr library modules
'Default program variables are stored in c:\acdmon\admnon.def
'June 26, 1993 by Michael Ernst
'Last Revision 5-12-94
I*************************** DIMENSION VARIABLES **********************
DEFINT I
DIM D13)
DIM DATX(1000), CHANX(1000) 'INTEGER ARRAYS FOR A/D DATA AND CHANNEL TAGS
COMMON SHARED DX(), CHANX(), DAT%()
DECLARE SUB CI016 (MDX, BYVAL ANYTHINGX, FX)
DECLARE SUB RANGEIN (RANGE, maxvolt, RANGES, GAINCODEX)
I
'SDYNAMIC
DIM RAWDATX(1000)
DIM vt(8) AS SINGLE
DIM digvlt(8) AS SINGLE
DIM disklog(5000, 5)
'SSTATIC
I******************************
ON KEY(I) GOSUB finish
KEY(1) ON
ON KEY(9) GOSUB FSTSTP
KEY(9) ON
I
F1 STOPS PROGRAM ******I
PRINT OUT INITIALIZATION
f81S " ##.# '
f82S "-= # £#i
f85S "$##.
f925 = " .t"
xiocX = 9
yloc% = 10
dstartS = DATES
CLOSE 1
OPEN c:\admon\admon.def" FOR INPUT AS #1
I
'file with default values
INITIALIZE BOARD ** ** ** * * * ******** ******* *******
BAX = H330
DX(O) = BAX
D%(1) = 5
DX(2) = 1
MD% = 0
FX = 0
CALL CI016(MDX, VARPTR(DX(O)), FX)
IF FX <> 0 THEN PRINT "HODE CALL ERROR
'base I/O address
'interrupt Level
'D.N.A. level
'initialize mode
'declare error variable
'initialize
# "I; FX: STOP
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!******.**************
*********************
I.******t**t***********
I
.::=: ~ ~:~:v***** * COUNTER SETUP ***** *********** ** *****
SAMPLE RATE 1,000,000 / (DX(O) * DX(1)) JUMPER IN X POSITION
DX(O) 10 '1OKHZ
DX(1) 10 'THE PRODUCT OF DX(O) AND DX(1)
MDX = 17 'DETERMINE CLOCK RATE
CALL C1016(NDX, VARPTR(DX(O)), FX)
IF FX o< 0 THEN PRINT ERROR IN SETTING TIMER RATE. ERROR # H; FX: STOP
'**-******* ******** -** PARAMETER SELECTION ******** ********
LOLIMX 0
UPLIMX 4
'NODE 1 IS USED
DX(O) LOLINX
DX(1) UPLIX
MDX 1
r******* CHANNEL SELECTION
TO SET CHANNEL INFORMATION
CALL C1016(NDX, VARPTR(DX(O)), FX)
IF FX <) 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN SETTING CHANNEL IMITS # "; FX: STOP
************************** DA DISABLE NODE CALL ******************
USER NOTE: NODE 6 WILL DISABLE DMA UPON COMPLETION OF CONVERSIONS
' * UNLESS THE RECYCLE NODE IS USED. *
'PRIOR TO ENTERING MODE 6 IF THE STATE OF DA IS UNKUOWN IT IS SAFE
'PRACTICE TO ENTER NODE 7 TO INSURE A CLEAR DA CHANNEL.
'NDX 7 'DISABLE DMA
'CALL C1016(NDX, VARPTRCDX(O)), FX)
******** ******************* READ DEFAULT VALUES ******************
LINE INPUT #1, comnntlS
LINE INPUT #1, comment2S
INPUT #1, RANGE, ppcX, deltat, tmult, mIxdeLtat, moxcountX
************************* ******* SCREEN INPUT ********************
CLS
CALL RANGEIN(RANGE, maxvolt, RANGES, GAINCODEX)
LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT "number of conversions to average <"; ppcX; ">";
INPUT nutm
IF nu C , 0 THEN ppcX rnum
dpointsX ppcX * (UPLIMX - LOLIMX + 1)
PRINT "time step = <"; deltat; ">";
INPUT rmb
IF rib 0 THEN deltat = rmb
PRINT time muLtipLier = <"; tmuLt; "";
INPUT rb
IF rub O0 THEN tmuLt = rb
PRINT "max time step = "; mxdeLtat; ">";
INPUT nib
IF nrb O0 THEN maxdeLtat = rb
PRINT "'max sample count = <"; mxcountX; N"";
INPUT nu
IF nu > 0 THEN mxcountX nb
OUT BAX + 11, GAINCODEX
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I ******** -****-******** ***** ****
.+r..rrr.
********
)**********
LOCATE xoc - 1,
PRINT " count
LOCATE xocZ + 2,
PRINT " bits#0
LOCATE xoc + 4,
PRINT" volts#l
LOCATE xocX + 6,
PRINT PO
ylocX
elapsed t
ylocX
bits#1
ylocX
volts#ll1
ylocX
P3
delta t"
bits#2 bits#3 bits#l4"
volts#2 volts#3 voltsd4"
POip POig signaL"
LOCATE 20, 1
INPUT filenmue
IF FS " THEN
I
for logged data file
FS ADNON.OUT"
<ADMON.OUT>"; FS
LOCATE 22, 10
PRINT <F1> STOP AND SAVE <F9> ABORT"
'* ************************** SAVE DEFAULT VALUES *****************
CLOSE 1
OPEN c:\adon\admon.def" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 'file with default values
PRINT #1, commentiS
PRINT #1, comnent2S
PRINT #1, RANGE; ppcX; deltat; tmult; mxdeLtat; maxcountX
'************************* START TIMER ********************************
TSTART * TIMER
TDAYS a 01
TELAPSED = 0O
countX 0
START OF SAMPLING LOOP
DO
'sound tone before sampling
IF deLtat > .9 THEN SOUND 800, 1
I
'800 Hz, 1 clock cycle
******** **************** A ODE 6 SETUP ****** *******************r
DX(O) = dpointsX 'TOTAL # OF CONVERSIONS
DX(1) = VARSEG(RAWDATX(O)) 'QUICK BASIC SETS DATA SEGMENT
DX(2) 1 '1 INTERNAL TIER
DZ(3) * 0 '0 ONE PASS OF 'N' CONVERSIONS
DX = 6 'DA DRIVEN A/D CONVERSIONS
CALL C1016(NDX, VARPTR(DX(O)), FX)
IF FX -o 0 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN DNA NODE ' "; FX: STOP
'SET CONVNUM VARIABLE FOR USE IN LOOP LATER
CONVNUM DX(O) '# OF CONVERSIONS DONE BY MODE 6
CHECK CONVERSION STATUS USING NODE 8
'**** USER NOTE: WHEN MODE 6 IS EXECUTING ONE PASS OF 'N' CONVERSIONS
' OU UST WAIT UNTIL THE NU4BER OF CONVERSIONS SPECIFIED IS COMPLETE.
' THIS CAN BE DONE WITH NODE 8 - ALTHOUGH MODE 8 IS OPTIONAL IT IS
I HIGHLY RECOMMENDED I
wai t6:
HDX = 8
CALL CIO016(MDX, VARPTR(DX(O)), FX)
' PRINT -OPERATION TYPE - "; DX(O)
PRINT "STATUS - "; DX(1)
PRINT "CONVERSIONS - "; DXt2)
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k*******
*******r****W***W*************I*ttttt..tttttttttfl.
)C*··*****·*******+*+****··*t*···*··**·
..................I *************
IF DX(1) 1 GOTO uait6
I^"""~"~"-_
NOT FINISHED WITH CONVERSIONS
RETRIEVE DATA
DXCO) a CONVNUN ' # OF CONVERSIONS TO RETRIEVE
DX(1) a VARSEG(RAWDATX(O)) ' DATA SEGMENT WHERE ARRAY IS
D(2) t O ' BEGIN WITH FIRST CONVERSION
DX(3) a VARPTR(DATX(O)) ' DATA SEG. OF DATX(*) ARRAY
DX(C) a VARPTR(CHAN(O)) ' DATA SEG. OF CHAN(*) ARRAY
IDX · 9
CALL C016(NDX, VARPTR(DX(O)), FX)
IF FX < 0 THEN PRINT "ODE 9 TRANSFER ERROR # ; FX: STOP
'** :**DMA*************** DMA DISABLE NODE CALL ***************'
' USER NOTE: ODE 6 WILL DISABLE DA UPON COC4PLETION OF CONVERSIONS
a * UNLESS THE RECYCLE NODE IS USED. *
I
I DOX 7
CALL C1016(CDX, VARPTR(D(O)), FX)
I
'DISABLE DA
'*************** CALCULATE VOLTAGES FROM DIGITAL COUNTS
I
FOR i · LOLINX TO UPLIMX
digvtt(i) 0
NEXT i
FOR i = 0 TO dpointsX - 1
digvt(CHANX(i)) = digvt(CHANX(i)) + DATX(i)
NEXT i
FOR i LOLIMX TO UPLINX
digvLt(i) = digvLt(i) / ppcX
vlt(i) digvlt(i) * mxvolt / 40951
NEXT i
,************** DISPLAY RESULTS TO SCREEN
I
LOCATE xocX, yocX
PRINT USING f80S; courtX;
PRINT USING f81S; TAB(20); TELAPSED;
PRINT USING f82S; TAB(30); TDELTA
LOCATE xocX + 3, ylocX
PRINT USING f80S; digvLt(O); TABC20); digvt(l);
PRINT USING f80S; TAB(30); digvLt(2); TAB40); digvLtC3);
PRINT USING f80S; TAB50); digvLt(4)
LOCATE xlocX + 5, ylocX
PRINT USING f85S; vlt(O); TAB(20); vLt(l); TAB(30); vt(2);
PRINT USING f85S; TAB40O); vLt(3); TAB50); vt(4)
POmtorr vt(O) * 2001 '2 torr cap manometer
P3mtorr = vLt(1) * 2001 '2 torr cap manometer
PipnlV vit(2) * 10001 'ion pump pressure in mV
PigmV vt(3) * 10001 'ion gwuge pressure in mV
pkhtmV = vLt(4) * 10001 'SIN from NS
LOCATE xocX + 7, yocX
PRINT USING f81S; POmtorr; TAB(20); P3mtorr; TAB(30); PipmV;
PRINT USING f81S; TAB40); PignV; TABC50); pkhtmV
I*****
I
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT "Range = "; RANC
'********** bRITE RESULTS TO ARRAY
disklog(countX, 0)
disklogCcountX, 1)
disklog(countX, 2)
diskLog(countX, 3)
disklog(countX, 4)
diskLog(countX, 5)
a TELAPSED
a POmtorr
* P3mtorr
a PipmV
PiWgV
= pkhtmV
TIMING LOOP*·****·** ** ********* *** *********
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******d********************
.*/********
** * ** * * dk* Ild**ll ~11
lt drld !It*111** d~**d** * *-**** *tl
****1k*I******************t**
I*~+*~**t~***~*+*
I
countX countX + 1
IF countX > mxcountX THEN EXIT DO
DO
TOU * TIMER
dn a VAL(LEFTS(DATES, 2) + NIDS(DATES,
temptime = TOU - TSTART +
IF temptime < 0 THEN
IF ds < dn THEN
END IF
'check for end of Loop
'TIMING LOOP
4, 2))
TDAYS * 864001
temptime temptime + 864001
TDAYS TDAYS 1I
END IF
TDELTA temptime - TELAPSED
IF TDELTA < 0O THEN
TDELTA = TDELTA 864001
temptime = temptime + 864001
TDAYS TDAYS + 1
END IF
LOOP UNTIL TDELTA 3> deltat
TELAPSED = temptime
I*****00******0*****0 END OF LOOP*****************************
deltat = deltat * tmult
IF deltat > mxdeltat THEN deltat msxdeltat
LOOP UNTIL countX >m mxcountX
I_  000000000000000000 FINISH PROGRAM******************************
finish:
I *************** WRITE RESULTS TO DISK FROn ARRAY
CLOSE 2
OPEN FS FOR OUTPUT AS #2 'output file
PRINT #2, FS + " output file for pressure monitoring tests"
PRINT #2, "Test ran on "; dstartS; " at "; TIMES
PRINT #2, "Data represents verage of"; ppcX; "conversions"
PRINT #2, "Range ; RANGES
PRINT #2,
PRINT #2, " time pO p3 Pip(.V) Pig(iW) signal(mW)"
FOR i = 0 TO countX - 1
FOR i2 0 TO 5
PRINT #2,
NEXT i2
PRINT #2,
NEXT i
I **** *******0*********
FSTSTP:
LOCATE 24, 1
CLOSE all
END
I******************
USING f92S; disklog(i, 12);
CLOSE FILES **************
END OF PROGRAM ***********
k***************t******
. .*********************** .0000 00000**** ** * * * *
I************************* RANGE SELECT SUBROUTINE
SUB RANGEIN (RANGE, maxvoLt, RANGES, GAINCODEX)
CLS
BIPOLAR 0
LOCATE 10, 20
******0****************
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r***· * lt1~·tr*******·W
Ir*Wt!****t****WW*WW** Wu
PRINT 1 - 0 to +1.
LOCATE 11, 20
PRINT 2 - 0 to +2.
LOCATE 12, 20
PRINT "3 - 0 to +5
LOCATE 13, 20
PRINT "4 - 0 to +10
LOCATE 14, 20
PRINT "5 - -.625 to +.6
LOCATE 15, 20
PRINT "6 - -1.25 to +1.
LOCATE 16, 20
PRINT "7 - -2.5 to +2.
LOCATE 17, 20
PRINT "8 - -5 to +5
LOCATE 18, 20
PRINT "9 - -10 to +10
rangel:
LOCATE 5, 5
PRINT PLease enter the t
INPUT rb
IF INT(rmb) 0 THEN RANG
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
IF RANGE
CLS
a1
· 2
a3
"4
a5
a6
37
· 8
=9
<
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
RANGES
25 volt"
5 volt"
volt"
volt"
25 volt"
25 volt"
5 volt"
volt"
volt"
he range you will be using "; RANGE; ">";
E INT(nmb)
= "0 to +1.25 volt": GAINCODEX = 7: mxvolt = 1.25
= "0 to +2.5 volt": GAINCODEX = 6: maxvolt = 2.5
a "0 to +5 volt": GAINCODEX 5: maxvoLt 51
N"0 to +10 volt": GAINCODEX = 4: maxvolt - 10!
"-.625 to +.625 volt": GAINCODEX · 3: mxvolt = 1.25
a "-1.25 to +1.25 volt": GAINCODEX 2: mxvolt = 2.5
- "-2.5 to +2.5 volt": GAINCODEX · 1: maxvoLt 51
· "-5 to +5 volt": GAINCODEX 0: maxvolt 101
* "-10 to +10 volt": GAINCODEX 8: maxvolt · 201
1 OR RANGE 9 THEN PRINT "Invalid entry. Please try again.": GOTO rangel
4 THEN BIPOLAR I
*N S.*UB*......****e*****e**oo***** oo *****************
END SUB
!* 1 r****************1******************************************************
ADNON.DEF default input file for ADNON.BAS
RANGE, ppcX, deltat, tuLt, maxdeLtat, mxcountX
4 100 .5 1.05 5 1000
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6.6 APPENDIX F: Equipment List and Circuit Diagrams
6.6.1 Equipment Used in this Research
Pressure Gauges:
2 - (10-4 - 2 Torr) MKS 122AA Capacitance Manometers
2 - (104 - 1 Torr) MKS 227AA Capacitance Manometers
1 - (10-2 - 10 Torr) MKS 222AHS Capacitance Manometer
1 - (10- - 10-5 Torr) Leybold-Heraeus Ionivac IE211 Ion Gauge
1 - CEC Ion Gauge Controller Type GIC-100
Data Acquisition:
Metrobyte DAS-16 8-channel 12-bit A/D Card
Computerboards CIO-AD16Jr 8-channel 12-bit A/D board
Compuadd 286 PC-AT Compatible Computer
Mass Spectrometer:
Nuclide 3-60-G Sectorr 60° Magnetic Sector w/ MEC 4 Control Unit
Coupled to a Fluke 1722A Instrument Controller
Pumps:
1 - Alcatel 2008A 3 1 s-' Mechanical Vacuum Pump
1 - Varian 911-5032 30 1 s l1 VacIon Pump
1 - Varian 921-0062 VacIon Control Unit
1 - Varian 913-0032 2 1 s VacIon Pump
1 - Varian 921-0012 VacIon Control Unit
1 - Edwards E2M2 1 I s-' Rotary Vacuum Pump
Specialized Vacuum Valves:
1 - Leybold-Heraeus GA 873 Electromagnetic Valve
1 - Vacumetrics 31573 Adjustable Leak Valve
Analysis and Simulation Computers:
Thinkmate 486 (486DX-33MHz) microcomputer
Dell Dimension 466V (486DX2-66MHz) microcomputer
Dolch 386-PACK (386DX-20MHz) portable microcomputer
Electronics Reference:
I The Art of Electronics by Horowitz and Hill
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FIG. 6-1. Differential Amplifier Schematic' for Ion Gauge Signal.
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FIG. 6-2. Four-pole low-pass Chebyshev filter' with a 10 Hz cutoff frequency. Two
of these filters were used. One for the amplified ion gauge signal and one for the
mass spectrometer signal.
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6.7 APPENDIX G: SPECTRUM SEPARATION ALGORITHM
6.7.1 INTRODUCTION
The in-situ vapor sampling probe is designed to detect the presence of
VOC mixtures in the subsurface and to identify the chemical composition of
those mixtures. Since the in-situ probe generates a single spectrum of the
entire mixture, a numerical technique must be used to identify the individual
compounds that comprise the mixture. In order to do this, known spectra from
a mass spectral library are linearly combined to best reproduce the sample
spectrum. If a good match with small amounts of error can be found, then it is
reasonable to assume that the correct formulation of the mixture has been
achieved.
The traditional way to determine this formulation is through least-
squares techniques where the error between the combination of library spectra
and the sample spectrum is minimized in the least sum of squares sense, similar
to finding the best fit line through a data set. This technique is reliable only
when all of the compounds present in the mixture are also present in the
library. However, if a compound in the mixture is not present in the library,
then attempts to minimize error will result in bringing in compounds that are
not really present in the mixture, but that serve to fill the space available in the
sample spectrum. Minimization of error in this case will not result in the
correct identification of the spectra.
An algorithm, LPUNMIX, based on the simplex method of linear
programming has been developed to improve the performance of mixture
identification when some compounds are not present in the spectrum library.
Rich Doherty' developed the original algorithm (UNMIX) which uses the
mixture spectrum to form a set of constraints that a linear combination of
library spectra must satisfy. The objective of the linear programming
optimization is to maximize the amount of the sample spectrum accounted for
without violating the constraints established by the peak heights of the sample
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spectrum. The use of this type of constrained error minimization reduces the
chance of large errors when a mixture compound is not present in the library.
The original version of UNMIX has been enhanced by Michael Ernst
and is now faster, capable of handling larger, more complex mixtures, and is a
more complete implementation of linear programming, hence the new name,
LPUNMIX. The speed and size increases are a result of moving the algorithm
to a more capable microcomputer. The linear programming capability has
been expanded by the implementation of a fully variable objective function
described in detail in the next section.
Other enhancements to the spectrum separation capabilities of the VOC
probe include an easily modifiable compound library and a spectrum
modification program. The library is modified through the use of a program
called LIBFORM that allows selection of specific compounds and classes of
compounds, in addition to the incorporation of machine generated compounds.
The spectrum modification program, TRANSFER, allows for background
subtraction and scaling of the sample spectrum. Both of these programs will
also be described in the next section.
6.7.2 MODIFICATIONS TO UNMIX
6.7.2.1 FULL CONTROL OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
In order to explain the implementation of complete objective function
control, a brief explanation of linear programming applied to spectrum
separation is required. In LPUNMIX, a linear programming problem is
constructed (as shown in Fig. 6-1) from the data available and then solved using
the simplex method. The constraint vector b is the recorded mass spectrum,
and the coefficient matrix A is formed from the possible library compounds.
In this way, a constraint equation is formed for every m/z peak in the recorded
spectrum. The objective function vector c gives benefits for compounds that
fit in the sample spectrum and can be used to weight some compounds more
highly than others. The simplex method is used to determine the unknown
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abundance vector x which may be related to compound concentrations or
partial pressures.
The objective function in the original version of UNMIX held c = 1,
with the only weighting occurring in the manner in which the library is stored.
The spectra in the library are scaled by the sum of their relative abundances.
This provides more benefits for finding heavier compounds which have more
peaks. This bias helps counteract the negative bias due to having more
constraints when there are more peaks.
There is some justification for altering the objective function to improve
the performance of the algorithm. This is roughly equivalent to data weighting
in least-squares analyses. A rational justification for the type of weighting used
in the objective function must be determined. Several possible weighting
methods (objective functions) have been investigated. Most of the methods
investigated, thus far, have involved an objective function that depends upon an
individual compound's relationship to the input spectrum with no regard to the
location of the m/z peaks, only their magnitude. No attempts have been made
to relate the objective function to the m/z location specifically, although this will
be a focus of future work.
Four specific variable objective function forms of LPUNMIX were
created. The simplest form allowed the user to specify the objective function
for each compound. For this objective function to be useful in field
applications, the user would have to have prior knowledge of the contaminant
composition at a specific site. This is often the case with leaky storage tanks,
where the concentration of the constituents is under question, but their identity
is known.
When less information is available about the types of contaminants at a
specific site, a more general objective function must be formulated from
information in the library and the sample spectrum. Several objective function
formulations which don't require a-priori information have been investigated.
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FIG. 6-1. Linear programming structure of LPUNMIX.
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These formulations give preference to finding compounds that fit well into the
mixture spectrum on their own. A good fit implies that they are probably a
major constituent of the mixture.
There are two criteria of a good fit used in current versions of
LPUNMIX. The first criteria is the maximum possible abundance for the
compound, or the abundance determined if it were the only compound in the
mixture. The second criteria is the number of near-limiting peaks for the
compound. A given compound may be able to fit into the spectrum many
times and thus have a large maximum possible abundance. Or, a given
compound may bear a strong similarity between its spectrum and the sample
spectrum. In this case, the peak heights of the sample spectrum will have
ratios similar to the compound spectrum for many of the peaks. Fig. 6-2 shows
how these criteria apply to a given spectrum.
In order to obtain an objective function, each compound in the library is
compared to the sample spectrum. The maximum value of x, x., for each
compound is calculated and then used to determine how many peaks in the
mixture spectrum are nearly limiting the value of x. for the compound. In
other words, how many peaks give a value near x when computing x from a
single peak. This number of near-limiting peaks is used to determine a value
for the objective function c(j) for compound j.
6.7.2.2 LIBRARY MODIFICATION
The problem of spectrum separation is essentially one of finding the best
fit of a combination of library spectra into a sample spectrum. In order to
achieve this best fit, any errors in the library must be minimized. To achieve
this best fit quickly, the library should be no larger than necessary. The library
should only contain compounds that could conceivably exist in the sample.
LIBFORM, library modification software, has been developed for these two
purposes.
6.7.2.2.1 Selectable Library
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The main feature of LIBFORM is the ability to easily select a working
library from the main library of more than 300 compounds. Whole classes of
compounds may be selected as well as individual compounds. Prior knowledge
of a field or lab sample would allow reduction of the library to include only a
small subset of compounds. This library reduction allows LPUNMIX to
perform more rapidly and accurately.
6.7.2.2.2 Machine generated Spectra
An additional feature of LIBFORM is the ability to easily incorporate
spectra obtained on the field portable mass spectrometer into the mass spectral
library. These machine generated library spectra avoid the errors associated
with published spectra. Published spectra may be collected from different types
of mass spectrometers under different operating conditions and these spectra
may differ substantially from spectra obtained on the field portable unit. Fig.
6-3 shows the difference between a published TCE spectrum and a machine
generated spectrum. The differences are significant enough to affect the
performance of LPUNMIX and has prompted the incorporation of machine
generated library capabilities into LIBMOD.
Locally generated spectra are easily incorporated into the working
library of LPUNMIX by repeatedly scanning a known compound in the lab or
field setting and then using LIBFORM's machine generated library facility to
average the scans and incorporate them into the library. The ease of which
new spectra may be incorporated into the library in the field, allows the field
probe to be used as a screening instrument. For screening, the separation of a
contaminant mixture may not be as important as the identification and
quantification of a particular mixture at a contaminated site. This is
particularly true of areas with a specific type of gasoline or solvent spilled that
is a mixture of various compounds. If the extent of gasoline or solvent
contamination is to be determined rapidly, a field spectrum of the mixture may
be easily incorporated into the library and used at the site. In this way, a site
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FIG. 6-3. Differences between machine generated and published spectra.
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may be quickly screened for the level of a contaminant mixture without
separating the mixture at each measurement point.
6.7.2.3 SPECTRUM MODIFICATION
In general, when separating a mixture at a contaminated site, the
compounds are unknown beforehand and published spectra must be relied
upon when separating the mixture spectrum with LPUNMIX. In order for
LPUNMIX to perform well with published spectra, the hardware used to obtain
the spectra, must produce spectra that closely resembles the published spectra.
However, there are two significant ways in which spectra obtained on the field
MS differ from published spectra. The first is simply the presence of a
background signal due to pump oil and other contaminants in the mass
spectrometer before sample inlet takes place. The second is a reduction in
high m/z peaks for the electrically scanned field MS which is referred to as
mass discrimination. A program called TRANSFER has been implemented to
overcome these major differences in machine and published spectra.
6.7.2.3.1 Background Subtraction
The background subtraction feature of TRANSFER is, as the name
implies, a subtraction of a background spectrum from the sample spectrum. As
there is always some variation in spectra (including background spectra) from
scan to scan, the background must be scanned immediately before sample inlet.
A careful subtraction of this background must be performed so as not to
remove any of the analyte's spectrum while eliminating as much of the
background spectrum as possible. To do this, all background peaks above a
specified noise level are compared to their respective peak in the sample
spectrum. The background peak that fits the least number of times into the
sample spectrum establishes the number of times the background may be
subtracted. Thus, the background is subtracted in the maximum allowable
manner, without removing any of the analyte's spectrum. Fig. 6-4 shows the
effects of background subtraction on a sample spectrum.
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FIG. 6-4. Effects of background subtraction: Note the reduction of minor peaks
in the subtracted spectrum.
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6.7.2.3.2 Mass Discrimination
After background subtraction, TRANSFER mathematically adjusts the
sample spectra to compensate for mass discrimination, the resulting spectra
more closely resemble the published spectra. The mass discrimination of the
field MS produces an exponential decay in signal strength with increasing m/z.
To compensate for this mass discrimination, the sample spectrum is converted
according to Eq. (6-1) which was implemented by Lenny Richardson 2 :
V(m/z) - V(m/z)exp{K(m/z-m/z) , (6-1)
where Vf(mlz) is the converted spectrum, V(mlz) is the spectrum after
background subtraction, K is a specified constant that determines the slope of
the normalization and m/z is the point on the spectrum that doesn't change in
value during the conversion process. m/z ratios higher than m/z' are amplified
and m/z ratios lower than mi/z are attenuated. Both K and m/z are determined
empirically by comparing machine generated spectra with published spectra and
changing the parameter values until the best match is made. This
parameterization need only occur once, unless a new magnetic field strength is
used.
6.73 PERFORMANCE OF LPUNMIX
This section presents the spectrum separation results as they relate to
the modifications specified in the preceding section. First, synthetic and real
mixture spectra are separated using the PC version of UNMIX without
enhancements. These runs show the speed increase from the FLUKE version
and provide a baseline for comparison with runs obtained using the many
enhancements of LPUNMIX, LIBMOD, and TRANSFER. The same real
mixture spectrum will be used in each run and software modifications will be
added in the same sequence they were presented in the preceding section. In
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this way, the improvements in performance related to each modification should
be easily seen.
6.7.3.1 SPEEDUP OF OLD VERSION
6.7.3.1.1 Synthetic-Huge Problem, Then Baseline
In order to show the dramatic improvement in speed and mixture
complexity, as well as the ability of LPUNMIX to perform flawlessly in the
absence of noise, a complex synthetic mixture spectrum was analyzed. A
synthetic mixture is formed by linearly combining many library spectra to from
a mixture spectrum. All noise do to machine hardware is eliminated and the
LPUNMIX algorithm performs rapidly and accurately. Fig. 6-5 shows the
results of LPUNMIX for a synthetic mixture of 40 compounds. The resulting
linear programming problem contained 106 constraints (peaks) for 78
compounds under consideration from the library. In less than five minutes,
LPUNMIX correctly running on a 25MHz 386 portable PC identified all 40
compounds with their correct abundance level. The Fluke version of UNMIX
could never have tackled a problem of this size due to memory limitations, and
smaller problems were known to take several hours to compute.
6.7.3.1.2 Synthetic and Synthetic With Noise
In synthetic spectra, with no noise present, the LPUNMIX algorithm is
seen to perform without error, however, noise rapidly degrades the
performance of the algorithm. Fig 6-6 shows the results from a synthetic
mixture of 1,1,1, TCA, TCE, Benzene, and o-xylene. The four compound
mixture is easily and accurately separated by LPUNMIX in about three
seconds. However, when noise is added to the spectrum (in this case, a noisy
baseline of approximately 8% of the maximum peakheight), the performance of
LPUNMIX is severely affected. Fig. 6-7 shows the results of adding noise to
the spectrum of Fig. 6-6. The number of peaks in the input spectrum is
increased from 30 to 90 by the noise baseline, which increased the number of
possible compounds from 7 to 31. This, in itself, slows the run from three
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Program LPMIX
Version 2.0 January 16, 1989
Run date is 01-23-1989
Threshold Value : 0.000
Input File Title : synthetic data set 2
Library Title : Version #13
Version Title : Version13
number of peaks = 106 number of compounds = 78 b4sum = 3999.999
30 Water 99.9980
31 Carbon Dioxide 99.9984
32 Oxygen 99.9997
33 Argon 100.0003
51 Chloroethane 99.9742
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 99.9927
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 100.0240
54 1,1,1 - trichloroethane 100.0074
55 1,1,2 - trichloroethane 99.9801
56 1,1,1,2 - tetrachloroethane 100.0004
57 1,1,2,2 - tetrachloroethane 100.0213
58 Pentachloroethane 99.9987
59 Hexachloroethane 100.0017
60 Bromoethane 99.9977
61 Dibromoethane 99.9996
62 Flouroethane 100.0053
63 Freon-113 (1,1,1 - 2,2,2) 99.9939
64 Freon-113 (1,1,2 - 1,2,2) 100.0297
65 Freon 112 99.9471
66 EthanenitriLe (methyl cyanide) 99.9936
67 Diaminoethane 99.9853
68 Chloroethylene(viny chloride) 99.9904
69 1,1 - dichLoroethylene 100.0185
70 cis-1,2-dichLoroethylene 100.1132
71 trans-1,2 - dichloroethylene 99.8593
72 Trichloroethylene 99.9987
73 Tetrachloroethylene 99.9986
74 Bromoethyene (vinyl bromide) 100.0003
75 FlouroethyLene(vinyL flouride) 99.9984
76 Ethylene glycol 99.9926
92 Benzene 99.9958
100 Toluene (Methylbenzene) 100.0001
162 Chloromethane 99.9999
163 Dichloromethane 99.9961
164 Trichloromethane (chloroform) 99.9897
165 Tetrachloromethane (CCI4) 99.9954
166 Bromomethane 99.9867
167 Dibromomethene 99.9955
168 Tribromomethane (bromoform) 99.9843
179 Difluorodichloronethane 100.0057
*** 100.00% of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program = 294.0703 seconds
or 4 minutes and 54 seconds
FIG. 6-5. Synthetic-huge problem.
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seconds to 14 seconds, but the noise in the spectrum also causes the
identification of compounds to be affected. The abundances of the four VOCs,
which should all be near 182, varies from 186 to 64 with 14 other compounds
now identified by LPUNMIX. These compounds were fit into the noise of the
spectrum.
6.7.3.1.3 Real Baseline
Real spectra cause a similar degradation in the performance of
LPUNMIX, as noise is always present. Fig. 6-8 shows the LPUNMIX results of
a laboratory mixture of the same four VOCs in the synthetic mixture of Figs.
6-6 and 6-7. The major compounds identified (column 3-abundances above 50)
are TCE, ethylene glycol, benzene, m-xylene, and 1-propanol. Ethylene glycol
and 1-Propanol are probably not in the spectrum as 93% and 85% of their
respective spectra are not present in the scanned range. (Note: The second
column after the compound name (the fourth column) represents the fraction
of the compound's library spectra that does not fall in the scanned range. The
scanned range in all of the real spectra presented here is m/z = 40 to 160 and
is significantly smaller than the m/z = 10 to 200 range that is contained in the
library. The range was shortened to eliminate water and oxygen on the low m/z
end and to save time when scanning the high m/z range where no peaks were
present. The shortening of the range does reduce the number of linear
programming constraints used to identify the mixture and results in some
compounds being identified that would be excluded if a larger range were
scanned. The values in the fourth column represent a "confidence" level in the
abundances of the third column. The higher the value, the lower the
confidence. For instance, the compound ethylene is probably not in the
mixture as 93% of its spectrum is outside of the scanned range, and benzene
probably is in the mixture as only 7% of its spectrum is outside of the scanned
range. In future versions of LPUNMIX, these "confidence" levels will be used
to eliminate the compounds prior to consideration by LPUNMIX.) However,
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Program LPHIX
Version 2.0 January
Last Revision: July
Program run date is
16, 1989
22, 1989
06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUM.400
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 15:21:30
Categories selected: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,
END OF STATUS FILE
Spectrum
Spectrum
memin 
dwell -
vmax = C
information for \unmix\datgen\SPECTR.400
scanned on 06-29-91 ,15:23
10 memax 200 ultimate mamin = 10
49 witime 49
fullscaLe = 10000
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor 1 tholdv 0 noise 0
bckgndthold 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat 30
Background information for NO BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
Background scanned on NO BACKGROUND DATETINE
meminb = 0 memaxb = 0
dwellb = 0 waitimeb = 0
vaxb = 0 fullscaleb = 0
calcuLated values
number of peaks in array 30 number
sum of input peaks = 728.7764
of compounds in array = 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
72 54 104 105 106 108 921 1 1 1 1 1 1
1,1,1 - trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene
Benzene
o - xylene
182.1937
182.1937
182.1937
182.1936
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
*** 100.00X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program = 3.132813 seconds
or 0 minutes and 3 seconds
FIG. 6-6. Synthetic problem - same as real problem with only four compounds and
no noise.
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Column:
Compound:
VaLueCc):
54
72
92
104
to
Program LPNIX
Version 2.0 January 16, 1969
Last Revision: July 22, 1989
Program run date is 06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUN.413
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 15:21:30
Catagories selected: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,
Spectrum information for \unix\datgen\SPECTR.413
Spectrum scanned on 06-29-91 ,15:34
mmnin = 10 memx a 200 ultimate memin 10
dwell = 49 witime 49
vmax = 0 fullscale 10000
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor 1 I thodwv a 0 noise 5
bckgndthold 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat 149
Background information for NO BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
Background scanned on NO BACKGROUND DATETINE
msminb * 0 memxb 0
dwellb 0 waitimeb 0
vmaxb 0 fullscaleb 0
calculated values
number of peaks in array = 90 number of compounds in array a 31
sum of input peaks r 1680.936
33 Argon 11.8648 0.0000
34 Nitrogen 14.0185 0.0000
44 Nitrous oxide 1.6121 0.0000
45 Nitrogen dioxide 5.9280 0.0000
54 1,1,1 - trichloroethane 186.5132 0.0000
72 Trichloroethylene 165.3262 0.0000
73 Tetrachloroethylene 6.9609 0.0000
83 2,2 - dichloropropane 7.5203 0.0000
92 Benzene 64.1902 0.0000
95 1,4 - dichlorobenzene 7.4027 0.0000
96 Trichlorobenzene 17.5718 0.0000
101 Chlorotoluene 6.1707 0.0000
104 o - xytene 146.3564 0.0000
108 Ethylbenzene 27.5423 0.0000
111 p-isopropyltoluene (p-cymne) 2.9974 0.0000
157 Tetrachlorocyclopenta-1,3-dien 13.2526 0.0000
164 Trichloromethane (chloroform) 27.9439 0.0000
173 Trifluorochloromethane 14.0854 0.0000
174 Bromochlorofluoromethane 5.0568 0.0000
256 Diethyl ether 30.1261 0.0000
314 4-Nitrosodiphenylmine 20.1226 0.0000
*** 46.56X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run progrm 14.28125 seconds
or 0 minutes nd 14 seconds
FIG. 6-7. Now, 10 mV of noise is added to the spectrum with 3 mV offset and 5
mV cutoff.
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o-xylene is not presently identified, only its isomer m-xylene, and 1,1,1 TCA is
present at a much smaller level than one would expect. Moreover, there are 25
compounds identified where only four were inlet to the mass spectrometer.
The question arises: is this the best one can do with the given data set? The
answer is seen in the results of Figs. 6-9 through 6-15.
6.7.3.2 SOFTWARE MODIFICATIONS
6.7.3.2.1 TRANSFER-Spectrum Modification Software
6.7.3.2.1.1 background subtraction
Fig. 6-9 shows the LPUNMIX results of the same mixture spectrum after
background subtraction in the TRANSFER program. The number of peaks
remaining after background subtraction was reduced from 73 to 51 with an
even larger reduction in the number of possible compounds from 151 to 41.
The result is a much smaller linear programming problem which executes three
times faster than the previous problem and results in the identification of six
fewer spurious compounds. However, there are still fifteen spurious
compounds identified, o-xylene is still missing, and 1,1,1 TCA is still present at
far too low a level. More modifications are required.
6.7.3.2.1.2 mass discrimination adjustment
Fig. 6-10 shows the results of TRANSFER's mass discrimination
compensation applied to the background-subtracted spectrum of Fig. 6-9.
There are still nineteen compounds identified, however, the abundances of 1,1,1
TCA and TCE increased while the abundances of spurious compounds such as
chloromethane and difluoromethane decreased with the mass compensation.
O-xylene is still not identified, but the isomer, m-xylene's, abundance was
increased. This is definitely an improvement, but not enough for accurate
mixture identification.
6.7.3.2.2 LIBFORM-Library Modification Software
6.7.3.2.2.1 reduced size library
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Progrm LPHIX
Version 2.0 January 16, 1989
Last Revision: July 22, 1989
Program run date is 06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRU.904
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 15:21:30
Categories selected: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,
Spectrum information for procomm\disk10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Nar-90,18:27
mmin 40 memax a 160 ultimate emin 40
dwell 9 waitime 9
vmwx 0 fullscale = 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor 1 tholdmv 0 noise 5
bckgndthoLd - 20 nurber of peaks in pkht.dat 77
Background information for NO BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
Background scanned on NO BACKGROUND DATETINE
meminb 0 memaxb 0
dwellb 0 waitimeb 0
vnaxb 0 fullscaLeb 0
calculated values
nudber of peaks in array 73 nwumber of compounds in array · 151
sum of input peaks 722.6947
36 Ethanethiol (dimethyl sulfide) 13.7006 0.5282
44 Nitrous oxide 3.9366 0.3750
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 13.0835 0.2038
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 10.4449 0.3709
54 1,1,1 - trichloroethane 13.0397 0.0548
71 trans-1,2 - dichloroethylene 12.6664 0.1588
72 Trichloroethylene 119.2861 0.0562
73 Tetrachloroethylene 9.1820 0.5564
76 Ethylene glycol 73.1421 0.9344
83 2,2 - dichloropropane 8.1442 0.0498
91 2 - propenenitrile 13.6087 0.3584
92 Benzene 186.6680 0.0677
105 - xylene 82.7664 0.0969
116 Pyridine 4.4000 0.0636
119 Styrene (Phenylethylene) 2.6559 0.0425
120 Phenol 9.6839 0.1256
124 Pentachlorophenol 1.6527 0.3185
145 Cyclopentodiene 3.2701 0.2422
162 Chloromethane 39.9376 0.4071
180 DichLorofluoromethane 1.3824 0.1604
191 Difluoromethane 36.2513 0.4141
247 Propyne (Methylacetylene) 10.8593 0.6466
275 1-PropanoL 93.0714 0.8500
310 Ethylamine 4.7670 0.7591
314 4-Nitrosodiphenylamine 38.2758 0.8087
*** 72.88X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program a 31.80859 seconds
or 0 minutes and 31 seconds
FIG. 6-8. Real mixture baseline run.
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Program LPMIX
Version 2.0 January 16, 1989
Last Revision: July 22, 1989
Program run date is 06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUM.904 MINUS 0.47*BACKGROUND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 15:21:30
Catagories selected: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,
Spectrum information for procom\disk 10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Nar-90,18:27
memin 40 memax 160 ultimate memin 40
dwellt 9 waitime 9
wax 0 fullscale = 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor = 1 tholdv O0 noise = 5
bckgndthold = 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat = 60
Background information for \procomm\disk_10\BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-ar-90,21:01
meminb = 40 memxb 160
dwellb 9 waitimab = 9
vmaxb 0 fullscaLeb = 55.69458
calculated values
number of peaks in array = 51 number of compounds in array = 41
sum of input peaks 697.0533
44 Nitrous oxide 2.8091 0.3750
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 7.3092 0.2038
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 7.3984 0.3709
54 1,1,1 - trichloroethane 10.3458 0.0548
71 trans-1,2 - dichloroethylene 6.3214 0.1588
72 Trichloroethylene 119.1941 0.0562
73 Tetrachloroethylene 8.0151 0.5564
91 2 - propenenitrile 12.4764 0.3584
92 Benzene 180.4815 0.0677
105 m - xylene 80.4029 0.0969
108 Ethylbenzene 14.0505 0.0367
116 Pyridine 7.2407 0.0636
119 Styrene (Phenylethyene) 2.1695 0.0425
145 Cyclopentadiene 6.2286 0.2422
162 Chloromethene 38.9208 0.4071
191 Difluoromethane 36.3348 0.4141
247 Propyne (ethylacetyene) 9.3795 0.6466
275 1-Propeno 75.2491 0.8500
314 4-Nitrosodiphenylamine 22.5196 0.8087
*** 69.24X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program = 10.92969 seconds
or 0 minutes and 10 seconds
FIG. 6-9. Background subtraction of real mixture.
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Program LP41X
Version 2.0 January 16, 1989
Last Revision: July 22, 1969
Program run date is 06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUN.904 MINUS 0.47*BACKGROUND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 15:21:30
Catagories selected: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,
Spectrum information for procoma\disk 10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Mar-90,18:27
memin 40 memax a 160 ultimate memin = 40
dwell 9 waitime 9
vwx = 0 fullscaLe = 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
nornfactor = 3 tholdhv = 0 noise = 5
bckgndthoLd 20 nurber of peaks in pkht.dat = 60
Background information for \procom\disk 10\BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-Mar-90,21:01
eminb = 40 emaxb = 160
dwellb 9 waitimeb 9
vmaxb = 0 fullscaLeb 55.69458
calculated values
number of peaks in array 51 number of compounds in array = 41
sum of input peaks = 708.4161
44 Nitrous oxide 2.2955 0.3750
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 7.6195 0.2038
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 6.7885 0.3709
54 1,1,1 - trichloroethane 13.0421 0.0548
71 trans-1,2 - dichloroethylene 7.2037 0.1588
72 Trichloroethylene 162.3172 0.0562
73 Tetrachloroethylene 10.8503 0.5564
91 2 - propenenitrile 10.6889 0.3584
92 Benzene 178.3506 0.0677
105 m - xylene 94.3932 0.0969
108 Ethylbenzene 17.4026 0.0367
116 Pyridine 6.8433 0.0636
119 Styrene (Phenylethylene) 2.5317 0.0425
145 Cyclopentadiene 5.8001 0.2422
162 Chloromethane 26.8719 0.4071
191 Difluoromethane 23.4119 0.4141
247 Propyne (ethylacetyLene) 7.2096 0.6466
275 1-Propanol 60.4055 0.8500
314 4-NitrosodiphenyLamine 18.9219 0.8087
*** 73.60X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program - 11.42188 seconds
or 0 minutes and 11 seconds
FIG. 6-10. Mass discrimination adjustment of real mixture run.
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Now, the first two results presented in this section are from spectrum
modification, we now turn to the mass spectral library modifications detailed in
the previous section for further improvements in spectrum separation. Fig.
6-11 shows the results of reducing the size of the mass spectral library and re-
analyzing the spectrum of Fig. 6-10. A subset of the main library that includes
some of the solvents and other compounds that might exist at a given
contaminated industrial site is formed into a working library that is used in
place of the main library. This working library is easily selected using
LIBFORM. The use of this restricted library removed the compounds Propyne,
1-Propanol, 4- Nitrosodiphenylamine, and cyclopentadiene from consideration
by LPUNMIX. In the output, three new spurious compounds do appear, but at
lesser abundances. The identification of the four sampled compounds is about
the same as before, with no o-xylene and a low level for 1,1,1 TCA. The time
to run LPUNMIX was reduced by a third and an even more restricted library
would reduce execution time further. Thus, the use of a smaller library has
improved the performance of LPUNMIX, but the noise, due to a bad match
between machine-generated and published spectra, is still causing poor mixture
identification.
6.7.3.2.2.2 machine generated library
The next step is the inclusion of machine-generated spectra into the
library. This is easily accomplished with LIBFORM. The results of replacing
the published spectra of the four sample VOCs with machine-generated spectra
in the working library is shown in Fig. 6-12. There is a threefold increase in the
amount of 1,1,1 TCA identified and a 50% increase in the amount of TCE
identified. In addition, the total number of compounds identified has been
reduced from 18 to 15 with only two non-sample compounds, m-xylene and
ethylbenzene, having abundances greater than twelve. The time to run
LPUNMIX stayed roughly constant, as one might expect, while 12% more of
the input spectrum was accounted for. These results show that the
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Program LPIX
Version 2.0 January 16, 1989
Last Revision: July 22, 1989
Program run date is 06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUN.904 ISUS 0.47*BACKGROUND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 16:55:34
Catagories selected: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,11,12,18,
Spectrum information for \procomm\disk_10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Mar-90,18:27
memin = 40 emax = 160 ultimate mnmin = 40
dwel = 9 waitime = 9
vmax = 0 fullscale = 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor = 3 tholdmv = 0 noise = 5
bckgndthold = 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat = 60
Background information for \procom\diskO \BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-Mar-90,21:01
meminb = 40 memaxb = 160
dwellb = 9 waitimeb 9
vmaxb = 0 fullscaleb = 55.69458
calculated values
number of peaks in array = 48 number of compounds in array = 36
sum of input peaks = 708.4161
33 Argon 3.6325 0.1150
44 Nitrous oxide 2.2955 0.3750
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 7.6195 0.2038
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 8.4587 0.3709
54 1,1,1 - trichloroethane 13.0421 0.0548
71 trans-1,2 - dichloroethylene 7.2037 0.1588
72 Trichloroethylene 162.3172 0.0562
73 TetrachloroethyLene 10.8503 0.5564
83 2,2 - dichloropropane 11.2652 0.0498
91 2 - propenenitrile 11.0203 0.3584
92 Benzene 178.3506 0.0677
105 m - xylene 72.6111 0.0969
108 EthyLbenzene 48.0265 0.0367
113 sec-Butylbenzene 3.8979 0.1017
116 Pyridine 3.8313 0.0636
119 Styrene (Phenytethylene) 2.5317 0.0425
162 Chloromethane 26.7204 0.4071
191 Difluoromethane 23.8145 0.4141
*** 74.48% of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program = 7.53125 seconds
or 0 minutes and 7 seconds
FIG. 6-11. Reduced library size for real mixture run.
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incorporation of machine-generated spectra has greatly improved the mixture
identification. However, o-xylene is still not being identified at all, while
ethylbenzene is still being identified at a relatively high abundance.
Results from the application of the spectrum modification program,
TRANSFER, and the library modification program, LIBFORM, to the sample
spectrum have been presented thus far. The next step is to show how
LPUNMIX, itself, may be modified to improve mixture separation.
6.7.3.2.3 LPUNMIX with Full Objective Function Control
As detailed in the previous section, UNMIX has been modified to
provide complete objective function control. The question arises as to how this
control may be used to improve mixture separation. The results of Figs 6-13
through 6-15 shed light on the answer to this question. Fig. 6-13 results show
how well a full objective function LPUNMIX works when the mixture
components are known before LPUNMIX is applied. Figs. 6-14 and 6-15,
however, require no such a-priori information and thus represent a more
general approach to separating contaminant mixtures.
6.7.3.2.3.1 c=20 for a-priori known compounds
It is interesting, however, to look at the performance of LPUNMIX
when the compounds that are known to exist in the mixture are given a larger
objective function value. Taking the four VOC modified mixture spectrum with
the modified library as in Fig. 6-12 and increasing the value of finding the 4
VOCs spectra in the mixture by 20 times, gives the results shown in Fig. 6-13.
Now, all four mixture compounds are identified at a reasonable abundance
level (above 40), with only five additional compounds being identified and these
at levels below 12. The amount of the spectrum accounted for drops only
slightly, and the algorithm runs in half the time. This is a significant
improvement, and shows how well LPUNMIX could be used to find the relative
concentrations of chemicals in a mixture, as long as the primary constituents of
the mixture are known.
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Program LP#IX
Version 2.0 Jarmry 16, 1989
Last Revision: July 22, 1989
Program run dte is 06-29-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUN.904 NINUS 0.47*BACKGROJND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-29-1991 16:52:19
Catagories selected: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,11,12,18,22,
92 removed, 104 removed, 54 removed, 72 removed
Spectrum information for \procom\disk10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Nar-90,18:27
meain 40 mmx 160 ultimte memin 40
dwell 9 waitime = 9
vwax = 0 fullscale * 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor 3 tholdmv 0 noise 5
bckgndthold = 20 nuiber of peaks in pkht.dat = 60
Background information for \procomm\disk10\BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-Mar-90,21:01
meminb 40 memaxb 160
dwellb = 9 waitimeb 9
vmaxb 0 fullscaleb 55.69458
calculated values
number of peaks in array 49 number of compounds in array * 36
sum of input peaks = 708.4161
33 Argon 3.6325 0.1150
44 Nitrous oxide 2.2334 0.3750
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 4.9628 0.2038
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 8.4360 0.3709
70 cis-1,2-dichloroethylene 5.7898 0.1554
73 Tetrachloroethylene 10.8503 0.5564
80 1,1 - dichloropropane 11.3911 0.2610
105 m - xylene 72.6094 0.0969
108 Ethylbenzene 48.0262 0.0367
113 sec-Butylbenzene 3.9072 0.1017
119 Styrene (Phenylethylene) 2.4328 0.0425
191 Difluoromethane 2.5287 0.4141
357 Trichloroethylene (Autolab) 243.4659 0.0000
358 1,1,1-trichloroethanemAutolab) 40.0003 0.0000
359 Benzene (Autolab) 180.2628 0.0000
*** 86.80X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program 8.460938 seconds
or 0 minutes and 8 seconds
FIG. 6-12. Machine generated library for real mixture run.
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Progrrm LPMIX
Version 2.0 Jnuary 16, 1969
Last Revision: July 22, 1989
Program run date is 06-30-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUM.904 INUS 0.47*BACKGROUND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-21-1990 12:55:34
Catagories selected: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,11,12,18,22,
92 removed, 104 removed, 54 removed, 72 removed
Spectrum information for \procom\disk_10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Nar-90,18:27
memin 40 mamax 160 ultimate memin 40
dweLL = 9 waitilme 9
vwx 0 fullscaLe 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor = 3 tholdmv 0 noise 5
bckgndthold - 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat 60
Background information for \procom\diskl0\BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-Mar-90,21:01
meminb = 40 memexb 160
dweLlb = 9 waitimaeb 9
vmaexb 0 fullscaleb 55.69458
calculated values
nuwer of peaks in array 49 number of compounds in array = 36
sum of input peaks - 708.4161
Column: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Compound: 112 113 357 73 358 105 106 108 360 119 118 69 70 71 55 83 52
VaLue(c): 1 1 20 1 20 1 1 1 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Column: 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Compound: 117 100 116 80 359 49 82 88 48 51 53 68 91 162 191 31 44
Value(c): 1 1 1 1 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Column: 35 36
Compound: 66 33
Value(c): 1 1
33 Argon 3.6321 0.1150
44 Nitrous oxide 1.9792 0.3750
49 Carbon disulfide 1.6806 0.1438
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 4.1166 0.2038
68 ChloroethyleneCvinyl chloride) 5.3872 0.3740
73 TetrachLoroethylene 10.8503 0.5564
80 1,1 - dichloropropene 11.9205 0.2610
162 Chloromethane 7.5187 0.4071
357 Trichloroethylene (Autolab) 243.4659 0.0000
358 1,1,1-trichloroethane(Autolab) 45.5359 0.0000
359 Benzene (Autolab) 141.0607 0.0000
360 o-xylene (Autolab) 125.0372 0.0000
*** 82.68X of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Tim to run program z 4.941406 seconds
or 0 minutes and 4 seconds
FIG. 6-13. Objective function with c = 20 for known peaks.
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6.7.3.2.3.2 c = x
For mixtures with unknown constituents, a method to determine the
objective function from the sample spectrum must be employed. Fig. 6-14
shows the results of the first of such methods discussed in the previous section.
In this method, the maximum number of times that a compound fits into a
sample, x., is first calculated and then used to determine the objective function
value for the compound. (In this instance, the objective function, c, was simply
set equal to x.) The results are an improvement over the results from Fig.
6-12 (constant objective function), but do not quite match the results of Fig
6-13 (a-priori objective function). TCE, 1,1,1 TCA, and benzene are all found
at relatively high levels, but o-xylene is still being replaced by its isomer, m-
xylene, and ethylbenzene. There appears to be a competition for peaks
between benzene and o-xylene which is preventing o-xylene from being
identified. The objective function value for benzene is now 193 compared to
125 for o-xylene, so any competition definitely favors benzene. M-xylene and
ethylbenzene have relatively high objective function values (in the nineties) and
readily take peaks left over by the absence of o-xylene. There are eight other
compounds identified at abundances below 12. This again represents and
improvement from the Fig. 6-12 results, but is worse than the Fig. 6-13 results.
6.7.3.2.3.3 c = number of near-limiting peaks
Finally, Fig. 6-15 shows the results of the last objective function method
described in the previous section. In this case, the number of near-limiting
peaks is used to establish the objective function. Actually, only 20% of a peaks
value needed to be possibly contributed by the compound for the peak to be
considered near-limiting. This might better be called the number of significant
peak contributions, with 20% of the peakheight being considered a significant
contribution. (The 20% level was selected because it gave the best results, and
further testing on other mixtures is necessary to determine the optimal level.)
The results for this objective function are quite promising. The four mixture
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Program LPMIX
Version 2.0 Jnuary 16, 1969
Last Revision: June 2, 1990
Program run date is 06-30-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUN.904 MINUS 0.47*BACKGROUND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-21-1990 12:55:34
Catagories selected: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,11,12,18,22,
92 removed, 104 removed, 54 removed, 72 removed
Spectrum information for \procom\disk_10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Nar-90,18:27
memmin 40 memmx a 160 ultimate memin 40
dwell = 9 waitime = 9
vwmx 0 fullscale - 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor = 3 tholdmvw 0 noise 5
bckgndthold 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat 60
Background information for \procowm\disk_10\BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-Nar-90,21:01
meminb 40 mmxb = 160
dwellb 9 waitimeb 9
vmaxb = 0 fullscaleb = 55.69458
calculated values
nuNber of peaks in array 49 number of compounds in array = 36
sum of input peaks 708.4161 objective function exponent 1
Column: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Compound: 112 113 357 73 358 105 106 108 360 119 118 69 70 71 55 83 52
Value(c): 18 17 243 11 46 96 91 94 125 3 4 5 7 7 2 12 8
Column: 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Compound: 117 100 116 80 359 49 82 88 48 51 53 68 91 162 191 31 44
Value(c): 1 10 17 12 193 9 10 5 1 4 8 5 11 68 70 2 2
Column: 35 36
Compound: 66 33
Value(c): 4 4
33 Argon 3.6321 0.1150
44 Nitrous oxide 2.1995 0.3750
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 5.0698 0.2038
53 1,2 - dichloroethane 8.4236 0.3709
73 Tetrachloroethylene 10.8503 0.5564
80 1,1 - dichloropropene 11.4435 0.2610
105 m - xylene 72.1437 0.0969
108 Ethylbenzene 48.6734 0.0367
113 sec-Butylbenzene 4.0148 0.1017
119 Styrene (Phenylethylene) 2.5317 0.0425
357 Trichloroethylene Autolab) 243.4659 0.0000
358 1,1,1-trichloroethane(Autolab) 45.5359 0.0000
359 Benzene (Autolab) 181.8736 0.0000
*** 86.97% of input spectrum is accounted for **
Time to run program - 7.6875 seconds
or 0 minutes and 7 seconds
FIG. 6-14. Objective function with c = xmax.
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Program LPMIX
Version 2.0 January 16, 1989
Last Revision: June 12, 1990
Program run date is 06-30-1991
Input File Title : SPECTRUM.904 MINUS 0.47*BACKGROUND.805
Library Status for: Version #13 Lab Version #1 7/20/89
06-21-1990 12:55:34
Catagories selected: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,10,11,12,18,22,
92 removed, 104 removed, 54 removed, 72 removed
Spectrum information for \procomn\disk_10\SPECTR.904
Spectrum scanned on 18-Mar-90,18:27
memin = 40 memax 160 ultimate memin = 40
dwell = 9 waitime = 9
vmax 0 fullscale = 897.3694
General information for pkht.dat
normfactor = 3 thotdmv = 0 noise = 5
bckgndthold = 20 number of peaks in pkht.dat = 60
Background information for \procomm\disk_10\BCKGND.805
Background scanned on 19-Mar-90,21:01
meminb = 40 memaxb = 160
dwellb = 9 waitimeb 9
vmxb 0 fullscaLeb = 55.69458
calculated values
number of peaks in array = 49 number of compounds in array = 36
sum of input peaks 708.4161 fractional error for limiting peak = .8
Column: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Compound: 112 113 357 73 358 105 106 108 360 119 118 69 70 71 55 83 52
Value(c): 3 2 15 4 7 8 8 6 11 2 2 4 4 4 3 2 4
Column: 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Compound: 117 100 116 80 359 49 82 88 48 51 53 68 91 162 191 31 44
Value(c): 2 3 3 3 9 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2
Column: 35 36
Compound: 66 33
Value(c): 3 2
33 Argon 3.6321 0.1150
44 Nitrous oxide 2.0638 0.3750
49 Carbon disulfide 1.2312 0.1438
52 1,1 - dichloroethane 4.2518 0.2038
68 ChLoroethylene(vinyl chloride) 5.4071 0.3740
73 Tetrachloroethylene 10.8503 0.5564
80 1,1 - dichloropropane 11.9205 0.2610
105 m - xylene 48.0778 0.0969
162 Chloromethane 4.4242 0.4071
357 Trichloroethylene (Autolab) 243.4659 0.0000
358 1,1,1-trichloroethane(AutoLab) 45.5359 0.0000
359 Benzene (AutoLab) 155.5122 0.0000
360 o-xylene (Autolab) 85.3118 0.0000
*** 84.95% of input spectrum is accounted for ***
Time to run program = 7.691406 seconds
or 0 minutes and 7 seconds
FIG. 6-15. Objective function with c = number of near limiting peaks.
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VOCs are identified at a high level, with only o-xylene reduced significantly
compared to the a-priori objective function results of Fig. 6-13. The reduction
in o-xylene corresponds directly to the abundance of m-xylene, which is not
surprising given their close spectral relationship. Eight other compounds are
identified at abundances less than 12, with six of the eight having abundances
less than 10. These results represent quite an improvement over the constant
objective function results of Fig. 6-12, and a significant improvement over the c
= x objective function of Fig. 6-14. In fact, the results of Fig. 6-15, requiring
no prior knowledge of the mixture, compare quite favorably to the a-priori
results of Fig. 6-13. More work needs to be done to test the near-limiting
peaks method (and other methods) on different mixtures. The initial results,
presented here, suggest that work in this area could be quite fruitful.
6.7.4 CONCLUSIONS
There has been significant progress in the development of improved
spectrum separation for the in situ probe. New library modification (LIBMOD)
and spectrum modification (TRANSFER) software has been developed. In
addition, the main spectrum separation algorithm (LPUNMIX) has been
substantially modified. All of these software changes have resulted in faster
and more accurate identification and quantification of mixture spectra.
Further research and testing of alternative objective functions for
LPUNMIX should provide even better mixture separation. In addition, a
thorough performance evaluation is needed to verify the ability of LPUNMIX
and related software to separate different types of mixtures. However, most of
the major work on spectrum separation has been completed and the remaining
work should not require a significant commitment of resources.
6.7.5 REFERENCES
'R. E. Doherty, Masters Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1987.
2L. B. Richardson, Masters Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1988.
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6.8 APPENDX H: SPECTRUM ANALYSIS CODE
6.8.1 LPMUlIX Spectru. Separation Code.
********************* ************ ******  *
' Program LPUNMIX.BAS (DOS filename is LPLSTQ1.BAS)
Version 2.0, January 16, 1989
Derived from ULWIX by Rich Doherty
For use with Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0
Last Revision: March 1, 1992
Includes the addition of a Least Squares Subroutine using the
Singular Value Decomposition ethod as an alternative to,
and for comparison with, the Linear Programming solution of LPNIX.
by Michael J. Ernst
binv is where the simplex tableau is set up. The entries in binv
are the X total abundance figures. Rows of binv correspond to
* peaks of the input spectrum; columns correspond to compounds in the
library. After the simplex tableau is set up, the coefficients ( i.e.,
the X total abundances) are stored in a compact form in the "am array.
' This leaves binv free to store the coefficients of the slack variables
as the simplex method progresses. c) * x) is the objective function,
where c) is the value" of each compound. This value is one unless changed
' when the program is executed.
Version 2.0 uses a binary library, melib.bin. This binary library has a
' corresponding index for rapid searching of the ibrary. This index library
' is called melib.ndx. In addition to the index library, there are two name
' libraries which contain the names of the compounds that correspond to the
' compound numbers in the melib library. The compounds in these name libraries
are listed in order corresponding to their compound i  number. melib.bin is
generated from mainlib using the libmod program and is a subset of the main
t library.
' The files used in this program are:
melib.bin
melib.ndx
name. lib
ltabname.lib
abstat.dat
pkht.dat 'input data file
' These programs must exist on the e: drive which is preferably an electronic
' disk for speed in this program.
I *********************.*******************************************************
DECLARE SUB svdbksb C(u(), w), vl(), , n, b(), x())
DECLARE SUB svdcmp (A(), a, nX, wiC), vl())
maxpkcountX 100 ' maxiur number of peaks in main me
maxcmpcountX 200 ' maximum no. of compounds in main mrm
DIN idnopct AS SINGLE
DIN index AS INTEGER
DIN xmaxpkcountX) AS SINGLE ' stores concentrations (unknown vector)
DIN xsvd(maxpkcountX) AS SINGLE ' concentrations by way of SVD
DIN xtraC500) AS SINGLE ' stores xtra peaks not loaded into array
DIN AC5000) AS SINGLE ' compacted coefficient array
DIN bCmaxpkcountX) AS SINGLE ' stores input peakheights
DIN idX(500) ' x-references columns of binv with compound id"s
DIN ccnX(500) ' stores information about concentration
DIN tnpX(500) 'temporary storage matrix
DIN library AS STRING * 30 'library string from name.lib
DIN libraryb AS STRING * 80 'library string from melib.bin
DIN pkht(10 TO 200) AS SINGLE 'pkht from pkht.dat input file
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DIN binv(maxpkcountX, mxcmpcountX) AS SINGLE ' dimension array
DIN pct AS SINGLE
DIM c(500) AS SINGLE 'objective function array
DIN zero AS SINGLE 'zero used to avoid over/under flow
DIN kexp AS SINGLE 'objective function exponent
DIN ctemp AS SINGLE
DIN fitpct AS SINGLE 'max fraction of peak for obj function
DIN minfitpct AS SINGLE 'number to test for near limiting peak
DIN w(maxpkcountX) AS SINGLE 'Singular Value atrix for SVD algorithm
DIN v(maxpkcountX, mxpkcountX) AS SINGLE 'square matrix used for SVD algorithm
I
ON ERROR GOTO PROBLENS
PLACES "PROGRA INFORATION"
zero = 1E-15
pkhtmin = .0001
I
'ERROR HANDLER
' zero limit set
' initialize minimum peak height
******* ********************************************************************
CLS
xd 5: yd = 20
LOCATE xd, yd: PRINT "Program LPIX"
LOCATE xd + 1, yd: PRINT "Version 2.0"
LOCATE xd + 2, yd: PRINT January 16, 1989"
LOCATE xd + 3, yd: PRINT "Last Revision: March 1, 1992"
LOCATE xd + 4, yd: PRINT "Amount of free memory="; FRE(-1); "bytes"
'LOCATE xd + 8, yd: INPUT "aximum number of iterations"; itermaxX
LOCATE xd + 6, yd - 10: INPUT "Minimum number of peaks per compound"; pknominX
I*******************************************************************************
' Objective function initialization
PLACES "READ OBJECTIVE FUNCTION"
Select objective function form
LOCATE 13, 10
PRINT "Select Objective
LOCATE 14, 15: PRINT "A
LOCATE 15, 15: PRINT "B
LOCATE 16, 15: PRINT "C
LOCATE 17, 15: PRINT ND
pickchoice:
DO
Function Type:"
a Standard- c(cmpd) = 1 for aLL cmpds"
= Specify c(cnpd) for specific cmpds"
a c(cmpd) = xmax(cmpd)^alpha"
= c(cmpd) = # of near-Limiting peaks
choiceS = INKEYS
LOOP UNTIL choiceS o > 
SELECT CASE choiceS
CASE "b", "B"
choiceS - "b'
LOCATE 19, 10
INPUT "Base objective function value"; bobj
FOR iX = 1 TO 500
c(iX) bobj
NEXT iX
DO
value."
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "To change objective furnction
+ pkht bonus"
, type compound number and new
LOCATE 21, 10
PRINT "(Type return to start program.)"
LOCATE 22, 20
INPUT "compound number"; iX
IF iX = 0 THEN EXIT DO
LOCATE 23, 20
INPUT "obj func. value"; c(iX)
LOOP UNTIL iX = 0
CASE "c", "C"
choice = "c"
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LOCATE 19, 10
INPUT Objective function exponent"; kexp
CASE d", "0"
choiceS = d"
LOCATE 19, 10
INPUT "rxin at llowed
LOCATE 20, 10
INPUT bonus for arge
CASE ga", AN
choiceS " man
CASE ELSE
GOTO pickchoice
END SELECT
error for near-limiting peaks"; minfitpct
pks points per decade pkht]"; bonus
I **********************w,*~~~+*,~***e***~wwwwwwwwwwwwww
starttime TINER
PLACES " READ PKHT.DATm
thold = pkhtmin
CLOSE 1
OPEN "e:pkht.dat" FOR INPUT AS #1
LINE INPUT #1, titleS
LINE INPUT #1, spectrums
LINE INPUT #1, datetimeS
INPUT #1, cutoffX, memaxX, dwell
INPUT #1, waitime, vmx, fullscale
INPUT 11, normfactor, mneinX, tholdmv
INPUT #1, bckgndthold, noise, npeaksX
LINE INPUT #1, backgroundS
LINE INPUT #1, datetimebS
INPUT #1, meminbX, memaxbX, dwellb
INPUT #1, waitimeb, vaxb, fullscaleb
I
'Start the timing loop
' set threshold to min peak height
' read input file title
' spectrum nne and path
' spectrum scan date and time
input spectrum scan parameters
' input general scan parameters
' background name and path
' background scan date and time
' input background scan parameters
' load pkht.dat into array pkht and caLculate b4sum and xtra peaks
b4sum = 01
FOR iX - 200 TO 10 STEP -1
INPUT #1, pkht(iX)
b4sum b4sum + pkht(iX)
NEXT iX
open library file and library index
CLOSE 2, 5
OPEN e:melib.bin" FOR BINARY AS #2
OPEN "e:melib.ndx" FOR BINARY AS #5
GET #2, 1, libraryb
start program
startup:
'PRINT " Threshold = "; thold
'PRINT 
Initialization
FOR iX = 1 TO mxpkcountX
x(iX) = 11
NEXT iX
IF choiceS > b" THEN
FOR iX 1 TO 500
ciX) 9999
NEXT iX
' reset objective function for c and d
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END IF
.** * *~***dttdtr**1t************ **** ************************
Read input files
PRINT ,, Searching library..."
PRINT
peaksX = 0
cmpdsX = 0
Prescreening to eliminate any compounds that do not have a peak present
PLACES = "PRESCREENING"
pkhtmin = 1001 ' largest possible number
FOR meX = memaxX TO meminX STEP -1
IF pkht(meX) > thold THEN ' peak is present do not delete compounds
IF pkht(meX) < pkhtmin THEN pkhtmin = pkht(meX) 'find new min peak > thold
GET #5, (2 * (200 - meX)) + 1, index
GET #2, index, idnopct
uL = idnopct
IF uL = 0 GOTO nextmep
FOR iX I= TO X
GET #2, , idnopct
idnoX = FIX(idnopct)
pet = idnopct - idnoX
ctemp = pkht(meX) / pct 'multiple fit for this peak
IF c(idnoX) > ctemp AND choices <> "b" THEN c(idnoX) = ctemp 'min multiple
idX(idnoX) = idX(idnoX) + 1 'peak is present, idX is number of peaks
NEXT iX
ELSE ' peak is not present delete compounds
GET #5, (2 * (200 - me)) + 1, index
GET #2, index, idnopct
u = idnopct
IF uX A 0 GOTO nextmep
FOR iX 1 TO uZ
GET #2, , idnopct
idnoX = FIX(idnopct)
pet · idnopct - idnoX
ccnX(idnoX) -1 ' set flag to delete compound
NEXT iX
END IF
nextmep: NEXT meX
delete compounds with too few peaks and compute objective function
FOR idno% = 1 TO 400
IF idX(idnoX) < pknominX THEN
ccnX(idnoX) = -1
idX(idnoX) = 0
END IF
IF c(idnoX) = O THEN ccnX(idnoX) = -1
IF ccnX(idnoX) <> -1 AND choice = "c"
NEXT idnoX
I
'too few peaks for this compound
'remove this compound from consideration
'zero non-selected compounds
THEN c(idnoX) = c(idnoX) ^ kexp
' Begin to fill Tableau
I
PLACES = "TABLEAU FILLING"
FOR meX 200 TO 10 STEP -1
kX = 0 ' set flag (k=1 when row of A is filled)
' These are peaks not in the array for percent accounted for calculation only:
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I
I
I
IF mX < minX OR WX m mxX THEN 'for
GET 5, (2 * (200 - meX)) + 1, index
GET 2, index, idnopct
uX a idnopct
nextix: NEXT iX
END IF
I
IF uX 0 GOTO nextmel 'I
FOR IX 1 TO X
GET 2, , idnopct
idnoX - FIX(idnopct)
pct idnopct - idnoX
IF ccnX(idnoX) -1 GOTO nextix
xtra(idno) xtra(idno) + pet
GOTO nextmel
cent accounted for calc.
no. of compounds at this me
skip me if no compounds
' skip previously zeroed compounds.
' add value to xtra store for cpd
These are peaks in the array:
IF pkht(meaX) < pkhtmin GOTO nextmel 'r
GET 5, (2 * (200 - meX)) + 1, index
GET #2, index, idnopct
u% a idnopct 'no of c
IF u = 0 GOTO nextmel ' avoid
peaksX peaksX + 1
IF peaksX maxpkcountX THEN
PRINT , Too many peaks (·;
PRINT USING "#'; maxpkcountX;
PRINT ")increasing threshold"
GOTO startup
no peak go to next me
compounds at this me
filling row of A with zeroes
' increment # of rows in tableaux
END IF
binv(peaksX, 0O = meX ' record W/e nunber in colurmn 0 of binv
b(peaksX) pkht(meX) ' store peakheight in b vector
x(peaksX) pkht(meX) ' and in x vector
FOR iX s 1 TO A
GET 2, , idnopct
idnoX = FIX(idnopct)
pct idnopct - idnoX
IF ccnX(idnoX) 3 -1 GOTO nextil' skip previously zeroed compounds.
kX 1 ' this We has unknown cmpounds.
FOR JX 1 TO cmpds
IF idX(jX) ino GOTO fillmat' compound is in matrix
NEXT jX
capdsX = cpdsX + 1 ' compound not yet in matrix
IF cldsX > maxcmpcountX THEN
PRINT "Too many compounds (";
PRINT USING ""N; mxcmpcount;
PRINT ")increasing threshold"
GOTO startup 'try again with higher thres
END IF
jX = cpdsX
idX(cmpds) = idnoX
ccnX(idnoX) 1
fillmat: binv(peaksX, jX) = pt ' s
nextil: NEXT iX
IF k = 0 THEN peaks = peaksX - 1
nextmel: NEXT meX
I
;hold
I temporary storage
' store i of coluRn N.
' compounds in tableaux are flagged
itore pt. in proper element of binv
' row N has all zeroes; don"t include
********************* **** ** ******************************************
objective function calculation using number of near limiting peaks
I
IF choiceS = d" THEN
FOR jX 1 TO cmpdsX
nrpkcntX 1
FOR iX a 1 TO peaksX
IF binv(iX, jX) zero THEN
check
I if compound peak exists,
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near imit.
FIX((b(i) + 5) / 10)
fitpct = (b(iX) - binvC(i, j) * c(idX(j%))) / b(iX) ' for
IF fitpct minfitpct THEN nrpkcnt = nrpkcnt + 1 + bonus *
END IF
NEXT iX
c(idX(jX)) = nrpkcnt%
NEXT j%
END IF
standard objective function
IF choiceS = "a" THEN
FOR jX = 1 TO cmpdsX
c(idX(jX)) 11
NEXT jX
END IF
.******************************************* * ***** ********
PRINT , "number of peaks "; peaksX; number of compounds = "; cmpdsX
I ********************************************************************************
' Open name.ib and read in version, number of compounds and pks/compound
CLOSE 2, 5
OPEN "e:name.lib" FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, VersionS
INPUT #2, nchX, pkX ' read # compounds and # peaks/compound
OPEN "e:labnme.lib" FOR INPUT AS #5
INPUT #5, abversionS
INPUT #5, totlabcmpsX
I *********************************t*********************************************
' Output data to ix.out
PLACES = "WRITING TO NIX.OUT"
CLOSE 3, 7
OPEN "mix.out" FOR OUTPUT AS #3
OPEN e:libstat.dat" FOR INPUT AS #7
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, "Program LPNIX"
PRINT #3, "Version 2.0"
PRINT #3, "January 16, 1989"
PRINT #3, "Last Revision: March 1, 1992"
PRINT #3, "Program run date is ; DATES
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, HInput FiLe Title : "; titleS
PRINT #3, "Library Title : "; libraryb
PRINT #3, "Version TitLe : "; VersionS
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, "Library Status for: "; ' Library status information
LINE INPUT #7, vtextS
PRINT #3, vtextS
DO WHILE RTRIMS(vtextS) <> END OF STATUS FILE"
LINE INPUT #7, vtextS
PRINT #3, vtextS
LOOP
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
#3,
#3, Spectrum information for ; spectrum$
#3, "Spectrum scanned on "; datetimeS
#3, "memin = "; meminX; " memax = "; memaxX; " ultimate memin = "; cutoffX
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"dwell ; dwell;
vmx s ; vax; 
 waitime a "; waitime
I fullscale ; fullscale
"General informstion for pkht.dat"
"normfactor "; norfactor; " tholdv "*; thoLdmv; noise · "; noise
"bckgndthold "; bckgndthold; "number of peaks in pkht.dat · "; npeaksX
"Background information for U; backgroundS
"Background scanned on ; datetiveb
_"mminb "; mminbX; memxb ; memaxbX
udellb ; dellb; waitimeb * "; waitimeb
"_ xb ; vmmxb; fullscaleb "; fullscaleb
"run perameters"
"miniu number of peaks per compound ="; pknominX
"Run mode "; choiceS; " Base objective function for mode b -"1; bobj
.exponent for mode c "; kexp; " bonus for large Limiting peaks(mode d) · "; bonus
"Maxioun error aLLowed for limiting peak(mode d) · "; minfitpct
"caLculated values "
"number of peaks in array "; peaksX;" number of compounds in array "; cpdsX
"sum of input peaks = "; b4sum;
= 0 GOTO spectrum
' Print out compounds, their column in the array nd their objective value ct).
kX INT(cmpdsX / 17) + 1
FOR iX 1 TO kX
LX (iX - 1) * 17 + 1
sX ILX + 16
IF sX ) cpdsX THEN sX cmpdsX
IF X sX GOTO spectrum
PRINT 3, "Column: ";
FOR ipX = LX TO sX
PRINT 93, USING "I; ipX;
NEXT ipX
PRINT 3,
PRINT 3, Compound:N;
FOR ipX = X TO sX
PRINT 3, USING "WI"N; idX(
NEXT ipX
PRINT 3,
PRINT #3, "VaLueCc):";
FOR ipX lX TO sX
PRINT 93, USING
NEXT ipX
PRINT #3,
PRINT 3,
NEXT iX
PRINT #3,
PRINT 3,
spectrum:
PRINT 3,
PRINT 93, "Input Spectrum:"
PRINT 3,
kX = INT(peaksX / 10) + 1
FOR iX 1 TO kX
IX * (iX - 1) * 10 + 1
sX IX + 9
IF sX > peaksX THEN sX 
IF X sX GOTO setbasis
PRINT 93, "M/E :";
FOR ipX IX TO sX
PRINT 3, USING 4"MOf£££
NEXT ipX
PRINT 93,
PRINT #3, "Pkht :";
'k is the # of rows needed to print cmpds
ipX);
"##"'; cidC(ipX));
' Print out the input spectrum
' k is the rows needed to print pkhts
. peaksX ' avoids subscript errors
' occurs when m is divisible by 10
la; binv(ipX, 0);
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PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT n3,
PRINT 93,
PRINT #3,
PRINT 3n,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT 93,
PRINT 93,
PRINT 93,
PRINT 93,
PRINT 93,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT 93,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
IF capdsX
I
FOR ip =
PRINT #3,
NEXT ipX
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
NEXT iX
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, 
PRINT #3, 
PRINT
LX TO sX
USING £££.WI'; b(ipX);
Iter EV c bar max LV min ratio obj function"
U
* *******************************************************************
PLACES = SIMPLEX INITIALIZATION"
FOR iX = 1 TO peaksX ' rezero the zero column
binv(iX, 0) 0
NEXT iX
Use the first maxpkcount positions of
I identify the basis vectors.
setbasis:
FOR iX = 1 TO peaksX
ccnX(iX) cpdsX + iX
NEXT iX
I Store coefficients in compacted form.
sX = 0
FOR jX 1 TO cmpdsX
ccnX(maxpkcountX + jX) = sX
FOR iX = 1 TO peaksX
IF binv(iX, jX) > 01 THEN
A(sX) = binv(iX, jX) + iX
sX = sX + 1
END IF
NEXT iX
NEXT jX
ccnX(maxpkcountX + jX) sX
l
ccn to store pointers used to
I slack vectors are basis vectors
' initialize subscript
I used as pointer for unknown #j
' ignore zero coefficients
' row index is added to coefficient
' increment subscript
' set final pointer
inittime TIMER
I********************************** **********************************
PLACES = SVD ALGORITHM"
Call to the SVD routine for a comparison of the
as computed by Singular Value Decomposition.
Least Squares Solution
CALL svdcmp(binv(), peaksX, cmpdsX, w(), v()) 'SVD binv()
' find and set to zero all small singular values
bnax = 01
FOR j = 1 TO cmpdsX
IF w(j) > wmax THEN nmax = w(j)
NEXT j
wmin = wmax * .000001 'threshold for singular values
FOR j = 1 TO cmpdsX
IF w(j) < wuin THEN w(j) = 01
NEXT j
Now, solve for xsvd
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I
CALL svldcabbinv(), uC), v), peaksX, cpdsX, b(), xsvd())
FOR i 1 TO cWpdsX
PRINT i, xsvd(i), C(i)
NEXT i
I*** * _ ******* ****************
svdtime TIMER
Set up binv as an identity matrix. Row 0 is for the simplex multipliers.
' Column zero is for the entering variable.
FOR iX 1 TO peaksX
FOR jX 1 TO cpdsX
binv(IX, JX) O0
NEXT jX
binv(iX, i) 1
NEXT X
iterX = 0
I******************************************************************************
startiteration:
PLACES "ITERATION START"
iterX iter + 1
'IF iterX · itermaxX GOTO outputx
findev:
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I max number of iterations
' find the entering variable
, "Iteration # "; iter#3, " l;
#3, USING "',I; iter%;
cbarmax = O '
FOR jX 1 TO cmpdsX
FOR i = 1 TO peaksX
IF ccnX(iX) j GOTO nextj
NEXT iX
cbar = 01
kX ccnX(maxpkcountX + iX)
IX = ccn(mxpkcount + 1 + jX) - 1
FOR iX k TO X
dX = INT(A(iX))
pct A(iX) - dX
cbar = cbar * binv(O, dX) * pet
NEXT iX
cbar cbar + c(idX(jX))
IF cbar cbarmax THEN
cbarmax cbar
evX = jX
next j :
I
END IF
NEXT jX
initialize c bar max
look for vectors not in the basis
' is column j of a in the basis?
' yes; go to next column"
' no; begin c bar calculation
' find beginning and ending subscripts
' of conmpacted a array
' d is the row index of this pct
' pet is the tableaux coefficient
' binv(O,d) is the simplex multiplier
' new c bar max
* ev is column index of
entering variable
' Search b inverse for vectors not in the basis.
FOR jX 1 TO peaksX
binv(jX, 0) a 01 ' must be done before abar calculations
FOR iX * 1 TO peaksX
IF ccnX(iX) cmpdsX + jX GOTO nxtj ' vector n+j is in the basis
NEXT iX
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cbar binv(O, jX)
IF cber > cbarmax THEN
cbarmax = cbar
evX cpdsX + jX
END IF
nxtj: NEXT jX
' output
IF cbarmax z 0 GOTO outputx
PRINT #3, " ";
PRINT 3, USING "I#S"; evX;
PRINT #3, U;
AfS = "+#.#W"
PRINT #3, USING Af$; cbarmax;
' vector n+j is not in basis; find c bar
' Since c(j) is zero for slack variables,
' and A(j) is a unit vector, cbar is just
' the simplex multiplier.
' optimum solution is found
' Compute abar
I
IF ev% > cpdsX GOTO sackentering
kX = ccnX(maxpkcount + ev)
L = ccn%(maxpkcount + 1 + evX) - 1
FOR i = k TO X
X . INT(A(iX))
pct A(iX) - dX
FOR jX = 1 TO peaksX
binv(jX, 0) = binv(jX, 0) +
NEXT jX
NEXT iX
GOTO findLeavingvar
' slack variable re-entering the basis
' pcts of the entering compound are
found between a(k) and a(L)
binv(jX,
d is the row index of the pct
pt is the tableaux coefficient
' abar is stored in 0 column of binv
dX) * pct
' find the variable to Leave the basis
sLackentering:
I
kX = evX - cmpdsX
FOR i 1 TO peaksX
binv(iX, 0) binv(iX, kX)
NEXT iX
, find column of binv that enters basis
' copy the column as is
findleavingvar:
minratio = 500001
FOR it = 1 TO peaksX
IF binv(iX, 0) 0 THEN
ratio = x(iX) / binv(iX, 0)
IF ratio < minratio THEN
minratio = ratio
LvX = iX
END IF
END IF
NEXT i%
' arbitrary high number
I no need to look at nonpositive coefs
' test for Leaving variable
' new minimum ratio
' v is the subscript of the ccn array
I corresponding to the Lyving variable
PRINT #3," H;
PRINT #3, USING "#d~'; ccnX(LvX);
PRINT #3, " ";
PRINT #3, USING AfS; minratio;
' End program when improvements are small and only involve slack variables.
IF minratio < 1E-08 AND ev% > cmpds% GOTO outputx
Divide row v of binv by the pivot element
PRINT #3, binv(lvX, 0);
IF binv(lvX, 0) = 01 THEN
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PRINT , pivot is zero"
GOTO outputx
END IF
ccnX(LvX) evX ' update the basis
FOR JX 1 TO peaksX
binv(LvX, jX) binv(LvX, jX) / binv(LvX, O)
IF ABSCbinv(lvX, jX)) < zero THEN binv(LvX, JX) 0
NEXT JX
'check for zero Limit
x(LvX) minratio
binvCO, 0) cbrmax
' For the other rows, muLtiply new v row by the pivot element
' nd subtract from each row.
FOR jX = I TO peaksX
IF ccnX(jX) jX + cdsX AND evX o JX + cmpdsX GOTO nextcol 'skip
FOR iX 0 TO peaksX
IF i o lvX THEN ' calculate new value
binv(iX, jX) binv(iX, jX) - (binv(lvX, JX) * binvCiX, 0))
IF ABS(binv(iX, jX)) < zero THEN binv(iX, jX) O0 'check
END IF
NEXT iX
nextcol: NEXT jX
' Update X array (current values of basis variables) and rezero the
zero column of binv.
FOR iX 0 TO peaksX
IF i o lvX THEN
x(iX) x(iX) - (x(lvX) * binv(iX, 0))
IF xiX) < OI THEN PRINT , "x("; iX; ") = ; x(iX)
END IF
binv(iX, 0) O0
NEXT iX
PRINT #3, ";
PRINT #3, USING AfS; -11 * x(O)
'if -x(OX) = b4sum then
print #3," ** b4sum exceeded **"
' goto outputx
'end if
GOTO startiteration
outputx:
PLACES = OUTPUT SOLUTIONN
PRINT 3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT 3,
PRINT #3, " Variable Value Idno"
PRINT #3,
FOR iX 1 TO peaksX
PRINT #3, USING "##-; ccnX(iX);
PRINT #3, "' ;
PRINT #3, USING "+#.###A^^"N; xiX);
IF ccnX(iX) > cmpdsX THEN
PRINT #3,
ELSE
PRINT #3, "'
PRINT #3, USING "#:W; idclccnX(iX))
END IF
NEXT iX
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
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initial slacks
for zero limit
' restart the simplex procedure
I+++**Ht*+******·++*****+·******·***·
sX a 1
slX = 351
afsum = 01
PRINT
findmin:
kX = 501
FOR iX
new :
IF kX
afsum
I
; 1 TO peaksX
IF ccnX(iX) > cmpdsX GOTO newi
IF tmpX(iX) < 0 GOTO newi
IF x(iX) <= 1I GOTO newi
IF idX(ccnX(iX)) < kX THEN
kX = idX(ccnX(iX))
LX = ix
END IF
NEXT iX
= 501 GOTO svdout
= afsum + x(lX) * (1 - xtra(kX))
IF kX > 350 THEN
FOR iX = slX TO kX
LINE INPUT #5, Library$
NEXT iX
Af = "##.##"
PRINT kX, LibraryS,
PRINT " ";
PRINT USING Af$; x(LX);
PRINT USING AfS; xtra(kX)
PRINT #3, kX, ibraryS,
PRINT #3, ";
PRINT #3, USING AfS; x(LX);
PRINT #3, USING Af$; xtra(kX)
slX = kX + 
tmpX(LX) = -1
GOTO findmin
END IF
FOR iX = sX TO kX
LINE INPUT #2, LibraryS
NEXT iX
AfS = "###.i##.
PRINT kX, LibraryS,
PRINT H ";
PRINT USING AfS; x(LX);
PRINT USING AfS; xtra(kX)
PRINT #3, kX, LibraryS,
PRINT #3, " N;
PRINT #3, USING AfS; x(LX);
PRINT #3, USING AfS; xtra(kX)
sX = kX + 1
tmpX(LX) = -1
GOTO findmin
I
' arbitrary # > # compounds in Lib
' Look at vectors in basis
'don"t ook at slack variables
' already looked at this compound
' ccns <= threshold are considered 0
' find smallest idno
' kX is compound id number
' L is the column of binv
' sum ccns to find X of input used
L tab compounds
' read through Labname.Lib until the
correct id# is reached.
' output percent of cmpd not in spectra
'output compound number and name
' output concentration-UNMIX
' output percent of cpd not in spectra
' so column L is not considered again
' look for more compounds in final basis
' read through name.Lib until the
correct id# is reached.
output percent of cmpd not in spectra
'output compound number and name
' output concentration-UNMIX
' output percent of cmpd not in spectra
' start at id# s" next time
' so column L is not considered again
' look for more comp:
svdout:
i
......~ttttt***+~**+**
' Open name.lib and read in version, number of conpounds and pks/compound
I
CLOSE 2, 5
OPEN "e:name.Lib" FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, VersionS
INPUT #2, nch%, npkX ' read # compounds and # peaks/compound
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OPEN e:labname.lib" FOR INPUT AS #5
INPUT 5, labversionS
INPUT 5, totlabcmpsX
.I_ *** ****** *
PRINT #3,
PRINT 113,
PRINT 3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
I
*Least Squares Solution using Singular Value Decomposition"
sX 1I
slX 351
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT 'Least Squares Solution using Singular Value Decomposition"
PRINT
PRINT
a
FOR iX 1 TO 500
topX(iX) = 0
NEXT iX
findminsvd:
' zero tmpX matrix
kX 501
FOR jX 1 TO cpdsX
IF (ABS(xsvdCjX))) r 11i GOTO
IF tpX(jX) < 0 GOTO newisvd
IF idX(jX) kX THEN
kX idX(jX)
lX = jX
END IF
newisvd: NEXT jX
IF kX = 501 GOTO ENDIT
IF kX 3 550 THEN
FOR iX = slX TO kX
LINE INPUT 5, libraryS
NEXT iX
AfS = "###.d"
PRINT kX, libraryS,
PRINT" "N;
PRINT USING AfS; xsvdlCX)
PRINT #3, kX, libraryS,
PRINT #3, " ";
PRINT #3, USING AfS; xsvd(LX)
slX = kX + 1
tmpX(lX) = -1
GOTO findminsvd
END IF
FOR iX - sX TO kX
LINE INPUT #2, library$
NEXT iX
AfS = "#M.lW'
PRINT kX, libraryS,
PRINT .;
PRINT USING AfS; xsvd(lX)
PRINT #3, kX, libraryS,
PRINT #3, " ";
PRINT #3, USING AfS; xsvd(LX)
sX = kX 1
topX(lX) - -1
GOTO findminsvd
' arbitrary # > # copounds in ib
l' ook at vectors in basis
newisvd ' ccns · = threshold are considered 0
' already Looked at this compound
' find smallest idno
' kX is compound id number
' L is the column of binv
' lab compounds
' read through abname.lib until the
* correct id# is reached.
' output concentration -SVD
'output compound number and name
' output concentration -SVD
' so column L is not considered again
L' ook for more compounds in final basis
' read through name.lib until the
correct id# is reached.
' output concentration -SVD
'output compound number and name
' output concentration -SVD
' start at id# s next time
' so column L is not considered again
' look for more comp:
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ENDIT:
pkusd · 1001 * afsum / b4sum
AfSt * WN.lu
PRINT
PRINT " *** 
PRINT USING AfS; pkused;
PRINT X of input spectrum is
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT r3,
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, . * . ;
PRINT #3, USING AfS; pkused;
PRINT #3, X of input spectrum
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
accounted for by UNNIX ***"
a is accounted for by UNNIX ***": * * *** ******************************
error analysis section
' calculate sum of squared error for both methods and overshoot for the
least squares method.
'zero binv()
FOR jX = 1 TO cpdsX
FOR iX 1I TO peaksX
binv(iX, jX) - 01
NEXT it
NEXT jX
reloading original array
FOR jX 1 TO cmpdsX
kX * ccnX(rmxpkcountX + jX)
LX - ccnX(maxpkcountX + 1 + jX) -
FOR iX a kX TO LX
cdX INT(A(iX))
pct a ACIX) - dX
binv(dX, jX) - pct
NEXT iX
NEXT jX
, calculation of errors
a
oversum O0
sse = 01
ssesvd 01
FOR iX 1 TO peaksX
s = 01
ssvd = 01
FOR jX 1 TO cpdsX
FOR kX 1 TO peaksX
IF ccnXCkX) 
NEXT ix
' find beginning and ending subscripts
I of compacted a array
' d is the row index of this pct
' pct is the tableaux coefficient
I reload original matrix
'overshoot error
'sum of squared error for p
'sum of squared error for svd
'find the right value of x
jX THEN s = s + binv(iX, jX) * x(kX)
NEXT kX
ssvd ssvd + binvCiX, jX) * xsvdCjX)
NEXT jX
sse - sse + (b(iX) - s) ^ 2
over = ssvd - b(iX)
ssesvd - ssesvd + over A 2
IF over > 01 THEN oversum - oversum + over
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AfS =
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
#3, "UNMIX RMS Error = ";
#3, USING Af$; SQR(sse / peaksX)
#3, "Least Squares RS Error = ";
#3, USING AfS; SR(ssesvd / peaksX)
#3, "Least Squares Mean Overshoot = H;
#3, USING Af$; oversum / peaks%
#3,
UWNMIX RS Error = ";
USING AfS; SQR(sse / peaksX)
"Least Squares RNS Error ";
USING AfS; SQR(ssesvd / peaksX)
"Least Squares Mean Overshoot = ";
USING AfS; oversum / peaksX
adday - 0! ' If overnight run, add 24 hours
finishtime TIMER
IF finishtime - starttime < THEN adday = adday + 241 * 36001
initeLapsed inittime - starttime + adday
svdelapsed = svdtime - inittime + adday
unmixeLapsed = finishtime - svdtimne + adday
eLapsedtime = finishtime - starttime + adday
minutes INT(eLapsedtime / 601)
seconds INT(elapsedtime - (minutes * 601))
PRINT #3, , "Time to run program ="; eLapsedtime; "seconds"
PRINT #3, , or"; minutes; "minutes and"; seconds; "seconds"
PRINT #3, , "Initialization time ="; initelapsed; seconds"
PRINT #3, , "Least squares time ="; svdelapsed; "seconds"
PRINT #3, , LP time ="; unmixetapsed; "seconds"
I
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
I
, "Time to run program ="; elapsedtime; "seconds"
, Uor"; minutes; "minutes and"; seconds; "seconds"
· "InitiaLization time ="; initelapsed; "seconds"
, "Least squares time ="; svdelapsed; "seconds"
, "LP time "; unmixelapsed; "seconds"
debug section
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, "j", "id(j)", xsvd(j)", x(j)", "w(j)"
FOR jX = 1 TO cpdsX
PRINT #3, j%, icdr(jX), xsvd(j%), x(jX), w(jX)
NEXT j%
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3, i", "ccn(i)", id(ccn(i))", "x(iX)", "xsvd(ccnX(iX))"
FOR i r 1 TO peaksX
PRINT #3, iX, ccnX(iX), idX(ccnX(iX)), x(iX), xsvd(ccnX(iX))
NEXT iX
a
endp:
CLOSE
END
.******4r ******* ********************************** **** **** * ** ***** *** **** **** ** **
PROBLEMS:
IF ERR = 53 THEN
siS = "copy
s2S = "copy
s3S = "copy
s4S = "copy
s5$ = "copy
\unmix\melib.bin e:"
\unix\melib.ndx e:"
\unmix\name.lib e:"
\urnix\Labname.lib e:"
\urnix\pkht.dat e:"
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It i copy \unrix\Libstat.dat e:"
SHELL sS: SHELL s2S: SHELL s3S: SHELL s4s: SHELL s5S: SHELL s6S
RESUME
ELSE
PRINT ERROR IS "; ERR
PRINT LOCATION IS ; PLACES
RESUIE endp
END IF
RESUME endp
SUB vdbksb (u), w(), v(), m AS INTEGER, n AS INTEGER, b(), x())
' This subroutine is from Numerical Recipes by Press and Flannery
' Solves A.XIB for a vector X, where A is specified by the arrays U, , V
' as returned by svdclp. and N are the dimensions of A. B is the input
' right-hand side. X is the output solution vector. No input quantities are
' so the routine ay be called sequentially with different B's. must be
' equal to or greater than N.
I -********************** ** *** ***************t* -*******
DIn tp(m) AS SINGLE
FOR j 1 TO n
s 01
IF w(j) <> 0 THEN
FOR i = 1 TO m
NEXT j
FOR j 
NEXT j
I ******I
NEXT i
M s / w(j)
END IF
tlp(j) s
1 TO n
s - 01
FOR jj 1 TO n
'nonzero result only if wj is nonzero
as s + ui, j) * bi)
'this is the divide by w(j)
'matrix ultiply by V to get answer
= s + vj, jj) * tp(jj)
NEXT jj
x(j) = s
,*******************~t~~+******************************
END SUB
SUB svdcmp (AC) AS SINGLE, m AS INTEGER, n AS INTEGER, wC) AS SINGLE, v) AS SINGLE) '
' This subroutine is modified from Numerical Recipes by Press and Flannery.
Given a Matrix A(C,N), this routine computes its singular value
* decomposition, SVD, A U.U.Vt. The matrix U replaces A on output.
' The diagonal matrix of singular values U is output as a vector W. The
' matrix V, not the transpose Vt, is output as V. M must be greater or equal
to N, if it is smaller, then A should be filled up to square with zero rows.
.*** ***t* ***r*** **** ********** ***************************·
* * * * * * * * * *
*******
DIN rvl(m) AS SINGLE
IF I < n THEN PRINT u; ; ; is less than N"; n: STOP
g = 01
scale = 0!
anorm = O0
FOR i = 1 TO nl=i+ 
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rvl(i) = scale * g
9 = 0!
s r 0O
scale = 0!
IF i <= m THEN
FOR k i TO m
scale = scale + ABS(A(k, i))
NEXT k
IF scale <> 0! THEN
FOR k i TO m
A(k, i) = A(k, i) / scale
s = s + A(k, i) * Ak, i)
NEXT k
f A(i,
IF f >=
h = f *
A(i, i)
IF i <>
NEXT j
END IF
FOR k = i TO 
A(k, i)
NEXT k
END IF
END IF
w(i) = scale * g
9 = 0!
S 0!
scale = 01
IF (i <= m AND i <> n) THEN
FOR k = L TO n
i)
0 THEN g = -ABS(SQR(s)) ELSE g = ABS(SQR(s))
g - s
=f THE
n THEN
FOR j = I TO n
s = 01
FOR k = i TO m
s = s + A(k, i) * A(k, j)
NEXT k
f=s/
FOR k =
NEXT k
h
i TO m
A(k, j) = A(k, j) + f * A(k, i)
= scale * A(k, i)
scale = scale + ABS(A(i, k))
NEXT k
IF scale <> 01 THEN
FOR k = I TO n
A(i, k) = A(i, , k) / scale
s s + A(i, k) * A(i, k)
NEXT k
f = A(i, )
IF f >= 0 THEN 9 = -ABS(SQR(s))
h f * 9 - s
A(i, ) = f - 9
FOR k = I TO n
rv(k) = A(i, k) / h
NEXT k
IF i <> m THEN
FOR j 
NEXT j
I TO n
A(i, k)
END IF
FOR k =
NEXT k
ELSE g = ABS(SQR(s))
l TO m
s O0
FOR k = TO n
s = s + A(j, k) * A(i, k)
NEXT k
FOR k =
NEXT k
L TO n
A(j, k) = A(j, k) + s * rvl(k)
= scale * A(i, k)
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END IF
END IF
IF anorm < ABS(w(i)) + ABS(rvl(i)) THEN anorm ABS(w(i)) + ABS(rvl(i))
Accunulation of right-hand transformations
FOR i n TO 1 STEP -1
IF i < n THEN
IF g <> O! THEN
FOR j = I TO n
v(j, i) (A(i,
NEXT j
FOR j = TO n
s 01
FOR k = TO n
= +
NEXT k
FOR k 
NEXT k
NEXT j
END IF
FOR j = TO n
v(i, j) = O!
v(j, i) = O!
NEXT j
END IF
v(i, ) 11
9 = rvl(i)
=i
I TO n
v(k, j)
'Double division to avoid possible underflowj) / A(i, )) / 
A(i, k) * v(k, j)
= v(k, j) + s * v(k, i)
' Accumulation of eft-hand transformations
FOR i n TO STEP -1t=i+l
g = w(i)
IF i < n THEN
FOR j = TO n
A(i, j) = O!
NEXT j
END IF
IF g > O0 THEN
9 = 11 / 9
IF i <> n THEN
FOR j =
NEXT j
END IF
FOR j = i TO m
ELSE
END IF
A(i, i)
NEXT j
I TO n
s 01
FOR k= I TO m
as + A(k, i) * A(k, j)
NEXT k
f = (s / A(i, i)) * 9
FOR k = i TO m
A(k, j) = A(k, j) + f * A(k, i)
NEXT k
A(j, i) = A(j, i) * 
FOR j = i TO m
A(j, i) = O
NEXT 
= A(i, i) + 11
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NEXT i
NEXT i
NEXT i
I
' diagonlization of the bidiagonal form
FOR k n TO 1 STEP -1 'loop over singular values
FOR its I TO 30 'Loop over iterations
FOR I z k TO 1 STEP -1 'Test for splitting
n = L - 1 'note that rvl(1) is aLways zero
IF ABS(rvl(L)) + anorm = anorm GOTO option2
IF ABSCw(n)) + anorm anorm GOTO optioni
l TO k
f = s * rvl(i)
IF ABS(f) + anorm o< anorm THEN
g = w(i)
h SR(f * f + g * )
w(i) = h
h = 11 / h
c = (9 * h)
s = -(f * h)
FOR j = 1 TO 
y A(j, rn)
z = Aj, i)
A(j, rm) = (y 
A(j, i) = (y*
END IF
NEXT j
01 THEN
w(k) = -z
FOR j 
'Iconv
z = w(k)
IF L = k THEN
IF <
NEXT j
END IF
GOTO option3
END IF
IF its 30 THEN PRINT
x uw(l)
rm = k - 1
Y ' wrm)
9 rv (nm)
h a rvl(k)
f ((y - z) * (y + z)
g = SQR(f * f + 11)
IF f -= 01 THEN signgf
f ((x - z) * (x + z)
* C) + (z * s)
I s) (z * C)
ergence
'singular value is made nonnegative
= 1 TO n
v(j, k) = -v(j, k)
'No convergence in 30 iterations":stop
'shift from bottom 2-by-2 minor
+ (g - h) * (g + h)) / (21 * h * y)
a ABS(g) ELSE signgf -ABS(g)
+ h * ((y / f + signgf)) - h)) / x
next OR transformation
s=11
FOR j = L TO 
g9 rvl(i)
y = uCi)
z · SQR(f * f + h * h)
rvl(j) - z
c f/z
suh/z
f (x * c) + (g* s)
9 · -(x* s) + (g* c)
h y *s
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optioni:
option2:
NEXT 
c 01
FOR i =
NEXT i
I
I
I
Y * 
FOR jj 1 TO n
x vjj, j)
z v(jj, i)
v(jj, j) (x * c) + Cz * s)
v(jj, i) -(Cx * ) * Cz * c)
NEXT jj
z SOR(Cf * f + h * h)
(ij) z
IF z > 0 THEN
z t 11 / 
c f * z
s-h* z
'rotation can be arbitrary if z=O
END IF
f - (c * Cs* y)
x - -(8 * 9) + (c * y)
FOR jj 1 TO m
y A(ij, J)
z A(jj, i)
ACjj, j) C(y * c) + Cz * s)
A(jj, i) . -(y* s) + (z* c)
NEXT jj
NEXT j
rvl(l) = Of
rvl(k) f
w(k) x
NEXT its
option3:
NEXT k
I ***************** ****************************************************
END SUB
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6.8.2 TRAMSFER Spectrum Ndificatian Code.
PROGRAM TRANSFER (DOS filename is TRANSBAC.BAS)
************************************************************************
This program reads mass-spectra files (SPECTR.xxx and BCKGND.xxx)
transfered from the field mass spectrometer's fluke instrument
controller and outputs the correct PKHT.DAT file for input into the
' PC-version of UNNIX. It allows you to view the spectrum and make
additional changes to the normalization factor, electrical-noise
threshold, low-mass cuttoff and the maximum number of peaks. The
scale of the spectrum can be increased with the cursor keys to see
* the exact position of the threshold line.
INITIALIZE:
DIN V(O TO 300) AS SINGLE
DIN VB(O TO 300) AS SINGLE
DIN VF(O TO 300) AS SINGLE
DIN VBF(O TO 300) AS SINGLE
DIN VBS(O TO 300) AS SINGLE
DIN VP(O TO 300) AS SINGLE
ON ERROR GOTO PROBLEMS
KEY 15, CHRS(O) + CHRS(&H4C)
KEY 16, CHRS(&H40) + CHRS(&H4C)
RAS ="#.£ #W£:
COLOR 14, 1
CLS
SCALE = 1
DEFAULTS:
PLACES = "DEFAULTS"
OPEN TRANSFER.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #3
INPUT #3, INPATHS
INPUT #3, INPATHBS
INPUT #3, OUTPATHS
INPUT #3, CUTOFFX
INPUT #3, NOISE
INPUT #3, BCKGNDTHLD
INPUT #3, PEAKSX
INPUT #3, NORNFACTOR
CLOSE #3
INPATH:
PLACES = INPATHN
SCREENCHANGEX 1
LOCATE 10, 3
PRINT "Drive and pth-name for input
KS "n
WHILE (KS = ""): KS a INKEYS: WEND
IF KS o CHRSC13) THEN
'dimension raw-data array
'dimension raw-bckgnd-data rray
'dimension working-data array
'dimension working-bckgnd-deta rray
'dimension bckgnd subtraction array
'dimension plotting array
'set up error handler routine
I' define center"-scale keysI
'screen set to yellow-on-blue
'init. spectrum-scaling variable
'Background
'read default values from
'program's data file
I
'set screen-mode flag
SPECTR.xxx files: " + INPATHS;
LOCATE 10, 51: PRINT SPACES(29);
LOCATE 10, 51: INPUT "", NEWPATHS
IF NEWPATHS ""* THEN
LOCATE 10, 51
ELSE
INPATHS NEUPATHS
END IF
END IF
LOCATE 10, 51: PRINT SPACES(29);
IF RIGHTS(INPATHS, 1) o "\" THEN INPATHS INPATHS + H\"
LOCATE 10, 51: PRINT INPATHS
ASKBCKGND:
LOCATE 12, 3
PRINT SUBTRACT BACKGROUND? <Y>"
KS t DH
WHILE KS · "": KS * UCASES(INKEYS): WEND
IF KS - "Y" OR KS · CHRS(13) THEN
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I tl~~~~~~c~~~,~~~**~~~~,~~~~t~~~,~~~+·Ir~~~~~~~~·~~+***·`***·~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~IIIIIIIIl
BCKGNDFLAGX - 1
ELSEIF KS "NW" THEN
BCKGNDFLAGX = 0
GOTO OUTPATH
ELSE
GOTO ASKBCKGND
END IF
LOCATE 12, 3
PRINT Drive and path-name for input BCKGND.xxx files: " * INPATHBS;
KS Nu
WHILE (KS ""): S INKEYS: END
IF KS o CHRS(13) THEN
LOCATE 12, 51: PRINT SPACES(29);
LOCATE 12, 51: INPUT ll", NEWPATHS
IF NEWPATHS = ""l THEN
LOCATE 12, 51
ELSE
INPATHBS NEWPATHS
END IF
END IF
LOCATE 12, 51: PRINT SPACES(29);
IF RIGHTS(INPATHBS, 1) > "\" THEN INPATHBS
LOCATE 12, 51: PRINT INPATHBS
PLACES "OUTPATH"
LOCATE 14, 3
PRINT "Drive and path-name for output PKHT.DAT
KS ril
WHILE (KS ""): KS - INKEYS: WEND
IF KS o CHRS(13) THEN
LOCATE 14, 49: PRINT SPACES(31);
LOCATE 14, 49: INPUT N", NEWPATHS
IF NEWPATHS "" THEN
LOCATE 14, 49
ELSE
OUTPATHS NEWPATHS
END IF
END IF
LOCATE 14, 49: PRINT SPACES(31);
IF RIGHTSCOUTPATHS, 1) o H\" THEN OUTPATHS
LOCATE 14, 49: PRINT OUTPATHS
INPATHBS + \"
file: " + OUTPATHS;
WOUTPATHS + \"
GETFILE:
PLACES = GETFILEN
CLS
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINT INPUT PATH = ; INPATHS
FILES INPATHS + SPECTR.*"
LOCATE 25, 10
INPUT "Please enter spectrum number to unnix: ", NSPECTRUM
IF NSPECTRUN 0 THEN
NUMBS "000"
ELSEIF NSPECTRUM < 0 OR NSPECTRUM 999 THEN
BEEP
GOTO GETFILE
ELSE
NUMBS RIGHTS(RTRINS(STRS(NSPECTRUM)), 3
END IF
SPECTRUS INPATHS + SPECTR." + NUMBS
IF BCKGNDFLAGX = 0 GOTO READHEADER 'No Background Subtraction
GETFILEB:
CLS
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINT INPUT PATH ="; INPATHBS
FILES INPATHBS + BCKGND.*"
LOCATE 25, 10
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INPATHB:
OUTPATH:
=
INPUT "Please nter background to subtract: ", NBCKGND
IF NBCKGND 0 THEN
NUMBBS "000"
ELSEIF NBCKGND 0 O OR NBCKGND > 999 THEN
BEEP
GOTO GETFILEB
ELSE
NUMBBS RIGHTSCRTRINSCSTRSCNBCKGND)), 3)
END IF
BACKGROUNDS INPATHBS + BCKGND." + NUMBBS
READHEADER:
PLACES "HEADER"
CLOSE #1: OPEN SPECTRUnS FOR INPUT AS #1
LINE INPUT #1, DATETINES
INPUT #1, LOMASS, HIMASS, ASSTEP, DWELL, WAITINE
INPUT #1, VAX, FULLSCALE
IF HASSTEP <> 1 THEN
I
'read header information
'from spectum file
I
CLS
LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT Incorrect Spectrum Typel";
LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT "Please choose another spectrum.";
LOCATE 24, 5
BEEP
PRINT Press any key to continue";
WHILE (INKEYS ""): WEND
GOTO GETFILE
END IF
SCANDATES LEFTS(DATETIHES, 9)
SCANTIMES RIGHTS(DATETINES, 5)
CUTOFFX INTCLOMASS)
CLS
LOCATE 6, 6: PRINT Converting SPECTRUM " + NUBS
IF BCKGNDFLAGX 0 GOTO READATA
READHEADERB:
CLOSE #4: OPEN BACKGROUNDS FOR INPUT AS 4
LINE INPUT 4, DATETINEBS
INPUT #4, LOMASSB, HIMASSB, MASSTEPB, DWELLB
INPUT #4, WAITIEB, VAXB, FULLSCALEB
IF NASSTEPB < 1 THEN
CLS
LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT Incorrect Background
LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT "Please choose
LOCATE 24, 5
BEEP
PRINT Press any key to continue";
WHILE (INKEYS ""): WEND
GOTO GETFILEB
END IF
SCANDATEBS LEFTS(DATETIMEBS, 9)
SCANTINEBS RIGHTS(DATETIMEBS, 5)
CUTOFFBX s INT(LOMASSB)
CLS
READATA:
PLACES " NDATA"
FOR IX = 0 TO INT(HIMUSS - LOMASS)
INPUT #1, V(IX)
VFCIX) V(IX)
NEXT IX
SCREEN 2
VIEW (20, 7)-(620, 110)
WINDOW (0, 100)-(200, -3)
IF BCKGNDFLAGX 0 GOTO NORNFACTOR
READATAB:
FOR IX * 0 TO INT(HIMASSB - LOMASSB)
INPUT 94, VB(IX)
'no background subtraction
'read header information
'from background file
I
I Typel";
another background.";
'read abundance data
'from spectrum file
I
'set new screen mode
'open graphics port
'redefine coordinates
'no background subtraction
'read abundance data
'from background file
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NEXT IX
NORNFACTOR:
NAXMASS = 300
LOCATE 16, 5: PRINT "Normalization Factor <";
PRINT USING "#.#"; NORNFACTOR;
INPUT ; > , NF
LOCATE 16, 36: PRINT U
IF NF O0 THEN
NF = NORNFACTOR
ELSEIF NF 1 OR NF > 10 THEN
BEEP
GOTO NORNFACTOR
ELSE
NORNFACTOR = NF
END IF
LOCATE 16, 36: PRINT USING "#.#"; NORMFACTOR;
K = LOG(NORMFACTOR) / (NAXNASS - 115)
LOWENDCUTOFF:
LOCATE 17, 5: PRINT "Low-umss cutoff value: <";
PRINT USING "###I; CUTOFFX; : PRINT ">";
LOCATE 17, 50: PRINT CHRS(26); " Increase";
LOCATE 18, 50: PRINT CHRS(27); " Decrease";
LOCATE 17, 36: PRINT" U
DASHX = &HAAAA
UNDASHX = &H5555
GOSUB KEYSOFF
GOSUB CutoffKeysOn
LOWEND:
KS = "
WHILE (KS "): KS = INKEYS: WEND
IF KS = CHRS(13) THEN
GOSUB KEYSOFF
LOCATE 17, 50: PRINT SPACES(12);
LOCATE 18, 50: PRINT SPACES(12);
LOCATE 17, 36: PRINT USING "#II'~; CUTOFFX
IF BCKGNDFLAGX = 1 THEN
GOTO BACKGROUNDTHOLD
ELSE
GOTO NOISELEVEL
END IF
END IF
GOTO LOWEND
BACKGROUNDTHOLD:
LOCATE 18, 5: PRINT "Backgrnd threshold (mV): <";
PRINT USING "#Wt ; BCKGNDTHLD;
LINE INPUT ; > , NS
LOCATE 18, 36: PRINT N
IF NS > oN THEN
N = VAL(NS)
IF N >= 0 THEN BCKGNDTHLD = N
END IF
LOCATE 18, 36: PRINT USING "###"; BCKGNDTHLD;
NOISELEVEL:
LOCATE 19, 5: PRINT "Noise threshold (mV): <";
PRINT USING "I'; NOISE;
LINE INPUT ; H> H", NS
LOCATE 19, 36: PRINT "
IF NS <> "" THEN
N = VAL(NS)
IF N >= 0 THEN NOISE = N
END IF
LOCATE 19, 36: PRINT USING "###"; NOISE;
MASS = LOASS
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FOR IX 0 TO INT(HINASS - LONASS)
CF EXP(K * (HASS - 115))
IF (V(IX) - NOISE) 0 THEN
VFCIX) = (V(IX) - NOISE) * CF
ELSE
VF(IX) 0
END IF
ASS MHASS + 
NEXT IX
IF BCKGNDFLAGX 0 THEN
FOR IX = 0 TO INT(HINASS - LONASS)
VBS(IX) VF(IX)
NEXT IX
GOTO PEAKLEVEL
END IF
I
' "normalize" data in the
' VF()-array using the
' normalization factor
' input previously
I
LOMASS
0 TO INT(HIMASS - LOMASS)
CF EXP(K * (MASS - 115))
IF (VB(IX) - NOISE) 0 THEN
VBF(IX) (VB(IX) - NOISE) * CF
ELSE
VBF(IX) 0
END IF
UASS MASS + 1
NEXT IX
NINBGNM 1000
BGN 1000
FOR IX 0 TO INT(HIMASS - LOMASS)
IF V(IX) BCKGNDTHLD AND VB(IX) 
BGN = VCIX) / VB(IX)
NEXT IX
MASS 
FOR IX
NEXT IX
END IF
IF BGM < INBGW THEN INBGM = BG
LONASS
0 TO INT(HIMASS - LOMASS)
VBS(IX) * V(IX) - (VB(IX) * NINBGN)
CF EXP(K * (MASS - 115))
IF (VBS(IX) - NOISE) 0 THEN
VBSCIX) C(VBSCIX) - NOISE'
ELSE
VBS(IX) 0
END IF
MSS MASS + 1
PEAKLEVEL:
MAXPEAKSX INT(HIMASS - LASS + 1)
LOCATE 20, 5: PRINT Number of peaks:
PRINT USING " W: ; PEAKSX;
LOCATE 21, 5: PRINT fast 'u 40"
LOCATE 22, 5: PRINT mxiu "; MAXPEAKSX;
LOCATE 20, 34
INPUT ; ", , NEWPEAKSX
IF NEWPEAKSX 0 THEN
NEUPEAKSX = PEAKSX
ELSEIF NEWPEAKSX 1 OR NEWPEAKSX AXPEAKSX
BEEP
LOCATE 20, 36: PRINT "
GOTO PEAKLEVEL
END IF
PEAKSX = NEWPEAKSX
LOCATE 20, 36: PRINT " U
LOCATE 20, 36: PRINT USING "kF'; PEAKSX;
LOCATE 23, 5: PRINT "Finding threshold.
THOLD x -. 5
AXVOLTS = 01: AUXASSX z 10
' "normLaize" data in the
' VBF()-array using the
' normalization factor
' input previously
I
' Compute bckgnd multiplier
BCKGNDTHLD THEN
' subtract background
' normalize" data in the
) * CF ' VBS()-array using the
' normalization factor
' input previously
c<";
THEN
se ait .... H;Plea
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BCKGNDSUBTRACT:
MASS 
FOR IX
I
I
NPEAKSX 0
THOLD THOLD + .5 'raise threshold in
FOR IX CUTOFFX - INT(LONASS) TO INT(HIMASS - LOMASS)' .5 mV steps and
IF (VBS(IX) - THOLD) >= .5 THEN 'repeatedly scan the
NPEAKSX z= PEAKSX + 1 'VBSC)-array to see
END IF 'if the number of
IF VBS(IX) > NAXVOLTS THEN 'peaks is <= the
PAXVOLTS VBSCIX) 'desired value.
MAXSSIX IX
END IF
NEXT IX
LOOP WHILE PEAKSX PEAKSX
LOCATE 23, 5: PRINT SPACES(50);
LOCATE 23, 5: PRINT "Threshold 
LOCATE 23, 22: PRINT USING "W.#"'; THOLD; : PRINT " mV"
LOCATE 24, 5: PRINT "Number of Peaks - ";
PRINT USING ""; NPEAKSX;
I";
PLOTSPECTRUM:
IF SCREENCHANGEX THEN
LOCATE 15, 2: PRINT USING "P'; INT(LOMASS);
FOR IX - 20 TO 200 STEP 20
ZX = IX * .37 + 2
MX = INT(LOMASS) + IX
LOCATE 15, ZX: PRINT USING ""; MX;
NEXT IX
CLS 1
LINE (0, 0)-(200, 0)
FOR X 0 TO 200
IF (X ND 5) 0 THEN
TIC = -2
IF (X MOD 10) 0 THEN
TIC = -3
END IF
LINE (X, O)-(X, TIC)
END IF
NEXT X
SCREENCHANGEX 0
END IF
SELECTPLOT:
PLACES s SELECTPLOT"
IF BCKGNDFLAGX = 1 THEN
LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT "
LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT "SPECTRUM." + NUMBS; " MINUS
PRINT USING "#.#n"; INBGM; : PRINT *";
LOCATE 1, 66: PRINT BACKGROUND." + NUMBBS;
ELSE
LOCATE 1, 68: PRINT "SPECTRUM." + NUMBS;
' abel the mass scale
'draw baseline of mass-scale
'draw tic-marks
' on mass-scale
I
M.
M.
END IF
FOR IX = 0 TO INT(HIMASS - LOMASS)
VPCIX) VBS(IX)
NEXT IX
GOSUB DRAiSPECTRUM 'draw the spectrum itself
IF BCKGNDFLAGX 1 THEN
LOCATE 23, 45: PRINT "FUNCTION KEYS PLOT SPECTRA"
LOCATE 24, 32: PRINT "<F1··(SPECTR-BCKGND);<F2>=(SPECTR);<F3>(CBCKGND)";
ON KEY(1) GOSUB BCKGNDSUBPLT 'bckgnd subtracted spectrum
ON KEY(2) GOSUB SPECTRAPLT 'input spectrum
ON KEYC3) GOSUB BCKGNDPLT 'inbut background
KEY(I) ON: KEY(2) ON: KEY(3) ON
END IF
17, 50: PRINT "Make modifications ? Y>";
19, 52: PRINT CHRSC24); " Increase scale";
20, 52: PRINT CHRS(25); " Decrease scale";
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DO
MOD IFY:
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
PRINT " (SCALE:"; : PRINT USING "U"*W; SCALE;
LOCATE 21, 52: PRINT CHRS(27); " RescaLe to 
GOSUB ScaleKeysOn
KS Hn
WHILE (KS = ""): KS = UCASES(INKEYS):
IF KS = "Y" OR KS = CHRS(13) THEN
VIEW PRINT 16 TO 24: CLS 2
VIEW PRINT
GOSUB KEYSOFF
GOTO NORNFACTOR
ELSEIF KS "N" OR KS CHRS(32) THEN
GOSUB KEYSOFF
VIEW PRINT 16 TO 24: CLS 2
LOCATE 18, 10: PRINT "Chose a
AS = UCASES(INPUTS(1))
IF AS "Y" THEN
SCREEN 0, 1: COLOR 14
SCALE 1
GOTO INPATH
END IF
GOTO URITEFILE
END IF
GOTO MODI FY
WEND
: PRINT ")";
";
nother spectrum ? >";
,, 1: VIEW PRINT: CLS
WRITEFILE:
PLACES "RITE"
CLOSE #2: OPEN OUTPATHS + PKHT.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
IF BCKGNDFLAGX = 1 THEN
PRINT #2, "SPECTRUM." + NUMBS; " MINUS ;
PRINT #2, USING "#.W'; INBGM;
PRINT #2, "*"; "BACKGROUND."1 + NUMBBS
ELSE
PRINT #2, "SPECTRUM." + NUMBS
END IF
PRINT #2, SPECTRUMS 'spectrum
PRINT #2, DATETIMES
PRINT #2, INT(LOMASS); ","; INT(HIMASS); ","; DWELL; ",";
PRINT #2, WAITIME; ","; VAX; ,"; FULLSCALE
PRINT #2, NORMFACTOR; ","; CUTOFFX; ","; THOLD; ","; BCKGI
PRINT #2, NOISE; ","; NPEAKSX
IF BCKGNDFLAGX 1 THEN
PRINT #2, BACKGROUNDS 'be
PRINT #2, DATETIMEBS
ELSE
PRINT #2, "NO BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION"
PRINT #2, NO BACKGROUND DATETIE
hei
MDTI
ickg
END IF
PRINT #2, INT(LOMASSB); ","; INT(HIMASSB); H,u; DWELLB; ",";
PRINT #2, WAITIMEB; ","; VMAXB; ","; FULLSCALEB
FOR IX = 200 TO 10 STEP -1 'peaks from;
MASSX z IX - INT(LOMASS)
IF IX > INT(HIMASS) OR IX < INT(LOMASS) THEN
PEAK a 01
ELSEIF IX CUTOFFX THEN
PEAK · 01
ELSEIF (VBS(CASSX) - THOLD) < .5 THEN
PEAK = 01
ELSEIF (VBS(MASSX) * SCALE) / AXVOLTS > 1! THEN
PEAK = 1001
FINISH:
der
HLD; ",u;
Iround header
200 to 10
ELSE
PEAK ((VBS(ASSX) * SCALE) / MAXVOLTS) * 100
END IF
PRINT #2, USING ".###.t#W '; PEAK
NEXT IX
PRINT #2, CHRS(27)
PLACES = "FINISH"
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CLOSE #3: OPEN TRANSFER.DATN FOR OUTPUT AS #3 '
PRINT #3, INPATHS
PRINT #3, INPATHBS
PRINT #3, OUTPATHS 'write the default" values
PRINT #3, CUTOFFX 'to the storage file
PRINT #3, NOISE
PRINT #3, BCKGNDTHLD
PRINT #3, PEAKSX
PRINT #3, NORNFACTOR
PRINT #3, CHRS(27)
GOSUB KEYSOFF
VIEW PRINT 16 TO 24: CLS 2
CLOSE #1, 2, #3
LOCATE 22, 5: PRINT PKHT.DAT file is ready for input to UNMIX";
LOCATE 24, 5: PRINT "Press any key to continue";
WHILE (INKEYS a ""): WEND
SCREEN 0, 1: VIEW PRINT: CLS : LOCATE 1, 1
I********* *********************
' SUBROUTINES
I************************************************************************************
DRAWSPECTRUN:
LINE (0, 1)-(600, 99), 0, BF
NASSX = INT(LONASS)
FOR IX 0 TO INTCHINASS - LONASS)
XX = NASSX - INTCLONASS)
RA VP(IX) / AXVOLTS * 100 * SCALE
IF RA > 100 THEN RA 100
LINE (XX, 0)-(XX, RA), 1
IASSX ASSX + 1
UP:
DOWN:
CENTER:
CutUp:
NEXT IX
LINE (0, 100)-(200, 100)
ScaleKeysOnX &HAAAA
XX = CUTOFFX - INT(LONASS)
LINE XX, O)-(XX, 100), 1, , DASHX
Y THOLD / AXVOLTS * 100 * SCALE
IF Y 100 THEN Y = 100
LINE (0, Y)-(600, Y), 1, , DASHX
RETURN
SCALE SCALE * 2
IF SCALE 1024 THEN SCALE 1024: RETURN
GOSUB DRAWSPECTRUN
LOCATE 20, 69: PRINT "(SCALE:"; : PRINT Ul
PRINT )";
RETURN
SCALE SCALE / 2
IF SCALE < 1 THEN SCALE = 1: RETURN
GOSUB DRAWSPECTRUN
LOCATE 20, 69: PRINT "(SCALE:"; : PRINT U!
PRINT N)U;
RETURN
'I
'I
'I
I
'I
,I
'I
'I
'I
I
,I
,I
'I
'I
draw spectrun
draw topline of scale
draw cutoff Line
draw threshold line
SING N"#S'; INTCSCALE);
SING M"U##"; INT(SCALE);
SCALE 1
GOSUB DRAWSPECTRUN
LOCATE 20, 69: PRINT "(SCALE:"; : PRINT USING "N"; INT(SCALE);
PRINT ")";
RETURN
IF CUTOFFX · INT(HINASS) THEN
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END
END IF
RETURN
CutDown:
XX = CUTOFFX - INT(LOMASS)
LINE (XX, O)-(XX, 100), 0, , DASHX
CUTOFFX CUTOFFX + 1
XX CUTOFFX - INT(LOMASS)
LINE (XX, 0)-(XX, 100), 1, , DASHX
LOCATE 17, 36: PRINT USING "#Wt'; CUTOFFX
'I
I
II
I
'I
I
IF CUTOFFX > INT(LOMASS) THEN
XX CUTOFFX - INT(LOMASS)
LINE (XX, O)-(XX, 100), 0, , DASHX
RA = VP(XX) / AXVOLTS * 100 * SCALE
IF RA > 100 THEN RA = 100
LINE (XX, O)-(XX, RA), 1
CUTOFFX = CUTOFFX - 1
XX CUTOFFX - INT(LOMASS)
LINE (XX, O)-(XX, 100), 1, , DASHX
LOCATE 17, 36: PRINT USING "b~"'; CUTOFFX
END IF
RETURN
ScaleKeysOn:
KEY(11) ON:
KEY(14) ON:
KEY(12) ON:
KEY(13) ON:
KEY(15) ON:
KEY(16) ON:
RETURN
CutoffKeysOn:
KEY(12)
KEY(13)
RETURN
KEYSOFF:
KEY(11)
KEY(14)
RETURN
ON KEY(11)
ON KEY(14)
ON KEY(12)
ON KEY(13)
ON KEY(15)
ON KEY(16)
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
Ii
I
erase cutoff Line
draw cutoff Line
erase cutoff line
draw cutoff Line
UP
DOWN
CENTER
CENTER
CENTER
CENTER
ON: ON KEY(12) GOSUB CutDown
ON: ON KEY(13) GOSUB CutUp
OFF: KEY(12) OFF: KEY(13) OFF
OFF: KEY(15) OFF: KEY(16) OFF
BCKGNDSUBPLT:
LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT "
LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT "SPECTRUM." + NUMBS; MINUS ";
PRINT USING "#.M"; MINBGM; : PRINT "*";
LOCATE 1, 66: PRINT "BACKGROUND." + NUMBBS;
MAXVOLTS 0
FOR IX = 0 TO INT(HIASS - LOgASS)
VP(IX) = VBS(IX)
IF VP(IX) > AXVOLTS THEN AXVOLTS = VP(IX)
NEXT IX
GOSUB DRAUSPECTRUM
RETURN
u.
'draw the spectrum itself
SPECTRAPLT:
LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT 
LOCATE 1, 68: PRINT SPECTRUM." + NUMBS;
MAXVOLTS = O
FOR IX = 0 TO INT(HIMASS - LOMASS)
VP(IX) = VF(IX)
IF VP(IX) > AXVOLTS THEN MAXVOLTS = VP(IX)
NEXT IX
GOSUB DRAWSPECTRUM
RETURN
n.
'draw the spectrum itself
BCKGNDPLT:
LOCATE 1, 40: PRINT " U.
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LOCATE 1, 66: PRINT BACKGROUND." + NUMBBS;
MAXVOLTS 0
FOR IX 0 TO INT(HINASS - LOMASS)
VP(IX) VBF(IX)
IF VP(IX) > MAXVOLTS THEN AXVOLTS VP(IX)
NEXT IX
GOSUB DRAWSPECTRUM
RETURN
'draw the spectrum itself
ER ERR
IF ER 53 AND PLACES = "DEFAULTS" THEN
INPATHS ".\"
INPATHBS ".\m
OUTPATHS "A.\
CUTOFFX 30
NOISE 0
BCKGNDTHLD S i
PEAKSX 171
NORNFACTOR 1
RESUME INPATH
ELSEIF ER - 53 AND PLACES = "GETFILE" THEN
RESUME INPATH
ELSEIF ER 53 AND PLACES - HEADER" THEN
CLS : LOCATE 10, 1
PRINT File not found in this directory."
PRINT " Please try another input path or"
PRINT " another spectrum number. ";
LOCATE 25, 10: PRINT "Press any key to continu
WHILE (INKEYS ""): WEND
CLS
RESUME INPATH
ELSE
END IF
SCREEN
LOCATE
LOCATE
RESUNE
Ie.";
0, 1: VIEW PRINT: CLS
3, 10: PRINT "ERROR IS "; ER
4, 10: PRINT "PLACE IS "; PLACES
FINISH
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PROBLEnS:
6.8.3 LIBFOI EMs Spectral Library Nadification Code.
LIBFORN.BAS
Created July 23, 1989
by ichael J. Ernst
' Last Revision July 23, 1989
This program reads in the min library, VER13.IN, and the existing
laboratory library, LABLIB.IN, and generates the readable library,
ELIB.OUT as well as the binary librarys: MELIB.BIN and ELIB.NDX.
I******* * *** ******* ****
DECLARE SUB cpselect ()
DECLARE SUB ritelib ()
DECLARE SUB testout ()
DECLARE SUB autolab ()
' Dimension variables
COMON SHARED maxcpdsX, ppcwpdX, ncats%, LabmexcmpdsX, abppcpdX, LabncatsX
COMMON SHARED placeS, versionS, LabversionS, ncmpds , LabncmpdsX
maxcmpdsX 400: ppcmpX 30: ncatsX - 40: Labmaxcpds% = 50
labppcpclX 30: labncatsX 10
DIN SHARED meC(maxcl ds%, ppcupdX) AS INTEGER ' peaks for each compound
DIN SHARED pct(maxcmpds%, ppcXpd%) AS INTEGER' abundences for each compund
DIN SHARED catloc(ncatsX) AS INTEGER ' compound catagory start locations
DIN SHARED catname(ncatsX) AS STRING * 38 ' names of compound catagories
DIN cmp AS INTEGER
DIN SHARED cupname(Cmxcmpds%) AS STRING * 30 ' names of compounds
DIN SHARED cqpsel(mxcupdsX) AS INTEGER ' compound select flag
DIN SHARED catsel(ncatsX) AS INTEGER ' catagory select flag
DIN SHARED sumpct(maxcpdsX) AS SINGLE ' su of peaks for each conpound
ON ERROR GOTO problems
** ** *********************************************************
placeS - nopening library filesH
' Open files
CLOSE 1, 2
OPEN "e:\ver13.in" FOR INPUT AS 1
OPEN e:\lablib.in" FOR INPUT AS 2
I input main library information into arrays
placeS "loading main library"
CLS
LOCATE 5, 10
PRINT "Loading library into arrays...";
' read heading information
I
LINE INPUT #1, versionS
LINE INPUT #1, xS
ncmpdsX = VAL(NIDS(xS, 1, 4))
ppcrpdX VAL(nIDS(xS, 5, 4))
ncatsX VAL(NIDSC(x, 9, 4))
LINE INPUT #1, xS
FOR i 1 TO LEN(x$) / 4
catloc(i) VAL(nIDS(xS, i
NEXT i
I
'catagory locations
- 1)* 4 + 1, 4))
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' read through the library and fill rrays with information
ic 1
FOR cp 1 TO ncmpds%
LINE INPUT #1, xS
IF INT(LEN(LTRINSCxS))) = 0 THEN
LINE INPUT #1, xS
xS = LTRIMSCRTRINSCxx))
catnameic) = LTRINS(CIDS(xS,
LINE INPUT #1, xS
LINE INPUT #1, xS
ic = ic + 1
END IF
'nothing on line implies cat header
5, LEN(xS) - 8))
cupnaecup) =
LINE INPUT #1,
FOR i = 1 TO LE
LEFTS(xS, 30)
xS
NCxS) / 5
metCcp, i) = VAL(NIDS(xS, (i - 1) * 5 + 1, 5))
NEXT i
LINE INPUT #1, xS
FOR i = I TO LENC(xS) / 5
pct(cmpi i) VAL(NIDS(xS, i - 1) * 5 + 1, 5))
supctCcmp) = sumpct(cmp) + pctCcmp, i)
NEXT i
NEXT cp
I
1*WWWW**************** ***** **************** ************1*/**
placeS = "Loading lab library
I input laboratory ibrary information into arrays
' read heading information
LINE INPUT #2, labversionS
LINE INPUT #2, xS
labncupdsZ = VALCNIDSC(x, 1, 4))
labppcmpdX = VALNIDS(xS, 5, 4))
LabncatsX = VAL(NIDS(xS 9, 4))
LINE INPUT #2, x
FOR i 1 TO LEN(xS) / 4
catloc(i + ncatsX) u VAL(NIDS(xS,
NEXT i
I
'catgory locations
(i - 1) * 4 + 1, 4)) + 350
' read through the library and fill arrays with information
ic = ncatsX + 1
FOR cp 351 TO labncmpdsX + 350
LINE INPUT #2, S
IF INT(LENCLTRINSCxS))) = 0 THEN
LINE INPUT #2, xS
xS LTRISC(RTRIS(x4))
catnameCic) LTRINSCNIDS(xS,
LINE INPUT #2, xS
LINE INPUT #2, xS
ic ic + 1
END IF
'nothing on line implies cat header
5, LEN(x$) - 8))
cnprumnecmp) = LEFTS(x$, 30)
LINE INPUT #2, x$
FOR i = 1 TO LEN(x$) / 5
me(ccp, i) = VALCMIDS(xS, (i - 1) * 5 + 1, 5))
NEXT i
LINE INPUT #2, xS
FOR i = 1 TO LEN(xS) / 5
pct(cap, i) a VAL(NIDSC(x, (i - 1) * 5 + 1, 5))
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supct(cp) supctCcmp) + pct(cp, i)
NEXT i
NEXT p
CLOSE 1, 2
PRINT array oaded."
I _ ***** * *
'add compounds to lab Library
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT " Add compounds to the Laboratory library (y/n) ?"
kS i a"
DO HILE kS m ""
kS INKEYS
IF LCASES(kS) yu THEN
CALL autolab
EXIT DO
ELSEIF LCASES(kS) n" THEN
EXIT DO
END IF
LOOP
Select compounds for use in main Library
CALL cpseect
write binary library and index
CALL writelib
: *.****** *** *************  ***************************
write readabLe file with all of library on it
CALL testout
*g**************************.*******
PRINT
PRINT program completed successfully"
endp:
END
.*******************************************************************************
problrms:
IF ERR = 53 AND placeS "opening library files" THEN
sl$ "copy c:\unmix\libform\verl3.in e:"
s2S UCopy c:\urnix\libform\lablib.in e:"
SHELL slS
SHELL 2S
RESUME
ELSEIF ERR 53 AND placeS "sutolab" THEN
PRINT "pkht.xxx file not found on drive e:"
RESUME endp
ELSE
PRINT "error is ; ERR
PRINT "Location is "; placeS
END IF
RESUME endp
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*SUB autolab
*********************************************************** 
placeS = "autolab"
'This subroutine adds laboratory library compounds from pkht.dat files
DIN pkht(10 TO 200, 10) AS SINGLE
DIM newcmp AS INTEGER
CLS
LOCATE 5, 1
PRINT " To input a new laboratory library cc
PRINT " compound name, next input the small4
PRINT " to form the laboratory compound, an
PRINT " used to create the new laboratory cc
PRINT
LINE INPUT H 30 character compound name? I;
PRINT
INPUT " Minimum relative abundance peaks to
PRINT
PRINT " The pkht.dat files should be ocate
PRINT " sequentially from pkht.001 to pkht.r
PRINT
infile:
INPUT " Number of pkht.xxx files to be used
IF numX < 1 OR num > 10 GOTO infile
I
xopound, first input the new"
est abundance peaks to be used "
I then input the pkht.xxx files"
wnpound'
newnameS
be used"; pcthold%
d on e:
num. 
and should be numbered"
( <10 )"; numn
newcmp = abncnmpdsX + 351
Labncmpds% = LabncmpdsX + 1
cmpname(newcmp) = LEFTS(LTRIMS(RTRINS(newnameS)), 30)
FOR i = 1 TO nuim
numbS = RIGHTS("00" + LTRIMS(RTRIMS(STR$(num%))), 3)
CLOSE 1
OPEN e:pkht." + numbs FOR INPUT AS 1
FOR j = 1 TO 8
LINE INPUT #1, dum$
NEXT j
FOR m = 200 TO 10 STEP -1
INPUT #1, pkht(m, i)
NEXT m
NEXT i
' Average the pkht.xxx files and oad into me and pct arrays
n 0
FOR m = 10 TO 200
pkht(m, 0) = 0
FOR i = 1 TO numX
pkht(m, 0) = pkht(m, 0) + pkht(m, i)
NEXT i
pkht(m, 0) = pkht(m, 0) / nurZ
IF pkht(m, 0) > pctholdX THEN
n = n + 
me(newcmp, n) = m
pct(newcmp, n) = INT(pkht(m, 0))
sumpct(newcmp) = sumpct(newcmp) + pct(newcmp, n)
END IF
NEXT
' Sort through and arrange in terms of high to low pct
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FOR i I TO ppcpdx
pctMxX pct(newcp, i)jinx- i
FOR j - i * 1 TO ppcqpdX
IF pctCnewcop, j) pctmxX THEN
pctmxX pct(necup, j)
maxX me(newcmp, j)jmx - j
END IF
NEXT j
IF jmax o i THEN
pct(newcmp, jx) pct(newcmp, i)
pct(newcap, i) pctmxX
me(newcp, jmx) = meCnewcp, i)
me(newcmp, i) mantxX
END IF
NEXT i
******************************************************************************
'Update Lablib.in
CLOSE 1
OPEN e:LebLib.inN FOR OUTPUT AS 1
PRINT #1, ldbversionS
f4S ' "'####-"
fSS "#Y'
PRINT #1, USING f4S; LabncmpdsX; labppcmpdZ; LabncatsX
FOR i 1 TO LabncatsX
PRINT #1, USING f4S; catloc(i + ncatsX) - 350;
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
ic ncatsX + 1
FOR cp 351 TO LabncmpdsX + 350
IF catlocCic) cp THEN
PRINT #1,
PRINT #1, *** " + LTRINS(RTRINS(catnaecic))) + N ***
PRINT #1,
ic ic + 1
END IF
PRINT #1, cpn mecp)
FOR i 1 TO ppcpdX
IF ecmpnp, i) 0 THEN
PRINT #1, USING f5S; meCcmp, i);
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
FOR i = I TO ppopdcX
IF pct(cmp, i) 0 THEN
PRINT #1, USING f5S; pct(cmp, );
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
NEXT cmp
CLOSE 1
. *** ******************** ************...****...*.********
' notify operator of new Lablib status
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT" The new Laboratory Library is now complete."
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PRINT 
PRINT
PRINT "
DO WHILE kS ""
kS INKEYS
LOOP
I
The new compound is: ; newcp; ". ; newnameS
type any key to continue"
I - ----- ****ls*** *- *-,*****
END SUB
SUB cpselectI * d**d** * *** ******** *********************
' Print out category information and user instructions
placeS = "selecting compounds"
start:
I
CLS
PRINT
PRINT
FOR i = 1 TO ncatsX + labncatsX STEP 2
PRINT " ";
PRINT USING N#"; i;
lx INSTR(catname(i), (") - 1
xS LEFTS(RTRIMS(catname(i)), x)
PRINT ; xS; TAB(40);
IF i + 1 <= ncatsX + LabncatsX THEN
catselCi) 0: catselCi + 1) O 'r
Lx = INSTR(catname(i + 1), N(C) - 1
xS$ LEFTS(RTRINS(catname(i + 1)), Lx)
PRINT ";
PRINT USING "N#'; i + 1;
PRINT " ; xS
ELSE
PRINT
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT "
PRINT USING '; ncats + Labncats + 1;
PRINT N none of the above"
PRINT
PRINT "To select catagories to be included
PRINT "type catagory number at ? or return
PRINT "(typing return after entering catago
PRINT "A * before a catagory name indicate
input categories
n = 100
selflag = O
DO WHILE n <> 0
tryagain:
LOCATE 20, 20
INPUT n
IF n O0 THEN EXIT DO
IF n ncats% + labncatsX + 1 THEN
PRINT "catagory mist be between 1
GOTO tryagain
END IF
selfleag z 1
IF n < ncatsX + labncatsX + I THEN
bset category selection
in the working library,"
to use all catagories."
aries terminates input)"
a selected category"
and "; ncatsX + labncatsX + 1
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I
xX INT((CC(n * 1) / 21) + 2)
yX (4 + (n + 1) / 21 - INT((n + 1) / 21)) * 78)
LOCATE xX, yX
PRINT "*"
ELSE
LOCATE (ncats + labncats + 1) / 2 + 3, 4: PRINT *"
EXIT DO
END IF
catseltn) 1
LOOP
IF selflag = 0 THEN 'seLect all compounds
FOR i * 1 TO ncatsX + labncats
catselCi) 1n-i
xX INT(((n + 1) / 21) + 2)
yX (4 + ((n + 1) / 21 - INT((n + 1) / 21))* 78)
LOCATE xX, yX
PRINT *NH
NEXT i
END IF
'confirm catagory selection
LOCATE 20, 20
PRINT "Is catagory selection okay? Type y to continue, type n to restart"
answerS "N
DO
answerS LCASES(INKEYS)
IF answerS "y" THEN EXIT DO
LOOP UNTIL answerS nH
IF answerS "HnH GOTO start
'select all compounds in selected catagories
catloc(ncatsX + labncatsX + 1) 350 + labncmpds + 1
FOR n = 1 TO ncats + labncatsX
IF catsel(n) = 1 THEN 'select compounds in categories chosen
FOR idno catloc(n) TO (catloc(n + 1) - 1)
cnpseL(idno) = I 'compound selected
NEXT idno
END IF
NEXT n
I**************************** ******** ~****** ********************
'create library data file to store current library status
CLOSE 
OPEN e:libstat.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, versionS + " + labversionS
PRINT #1, DATES; " "; TINES
PRINT #1, "Catagories selected: ";
FOR i 1 TO ncatsX
IF catsel(i) 1 THEN
PRINT #1, USING "##"; i;
PRINT #1, ",";
END IF
NEXT i
FOR i = 1 TO labncatsX
IF catsel(ncatsX + i) " 1 THEN
PRINT #1, USING H##"; i + ncatsX;
PRINT #1, ",";
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
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'select specific compounds
LOCATE 15, 1 'clear lower screen
FOR i 1 TO 9
PRINT 
NEXT i
LOCATE 1, 10
PRINT "* indicates selected category"
LOCATE 17, 5
PRINT "To add or remove specific compounds, type c pound nIber and return,"
PRINT then type for ddition nd -1 for removal of compounds, then return."
PRINT "Type an additional return to end compound selection."
n = 100
i =0
DO WHILE n 0
LOCATE 21, 20
INPUT " compound nber"; n
IF n = 0 THEN EXIT DO
LOCATE 22, 20
INPUT " z=add,-l=remove"; m
IF m <> 1 AND m <> -1 THEN
LOCATE 22, 20
PRINT " type 1 or -1 only"
LOCATE 22, 20
INPUT " ladd,-luremove"; m
END IF
LOCATE 1 + i, 70
PRINT n; mi=i*l
cmpsel(n) = m
PRINT #1, USING "##"; n;
IF m 1 THEN
PRINT #1, " added"
ELSE
PRINT #1, " removed"
END IF
LOOP
FOR cp ncmpdsX + TO 350 compounds not in Library
cmpsel(cmp) 0
NEXT cmp
PRINT #1, "END OF STATUS FILE"
CLOSE 1
END SUB
SUB testout
DIN cp AS INTEGER
,***********--************** * **************************************
placeS = "creating readable library"
' Test output for library by creating a readable version
PRINT
PRINT creating readable library version"
CLOSE 
OPEN e:\libtest.out" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, versionS +" " + Labversion$
f&S e "##W£:
f5S * ##W#
PRINT #1, USING f4S; ncmpdsX;
PRINT #1, USING f4S; ppcmpdX;
PRINT #1, USING f4S; ncatsX
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FOR i = 1 TO ncatsX
PRINT #1, USING f4S; catloc(i);
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
ic 1
FOR cp 1 TO abncwpdsX + 350
IF catloc(ic) = cmp THEN
PRINT #1,
PRINT #1, catname(ic)
PRINT #1,
ic ic + 1
END IF
IF cpse(cmp) = 1 THEN
PRINT #1, USING ".#"; cmp;
PRINT #1, .";
PRINT #1, cmpname(cmp)
FOR i = 1 TO 15
IF me(cmp, i) > 0 THEN
PRINT #1, USING f5S; me(cmp, i);
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
FOR i = 1 TO 15
IF pct(cmp, i) > 0 THEN
PRINT #1, USING f5S; pct(cmp, i);
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
IF me(cmp, 16) > 0 THEN
FOR i = 16 TO ppcmpdX
IF me(cmp, i) O0 THEN
PRINT #1, USING f5S; me(cmp, i);
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
FOR i = 16 TO ppcmpdZ
IF pct(cmp, i) > 0 THEN
PRINT #1, USING f5S; pct(cmp, i);
END IF
NEXT i
PRINT #1,
END IF
END IF
nxtcnp:
NEXT cmp
CLOSE 1
I********************************************
END SUB
SUB writelib
I *****************************
placeS = "writing new library"
CLS
LOCATE 12, 1: PRINT "Creating new me.lib...";
DlI index2 AS INTEGER
DI count AS INTEGER
DI u AS SINGLE
DIN mei AS INTEGER
DIN id AS INTEGER
DI idpkht AS SINGLE
DIM pkht AS SINGLE
DIM libraryb AS STRING * 80
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....t..........*...........*....* .
.t...tWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
DIN epct(maxcpdsX) AS SINGLE
DIN meid(maxcpdsX) AS INTEGER
I***************************
' Open files for input and output
places = opening new library files"
CLOSE 5, 6
OPEN e:melib.bin" FOR BINARY AS #5
OPEN e:melib.ndx" FOR BINARY AS #6
'create library from selections of main library
index2 = 81 'starting index for melib.ndx
libraryb = versions + " + LabversionS'read in library title
PUT #5, 1, libraryb 'print out library title
FOR mei 200 TO 10 STEP -1
LOCATE 12, 26: PRINT mei;
count 0 'number of compounds at this me
FOR id = 1 TO 350 + abncnpds%
IF cpsel(id) <> 1 GOTO nextid
FOR pX 1 TO ppcmpdX
IF me(id, pX) = mei THEN 'compound is there, record this
count = count + 1
mepct(count) = pct(id, pX) 'in mepct,meid and count
meid(count) = id
GOTO nextid
END IF
NEXT pX
nextid:
NEXT id
u = count
PUT #6, , index2
PUT #5, index2, u
index2 = index2 + (4 * (count + 1))
FOR i = 1 TO count
IF cmpse(meid(i)) = 1 THEN
pkht = meid(i) + mepct(i) / sumpct(meid(i))
PUT #5, , pkht
END IF
NEXT i
NEXT mei
I ****** * *** ************ *  ** ******************************w w wwwww
placeS = ncreating name.lib and Labname.Lib"
'create name.lib and abname.Lib
CLOSE 1, 2
OPEN ue:name.lib" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
OPEN "e:labname.Lib" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #1, versions
WRITE #1, ncmpdsX, ppcmpdX
FOR id = 1 TO ncmpdsX
PRINT #1, cmpname(id)
NEXT id
PRINT #2, LabversionS
PRINT #2, labncmpdsX
FOR id = 351 TO 350 + labncmpds%
PRINT #2, cmpname(id)
NEXT id
.*** * * * * * ********* **** * * *
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'Test Library creation routine
'CLS
'CLOSE 7
'OPEN leib. tst" FOR
'GET #5, 1, ibraryb
'PRINT #7, ibraryb
'PRINT libraryb
'FOR i 1 TO 20
' GET #5, , idpkht
'PRINT #7, idpkht
'PRINT ilpkht
'NEXT i
CLOSE 5, 6, 7
PRINT "...conpleted."
END SUB
OUTPUT AS #7
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